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FORE-WORD

During the past decade, American research on terrain-vehicle relationship was criticized

on the grounds that the returns wete not commensurate with the investment. Although

particulars were never voiced publicly, with minor exceptions of papers by Headley

(1962), AIA (1962), and Bekker (1963, 1964, 1970), the facts appear to have exposed

a problem: major programs were cancelled before completion, support and funding

were reduced, and the interest waned to such an extent that a number of experienced

workers found jobs elsewhere.

The total investment in "ground mobility" research during the past 20 years amounted

to several million dollars. Though the sum may be negligible by comparison to the

cost of projects in other fields that were also criticized, a professional study of methods

and techniques used in this particular field could in the future help by removing grounds

for a similar criticism. And, not unlike other cases, such a study might help to

redirect the effort toward a more effective avenue of progress.

It was with this thought in mind that late in 1968 I approached Dr. Richard A. Weiss

and the late Dr. Leonard S. Wilson, and suggested that we compare our approach with

that of others to see what might be learned - assuming the future is still open to effec-

tive studies of TERRAIN-VEHICLE SYSTEMS. A proposal was prepared, reviewed by

groups of experts, and approved in 1970.

Since among the countries that conduct work on off-road locomotion, Russia seemed to

be leading, at least quantitatively if not qualitatively, it was agreed that an analysis of

the Russian state of the art in the discuosed area would be the primary objective of my

study. Other countries were to be included on a need-to-evaluate basis.

The analysis and conclusions presented in this volume are based on the open Russian

literature pertaining to the following professional activities: automotive engineering,

agricultural soil-machine technology, and specialized soil-machine studies related to

earth moving, to traversing organic "soil" (turf) and to special locomotion (lunar,

geological exploration, etc.). References pertaining to other related fields of activity
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also were used as specified in the test. Russian soil mechanics "per se" proved to

be irrelevant.

Jb The backbone of the proposal and the performing of this study was my library which

contains some 5000 entries that were collected over 20 years. In addition, the Library

of Congress and the Harvard University library were the source of important information.

However, the most valuable and most recent references were obtained from the collection

of the National Tillage Machinery Laboratory, Department of Agriculture. This unique

collection of Russian publications is the personal accomplishment of the Director of

the Laboratory, Dr. W. R. Gill. Without his help and cooperation, significant literature

in several critical are"- would not have been available to this writer for an in-depth

analysis.

Prior to and shortly after the initiation of this work I perused about 3000 references

covering the period 1935 to 1970. From these, approximately 450 references were

selected for further study; they included approximately 107 books and some 343 papers,

as recorded in the Bibliography to this report, with a trierance allowable for quotes

"after someone else's quotes."

The literature sample assembled in the Bibliography appears to be quite representative

of the methodology and the school of thought, -'cluding much technical detail. * This

I deduced fr:rn the review of the apprdlimately 1700 publications that were either

not quite relevant to, or repetitive of, concepts and ideas presented in the selected

450 rwerences.

The variety of int,!rmingling topics, frequent difficulties in defining the crucial

points, and, in general, the confusing Russian referencing and symbol using, crea.ed

problems which had to be resolved right at the cnset.

• This report also includes its share of technlicl detail. The casual reader who is
not interested In such detail is advised to scab such material to capture the between-
lines comparative reasoný: l to read Chaprer VII carefully starting with

C. "Summation".
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In order to see through the maze of different denotations - often for the same value

or equations - and to dissect the topics frequently interwoven in one paper, i intro-

duced the new, uniform symbols listed in the Symbol Index, and divided the main

P topics into groups that later became the titles for Chapters U through VI of this volume.

Since the separation of topics was sometimes difficult, or could have been arbitrary,

some repetition became unavoidable.

The tracing of influences of American work upon the Russian, and vice versa, requires

knowledge of both. Therefore, this report includes fragmentary accounts of U.S.

activities and pertinent references to help clarify a comparison of both approaches.

The fact that Russian publications referenced specific U.S. work was very helpful in

following the logic the Russians use in their approach. These re.'erences usually defined

the research areas and quoted the names of Americans and several other foreign workers

whose contributions, as one may assume, were at least of interest to the Russian re-

searchers. In a number of cases, however, no U. S. or cther references were given,

though it was clear that the topic or idea was not of Russian origin.

The titles of Chapters II through VI indicat3 the evolutionary charaLter of Russian

research in off-road locomotion. Although many activities were conducted simulta -

neously, an initial preoccupation with a soil-value system is evident (Chapter I).

However, the need for a study of the soil-value "per se" did not emerge until much

later (Chapter VI). Chapters II, UT, and IV dramatize the importance ot the solution

of this problem, as well as the amount of effort spent by Russian researchers to

define what and how to measure In the ground, in order to optimize the parameters

of design and performance in locomotion, tillage, ploughing, and eirthmoving. *

The realization that without measuring, no predictive evaluations carn be made is

impLicit in the colorful variety of mathematical modelling of soil-vehicle interface

(Chapter V). This realization gradually pushed the researcher toward analyzing

larger and larger machio-environment-mission complexes, which unavoidably led

to terrain-vehicle system optimizat" n (Chapter VI).

* In the present study, locomotion was the prime objective.
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The influence of Amercian work performed between 1954 and 1960 at the Land Loco-

motion Laboratory in Detroit should not be underestimated. It was this work which

seems to have spurred much thinking in Russia, and in all probability spirited new

activities (Chapter Vi).

The story, as told, unveils the sober, pragmatic Russian approach, which though

plagued with inefficiencies and frustrations, seems to have displayed in its evolution,

persistent and dynairic continuity ,- a remarkable feat in this age of technological

discontent.

May 25, 1971 MGB
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CHAPTER I
RESEARCH CLIMATE AND ENVIRONMENT

Introduction

Evaluation of the organization and policies guiding Russian R&D was not the objective

of this study, since the latter had been devoted solely to an analysis of engineering

and scientific problems related to terrain-vehicle interface.

However, as it may be often difficult to see the subject matter in a proper perspective,

without an insight into the climate and the environment surrounding Russian workers

in off-road locomotion, a brief search was made beyond the technological literature

on soil-vehicle relationship.

Difficulty was encountered in this effort because of the lack of material pertaining

.specifically to ground locomotion. Fortunately, the automotive and agricultural liter ature

which included soil-vehicle relationship was available. Since this literature was often

concerned with the organizational and policy problems, it was sufficient to read between

the lines in order to attempt the sketching of the R&D background as it gradually emerged.

This Chapter reports the highlights of findings and opinions which are discussed later

in more detail in this volume, It also touches upon the Russian philosophy of R&D,

policymaking, and the organization of research.

Theory vs Empiricism

Most of the students of Russian R&D agree that research has a very strong - perhaps

too strong - position in the national effort (Kozlowski, 1969). This situation is

examplified by a great emphasis upon the theory and generalization:

"*.. who thinks empirically and who negates the role of theoretical

generalization, thus naturally confines himself to the niveau... at

which he himself stands, and is incapable of seeing more remote

perspectives... He is like a mole which can see only what is in

S front of his nose" (Kedrov, 1963).



Words of this kind though published recently by a noted philosopher were not new. As

it will be seen in this volume, they reverberated in the studies of ground locomotion

mechanics from the time of Letoshnev (1936) and Goriachkin (1937), to the era of

Guskov (1966) and Ul'yanov (1969). But this seeming4y obsessive theorizing and

generalizing must favorably impress every student of Russian work, even if he dis-

agrees with the outcome of the theory. For the theories developed are rarely abstract

and academic; in a great majority they concentrate on selected practical topics, seldom

go beyond tangible boundaries of generalization, and always focus on a neat package of

a complete problem and its solution, for practical purposes. The textbooks and papers

listed in the bibliography sipeak for themselves in that respect.

The restraint in L.e "scientification" of practical engineering has been achieved by the

Russian researchers thrc-ugh the mixing of theory with experiment.

"Contempoorary experimental studies on soil-working mechanics depend

to a large extent on scientific-engineering foundation. When formulating

tasks of broader scientific nature, it is necessary however, to SIMULTA-

NEOUSLY WIDEN THE BASIS FOR LABORATORY AND ENGINEERING

WORK" ("Voprosy... " Vol VII, 1961), since this is the only logical road

to progress, *)

was the theory of what this writer calls the "Minsk School of Thought", and of other

influencial organizations. The cycle: theory -. experiment - better theory, can be seen

in many publications listed in the references to this volume, and in the Russian ac-

complishments of the past 35 years.

It is believed that the high regard for a theory without abandoning its empirical valida-

tion, and the sharp focussing of work on a practical end-product, are the mainsprings

of the Russian success.

There are few if any who would question the rationale of such an approach. Yet,

surprisingly as it may be, some of the American research in off-road locomotion took

a different course, which will be shown in more detail later in this volume, in a

* Capital letters added.
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comparison of U. S. and U, S. S. R. work. On the background of that comparison, it

may become clear why the Russians abstain from the American over-generalized,

push-button computarization and scientific sophistry, on one hand, and why on the other,

"Russian methodologists scoff at the American brute force technique of

trying a.l ideas sensible or not... and reject the German concept of

struggling for the simple best solution with the test tube over slide rule

rather than giving a trial in the field to a whole variety of promising

ideas. The Russians believe in a happy medium between the extremes

of American empiricism and German trial-by-theory" (Mechanical

Engineering, 1970).

Men, their Publications and Work

Theorizing and generalizing, in a climate heated by Kedrov's words and moderated by

the pronouncements of the 'Voprosy... "is a contagious thing, for it represents the

most accessible rostrum for individual enhancement of professional status. No wonder

that it has attracted prominent workers, often of the highest caliber.

It is most doubtful that any other cour .ry has surpassed Russia in quality and quantity

of Academicians, scholars, professors, and engineers employed directly or indirectly,

permanently or temporarily, in soil-machine relationship and off-road locomotion,

during the past 35 years. In any case, no one, including the U. S. A, has surpassed

the number of publications in that area.

This conclusion reached by this writer some time ago has been recently corroborated

by an astute researcher in soil-machine systems, and expert in agricultural science

and technology; after spending three months in Russia he noted that "research material

published in U. S. S.R. exceeds that in U. S. "(Gill, 1970).

Perusal of Russian literature also shows, at the first glance, that not only the quantity

is large, but also the quality is high. This outcome should be of no surprise, consider-

ing the very high caliber of professionals involved. A closer look upon this situation

and its consequences will be taken throughout the pages of this volume, and in Chapter

VI, in particular.H
3
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Publications in soil-machine relationship are, naturally, State financed. The fact that

they appear under the auspices of prestigious (local Republic) Academies of Sciences,

including, sometimes, the U. S. S. R. Academy of Sciences, or other influencial Research

I Institutes or Ministries, helps to attract good workers, to establish a school or schools

of thought, and to provide intellectual leadership based more on recognition of achieve-

ment, and less on politics - thoughý the latter still play their role.

A similar situation exists perhaps, in Germany, England, Japan, Sweden, and Italy.

It exists in Poland, Romania, East Germany, and Czechoslovakia. However, the U. S.-

performed research in off-road locomotion does not appear to have contributed to the

establishing of hiteiiectual leadership on a national scale, as will be discussed later

ir this volume.

Altough Russian researchers are strict pragmaticists, in contrast to what we have

witnessed in America, their sprawling bureaucracy, the multitude of research organiza-

tions, and the apparent lack of communication and of modern managerial techniques (as

discussed in Chapter VI) seem to have seriously threatened the research output.

It is this writer's opinion that both the quality and quantity of work, mentioned before,

could not have existed under the prevailing system, if it were not for the leadership of

a few individuals and a few institutions which, though competing, succeeded in establish-

ing a school of thought compatible with modern concepts of engineering.

The leadership indisputably belongs to Russian automotive and those agricultural engi-

neers who are concerned with tractors and special vehicles. Geographers, geologists,

environmental scientists, experts in soil mechanics, and civil engineers had relatively

little to say, as the perusal of technical literature indicates.

The subsequent pages and index to this work are quite convincing that the problems are

of an automotive engineering nature, and that the task of their solution was assigned

to the right people.

Institutes and Institutions

Research work is performed occasionally at the factories, invariably at special R&D

Institutes, and often at the universities. The description and evaluation of the Institutes
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reported here were mainly based on information from Berliner (1969', Kozlowski

(1969), Gill (1970), and to a certain extent from the somewhat outdated brochure

"Farm Mechanization in the Soviet Union" (1959). In addition, other references were

,b used as specifically quoted in the text.

The present analysis of institutions involved in ground locomotion and soil-machine

research did not go beyond the institute-factor-university level, as detailed material

was not readily available, and a broader study would require Much additional effort,

well beyond the scope of the present work.

Thus, while relatively little is known to this writer about the organization of research

among the various Ministries, councils, commtAees, and industries, the• role of Re-

search and Development Institutes became fairly clear from the study of technica,1

literature.

The term R&D in Russia covers 'basic" research, applied or exploratory engineering

research, and experimental work, up to and including the construction of the first

prototype, its testing, and monitoring the first output of the production line. Theory,

experiment, and design intermingle in the complete cycle of product birth and life,

until the production is well established.

Rapid progress in, and the modernization of, producti•o, methods apparently necessitatad

loosening of some rather unwieldy science policies. In 1961, the State Committee for

the Coordination of Scientific Research was established. The committee shares its

coordinating powers with State Planning Committee, GOSPI AN. The top level control

of the Party on R&D is exercised by the Departments of Science and Education of the

Central Committee, which is often mentioned in the editorials and general articles

published in the technical literature.

Much of early R&D - particularly high priority R&D - is conducted by various Ministries

through their Research Institutes, as can be seen from the sponsorship of technical

publications. Local Republics and the U. S. S. R. Akademies of Sciences also are

responsible for fundamental and some applied Research.
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The chief current criticism of the system is that too much manpower and resources

are spent on research and not enough on development. The ratio of monies spent on

basic research by U. S. S. R. and U. S. after 1960 was believed to be as follows:

U.S.S.R., 20%; U.S. A., 9%, (1968 data for U.S.). Knowledgeable Russian officials

point out that this imbalance must be, will be, and is being corrected (Kozlowski, 1969).

Review of the leading Russian and American literature reported in detail in Chapter VI

shows that in automotive and soil-machine technology the percentages of articles

published on such topics as Mathematical Modelling (MM) and design, engineering, and

testing (DE&T) are practically equal:

MM DE&T Other

U.S.S.R. 27.8 41.3 30.9

U.S.A. 24.0 44.0 32.0

However, numerically respective , U. S. publications are below Russiaa, publications as

the numbers of analyzed topics show:

MM DE&T Other

U. S. S.R. 84 125 94

U. S.A. 48 88 64

Other criticisms of Russian R&D Institutes pertain to the imbalance in research-

technician manpower ratio and chiefly in the lack of facilities. The latter could be

note(, easily when studying the literature on soil-machine relationship. The test

equipment was crude, and the lack of computers was evident in endless nomograms.

Gill (1970) reported, however, that these deficiencies are being eliminated at a fast

pace, and a special high level committee was organized to cope with the problem.

This observation coincides with Kozlowski's (1969) comment that "since 1966 there has

been a subtle-but-significant shift to eliminate existing problems in Soviet R&D. "

The same conclusions were reached by Berliner (1969). Nikitin (1967) also wrote

about forthcomini changes in the structure, organization, and specialization of auto-

motive production.

There were reportedly 2019 Institutes in U. S. S. R, in 1964, most of them responsible

to the particular Ministries. Two of these, The Automotive R&D Institute (NAMI) and

6



Central R&D Institute for Mechanization and Electrification of Agriculture (TsNIMESH),

see~n to occupy the leading spot in automotive off-road locomotion and soil-machine

technology. The first reports to the Mimstry of Automotive Industry, while the seconc

to the Belorussian Ministry of Agriculture and Belorussian Akademy of Sciences. The

third Institute, which seems to play an important role in problems analyzed in this

volume, is the Federal R&D Institute for Agricultural Machinery, named after

Goryachkin (VISkHOM), Many others, which were reported to have a connection with

works enumerated in the bibliography to this volume, are listed in the next chapter.

The plurality of organizations involved appears to be staggering, and the maintaining

of liaison, beyond control. And it must be so, since each Institute is specifically

responsible for dissemination of information. In addition, some of the Ministries

attempt to resolve these problems.

The organization, staffing, and budget of the new Information Service of the Ministry

of Automotive Industry appear to underscore rather dramitically the severity of the

problem. The mission of the Service is to:

"safeguard the thoroughness and completeness in gathering and

dissemination of scientific-technical information related to

various pertinent fields of activity in the U. S. S. R. and abroad,"

(Fedoseeva, 1967).

The prestige of NAMI is of long standing. In 1968, thL'. institution celebrated its 50th

anniversary. Its long history and accomplishments have been described on this occasion

in a series of articles (Kblebnikov and Osipyan, 1968, Naidenov et al., 1968; Strokin,

1968), and are very impressive.

A year before, in 1967, the tractor and agricultural machinery industry celebrated its

golden anniversary. That industry was originally dependent on work performed by the

former R&D Institute for Tractors and Automobiles (NATI), which was merged with

NAMI in 1946. A paper by Sinitsyn (1967) complements, in a sense, the information

about NATI - NAMI activities reported by Khlebnikov, Naidenov, and Strokin.
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Besides the description of cechnlcal goals and achievements, much emphasis is put

in these articles on:

0 close cooperation with the industry

0 development of new automotive technologies

• system (operational) analysis of domestic and foreign progress

(which was considered to be very helpful in the selection of

Italian Fiat for mass production in the U. S. S. R.)

0 electronic data processing and computerization

0 increase of vehicle reliability

* economy and reduction of the exploitation of natural resources

standardization

* research and development in new 1975 to 1980 vehicle types

* development of automotive technology for the North and

North East

• increase of maintainability

a development ol servo mechanisms

* human engineering.

Other institutes follow more or less the same path leadiug to the same goals, as cir-

cumscribed by their specific mission. Thus while NAMI has a broad interest in all

the automotive equipment, the TsNIMESH and VISkHOM ext-.- their activity into

ploughing and tillage machinery, while limiting their interest 'n the agricultural

tractors and special purpose vehicles (Mekhanizatsia i elektrifik.-tsia selskogo

khoziaistva, 1908; issledovanie rabochykh organov pochvoobrabaty. .yushchykh

mashin, 1967).

Little, ii anything is known about staffing and internal organization of the Institutes.

Around 1921 NAMI counted 86 workers; in 1926, 177 workers (Khlebnikov and

Osipyan, 1968'.

Today the number probably goes into thousands. At the Federal Institute for Farm

Mechanization (VIM) there are 600 people. Several are Ph D'sor University professors;

80 have MS deg-rces. Technicians and auxiliaries include 400 workers (Gill 1970). This

would indicate that the balance of manpower in this research is close to that in the

United States, in a similar organization.
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The structure of a day's work in such an institute quoted after Pochekhanov (1969)

is as follows:

Scientific work 61.5%

Administration 9.6

Unskilled work 8.6

Literature Search 5.8

Waiting, non productive work 5.8

Study, learning

Social work 4.8

The time provided for social work indicates the nature of motivation of research. The

reported introduction of work incentives similar to those used in the U. S. A. will

probably not change these figures much, although such incentives may Ge most bene-

ficial in other areas of R&D cyzle and production.

Multitude of Efforts and Geography

As indicated in the preceding lines, the interest in soil-machine relationship and

technology is widespread. In general, it appears to follow all the climatic, geographical,

and geological regions, which may be deduced from the location of particular Institutes.

Some of the Institutes are limited to specific territories such as '!non-chernozem" soil

zone (Minsk center). The others are of more general character.

While it is e2.-tremely difficult, if possible at all, to list the organizations and institutions

involved, and to determine the amount of effort they allocate to the discussed area, it

was thought that the listing of instituions, based on the affiliation with and/or sponsor-

ship of authors reviewed or referred to in this work, will give a fair measure of the

number of institutions involved. The first-order approximation as to who does most

off the work may be judged if the frequency of particular quotations appearing in this

volume, and in the references, is considered: NAMI and TsN1MESH undoubtedly will

lead a long list of the others:

a Akademiya Nauk SSR (Academy of Sciences SSR)

a Akademiya SHN im. Lenina (Lenin Academy of Agricultural Sciences)

& Akademiya Nauk ARM SSR (Armenian Academy of Sciences)

0 Btloruskii Politekhnicheski Institut (Bolorussian Inst. of Tech)



ESasnkirskii SHI (Bashkir Agricuitural Institute)

* Chelabinskii IMES-H (Chelabinsk lnst. for Mech. & Electrific.

of Agriculture)

* Dnepropetrovskii Inzhenerno - Stroitelnyi Institut (Denpropertrovsk

Design and Engineering Instit-ute)

0 Frunzenskii Politekhnicheskii Institut (Politechnik Institute, named

after Frunze)

0 Gorkovski-. ¶11 (Gorkov Agricultural Institute)l

* Gz.sudarstvennyi Koniitet Po Avtomatizatscii i Mashinostroenii

(Govt. Commiftee for Autom~ation and Machine Des.)

0 Gorkovskii Poiitekhnmcheskii Institut (Gorkov Inst of Tech)

* KADI (!Ciev Motor Ways Institute)

* iKaukasskii Politekhnicheskii Institut (Caucasian Inst. of Tech)

0 •harkovskii Avtornobilno-Dorozhnyi Institut (Kharkov Institute

for Motorways)

* ~ ':kii SI (Kuban Agricuiturall Institute)

* Kuibyshevskii S-HI (Kuibysheir Agricultural Institute)

* Krasno.Larskii SHIl (Krasnoyar Agricultural Institute)

0 Listitut M~ashinostroeniya AN BSSR (Machine Design Instititte

Acad. of Sc. B-Aeloruss. SSR)

* institut Gornego Dela (Institute of Mining)

* INTSTolrl (Research Institute for Turf Industry)

* Lvorvskii Avtobusny Izavod (Lvov Coach Works)

* Lvovs~ii Politekhnicheski~ nstitut (Lvov Inst. of Tech)

0 Lvovskii Lesotekhn-icheskii Instut (Lvov Forestry Institute)

0 Leninm-radskii inzhenerno-Stroitelingi Institut (Leningrad Design

and Enjineering Institute)

0 Lenin, ,radskii S-111 (Leningrad Agricultural Institute)

0 Mimsferstvo Ax-tomobilnoi Prornyshlennosti SSR (Ministry of

Autnrot~ve Industry of the SSSR)

* MoskovsKii Avtomekhanicheskii Institut, XMAM (Moscow

A;u'-cý-nbile Institute)

* 1N1,)!:cxskii Inzhenerno-Stroitelnyi Institut (Moscow Design and

Engineering Institute)

* Moskovskii Avtozavod im. Likhacheva (Moscow Autombbile

Wierks, named alter Likhachev)
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0 Moskovskii Avtomobllno-Dorozhnyi Institut, MADI (Moscow Institute

for Motorways)

0 Moskovskoe Vyshe Tekhnicheskoe Uchilischche in Bauniana, '.\WTTU

(Moscow Technical College, named after Baumnan)

6 Minrsterstwo 511 SSSR (Ministry of Agriculture of SSSR)

* Mytishinskii Mashinostroitelnyi Zavod (Mytishin Machine Works)

* Minakii Avtozavod (Minsk Automobile Works)

* Nauczno Issleodovateiskli Institut Shinnoi Promyshlennosti NIISHP

(R&D Institute for Tire Industrv)

* Mins,,ii Traktornyi Zavol (Minsk Tractor Works)

* Nauchno-Issledovatelskii Institut Avtomobilnogo Transporta, NU.AT

(R&D Institute for Automotive Transport)

* Nauchno Issiedovatelskii Avtomobilnyi i Avtomotornyi institut, NAMI

(Automobile and Motor R&D Institute)

0 Nauchno Issledoratelskii Avtotraktornyi Institut NAT! (Automobile

and Tractor R&D Institute)

* Odesskil. Automobilnyi i Traktornyi Nauchno Issledovatelskii Institut

(Odessa Tractor and Automobile R&D Institute)

* Rostovskii lnzhenerno-Stroitelnyi Institut (Rostov Design and

Engineering Institute)

* Staiingradskii Mekhanichesk~ii Institut (Stalingrad Me chanical Instidtute)

0 SibMIs (Siberian... ?

0 Sibirskii Avtomobilno-Dorozhnyi Institut (S,'oerian Motor Ways Institute)

* 'sentralnyi Nauchno Isssledovatelskii Institlut Mekhanizatsii i E'Lektrifikatsi:i

Selskoyo Khc.,zyaistva, Ts1N .MS , ASEN BSSR (Central R&D Institute

i-r Mechanization and Electrification of Agriculture. Academy of

Agricultural Sciences, Belorussian SSR)

9 TsN-ITA(?

* iirae Sel'skokhozyai.-aya Akad. (Tiniiriazev Agricultural Academy)

0 Tsentralnyi Nauchno Issledovatelskii Insticut Mekhanizatsii EnergetikA"

Lesrioi Promyshlennosti (Central R&D~" Institute for Mechanization and

Energy Exploitation of Forest industries)

0 Tsentrainyi Nauchno Is~sledovatelskii Institut Mekhanizatsii i Elektrifikatsli

TsNIIME (Central R&D Institute for Mechanization and Electrification)



* Ukrainskii Nauchno Issledovatelskii Instil~ut Mekhanizatsii Sel'skogo,

]Khozyaistva (Ukrainian R&D Institute for Mechanization of Agriculture)

0 Voronezhiskii SHI (Voronez Institute for Agriculture)

* Vrsesoyuznyi Nauchno Issledovatelskii Institut SHmashin im. Goryachkina,

VISHOM (Federal R&D Institute for Agricultural Machinery, natmed

after Goryacbkina)

6 Vsesoylaznyi Institut Mekhanizatsii 'VIde (Federall Institute of

Mechanization)

0 VNflStroidormash (Federal Institute for Road Building Machinery)

* VW.A (Military En~gineering Akademmy 1'mied after Kuibyshev?)

0 Vsesoyuznyi Nauchno Issledovatelskii i Konsiruktorsko- TeWihrgcheskii InstitUt

A~zbestovykh Tekni:cheskikh Izdelii (Federal R&D Institute for Design

and Technology of Asbestos Material)
a Vsesoyuzn' Institut Mekhanizatsii i Elektrizatsii Sel-'skogo Khozyaistva

VIMESH1 (Federal Institute for Mechanizationi and Electrification of

Agriculture)

* Vladi.mi-rskii T.-aktornyi Zavod (V11adimir Tractor Works)

* Yaroslavskii Shinnyi Zavod (Yaroslav 'fire Works)

* Zaporozhskiij Mashinostroitelnyi Institut im. Chubarya (Zapororozh

Machine Design Institute named after Chubar')

The above list is by no means comprehensive as it does not include o.-&ganizations which

may perform proprietary and/or classified work. It also is not 11nown who specifically

did R&D on the Russian Lunar Roving Vehicle, the 'TLUNOKHQD, "and who studies lunar

terrain from a locomotion viewpoint. In the U. S. , NASA spent a great effort in this area.

In a sense, hiowever, the Russians already :iave a land 'locomotion institute " right on

the moon, for the Lunokhod is equipped with a soil penetrometer and the '19th" whee'l

probc. The latter provides information for vehicle designers, while the first satisfies

the requirements of geologists and soil physicists (Pravda, 1971). NASA has a rather

long way to go before these achievements are matched. In this respect the Russion

interest in soils and machines follows not only the GEO-, but also the "LUNO'igraphy,"

while ours is lagging.

With the strong drive to expansion and generalization, and with a sober engineering ap-

proach based on scientific premise cultivated in a difficult organizational but favorable

intellectual environment, the Russian work on soils and machines is very impressive,

as will be discussed later. 12



CHAPTER II
PHYSICAL SOIL VALUES AND PARAMETERS4

Introduction

Science does not necessarily precede technology. In the old days, in particular, the

reverse was true: ships and planes were built long before the discovery of laws of

fluid and gas dynamics; and off-road locomotion has been no exception. Even more,

off-road locomotion is one of the best examples of technology built predominantly,

if not solely, on empirics, without much scientific insight.

Under these circumstances it would be surprising to expect that early Russian efforts

took a very scientific course of action in design of agricultural tractors and offzthe-

road vehicles. The pressure in reconstruction of the post-revolution ravages neces-

sitated the full use of technological know-how already available in the West, rather

than a fresh original start based on theoretical premises. Thus the student of Russian

technology of that era finds the followers, rather than the innovators, for whom adapta-

tion and modification of existing material was preponderant over the creation of the

new one.

Such an attitude, however, did not prevent some Russian workers in off-road locomotion

to search for more theoretical solutions, even though those of a purely empirical nature

were readily available.

Bernstein-Letoshnev Era
i4

In March 1913 Rudolph Bernstein in Germany wrote a paper entitled "Problems of

Experimental Mechanics of Motor Ploughs. " The title was somewhat misleading, for

the article dealt largely with soil deformation under the action of rigid wheels, and

proluced the first gtneral concepts of soil parameters for off-road locomotion, rather

than for ploughing.

WorlJ War I, and the introdfction of pneumatic tires in agricultural tractors in the

late twenties, were not conducive to the elaboration of Bernstein's system of soil

values. Thus between the two World Wars very little, if anything, was heard about

13
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his work. Even such a prolific American writer and diligent student of the problem

as McKibben et al. (1939; 1940) used not only qualitative soil values defined in loose

terms of 'blue grass pasture, " 'Tall-plowed loam, " or "settled title loam, "but also

used arbitrary, descriptive civil engineering soil 'values" such as liquid limit, plastic

limit, plasticity index, etc., which can never be correlated with quantitative values

of locomotion (McKibben and Green, 1940).

Before that time, however, a Moscow University Professor, Letoshnev (1936), per-

formed extensive studies and experimental verification of Bernstein's theory and

published the results in a voluminous collective treatise on the theory and construction

of agricultural machinery.

Sociological studies of the impact of science upon technology indicate that the time lag

between the first formulation of a theory and its practical utilization is seldom shorter

than 10 to 20 years. Letoshnev's work was no exception; its effect, although immediate,

started gaining momentum in Russia only in the fifties and early sixties, while in other

countries it was virtually unknown until the late fifties, when it was first published in

the United States (Bekker, 1956).

Letoshnev, however, did not invent an entirely new soil value system. He followed

the long line of thought by Morin, Grandvoinet, Gerstner, Schultz, Meyer, and

Bernstein and concluded that 'In order to solve in a first approximation" a number of

problems such as prediction of wheel diameter and width, in terms of quantitative

parameters which empirically characterize soil properties, it was necessary to adopt

a rule which is followed by the soils in load-deformation process. He noted the

difficulties encountered by his predecesaors Ln obtalding experimentally verifiable

solutions, and pointed the original erroneous assumption that unit soil load p increased

with depth z in accordance with the rule:
2

p = a1z + a 2z (1)

where a1 and a2 were empirical coefficients. Since experiments by Meyer and

Bernstein (1913) also showed that this was not the case, and that the form and size

of the loading area affect the p(z) function, Letoshnev originally preferred the relationship:

P = kLz (2)

14



where kL was a soil "constant." Equation (2) was favored by Academician Goriachkin,

who was undoubtedly familiar with works by Grandvoinet, Gerstner, and Schultz (Bekker,

1956). However, Bernstein also used equation (2) in the following form:

p = k "(3)

where coefficient of soil sinkage kB was defined by:

kB = ;'U + a"A (4)

In equation (4) vaue U denotes the perimeter and A, the area of the loading surface.

The terms a' aid a" are coefficients of empirical nature. Equation (3) apparently

prompted Letoshiev to expand Bernstein's concept, and to generalize equations (2),

(3) and (4) as folfpws:

n (5)

where n was soil exponent, in sinkage.

Bernstein's equation of 1913, adopted by Letoshnev in 1036, resembles the equation

developed in Germany by K~gler (1933) and in the United States by Housel (1940), where

the shear-perimeter area played an important role.

It should be noted, however, that Bernstein originally also considered other equations

such as:

p=k' (-e -r) (6)

which was an example of a simple fitting of the experimental p(z) curve with an approxi-

mate function. Since Bernstein tested the effect of the plate size on soil "constant" kB,

he was not too happy with the result, and tried:

p = k' /W (I-e'r), (7)

and

p =(k"/A + k "'A) (1-e'rn) (8)

Letoshnev did not report these conjectures but concentrated solely on equations (3),

(4), and (5), following closely Bernstein's reasoning.
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Assume. rigid wheel pulled distance s. Then, the work spent equals Rs, where

R is the motion resistance. Work E0 spent on soil deformation in length s and

width b is E0 =pbs, and

Rs= pbs

hence, z z n+1

R =pd.=bkB ndb k-bl (9)

0

As it will be shown later, the fundamental form of equation (9) has provided one of the

simplest and most reliable solutions fer a rigid whee', practically unsurpassed to this

day (Schuring, 1968; Bekker, 1969). However, in o•'der to consider the effect of the

size of the wheel, both Bernstein and Letoshnev accepted the following: since kB de-

pends on the form and size of the wheel, the elementary work of motion resistance

R on distance 8s may be defined as
z z

R8s = 8s J kIBzndz =(sk'B) fzndz

0 0

But k'B AS = kB, where 8s is such a length of the contact area, which at wheel width

b defines elementary area of 1 cm 2. According to Bernstein:

kB =a'U +a"A=k' B s

In this equation, perimeter U relates to the area of width b, along which ground

deformation occurs. It is equal to two side secants of the wheel, i. e., U = 2As. And

the elementary area of deformation is A = bis. Hence,

k'B = 2a' + a'b (10)

and,

R - (2a' + a'b) zndz

0

and,
R (2a' + a'b) z +1

n+l (11)

Values a' and a", and hence k' were assumed as soil parameters quasi-independent

'4 of the size of the loading area. Letoshnev used soil values, equation (10), as a basis

for calculating performance, and loads for certain wheel dimensions of four-wheeled
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carriages (Bekker, 1956). He expanded the study over n.tny variations of those

vehicles in a number of fundamental soil types and their values, and tested extensively

four-wheel carriages with various axle loads and wheel diar-eters. Subsequently he

compared the results with "soil values" by Morin, Gerstner and Bernstein. The con-

clusion was that Bernstein's definition of p(z) gave the best results.

A simplification of Bernstein's soil values a' and a" was introduced by himself on the

basis of tests by Morin (1840). It was confirmed by Letoshnev on the basis of tests

performed by the Russian Highway Research Bureau (TsUMT) and led to the modifica-

tion of equation (10) in the following form:

k'B= 2a' (1 + Lb )
2a'

Since experiments performed on hard sandy ground, with wheels of varying b, and on

a sand layer 12 to 15 cm thick, showed that a"/2a' - 0. 27,

k'B = 2a' (1 + 0. 27b) (12)

Figures for a', for rigid wheels, quoted by Letoshnev are:

Table I

Soil at

Mowed grass moist 71. 1

Mowed grass soft 11.2

Potato field 7.5

Potato field - frozen 17.8

Ploughed thawed field 5.7

Stubble, moist 9.8

Stubble, dry 20. 9

Stubble, soft 8.9

The experiments performed with horse driven wagons were mainly concerned with

second-pass vehicle performance, which in a sense has obscured the meaning of kB,

k'B, a', and a" as deduced from the first pass, single wheel performance. Perhaps

this was the reason why Letoshnev confined his work to the rigid wagon wheel con-

S figurations in firm soil, instead of to a generalized solution for any loading area, in

any kind of soil. At least this was the conclusion of this writer, since he was first •

exposed to Berrstein-Letoshnev theory in 1950.



In general, sandy soils, according to Letoshnev's experiment, showed the following

k'B values:

Loose dry sand k'B = 1. 1 b

SSand and humus k'B = 2.2 b

Sandy track k'B = 2.8 b

Clayey soils also were investigated by means of four-wheel wagons. Since the clay

compacts under consecutive passes, k'B increases as shown below:

Table 2

Wheel Soil Coefficient k'B
Width 1st Pass 10th Pass 20th Pass 30th Pass

13/4" (4.45cm) 17.3 18.9 21.6 21.6

21/2" (6. 35cm) 23.4 21.4 27.0 25.0

31/2" (8.89cm) 26.4 I 30.4 29.0 29.0

The values of k'B were calculated from dynamometric carriage tests with the help

of equation

R 2W-3 2  2z 4z-2  3/2 (13)

3(z+1)3/2 )ki / D r D /

where z is the ratio between the front axle load WI and the rear axle load W2 ;

z = W1/W 2 ; wagon weight W = W1 + W2; and D1 and D2 are f ý: r and rear wheel diam-

eters, respectively. Exponent of soil sinkage n was assumed to be 1/2, in accordance

with Bernstein's measurement. On the basis of these calculations Letoshnev deduced

that k' B in clayey soils changes Awith wheel width b in the following fashion:

k'B =a' a"b (14)

where b is in cm. Thus in the assumed soils, coefficients a are as shown below:

Table 3

No. of Passes a' a a"

1 9.0 2.16

10 7.4 2.59

20 9.0 2.1

30 12.0 1.7

Average 10.0 82.



The average for clayey solis was assumed in the following form:

k' B =10+2.1b

Loamy soils also were subject to measurements by means of four-wheel wagons.

Experiments were performed for wheels of various diameters and b = constant. Re-

sults showed no marked differences for sandy soils, with average value of k' B=5. 0

for b = 4.45 cm. Thus for loam,

k'B = 21.6 for b = 4.45 cm.

Gravel tests showed:

Table 4

b = 1-3/4" 2-1/2" 3-1/2"

k'B = 80.5 66.8 48.2

Forest roads full of organic matter and debris gave:

k'B =5.5 +1. lb

Country roads were defined in the table below:

Table 5

Road kt'
S __ B

Loose Sandy 2.2 b to 2.6 b

Hard Sandy 4.0 b to 6.0 b

Clayey 7 +1.2bto 10 1. 3b

Forest 5.5 + 1. 1 b

Gravel 11.3 + 7.3 b

To repeat, k'B here is the ground-bearing capacity in kilograms at I cm sinkage of

the wheel.

The brief review of work by Letoshnev leads to the following summary:

o His experiments and theoretical generalizations based on Bernstein's

concept of soil values for the fixed value of n = 1/2 were concerned

with four-wheel horse-driven -agons.
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* The soil values k'B = 2a' + 2" b were determined from wagon tests
on the basis of rather complex equation subject to assumption of the

effect of repetitive passes.

0 The whole work led to the classification of payloads of horse-driven

carriages on various country roads, and on aErricultural fields.

0 His study was not related to self-propelled vehicles in contrast to

work by Bernstein (steam ploughs).

# In consequence, Letoshnev's work was lost for a whole generation

of automotive engineers.

The last conclusion can be seen in the fact that the Automotive Tractor Handbook

published by Kristi (1938) two years after the publication of Letoshnev's work (1936)

does not even mention any soil values, or Bernstein or Letoshnev. Instead, it dwells
on motion resistance of wheels which was expressed in terms of empirical coefficients.

Similarly a collective work on tank theory (Kristi, 1937) ignores soil-vehicle interface.

And much later Professor Lvov (1952) did not produce any soil values or the theory of

a wheel, when considering isobars of pressure distribution under a circular footing or

bearing capacity of agricultural soil, somehow expressed in kg/cm 2 , at various

moisture contents. The nearest to the generalization of the soil values was his diagram

showing relationship between pressure and sinkage based on a far too simple expression

of load-sinkage relationship: p = kz. This rather surprising course of events indicates

that the Russian research in soil-vehicle relationship carried out between the early

thirties and fifties was not systematically organized and coordinated.

An explanation of this phenomenon appears simple. In the automotive field, technological

problems of maintainability, reliability, and production cost have been always more time

and money consuming than soil-vehicle research. Thus the management of various R&D

establishmerts was more hardware-oriented than theoretically minded. And the objective

of numerous government Research Institutes and Chairs of Automotive and Tracter Engi-

neering that existed at major universities was directed toward (Zimelev, 1957):

"* selection of optimum engine power for the given vehicle type and class

"* selection of the type and parameters of the transmission

* reduction of motion resistance

* increase of vehicle "mobility, " through solution of problems such

as selection of optimum number of axles, load distribution, etc.
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I reduction of fuel consumption

* rationalization of special vehicle and tractor loads (one or

more trailers'

0 storage of surplus energy of the engine, and its subsequent

utilization when accelerating, or driving ",n difficult roads (?)

* improvement of steering

* weight reduction and diminishing dynamic loads of tb.e transmission

and the running gear

* solution of practical problems of reliability, utility, and performance.

Obviously in such a program nobody thought that Letoshnev's horse-driven carriages

and their soil-vehicle relationship would have ar.y relation to motor vehicles.

Post Letoshnev Era

The difficult access to Russian literature makes it somewhat uncertain as to what was

the real trend in terrain-vehicle studies immediately after the post Letoshnev era, and

what was just this or another idea of soil values proposed by enthusiastic researchars.

To distinguish between the two, a review of school of thought at major research

organizations was analyzed, and its "durability" as well as the extent of acceptance

inferred. With the chronology of events closely recorded, a basis for sound conclusions

was thus hopefully established.

Nonethele-ss, it was an arbitrary act for a historian to define the end of one era and *1

the beginning of another. With this reservation the Letoshnev era was designated as

the period when a penetration piate (or wheel) that produced kL, kB (or k'V), and

the n -soil values, was used without any concern for horizontal shear forces 7 pro-

ducing soil thrust.

If this writer is correct, that era ended about 1958 wiih an article about a rotational

penetrometer, published in a bulletin of the All Russian Research Institute of Mechaniza-

tion and Electrification of Agriculture (VIMESH). The method was designed for

"determining physical-mechanical soi8 properties needed ior the evaluation of soil as
V an engineering maLerial, and as a locomotion medium for tractors and agricultural

machinery" (Tsymbai, 1958).
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The apparatus which will be described in Chapter IV claimed to measure the coef-

ficients of:

0 soil penetration k'B

0 soil shear r

* soil-metal friction /o

The device was made of a smooth cone which rotated when forced into the ground. But

the measuring of k' B was performed by a small rigid "standard" wheel attached to tLie

gadget. Knowing wheel dimensions D and b, wheel load W, and motion resistance

force R, the value of k' could be determined from the Bernsteinian equation (for
n =1/2):3

S3 F w_ _L -y

(see Bekker, 1956). This, of course, was not quite new, except for cone rotation

which allegedly gave the coefficients of friction of metal-to-soil and soil-to-soil, in-

cluding "adhesiop" and :"cohesion" which was not mentioned as a separate value.

The lack of any data correlating these coefficients with vehicle performance does not

enable one to deduce what kind of success Tsymbal had. Since his idea was not mentioned

again, it is almost certain that Tsymbal was not successful, particula:rly with his

"standard" wheel method which entailed scale effect apparently never seriously explored

by the Russian investigators.

However, a similar concept was revived later in the form of a 'three cone" instrument

for soil measurement (Matsepuro and Runtso, 1961) and in a "cone-cume-blades" device

(Rokas, 1960), curiously enough without any reference to the work by Tsymbal, as will

be discussed later.

In any case, Tsymbal's work was instrumental in focusing future efforts on soil shear,

thus inaugurating a new era in a search for a more complete set of soil values. The

search, however, was tortuous and slow.

In tw• receni book published by the editors of the Mechanical Engineering periodical

C devoted to machine design,' one of the leading contemporary students of the optinuzation

M.chinostroyenie
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of tractor parameters, Gusicov (190b) aesc,.oecl the history of early Rcussian work anca

first referred to the classical work on soil m~chanics by Sokolovski (1942). This,

however, appears to uave been more a tribute to the distinguished member of the

Russian Academy oi Sciences than an attempt to use his methods in locomotion. Next,

he did not introduce soils beyond the descriptive standards of civil engineering mech-

anics, such as particle size distribution and plasticity index. In addition, his intro-

duction was concerned with vehicle performance parameters such as the coefficient of

"adhesion" and motion resistance, and their relation to moisture content, without

referring to soil properties of mechanical nature. In this historical outline he only

quoted an early American paper by Gross and Elliott (1946) and the Russian work by

Babkov (1959) and Aziamova (1959). This led him to the coaclusion that 'because of

lack of data, the problem (of soil values) requires further study, " Such a statement

characterized in an authoritative manner the immediate post-Letoshnev state of the arm,

and was rather surprising since 't indicated that, basically, no new work on soil vaiuej

and their relation to moisture content was conducted until more recent time.

A spot check seems to confirm this conclusion. Vernikov (1940), for example, was

only concerned with the question that soil parameters kB and n do not include time

element; i. e., they cannot be used for prediction of wheel sinkage at varying speeds

of locomotion. Proposing p = kz equation with soil values n = 1, he introduced inertial,

forces of soil deformatlon. This led him to expressing soil value k in terms of

densities y and v' measured before and after compaction, respectively:

however the reported experimental verification of this method raises serious doubts

as to its correctness. Since k-value interpreted in terms of densitites ratio was not

found by the present writer in other publications, the above equation apparently has

only an historical value.

Saakyan (1953) departed from sinkage soil values, and considered wheel slip. In this

exercise he described soil characterized by moisture content, density, porosity, and

water capacity. HE proposed that wheel slip i0 may be expressed as a function of

sinkage z in the following form:

i =k' z V
0 v
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where, in average, coefficient k' =_ 0. 012 and n= 1. 1 depending on wheel size andVV

load. Obviously the new soil "values" k' and n had totally different meaning andV V
significance from the Bernstein-Letoshiiev concept, as they referred to slip-sinkage

function of unknown origia and reliability.

But Gutyar (1955) used Bernstein's soil values kB and n = 1 (p = kz), referring to kB

as a "voluiuetric coefficient of soil deformation" (kg/cm 3). He criticized, however,

the adequacy of the p = kz relationship and ventured into empirical study of elasto-

plastic soil deformations. To this end he proposed two empirical rioduli of soil

deformation, kG and k'G, which purport to characterize the elastic and plastic deforma-

tion of soil, respectively, in lieu of one coefficient kB. Both coefficients, it was
suggested, could be determined by measuring the sinkage of the wheel and the rut depth
which shows elastic so.l rebound (see Chapter V).

Kolobov (1960), who reported tests on pressure distribution under tires, characterized

soils only by density measured at depths of 5, 10, and 15 cm, and by the moisture

content. This was totally inadequate because pressure distribution depends on other

soil parameters (Bekker, 1956).

The diversity and lack of coordinated efforts characterizing these approaches are

obvious. This was stressed later by Kuznetzov (1962), who was primarily concerned

with tillage and ploughing. He emphasized that penetration test results depend on the

size and form of the penetrometer, and directed his attention to a shear test by means

of an instrument equipped with two angular blades, which will be described in Chapters

m and IV.

Conclusions reported by Guskov to the effect that soil deformation depends on time also

appears to be either premature or anachronistic. He referred to work by Ishlinski

(1938) who proposed the solution based on the following interdependence between Icad

p deformation z, modulus of rigidity G, viscosity ji, and time t:

dzp = Gz +/ A-af (15) •

This equation may oe recognized as Thomson's model of elasto-plastic behavior. It

C.. was discussed by various soil researchers before and after 1950 (sce Bekker, 1956),
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and thus far did not resolve original problems of land locomotion, since the model

does not fit the soil. The history is the same as that of Maxwell's model, which was

proposed for snow (Bucher, 1948). It thus appears certain that no original or important

work on the problem was conducted since Letoshnev; Guskov and another authority on

land locomotion, Katsygin, were fully aware of Thomson and Maxwell's model and seemn

to have worked on it, since the results of soil tests using these models were published

by 'Trudy instituta fiziki zemli" (Works of Soil Physics Institute) in 1953.

Katsyg;n (1964), describing the "state of the art" and the preceding developments, even

went back as far as Mohr's theory of soil shear and to the fundamentals of soli shear

based on Terzaghi. But this he did very much in the style of Dekker's "Theory of

Locomotion, "which elaborated at length on the same pro~blems and was translated

and published in Russia inL 1957 (see Traktory i Selskohozyaing 6. mashiny, No. 1, 1968j.

Katsygin as well as Guskov also reported Bernstein-Letoshnev'.-- approximation of
load-sintkage relationship p = kz and p = kBZn. They both were fully aware that k's were

a function of the form of the loading area, and were not satisfied with the fractional

dimension number of n. In this context Katsygin quoted Saakyan (1959) who proposed

using dimensionless value X = z/D instead of z, where D was the diameter of the• r'D2
loading area. Thus for a circular plate having area A = /4: -

and

n2
p k ks Xn (16)

where k is a coefficient of ground deformation (kg/cm 2). Physically, k5 defines

the ground pressure corresponding to sinkage z equal to the diameter of the loading

place. n was again the Bernstein-Letoshneve exponent of sinkage. Dimensionless

relationship based on z/D ratio was also proposed later by Reece (1965).

Values of ks and n for non-chernozem soils were shown in Table 6 after Katsygin (1964).

Table 6 reflects the size of the plates used in tests, which were not specified. New

developments that followed coped with special "soil" conditions.
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Table 6

Basic Moisture ks2
Soil Surface Type Content () kg/cm n

Unploughed 14-16 10-12 0.50-0.60
SAND Stubble T 11-13 7-8 0.40-0.45

Settled ploughed 12-14 4-6 0. 35-0.40

LOAM Unploughed 13-14 18-20 0.60-0. 70

(loose) Stubble 12-13 12-18 0.45-0.50
Settled ploughed 12-13 8-10 0.45-0.50

LOAM Unploughed 10-11 16-24 0.60-0.80

(medium) Stubble 12-14 13-19 0.50-0.60
Settled ploughed 16-17 6-10 0.35-0.40

LOAM Unploughed 19-20 16-22 0.60-0. 75
(heavy) Stubble 13-16 13-20 0. 55-0.70

Settled ploughed 12-14 3-11 0,45-0.50

CLAY Unploughed 12-15 20-25 0.60-0.90
(loos, & Settled ploughed 10-13 10-16 0.50-0.60
heavy) __

For very wet soil, particularly of turf or moss type, equation (16) did not fit the ex-

periment. Hence Korchunov (1943) proposed another equation without meationing its

similarity to the original Bernstein equation '6):

P -- PKO (-e ) (17)

Here z is sinkage of the loading plate (cm), and kKO is soil parameter (cm). Again,

value of pKO depends on the form of the loading area. To avoid such inconvenience,

Katsygin referred to Housel (1929) rather than to Bernstein (1913) and Letoshnev (1936),

proposing:

PKOvA+B U (18)
PKO 0 - o A B

where A0 is the bearing stress of the soil (kg/'cm 2); B0 relates to the shear stress

along the perimeter of the loading area. U and A are the perimeter (cm) and the area

(cm 2) of the penetrometer plate, respectively.
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Azyamova (1959) showed that for turf, pKO and k'o depend on moisture content. As

a result the Central Scientific - Research Institute for Mechanization and Electrificatiorn

of Farming in Chernozem Zone of U. S. S. R. worked out a relationship bet4ween kKO

• and moisture content MC in the following form:

Mc Mc ML VC - MC L)2

S-KL[r1 - ... 1oo- - 1(19)
where kKL is a coefficient (measured in cm) of organic soil, at moisture content

corresponding to the lower limit of plasticity interval; MCL is moisture content of the

ground at the lower limit of plasticity index; MC is current moisture content; and yl

and are empirical, dimensionless coefficients.

The change of the range of bearing capacity PKO with moisture content is, according

to th, Institute (Katsygin, 1964):

p KO (MCH -MC) (20)PKO NH ,:i

%m2;NL
where p' is bearing capacity at the lower limit of plasticity index (kg/cm: NPKO P

is plasticity number (NL MC- MCL); and MCH is moisture content at the higher

limit of plasticity index. Values of the discussed coefficient are shown below, after

Katsy gin:
_ _....._ Table 7

Turf MCH MCL kKL P'KO 2
Soil (9) N */l V 2  (cm) kg/cm

Wet 88 78 10 0.11 0.10 8.8 1.30

Dry 86-87 72-76 11-14 0.12 0. 10 8.4-8.6 2.17-2.35

Ploughed 84 60 24 0.13 0.11 8.0 3.58

In all these attempts the trend toward establishing better soil values is obvious. It

was Iased on curve fitting into experimental p(z) equations as originated by Bernstein;

in this work many possible ways and means were explored in order to provide mathe-

matical models of load-sinkage relationship. Since much of this work antidates similar

"work published in the United States or elsewhere, the original pioneering spirit in

establishing a theory of off-road locomotion based on a semi-empirical soil-value system

cannot be -denied to the Russian researchers.
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More evidence to that effect is seen in works by Professor Pokrovskii, briefly re-

ported by Katsygin (1964), though application of Pokrovski's theory of "contact-

induced-strength'I of granular masses has not been seen by this author. In general,. the abundance of semi-empirical, engineering-type solutions seems to indicate that

practical approach has been favored since the time of Letoshnev, rather than more

rigorous but no more accurate theories.

In this vein Troitskaya (1947) developed another empirical approach to soil deforma-

tion (originally proposed by Pokrovskii) in which load pressure p was expressed as
f z

a function of sinkage z in relation to the height h of deformed soil prism: X

she assumed then that for compression:

kT•
P =P (e -1) (21)

and for shear:

T = ° (1-e ± ) (22)

For a simultaneous shear-compression load:

kTX
p (e -1)

S=c (23)
0 kT

ro + pce

where Tr is ultimate shearing strength and Pc is maximum bearing strength; k is

dimensiorness coefficient. Equation (22) is equivalent Lo equation (17).

The so-far discussed linear and exponential functions expressing load-deformation of

soil in terms of various k and n symbols were often criticized on ground of not

fitting well the experimental curves, or more often, on a theoretical ground of the lack

of physico-mathematical consistency (Katsygin, 1964; Guskov, 1966), all of which does

not necessarily affect the practicability of such functions.*

This puritan criticism was taken as a justification for expressing p(z) function in terms

of soil values based on hyperbolic tangent functions, instead of the exponential ones

(Katsygin, 1962; Matsepuro and Katsygin, 1963). Katsygin (1964) and Guskov (1966)

L *---athmacical" o-bjections were raised against fractional n-values and their

seemingly lack of physical meaning.
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dwelled at length on these functions which seem to indicate an attempt at establishing

a t.'end, at least at the Minsk School of thought, a trend which survived the decade of

the nineteen sixties and is still strong. It will be seen, however, that while this trend

is undoubtedly authoritative and spreading, at least in the field of ngricultural tractor

engineering, occasional revision by others and their continuing use of exponential

functions indicate that the issue has not been totally closed, at least in automotive

engineering.

It may seem obvious that the hyperbloic tangent function must fit well an experimental

load deformation curve of natural soil, if one looks at the shape of such a function.

But nobody thought about it. Katsygin was the first to discover the similarity and

proposed that load p be expressed as a function of sinkage z in the form:

p tah KA z (24)

where p is the bearing capacity assymptotically reached by the load deformationKA 29 3
curve (kg/cm"); kKA is coefficient of soil deformation (kg/cm ). The proposal was

based on a lengthy mathematical argument, which appears to be circular.

It is interesting to note that claims to the effect of equation (24) being supextior tq

exponential and other equations were not necessarily made on the grounds of better

accuracy of curve fitting, closer prediction of performance, etc. Apparently, this

was not the main issue. Instead, mathematical generaiity of the hyperbolic tangent
function was praised because, if the function is developed in series, the first term

is p - kBZ, i.e., it represents Bernstein's formula for n = 1. It also was shown thatBz1 "Z/kKA
equation (24) may be made equivalent to p = po (1-e i. e., to Korchunov's

and Troitskaia's equations.

Katsygin (1964) checked the measured and predicted soil values using the tanh-function,

and was satisfied with the result, although he was aware that the values depend on the

plate size. Table 8 gives pKA and kKA based on his experiments.

Determination of coefficients PKA and kKA was made on the basis of two tests for
pressures P1 and P2 1 then:

pm (PP k 1  I/P 2 )- (25)

z /TgP7-2) -122
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Table 8 ...

Basic Surface Moisture 2
Soil j Type Content kg/cm kg/cra3

Unploughed 14-16 12.9 - 14.3 8.3 - 11.0
Sand Stubble 11-13 8.1 - 9.0 6.8 - 8.2

Settled Ploughed 12-14 4.5 - 6.6 4.1 - 6.5

Loam, Unploughed 13-14 24.2 - 25.8 13.6 - 16.6
Loam, Stubble 12-13 14.3 - 20. 9 10.9 - 17.4

Loose Settled Ploughed 12-13 9.6 - 11.6 7.3 - 9.7

Loam, Unploughed 10-11 27.4 - 31.0 11.1 - 19.9
Medim, Stivbble 112-14 16.8 - 22. 7 10.7 - 17.4

Settled Ploughed 16-17 6.8 - 10.9 6.1 - 10.8

Loam, Unploughed 19-20 24.9 - 28.5 11.6 - 18.2
Heavy Stubble 13-16 18.9 - 24.7 9.8 - 17.4
Heavy Settled Ploughed 12-14 9.5 - 12.8 7.3 - 10.4

Unploughed 12-15 32.3 -46.2 12.7 - 20.7
Clay Settled Ploughed 10-13 12.5 - 19.1 8.3 - 14. 1

For the sake of time economy the experiments were performed in such a manner that

sinkage z2 = 2z This is why only the value of z1 (and number 2) is ncticeable in

equation (25).

The effect of plate size upon pKA and kKA clearly emerged from the tests. Although

the plates used did not differ much in size, they produced unmistakabie results:

plate 11 cm dia.: PKA = 6.03 kg/cm 2 "; kKA = 2. 3 kg/cm3

plate 14 cm dia.: pKA = 7.0 kg2cm2-, kKA = 1. 2 kg/cm 3

It was obvious that the soil values defined under these conditions cannot be used in-

discriminately for prediction of be'lavior of different sized plates.

W. W. Rozbldcstvenskii, as reported by Guskov (1966), investigated turf-type soil with

plate diameters corresponding in area size to the size of the load-carrying areas of

tracks of tractors. The results display a strong effect of plate size on pKA' Much

greater effect of plate size upon kKA also was discovered. Extensive testing was

reported to lead to the following empirical formula for turf:

k
k'KA - s (26)
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where k is the soil value (kg/cm') obt-.ined by means of the test plate from Saakyan's
2equation (38), F is the ground contact area under investigation in cm . For the sake

of safety, however, measurement uf k and PKA were recommended Lo be taken withi

V plate sizes equal to the sizes of load-carrying areas of the investigated vehicles

(Guskov, 1.966). Such procedure, of course, is ultimately equivalent to using the

vehicle itself as a soil testing instrument.

Obviously this was found rather inconvenient and of limited use; thus such authorities

as Matsepuro and Selltskii (1961) proceeded then with the Bernstein-Letoshnev equation

p = kBzn involving dimensionless sinkage z related to plate diameter D(X = z/D) in

the form of:

p = kKA n(27)

This equation was similar but not equivalent to the equation later proposed by Reece

(1965) in England. Equation (27) was generalized for tracks using track width b in-

stead of plate diameter D. This move resembled the procedure adopted earlier by

Bekker (1956, 1960), and led to the formula:

p = kf" FzLn (28)

While load penetration equations were distinctly Russian, with a general acknowledg-

ment of their Bernsteinian origin, the shear-slip curves were clearly recognized as

solutions proposed by Bekker (1956). Specific references to that point were made,

among others, by Katsygin (1964) and Guskov (1966). However, G. I. Pokrovskii also

was quoted as an independent co-author of the Bekker-type shear-slip equation, and

his formula was produced by the previously mentioned authors in the form:

T = -(cse +c 3 ) (l-e 4 ) (29)

where c,, c 2 , c 3 and c4 are empirical soil constants; s is shear deformation (cm).

Considering equation (29) inadequate, Katsygin (1963) proposed a hyperbolic function

for shear-deformation in the following form:

S MKA
r P + tanh (30)M I cosh

L
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k is the coefficient of deformation (cm); s is shear deformation (cm); and 1m is

the so-calied coefficient of friction in motion. Compound coefficient iKA is expressed

by equation:

AKA - 21.Lm (31)

Here, i' 0 is the so-called coefficient of friction at rest. Value of k is expressed

by:

k = (32)

cosh-I FI + / + 8a2 .4
S2a

where a = [( 2 g' 0/1n - 1.5 ], if 1/0 ogin is enclosed between 1. 5 and 3. 0.

Theoretical background of these equations published by Katsygin (1964) shows extreme

complexity in the line of thought; one may question the purpose of this attempt. To fit

an experimental shear-deformation curve with an equation so complex and so different

from the simple and adequate Coulombian solution with an attenuating function (Bekker,

1956) appears questionable.

Experimental evidence clearly shows that peaked shear-deformation curves which

Katsygin had in mind, and which led to his complex equation, have little practical

application in ground locomotion, and that a much sim 3ier American equation (janosi,

1961' serves the purpose very well, indeed.

Solution (30) becomes unmanageable if it is recognized that the relationship between

coefficients of friction u and m is strongly aifectea by load p. This relationship

varies from soil to soil, and equation (30), if 6eneraiized, must iniclude separate

experimental curves as shown by Katsygin. Guskov (1966) ap)parently did not like that.

and dwelt on the problem, referring to a much earlier work of a similar nature by

Antonov (1949).

This tendency to show the originaiity and to explain the )resent in terrms of the past

Russian efforts is seen in the most meticulous and sometimes reverem referencing to

old time researchers, coupled with a general tendency io the omission of contemporary:

foreign references.
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Coefficients of friction ti'o and gm obviously include both friction and cohesion of

soil. Thus, although the simple Coulomb's equation was known to everyone concerned

(see Katsygin, 1964) the values of the apparent coefficient of soil friction (tano) and

O cohesion: () were not explicitly introduced and measured. This may have happened

because of Guskov's (1966) concern with the "scale effect, "although in conversation

with Bekker he agreed that the errors involved could be managed, for practical purposas.

In any case Katsygin's soil shear-values were dependent on the vehicle size used; any

instrumentation for measuring soil values i'o and/gI involved an error, which had

to be carefully considered, in the extrapolation of results obtained.

As a sample of shear values /•o and gin' Guskov (1966) quoted the following figures

(Table 9):

Table 9

Tractor Ground Loam Soil Stubble Turf Soil Stubble
Weight Pressure p

kg kg/cm2 A f m o A'M

1,000 0.076 2.6 1.96 1.34 0.84

3,000 0.23 2.0 1.4 0.94 0.57

5,000 0.38 1.64 1.2 0. 77 0.48

8,000 0.6 1.4 1.2 0.65 0.34

11,000 0.83 1.16 0.98 0.355 0.37

15,000 1.14 0.9 0.83 0.53 0.36
Ground Contact Area = 13, 200 cm 2

Generally speaking, Katsygin-Guskov's shear values are not different in basic concept

from Coulomb -Bekker's s 'il parameters. This was already recognized when Sofian

(1960) published an article about tractor pull in an agricultural magazine. In this

article he cited Bekker's (1955) paper and reproduced from it a number of pull-slip

curves, plus his experimental graphs. He measured tangential forces in tractor cleats,

and found that the experimental data confirm Bekker', theory, which was based or soil

friction o , cohesion c, and soil slip coefficients KI and K2 . Thus Sofian in a sense

affirmed the validity of the Coulomb-Bekker (1955) equation and K1 , K2, c, 0 soil

values along with Katsygin's values. However, since he tried to introduce cleat

dynamics due to load change under the bogies, his interest cente-^ed around the

empirical refinement of the dynamic solution, rather than on the soil values themselves.
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The post-Letoshnev era thus ended with new solutions, though no more practical than

those proposed by Coulomb, Bernstein, Letoshnev, Bekker, and Reece. The apparent

lack of soil values, independent, at least for practical purposes, from the size of the

Sloading areas and the ioad, was responsible for what may be considered an inconsistency

in Russian evaluation of soil-vehicle relationship, since they realize the seriousness

of the problem.

The inconsistency is seen in various authors using various p(z) and r(p) functions

based on different soil values that depend on specific circumstances of size-load

combination.

As a result, comparative evaluation of competing terrain-vehicie systems and per-

formances was far away - though subsystems analysis in optimizat."- of certain

vehicle performance and parameters were very close (see Guskov, 1966).

Agricultural vs Automotive Soil Values

The general trend in mathematical modelling of experimental load-sinkage and slip-

shear functions, i. e., the definition of soil values, was described in the previous

section. As shown, the trend started in German agriculture in 1913 by Bernstein,

and continued in Russian agriculture, mainly under the influence of work by Letoshnev.

Russian automotive engineers, though concerned with off-road locomotion, did not

participate much in t1his development. 'I'he situation was different in the rnited States.

U. S. agricultural engineers have seldom considered se'iously tne theory of soil-

vehiole interface, and it was up to American automotive engineers at Detroit Arsenal

to es:.ablish a first systematic study, and a formal off-road locomotion laboratorv

which pioneej'eci imuch of what is now an internationally recognized discipline (l'roc.

lst, 2nd, and 3rd Int. Conf. on Terrain-Venicle Systems, 1961, 1966, 1969'.

In this section, attei.ti --n will be concentrated on the interaction between Russian agri-

cultural ana automotive engineers, and on their attempts to ioster a more theoretical

approach to soil measurements, as compared to a similar activity in the United States.

STne subsystem is defined as a specific vehicle component or aspect perfornmance
,n the given soil. Guskov among others, optimized wheel and track subsystems
from the viewpoint of traction and design.
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The review will be primarily based on information published by two leading magazines:
/

"Traktory i Sielskokhczyanye mashiny" (Tractors and Agricultural Machinery) and

"Avtomobilnaya Promyshlennost" (Automotive Industry), including other publications,

, whenever available. The development of soil values will be described as much as

possible in a chronological order, in order to preserve the continuity of thought e'volved.

Little information is available for the period covering World War IH, and not mruch was

accomplished before the war, e7cept for the material attributed to Bernstein-Lekoshnev.

One of the first remar kable post-war contributions, as far as it could be ascertained,

was the article by Omelianov (1948), published in the journal of agricultural engineering.

Omelianov attempted to utilize indirectly Letoshnev's experience with the rigid wheel,

for evaluation of pneumatic tires. To this end he started with a primitive dimensional

analysis, which included tire "constraints" but no soil "parameters. :' The latter werE

added later, in a kind of postscript. From this approach, Omelianov deduced an equation

of motion for tire resistance, which retembled in structure the i3ernstein-Letoshnev

equation, inasmuch as it included soil value 1, which was based on the unspoken

assumption of n = 1. k was expressed in kg/cm'- since it depended on tire type, as

well as on soil properties, Ornelianov introduced two correction faccors, C1 and C2

(see Bekker, 1969). The equation took the form of:

R = C1W (pi/koMD)1/3 + C2 (W4 /piD2 ) 1/3

The second term defined the portion of rolling resistan, vhich cepend- oi, tire

carcass stiffness, and is of no interest at this time Th, -.arst tUrm defined the

resistarce R' due to the rut making and defined soil tire inteiiace. By regrouping:

So 1MD)I/3 3 1

1/3 'Mr

Equation (33) has the same dimension as Bernstein's equation for n= 1. Its first

member correspondz to Bernstein's k or Letoshinev's kL. In this case then

kO C1 , 3k C1 varies for low pressure tires between 0. 35 and 0. 50, in soils

having kL = 2 kg/cm". and is dimensionless. In sum, Bernstein-Letoshnev s soil

values were accepted, though not named as such, and their va~riam-n with "ire

properties was compensated by an empirical tire coefficient, C1 , depending on soil

type (see Bekker, 1969).
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Tinis was perhaps the first application of "soil values" to tire evaluation. Omeliaixov's

work was deemed extreinely important by the Editors of "Sel'khozmashirny" (AgTri-

cultural Machi:-ery), and especially useful Ifur the designers of agricultural tractors

with pneumatic tires.

A classic textbookl on. Machine Design edited by Martens (Cerials probably pub)lished

after 1943) was concerned with cross-country automobiles and non- agricultural trac4:rs.

However, alth~ough empirical coefficients of motion resistance for various soils were

referred to, no soil-values were discussed. But a soil coefficient "c" was introduced,

which in the equation ol wheel sinkage was again equivalent to Bernstein- Letoshnev's

k L for n = 1. N'o reference to works by Bernste~J.ictoshnev, Gorciachkin was made.
Aut~omotilve and agricultural engineers ap-parentiy wyge competing -atner t-han cooperating

since ever, their symbols in the same equations W 0 di-fterernt. Thlus the Russian

autuo~rovE -industries originally did notifoliow the fad by agricuidcurai engineers.

This was nct uniquae Phenomenon. A siini.k- situatioa, although in a reversed sense,

exisLed titeU.S.~ .A. A low level activity that was left over from Wo.r~ld War HI

emergenicy and empirics was performed by civil engineers of the Waterways Experi-
men Saton i~ VckougMississipi Te. Dpartment of A, -iculture seemec.

to favo- its own empieical implement testing, But the Socieq of Aulc'motive Engineer6,

recognizing tlie fact that very little was known about soils and vehicles, "turgently

ir-vited consideratidon o! a long range resear-ch prograen 1 br the fEMd purpose of pro-

vi~ing coricreic, irnformation upoGn xhicch mobility characteristic of; new -vehici e designs

can be based. .. ain'i al;' i that 'top notch' technical mren. with automotive experience

be assignýdo d tils project... " (SAE, 169455).

Although today the strict interdisciplinary boundariesibetween engineering- profrcssions

tend to disappear, it was significant that in the 1945 to 1948 period the initiativce came

from the SAE~ a:.d.c was upheld ini 1954 by automotive engineers of Detroit Arsenal.

linpresz~ive reSUPS appeared in less thmn a decade* in the U. S. A. , but -they took longer

in Russia.

Seo Proc. F.1rA~ PIit. Coni. on Terrain-Vehicle Systerrs, Turin, Italy, 1961.
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Russian automotive engineers did not consider seriously the soil-vehicle relationship,

even in ten years after SAE recommendations. Zimelev (1957) in his textbook on

automobile theory did not use anything beyond conventional coefficiel:ts of roiiing re-

sistance and '"adhesion." He did this even with a lesser effort than Gruzcuev (1944),

who in his classical theory of tanks published thirteen years earlier, at least tried to

analyze pressure distribution in the ground in order to arrive at a mathematical defini-

tion of rolling resistance. Zimelev's omission of any reference to soil values by

Ber:-tein and the others is puzzling, since this distinguished student of ground loco-

motion quoted empirical work by McKibben of the USDA rather than the theory by

Letoshnev, even though his fine exposure of automotive locomotion problems was

quite theoretical.

At the same time another automotive engineer (Briuhovets, 1957) investigated tire

deflection as a function of "mechanical properties" of the ground. To this end he used

a box filled with a soil layer (no specification) 250 mm thick at 15% moisture. The soil

Swas raked for each test, and compacted to such an extent that it produced "compression
2

resistance?" of the order of 0.5 to 0. 6 kg/cm . The result: a table of soil and tire

deflections for a number of wheel loads and air pressures. Tire deflections were

compared with those on concinte. No attempt at explanation of results observed, or

reference to Letoshnev's and Omelianov's work, were made although this would serve

eminently, at this stage, as a theoretical baseline for the determination of tire-soil

deformation,

The same deformations were tested in the field with a DT-24 tractor. Here again, soil

was defined in terms of "compression resistance" measured in It varied

from 0. 5 to 3.5 kg/cm 2 (ploughed sandy field and settled sandy ground with stubble,
respectively). Since sinkage obtained from these experiments varied from 15 to

10 cm, it tentatively may bl deduced that the "compression resistance" was measured

at that depth. The lack of mentioning any soil values apparently was due to the author's

using Pigulevskii's (1929) instead of Letoshnev's and/or Omelianov's work. Samilkin

(1959) also was concerned with tire deflection (rolling radius), and produced a number

of figures for a number of tractors, tires, and two kinds oe specified soil in a descrip-

Itive manner.

r
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This type of work apparently became popular among some of the agricultural engineers

too. Poletayev and Kolobov (1959) performed practically identical experiments with

unspecified soil. It is interesting to note, however, that the following soil values we,.e

quoted in the field tests: depth (cm) and pressure (kg/cm 2) in penetration test, moistire

content, and percentage of clay and sand ingredients in the ground.

Technique used by Briuhovets (1957) and Poletayev-Kolobov (1959) in registration of

tire plus soil deformation, and tire deflection was, in essence, similar to that used

much later by the Waterways Experiment Station (WES, 1965), which also followed the

road of pure empirics.

Vasilevich (1959), another student of agriculture, was concerned with internal motion

resistance of a tractor. To this end he tried to eliminate Flip and soil deformatiog

losses from dynamometric tests, and followed works by Voleidt (1952) !und others. He

accepted an empirical method for determination of internal motion resistance of the

vehicle as proposed by academician Zheligovskii, which included dynamometric

definition of losses due to soil deformation and slip. In this context, he also reviewed

an equation which he attributed to academician Goriachkin (1937):

3

bkf

although it actually was the Bernstein-Letoshnev's formula for n = 1, less coefficient

0. 86 (see Bekker, 1956).

Equation (34) 'Thus far had limited application," Vasilevich (1959) concluded,and de-

fined resistance due to soil, in empirical, conventional coefficients. To make this

more acceptable , he dwelt on Gruzdev's load distribution analysis as reported by

Lvov (1952 a) and Heyde (1957) of German Socialistic Republic. This eliminated from

the study any quantitative soil values, reducing the problem to a direct empirical

evaluation of vehicle losses, in the field.

Curiously enough, however, soil was defined in terms such as "medium loam" with

moisture content 17. 627b on the surface, and 19. 83% at depth of 10 to 15 cm. Note

.. the discord between the qualitative nature of soil value definition, and the preclse,
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two-decimal records of the moisture content along with the crude approximation of

pertinent soil depth. This indicated the shallowness of Vasilevich's contribution.S
In a lengthy speculative description of tractor energy losses due to soil deformation,

Vasilevich referred again to Zheligovskii and quoted him to the effect that a decrease

of energy loss in motion was found to be proportional to the quadratic reduction of

sinkage. Obviously such relationship could be valid only in a specific type of soil.

The whole study disclosed, however, a tacit demand for precise soil value definition,

though no attempt to produce it was made.

At the same time an automotive engineer named Ageikin (1959) approached the problem

directly, and introduced at the onset specific definition of soil values, when considerint:

pneumatic tires. This was based on his previous study of thin-walled tires in soft

ground, and let to the following conclusions: average gr-ound pressure pq between the

tire and the ground is,

Pq = C3 i Pc (35)

where C3 is a coefficient of tire carcass structure which varies in soft ground from
1. 0 to 0.9; p. is inflation pressure and p tire carcass stiffness pressure (kg/cm2)

c
which varies from 0.4 to 0.7 kg/cm•; and D is balanced by the ground pressure acting

on tire surface. The ground pressure was assumed strictly in accordance with

Bernstein-Letoshnev equation:

p = kLzn

Contrary to Vasilevich's statement which repudiated that equation, Ageikin quoted work

by Malyshev (1958) who verified soil values in this equation, not oily for use with tires

but also with rigid wheels. Soil values kL and n were given as follows:

T__ble 1.0
Soil n kL

Moist, cohesive 1 10-25

Cohesive in a plastic state;
moist sand (majority of
agricultural soils - without 0.5 0.5-63 hard subsoil)

Wet, nearly saturated
(turf, mud) 0 0.1-1

Wet or top soil, on 1.5- 3 f0.001-0. 1
stronger subsoil
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Accuracy of prediction of tire deflection in various soils, for a number of tires, loads,

and inflation pressures, using above equation with Ageikin's theory, reportedly showed

good results.
SI

Ageikin's work was undoubtedly a milestone in the post-war era as it formally reviewed

Bernstein-Letoshnev's soil value system, and showed its adaptability to evaluation at

low pressure pneumatic tires. Significantly, his paper was published in the "Automotive

Industry" rather than in "Tractors and Farm Machinery,"

Eighteen months later another paper by Ageikin (1960) was published in the same

magazine, on the same topic. '"n order to evaluate vehicle mobility in a terrain, for

instance, or on snow covered ground, "said Ageikin, "it is necessary to know the re-

sistance in sinkage and tractive properties of soil." Expression for sinkage resistance

was accepted in the form:

p = kLZn (36)

and the tractive properties of the ground were expressed by equatior,

Tr 7C +PAA (37)

where r is shear sti-ess kg/cm 2; c is internal cohesion of soil; and /A is the co-

efficient of internal friction. Since MA equals tano, equations (36) and (37) are thus

the first direct quotes (though not specified as such) of the soil values introduced earlier

in the United States, and known as bevameter values (Bekker, 1956, 1960).

On the basis of equations (36) and (37), Ageikin further developed his tire theory and

used the following soil parameters:

_ _ _ _Table 11

Soil n k- c tan1
(Clay (cohesive) moist; j ...
dry country roads ___1 10-25 0.5-1.5 0.27-0.5

Cohesive, plastic soils; 0. 5 0.5-3 0.3-1.0 0.2-0.4
dry, fine grained sand 0.5 0.5-3 0.03-0.1 0.4-0.7

Turf, mud, without
hard subsoil 0 0. 1-1 0.08-0. 15 0.03-0.35

Thawing soil, wet I
clay, fresh snow 3-1.5 0.001- 0.08-0.5 0.03-0.3

__0.1 _
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Ageikin's insight into the problem went beyond the grasp of sinkage and shear param-

eters of soil. He also .gave evidence of -fully realizing the importance of slip coef-

ficient K. This he did in a slightly different form from that introduced in the United

•O States (Bekker, 1956, 1960;..Janosi and Hanamoto, 1961).

Further evidence of Ageikin's recognition of the need for both shear and penetration

data was his quotation of work by Ivanov (1950) who determined soil values closely

following both Bernstein-Letoshnev and Coulomb 9quations:

c = 0.12 kg/cm2; tarp = 0.15; kL = 0. 5 kg/cm2; n=0.5.

Thus, Ivanov's quote was truly a tabulation of bevameter soil values.

It may be recal!ed at this juncture that the first American pubiication of Coulomb's

equation in conjunction with off-road locomotion took place at the SAE meeting in

Detroit over 20 years ago (Bekker, 1950). The paper presented at that meeting was

extensively quoted and discussed in the third chapter of the agricultural 'PNoprosy

Zemiedelcheskoi Mekhaniki" (1960). In this chapter, also, other material from work

by Bekker (1956) was referred to, in connection with the establishing notions of

Coulombian c 0 and Bernsteinian k and n values.

The authoritative series "Voprosy... "concerned with problems of agricultural soils

(Voprosy Zemledelcheskoi mehaniki, Minsk 1961, 1962, 1963) continued the rational

approach, although limited to Bernstein-Letoshnev's equation p = kz, i.e., to n = 1.

'.L'his led to the evaluation of pressure distribution under a track catenary analogical

to those by Bekker (1956) who also used that value, but only for the sake of simplicity

of calculations.

In a close similarity to Bekker's work, Matsepuro and Guskov (1961) deduced the

tractive effort of an agricultural tracked vehicle, assuming shearing strength of the

ground T (kg/cm) as a parameter producing soil thrust through the action of track spuds.

The main component of thrust, however, was assumed to be equal to vehicle weight

times the coefficient of "adhesion" ga; soil modulus of deformation, k, was quoted
3a

equal to 1 kg/cm3; - = 0. 45 kg/cn., and Aa= 0. 6 to 1. 0 for turf-type surface. It is

noteworthy that the authors did not refer directly to Coulomb's equation, though in the
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nexE cnapter concernea with field testrng of tracked tractors they stated that thrust H

of the vehicle depends on contact area A, and load W, as shown by equation:

H = nW + mA

where n and m were called soil "parameters" instead of coefficients of internal

friction, tanr, and cohesion c. The standardization of symbols does not seem to exist

in Russia! Since the authors were familiar with Bekker t s work (1956, 1957), which

they quoted, and thus with c and (p concept of soil values, their semantics in dealing

with established concepts of soil mechanics cannot be explained.

Thus again, when determining motion resistance of a track due to soil compaction,

the authors assumed Bernstein-Letoshnev's equation, but rather unexpectedly modifiec.

it after Saakyan (1953):

p =k[ z ]n (38)

where k is modulus of soil deformation in sinkage, z, and d is the diameter of the
s

sinking plate. The problem was that in this equation, ks depends on plate size d;

hence the modification did not eliminate the old deficiency.

in a numerical example calculated for an experimental tractor the following values

were given: k = 0. 8 kg/cm, 2n = 0. 8; but the plate size was not specified. This

leads to the plausible assumption that the test plate size equaled that of the ground

contact area. Obviously equation (38) could not be applied to turf-type soils (see

Bekker, 1969), and to this end the equation ascribed to Hausel (1929) and Korchunov

(1948) was proposed:

P = PKO (1 - ez/kKO (39)

where soil values pKO and k.o were explained before (equation 17).

The diversity of soil value concepts thus introduced cannot be overlooked. It was

further accentuated in the diversity of concepts and even denotations used by various

authors for soil values. Matsepuro and Guskoy, for instance, did not follow Saakyan

and Korchunov without reservation. Their use of Young's modulus of soil elasticity

(assumed to be of the order of 50, 000 kg/cm 2) in conjunction with the optimization of

the location of the center of gravity of a tractor was, however, limited because the
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use of "elasticity" values for "soft ground" crossing have little application. Young's

modulus is, however, used for turf soils, in conjunction with evaluation of sinkage

and motion resistance, for loads below the critical puncture values (Bekker, 1969).

p
Part of the second chapter of "Voprosy... "(1961) is entitled "Friction and Cohesion

in Soils, "and was written by Matsepuro and Selitskii. The authors introduced un-

orthodox concepts on the nature of friction and cohesion in soils by Prof. Pokrovskii

(Coulomb was not mentioned), and used modified Troitskaya's (1947) concepts as a

basis for calculation of soil thrust H for a tracked tractor, with a uniform load

distribution:

H = pAtar pe + pP oA' (40)
kPT,_

e -ptarn

where A is coefficient of friction between steel and soil; A is the ground contact

area; A' is the area of spud tips; kPT is a compounded exponent of soil value based

on Pokrovskii-Troitskaya soil values (see equations 21 to 23).

Equation (40) contains three soil values: ao, k, and g. In order to determine kPT

one must know the vertical deformation X of soil per unit of the height of the soil

prism under compression (equations 21 to 23). Although in a numerical example that

deformation was assumed equal to 0. 3, the practical method for measuring this number

remains unknown to this writer. Since Guskov and others later used a different equation,

it appears that formula (40) has a historical value.*

Chapter IIi of '"oprosy... "was written by Matespuro and Runtso (1961). It was con-

cerned with ploughs. At the outset the authors state that "mechanical properties of

soil are determined (for the study of plough draft only) by nweans of a special apparatus

built by the Institute of Mechanization and Electrification of Agriculture, "which consists

of a cone penetrometer with three different tips. It is most interesting to note that the

analysis of force spent on cone penetration was based on the p = kzn equation, assuming

Equation (40) does not appear consistent, dimensionally.
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Bernstein-Letosnnev Ic ana n values. As a result the force p required to pene-

trate the soil to depth z was calculated in the following form:

n+2
P=2ffkcosinn ('ý) tg (.i) [tg. +/1] (41)

where kco is a "coefficient of proportionality, " a is the cone angle, and g is the

coefficient of friction; n is exponent of sinkage of the Bernstein-Letoshnev equation.

In order to determine the three "soil values, "kco, ji, and n, three measurements of

P must be performed with three different cones. The dimensions of the cones used

by the Institute are shown in Table 12.

Table 12

Height of Cone Angle a of Cone
Cone No. mm (0)

1 40 30

2 40 40

3 20 30

The three soil values can be determined from equation (41) (in which cone dimensions

from Table 12 were properly substituted) with the help of three tests, each measuring

forces PV, P 2, and P 3, respectively:

0. 7 5 4 n x 18 - 33 (P 1/P 2 )

91 (P1/P 2) - 0.754n x 67

k P1 (n+2)
Co 2 ,tan 150 sinn 150 (Uo+tan 150 ) z In+2

n = 33 [log (Pl/P 2 0] - 2 (44)

Test resu!lts produced the following soil values:

Table 13

Soil Moisture CIO k n go

Heavy clayey soil, stubble 13-16 13-20 0.5-0.7 0.55-0.75

Medium clayey soi!, stubble 12-14 13-19 0.5- 0.6 0,55-0.70

Sandy soil, stubble J 11-13 -]_7-8 0.4-0.5 0.4-0.6
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The remarkable feature of three-cone technique for the purpose of defining three soil

parameters resembles the two-test-bevameter technique introduced earlier by Bekker

(1955, 1957, 1958, 1960), which was extended later to three-test-operation for non-

'S homogeneous soils (Bekker, 1969), using flat plates instead of cones. Note, however,

that the three-cone test was not thought to be of use for locomotion purposes.

Since the three-cone soil evaluation was published in 1961, one may suppose that the

Russian method was at least partially inspired by the two-plate American soil value

measuring technique. And it probably was inspired by the still continuing use of the

single-cone penetrometer for soil trafficability measurement by the Waterways Experi-

ment Station, never considered by the Russians for that purpose, as shown by avail-

able evidence.

The similarity, however, between cones and plates ends here. The three-cone test

by the Institute of Mechanization and Electrification of Agriculture introduced the non-

essential parameter g 0 of soil-metal friction, while still using kco parameter, which

besides the soil values reflects the changing magnitude of cone size. The bevameter

two-(or three-) plate test does not consider go, and instead of kco introduces kc and

k values, which for practical purposes are 'true" soil values, not contaminated with

plate size effect.

There is no sign that kco, go, and n, the three-cone soil values, have ever been

used in prediction of plough draft or tractor pull, for they could hardly serve that

purpose. Bevameter values kc, k , and n, however, were successfully integrated

in the methoeology of terrain-vehicle system evaluation. The three-cone meter of

the Institute for Mechanization and Electrification of Agriculture was thus created

only as a rmeans of soil identification for agricultural purposes. This identification,

of course, -as more sophisticated than the one-cone soil identification performed for

trafficability purposes by the Waterways Fxperiment Station, in the United States.

As stated repeatedly (see reference Bekker, 1969) the bevameter technique could use

2 or 3 cones instead of flat plates. But a glance at the tediousness and approximations

of Janosi's (1959) mathematics converting the cone action into plate action (track, tire,

3 ana wheel ground contact areas are plate-like, not cone-like), and at the involved
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Russian equations of the three-cone cest, imakes one wonder why he would so deliber-

ately complicate the issue without any tangible payoff.*

*O The situation illustrates the differences between the Russian agricultural engineers

(Minsk School), and the American automocivo (Detroit's Land Locomotion Laboratory,

NASA, Aerospace Industries) and civil engineers (Waterways Experiment Station).

Those who are familiar with emotional capital of vested interests, national pride, and

proiess'onal survival can undoubtedly find an explanation of such an irrational behavioi.

of otherwise rational people.

The Russian automotive engineers were no exception in the slow acceptance of changes

in the professional "know-how" brought up by their colleagues in agriculture. Vlasov

and Kuperman (1961) totally ignored any soil identification or measurement when

testing the newly introduced "rolligon" type tires. For them it was enough to list

soils in which tests were performed as: "dry asphalt highway, " "snow covered road,"
"ecuntry road, ' etc. Even moisture content was not recorded during the tests per-

formed in the "spring-summer-fall-winter" seasons. Yet the differences, for instance,

in speed reflecting the wear of particular tires, sometimes were reported with the

accuracy of 1.55%:

Semenov 4d Armaderov (1961) followed suit. They accurately measured torques,

sinkage, motion resistance, etc., with "rolligon" and standard tires. But the soils

tested were merely defined as "wet clay, " "untilled agricultural field, " "dry sand,"
"?snow, " etc.

Bocharov et al. (1961) did similar work in snow. Their concern for terrain identifica-

tion, however, was reflected in the quotation of temperature range (00 to 50C) and

Bernsteirian k B-value (from 0. 35 to 0. 0 kg/!cm 3 ) as well as the depth of snow cover

(0. 7 to 0. 8 mi). But Klochkov (1961), who was concerned with tire slip in soft soils,

identified the latter as 'bard o soft clay road" or "sandy road. " Note that the article-.-

by Semonov, Bocnarov, and Klochkov appeared in the same automotive magazine

(Avtomobilnya Promysilennost) in the same year.

• 2--: :heT~RW-ISTVS meeting in El Segundo, Calif., in 1970, Prof. R. Yong ,f McGillf
Uiiiversity flatly stared that plate use will always be simpler, even if cone technique
is proven practical in design-performance predictions.
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uoLA .ueCIUv ý ,,u ofinenov ( vodq) im provea soii c haracterization ill M e secona articie

on tire testing. Here, they quoted '"agricultural soil" with. 15 to 20% moisture content,

Plot No. 1 (-roving ground of NAMi); sand, moisture content 2%l, Plot No. 2; -ine

grained dry snow, specific weight 0. 343 gr/cm 3, depth 30 cm., Plot No. 3; dry, ice

covered asphalt, Plot No. 4, etc. The inconsistency of the value system was obvious,

indicating that t,... Russian agricultural engineers apparently mastered the automotive

approach better than their colleagues of the automotive profession.

This lack of consistency was striking to the Russian automotive engineers, too, for in

April 1962 their leading magazine "Avtomobilnya Promyshlemrost" featured an unpre-

cendented six-page translation of the series oL articles by Bekker (1959-i960) publishe4

in 'Machine Design" and later republished as a brochure by the same magazine. Both

the translation by Frenkin (1962) and the reproduction of essential drawings we'e conc.se

and comprehensive.

Here, for ihe Zirst time, American soil value system based on bevameter techniques

was publicly presented to the Russian automotive ergineers in their own language.

Obviously, the reaction and results could not be assessed immedlately. These will

show up later, as discussed in the following chapters.

In the meantime the Russian work went as usual, which was not unusual. For thhe

Americ-a automotive and agricultural engineers aiso took zime to assimiale and use

the new .1pproach to tne problem as old as the automob-e. Thus, further work or,
"~super" tires in snow, by Silukov (1962), only recordea the depth of the snow cover.

- However, nere the author went one step further and reported chates in snow density

with inflation pressure of the tire.

Some new ideas came with the publication of a paper by Rokas (1963). Altlough the

paper was published in the Avtomobilnya Promyshlennost, Rokas' or;ginal study ap-

peared in 1960 in a magazine devoted to design and construction of road building

imacninery (Stroitelnoye i dorozhnoye mashinostroenye). Judging from article annotaa-

tions, Rokas was an Assistant Professor of Lituanian Institute of Technology in Kaunas.

3 Apparently he realized the basic two-directioial characier of soil lozding under vehicle

action, because he proposed another totally empirical index which could be related to

the periormance of tre given vehicie in the given soi,. by trial and error. But tI,e
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n-ovvi u- xi~.e proposa- was ýaat ~-'a io;equippeca nis con-e )enetrcrnieter

wit vaes an~ masred both penetration load and twist torqu;.e, :ýns-ead of penetra-

tion ,,Yiy. r. the empiriCal ccirrelation had to be pef ýn.c wo iixlces insý'e-ad

of one,, which "~per se" was maore sophiAsticated 'chan the American "cone" method.

The idea will~ be described in more detail In Chapters III and IV. At this time it may

be noted tliat a similar concept was briefly entertained by Bekker (1945), who proposec:

"Imobility index" measured by two plates simulating the track-plate shape and motion,

under tie simultaneous vertical and horizontal loads, and~ soil deformation.

TiS ictea w~aS rejected, i195 by the Waterways Experiment Stat-"n which has always

favored the siri-le non-recording cone penetrometer. The idea was revived and

rationalized. te&.- yeazs later, by tche Land Locomot~ion L.aboratory hi Detroit, in the

.formi o- thebeva~meter technique. The new techniques aattrac'ted rat.'her promainent
attntin b cie Pussanautomot-Ive and agricultural engineers (Frenfkin, 1962), althouý;h

they riever dwelled on the "cone index."

The Pulverization ofL efforts in defining machine-soil interface in terms of meaningful

soil paramet-ers maay be found not only in Russia but also in other East European

courntr-.eýs. Selected articles of the Polish, Agricultural journal contain, for instance,

a paper by H. Bernaclki (1960) wrilCh was based primarily, if not exclusively, on

Russian at-,d East Germnan references, dated fromn 194t 96 u racag h

author was concer-ned, with a neinerrorneter test, using :.zleast five different penetratioyi

pi4L-es wi~nc measure som-e Sort o1 ,soil compactness" and "mnean compactness" in
3

Sdoncati no cone was tried.

Clo,-er scrutinny s~hows that Bernacki used Bernstein-Letoshnev k and n =1. In oder

to produce a number of different k's for different plates the author tabulated all the data

as shown in Table 14, apparently leaving the right choice of the right k to the reader.I To complicate the issue, repetitive loads were tried as well as time load -penetration
tests. T1his led to the re-formulation of the need for full size test plates.

Even Soltynski's work (1962) publ~ii;'ed in Poland two years later did not change this

pi cture. li-e departed radically, however, from this technique five years later, when

he introduced the American system of soil values established by the Land Locomotion

Laborat-ory, as will be discussed late:r.
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___ _ _Table 14 'f Depth of Mean Com-
i Unit Plate Pene- Soil pactness of

Plate Pressure Pressure tration Compact- Soil (qo)
oil f Q q h ness (qo) medkg/cucm

sq. cm kg kg/sq cm cm kg/cu cm

Medium- Plate A 3 0. 134 0. 38 0. 35 0. 325
compact, well 4x5.6 = 5 0. 223 0. 73 0. 31
loosened;re- 22.4 10 0.446 1.37 0.32
lative moisbire sq cm 13 0.581 1.79 0. 32
content 60%

Plate B 3 0.112 0.34 0.33 0.317
I 1.9x13.8- 5 0.186 0.60 0.31

26.9 sq cm 10 0.372 1.17 0.32
15 0.557 1.80 0.31

Plate C 3 0. 077 0. 26 0. 30 0. 306
5.5x7.05= 5 0.129 0.41 0.31
38.8 sqcm 10 0.258 -0.84 0.31

15 0.387 1.25 0.31
20 0.516 1.71 0.30

Medium- Plate A 5 0. 223 0. 26 0.86 0.88
compact soil, 22.4 10 0.446 0.50 0.89
lightly settled sq cm 15 0.669 0.76 0.88
after previous 20 0.892 1.03 0.87
thorough 25 1.115 1.25 0.89
loosening; 35 1.561 1.77 0.88
relative
moisture
content 60%

Plate B 5 0.186 0.20 0.93 0.92
26.9 10 0.372 0.39 0.95
cm .557 0.62 0.90

20 0.444 0.83 0.90
II 25 0.929 1.00 0. 3

35 1.301 1.43 0.91

Plate C 5 0.129 0.14 0.92 0.94
38.8 10 0.258 0.26 0.99
sq cm 15 0.387 0.43 0.90

20 0.516 0.53 0.97
25 0.645 0.70 0.92
35 0.903 0.96 0.94

Plate D 3 0.3 0.32 0.94 0.91
2x5=10 5 0.b 0.54 0.92
sq cm 10 1.0 1.13 0.89

15 1.5 1.70 0.88
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In the meantime an agricuitural engineer named Shavlov (1963) was faithful to the

Bernsteinian kB-value and to Bernstein-Letoshnev's solutions. But Skotnikov (1963)

based evaluation of performance of track-laying tractors on turf, on Housel's 'law"

. of area-perimeter ratio, with two soil parameters. He considered a two-layer

structure, and for the evaluation of ground pressure under the catenary of track, he

referred not only to the drawing and soil values but also the denotation by Bekker (1950).

However, Skotnikov's soil parameter k in equation p = kz, with which he started,

was defined in terms of:
So

kSK 0 (45)

where S: : E/(1 - v2). E is the modulus of turf elasticity measured in kg/cm 2; V

is Poisson ratio; and 7 is a coefficient which takes care of the shape of the load
S~~bearing area A (kg/cm3•)

Inelastic soils were treated in accordance with Bernstein's soil values. To this end,

Bocharov et al. (1963), concerned with automobile tires riding on a soft field in spring

time, measured k with Revyakin's plate penetrometer; the load-penetration curve

then had the following form:

p = 2.1 z0 5  (46)

i. e., k = 2.1 and n = 0.5. However, these soil values were used to define the state

of the ground rather than tire performance. The lack of a recognized theory of

pneumatic tires was apparent here, in spite of Omelianov's (1948) and Ageikin's (1959,

1960) pioneering efforts.

Even a year later, Bocharov (1964) and his group were more concerned with tire-

behavior "per se" than with soil-tire interface, a, if the latter had little effect upon

performance. Again, theirs was an empirical exercise concerned with tire deflections

and static and dynamic tire radii. But somewhat spurious was the conclusion that tire

internal losses on hard and soft ground are different.

, This work represented quite well the automotive school of thought and its activity

around the year of 1964, Agricultural engineers, however, particularly those related

to the influential Institute of Mechanization and Electrification of Agriculture in Minsk,
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were further taking a more serious approach. They were concerned with substantial

soil deformation when ploughing and tilling, so the soil-machine interface could not be

easily treated by simple empirics. Volume 13 of "Voprosy Selskohozyaisvennoi

V mehaniki" (1964) (Problems of Agricultural Mechanics) brings again the notions of

viscoelastic soil parameters (Maxwell), and theories by Goryachkin who based much

of his work on Mohr's theory of soil failure and parameters c and 0. Work by

Terzaghi (1943) also was stressed. Bernstein-Letoshnev's s0o4 values, k, n, including

Saakyan's (1959) kS and dimensionless deformation measure, z/d, (where z is plate

sinkage and d plate diameter) were referred to. Soil values k and n were quoted

in detail (see Table 8). Also soil values by Troitskaya (1947), Korchunov (1948), and

Aziamova (1957), including the fitting of load-penetration curve by hyperbolic tangent

function, were reported as previously described. Discussion of tire resistance by

Guskov, Kuzmenko, and Badalov (1964) led to equation:

2n 4+3n
1.13 2+3n W TY

0

-4 +3n 0 2 2-n 2+n (4 7)

(1+n)(1 "3 •) n k2 75-n b =+n DR -T•

attributed to Knoroz (1960).

A comparison of equation (47) with equation (48) proposed earlier by Bekker (1957,

1960) for a rigid wheel:

2n+2 1 2 n+2

R 3 2n+2 W n+1 (48)

(3-n) n-+T (n+1 )k n-f D Yn-+"

shows numerical differences stemming only from differences between a tire, rigid

wheel, and other assumptions. For instance, kS is the Saakyon soil value; the

value of W is quite involved:

V, = 2 cb A /N (49)

* The referencing of this chapter was, in all probability, erroneous, and Knoroz's

work was not available.
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where W is tire load. The value of ct was calculated from equation:
2W

ct (50)
t irA2 ,ra

Finally, the "relative" tire diameter D was defined as:

(c t + k13) D

DR = ct (51)

where kB was Bernstein-Letoshnev modulus of soil deformation and n exponent of

load-deformation curve.

Thus the soil values used in this semi-empirical tire-terrain evaluation were k8, k,

and n. Numerical values presumably measured for a 12-38 Goodyear tire were

given in Table 15.

Table 15

Soil kg/cm 2  kg/cm 3  n

Ploughed field 0.8-2.5 0.4-0.8 0.4-0.5 1

Soil ready for

seeding 2-4 1-2 0.45-0.55

Stubble 3-8 4-6 0. 55-0.65

Virgin soil 7-15 5-i0 0 . 6 0 - 0 . 8 0

What was most significant was the structural similarity of equations (47) and (48), and

of [lie ýsoii vaiues ks, kB, and n, where it may oe assumed that k = k c/b+k. This

similarity was further enhanced by Guskov, Kuzmenko, and Badalov (1964) by the

definition of the shearing strength of the ground by Coulomb's equation:

r = c + ptarnD

The advanced thinking of these investigators was reflected, but only to a limited extent,

in a publication describing the proving ground facilities of the Odessa Scientific Research

Station, and Automobile and Tractor Scientific Research Institute (Shchupak and

Makarov, 1964). The description of how the concrete, clay, sand, and soil test tracks

were built referred only to soil processing and moistening for the purpose of keeping
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shearing strengti, constant. No other scii values, nowever, were mentioned besides

'hardness" defined in Kg/cm 2 . Clay was described in terms of plasticity index and

liquid limits because of the existence of an enormous span of possible uncontrolled

O variation of mechanical properties. No references to other work was given, except

for casual reference to "similar test results" recorded at tractor proving grounds in

Wagenengen (Holland), Nebraska (U. S. A.), and Wiselburg (Austria).

On this background one may understand why mechanical engineers concerned with

machine design did not pay much attention to soil. But when investigating motion

resistance and thrust of pneumatic tires, they were meticulously accurate to define

mechanical structure of the tire and the inflation pressure. Filyushkin (1964) repre-

sented that approach in an experimental testing of 6x4 trucks equipped with different

tires. His tests were performed on meadows, arable soil, and sand. Soil "values"

used were described as follows:

* depth of organic layer 30 to 40 mm with moisture content of

the underlayer 4 to 6%

a arable soil, moisture 17 to 20% with 'hardness" of 1. 3 = 1. 5

kg/cm
2

* sand, dry, loose moisture 2.5 to No depth of 300 mm; density

1. 6 gr/cm 3; particle size 0. 25 to 0. 63 mm niore than 66o.

Conclusions reached, in respect to tire performance, applied, of course, to the

above defined soils, and could hardly be generalized over other soils because of lack

of the definition of mechanical properties of the ground.

A similar approach was followed by Kudinov (1964) of the Ukranian Academy of Agri-

cultural Sciences. When measuring traction of tractors in a turn, he defined the

soil in the following manner:

* gray and sandy

* moisture in the top layer 5 to 10 cm amounted to 12. 5%; in

the lower layers, 15 to 20 cm thick, amounted to 14. 02%

S '"load resistance" measured with the meter' SKB, of MGU

design amounted to 29. 3 kg/cm 2 .
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This amateurish txeatment of the probiem was in contrast with work by Strokov (1964),

based on an irngenious hypouhesis by Academician Zheligovskii, which was confirmed

by Asanov (1962) and the others.

Zheligovskii presupposed that the optimum rolling resistance of the pneumatic tire is

defined by the point of equality of work spent for tire deformation and the work spent

on soil deformation. Obviously, measuring the work spent on soil deformation neces-

sitated introduction of soil values. Thus Strokov (1964) used Omelianov's (1948) theory

(see equation (33)) with soil parameters k and n. Practically the same thing was done

before in the United States with kc, k, n parameters (Bekker, 1960). Thus the dis-

cussed Russian work seems to have enhanced the soil value system based on Bernstein-

Letoshnev-Bekker methodology.

Automotive engineers Armaderov et al. (1964), however, did not show much interest

in Zheiligorskii's, Strokov's, and Omelianov's soil value definitions, and further

followed Kudinov, using only qualitative soil descriptions such as:

* agricultural SOil

* sand

* snow

* asphalt

* wet clay road

* road covered with fresh snow to a depth of 350 mm.

What generalized merit the measured vehicle performance could have under such ill-

defined soil conditions, is obvious. Surprisingly, the work was performed under the

auspices of NAMI (Scientific-Tech. Inst. for Motor Vehicles).

Paradoxically, the Central Research Institute for Mechanization and Efficiency of

Forest Industry (RSFSR) was providing, at the same time, snow measurements in

Bernstein-Letoshnev values k, in gr/cm3 (Karelin, 1964):

Surface snow (depth 7 cm) k = 0.25 gr/cm3 3 Temperature:

"Sugar Snow" k = 0. 27 to 0. 31 gr/cm -11 to - 17 0 C
3

"Old Snow" k = 0. 31 gr/cm3
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A year taaer a member oz VISKNOM 'Al, Union Res. Inst. f4r Constz. :4f A.. Ml-

chinery) published description of sophisticated irstrumentation for rneasurn•g physical-

mechanical properties of soils (Vysotskii, 1965).

The instruments (which will be described in Chapter IV) recorded depth-resistance

curves of a penetrometer, and the coefficient oi friction between metal and the soil.

But if it is realized that recording the penetration resistance with depth was practiced

(for other purposes) since Bernstein (1913), then the progress made by Vysotskii was

not sign.ficant. Soil-metal friction also was repeatedly investigated in plor-gh studies.

At the same time, however, Rokas' idea of recording arbitrary soil indexes by means

of aprobe which rotates when. penetrating the ground (see reference Rokas, 1960) was

revived. As an assistant professor at Kaunas Institute of Technology, Rokas (1965)

published another paper in which he recognized the need for measuring soii cohesion

c and friction (p, and accepted their Coulombian relationship, r = c + ptanp, as well

as the "quick shear" test ina shear box or shear ring as proposed earlier in American

works (Bekker, 1955, 1956). But he again expressed displeasure with the "cumbersome-

ness" and complexity of such tests, and continued to advocate his "cone-cum shear"

method - this time with elegant mathematical analysis and alignment charts for de-

termining soil friction p and cohesion c. He did not seem to realize, however, that

the dissimilarity between the forms, loads, and shear boundaries of his bladed cone,

and the ground contact area of the vehicle, led to c 0 values peculiar to his instrument's

readings and were not of much use for vehicle performance and design evaluation.

Identical misunderstanding, has existed since Wuric War II with the use of the so-called

British shear vane and the WES cone penetrometer. To compound the arbitrariness

of his indices, Rokas established the concept of the "specific resistance to penetration,"

which was defined by the load required to force the conical head of his instrument into

the ground, divided by the cone base area; this was practically the same notion as

that of the Waterways Experiment Station's "cone index" introduced in the U. S. around

1943.

This definit:on of soil values did not find an echo in Russian literature, and any applica-

tion of the Lithuanian rotating "cone-blade penetrometer" and of the "specific resistance

, to penetration" remained unknown to this writer until At was briefly revived by Polyakov

and Nafikov (1969). This revival, looks like an entirely sporadic event brought about
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by merntr , ; .mZ,.. ; ,.. :I.-.i ig tc res -a; &J:f-road ;obiity, has

remained* tnus L,: un-.o~ec oy z. om~ve an-dc a._,icuitural resaý,'chers. The orgamza-

tiono was V. V. Kuibysnev MNi.tary Engii.eeritg Acadc-iy.

In the meantime, Armaderov ýt al. (i1965) aic. ao bother even ,:.,'n the existing soil

parameters, when trying to define the economic regime of work for a 6x6 trunk for

NAMI. They simply used the following descriptive soil 'Values":

0 dry sand

9 wet meadow, etc.

This qualitative soil value defirition 'or automotive purposes was in line with the defim-

tion of Armaderov's contemporary agriculhural engineers in America, such as McLeoc

et al. (1966), who were interested in draft, power, efficiency, etc. of low pressure

tires; they also spoke about:
• iHvasse sandy loam (M. C. 9. 4 to 14. 7%)

* Loyn clay (M. C. 18.0 to 23.66%), etc.

quoting extremely accurate nuniers related to tire performance versus thus defined

soil types, as if "hivasse sandy loam" with 9.4% moisture content could have had any

quantitative meaning.

However, their contemporary, Krasiinikov (1966), reverted to Bernsteinian soil values,
3kB (kg/cm ) and n = 1, when investigating cornering forces of an automobile at the

Moscow Institute of Automotive Research (NAMI). And Kosharnyi (1966), who performed

a simiiar study, based his calculations on Bernsteinian kB, which was determined in

situ by Revyakin's plate penetrometer. This penetrometer used plated equal in size

and form to ground contact areas of thE- tires. The following soil values were recordei:

Table 16
(Revyakin Plate Penetrometer)

Soil Values Dry Pc'ato Field Stubble Wet Ploughed Field

k(iKcm 0.5 -0.8 1 1.2 - 2.0 0.30 -0.5
I . 1.0 0.5 0.5

Probe Depth 1.4 I 6 6
(cm)5
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Test data. s.*iowr. in Table 16 'Led to the j 4 j' ;

the same manner as that by bevam-eter techniques (Bekker, LO060. 1Urnuestioaably,

*Kosharnyi's work was based on. Balkker'_, theory arnd soil valae sys:-,rn, sirnce LflQ

series of articles publisheed by the lafter in Machine Design (Bek'Aer 1959-1960) as

well as his earlier work (Bekker, 1956) were quoted in the references by Kosharnyi,

including the reproduction of pertinenz drawings.

Krosharnyi's stuldy was performed and publisihea under the au-spices of the Ukrainian

Institute of Mechanization and ElectrificLAion of Agriculture OUHIiMESH). It is one

of the rare scholarly analyses, with much accent on the theor-*. Soil values c and Q
wereconsdered in Cloui'onioan f"shon, includirg -^ rce-defor-mation ciiagi-ams, under

the tire, following those by Bekker (1-956, 1960) and Sbhine (1957).

The Ane~ricari approach to soil-value deffinition, P~liowed to a jali'ge extent by iKosharnyi,

was accepted .in Poland during the same perioa by Sol-tyrski (1965) of the Institute for

Mechariza't'io and Electrification of Ag-ricultulr,. :n > ,'s Mecharics ol a Te.-rain-

Vehicltý System, Soltvnski mainly tran~slated, paraphrased, and reproduced Bekker 's

work (1ý156, 1960) as well as that by his co-workers at &he --and LoComotioa Laboratorl.

Soitynskl' s J.-.o.ressive book was ontL'relly based o::. ihe .3err,.stein-LetLoshnev-iýoekke-Ar

soil value sy;stem k ,k ,n,k, c,o , and did nol- use any of tne e-2apiricai. "inaices,c
both Russian (Rokas, Poiiakov and Nofikov) etc.') and Arnericaii (Waterways Experi-

met taio).Itaso neg-iecteci the Russian. variants of- soil vailues su ý s those-

proposed by Troitskaya(3-947), Katsyg-in (1964)., etc.

Soltynski's book thus became a vanguard of a rather broad and significanz ciiange inl

the philosophy of soil measure ment-s, wh`.ca may .ýot h-a-vc Are nu ained withouz eifeck

on Russian work.

It would appear that the yvaars 1960 to l9ý3o brought nnuch clarification of the p'-obliem

of soii para~meters and contributed to a consolidati-.n -A the Couionib-Dernstein-

Letosihnev -Bekker soil value system.

This observation does not imply that va.->ous invcestigators have stai-ttd using~ sifl

'then, the sanie mathematics for fitting the exp)erimentai ioad-pernletrition curves.

But the fact thai Ulw_ Russian agricultural engineers definitely turned tow.ard what 'ýv
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be called the 'bevameter" philosophy based on the use of Coulombian shear test plus

the load-penetration plate cst, both simulating the vehicular load conditions and the

ground contact area, was most significant. While the American school of thought

simplified the load-penetration tests by introducing plates smaller than the ground

contact areas of the vehicle (Bekker, 1960, 1969), at the cost of some inaccuracy

(which is experimentally definable in a soil bin), the Russian school preferred to use

plates equal in size to vehicle's ground contact areas. Thus, conceptually, the dif-

ference between the Russian and American approach- vanished*

This strongly affected one of the most recent books on optimization of tractor paran--

eters (Guskov, 1966), indicating that the plate penetration tests plus shear tests 'in

situ" became the only rational approach to the problem of prediction of performance

and design parameters of terrain-vehicle system.

In the final analysis, then, the Russian agricultural engineers have established a

school of thought in soil definition, while their automotive counterparts seem to be

mainly preoccupied with hardware and descriptive em.irics of soil-vehicle relation-

ship (with the exception perhaps of Ageikin and Frenkin), though using occasionally

Berristein-Letoshnev soil values.

Also what is more interesting, from the American viewpoint, is the fact that Russian

civil engineers played practically no role in this intellectual match. The excellent

book by Zelenin (1950), devoted to the theory of ground cutting, covered some of the

theoretical material elaborated by Bekker (1948), and added much practical informa-

tion on soil machining, and on the measuring of soil resistance against penetration

by static and impact penetrometers (these will be discussed in Chapter IV). Zelenin,

apparently a civil engineer, quoted only locomotion studies by Letoshnev (1936) and

Pigulevskii (1936, 1936 a), but he was not quoted by the students of agricultural or

automotive engineering. Evidently the Russian civil engineers neither cooperated

nor competed in solving the problem of soil-va]ues fcr locomotion purposes.

* Professor V. V. Guskov expressed that opinion during a meeting with this writer

at the University of Newcastle-upon-TLyne, in 1967.
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This was in a sharp contrast to our own studies in ground mobility and soil

trafficability.

. The Eve of Consolidation

Guskov's (1966) work, previously referred to in connection with *he description of

earlier concepts of Russian agricultural soil values (Vernikov, 1940; Korchunov,

1948; Troitskaya, 1947; Saakyan, 1953; Gutyar, 1955; Azyamova, 1959; Katsygin,

1964), is, in a sense, the first general methodological outline of ground mobility

analysis, though much of the material contained therein was published before.* If

his short bcok is an authoritative text for agricultural engineers,. as it seems to be,

there is little doubt that sooner or later it will be accepted in automotive engineering.

The Russian philosophy of measuring horizontal shear values c and 0, and vertical

penetration values k and n, is based on tests with loading plates, preferably having

the full size or a size close to the dimern -s of the vehicle's ground contact areas.

But the overwhelming variety of c'.. ve fitting and soil parameters undoubtedly called

for some house cleaning. This was noticed in :I.e most recent writings of the Minsk

School, which selected Katsygin's (1963) method of fitting hyperbolic function into the

experimental curves as a basis for its operations.

Curve fitting and arithimetics of ":orizontal shear values c and 0, and their mathe-

matical relationship with shear strength, have never been seriously questioned by

anyone since their intrc duccion in land locomotion (Belker, 1948, 1960). Perhaps

the 200-year old authority of Coulomb lent its support for that purpose. But the

vertical penetration values k and n (or kc, k, and n) were subject to mathematica

manipulations since they were first proposed (Bernstein. 1913; Letoshnev, 1936;

Bekker, 1955) by practically anyone who tried to fit still another function into the set

of experimental load-sinkage curves.

Thus the fitting of such curves with a hyperbolic tangent function by Katsygin, Guskov,

and the others, instead of with an exponential function of Bernstein-Letoshnev -Bekker

* Primarily in the volumes of "Voprosy Selskokhozyaistvennoi mekhaniki" (Problenm

of Agricultural Mechanics).
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type, is rn: surprise, particularly if it is realized that t nh also Ih an exponential

function:

tanh a e0 -ea (52)
e 4e

Thus. in fact, the Russian effort of creating their own soil-values and their own

method of computation really was not a significant departure from the common path

first traced by Bernstein.

Since the Russians followed the Bernstein-Letoshnev concept (k, n), using full size

loading plates of the soil testing instrument, they did not need the small size two-

plate bevameter set, and the three soil values (kc, k , n). Only two of them con-

ceptually similar to k and n were totally sufficient, and onc large plate was enough.

The new form of the "soil value" equation was thus fixed in a hyperbolic tangent
function:

as discussed in equation (24). The soil parameters replacing k and r have different

structure and connctation here, but the empirically measured curve is the same.

The reasoning by means of which the Russian school replaced th, cxponential load-

penetration equation with a hyperbolic function shAwn above was developed by Katsygin
(1964). The author started with writing a differential equation for the load-penetration

curve, which when integrated produced a hyperbolic tangent, Obviously, a similar

process could have produced an exponential function, even in a ,iimplified Bernsteinian

form. The whole operation appeared superfluous, si'ce. c'.Irv_? fittiaig is more of an

intuitive, heuristic nature than of a rigorous rationalization of the complex and elusive

process of soil penetration.

Guskov fully realized the deficiency of the Russian method stemming from large test
loads, large soil testing instrument, and from the imposaibf:ty to genei- Jize the soil

values as such. He expressed his views both to this wlitor personally and in his book.

in the latter he proposed replaring kKA with another k-vahle, as sho-7n in equation ()6',,
in order to eliminate the plate size effect, and to enable one to use the smller instrument.
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At it results from American work (Bekker, 1960), such a solution may be practical

(with definite restrictions) only in those cohesive soils where k = 0, i.e., in fat,

plastic clays. Whenever strong frictional modulus of deformation k exists, Guskov'b

solution does not work. He was aware of this.

What are the most recent developments in this respect, no one can tell because of

lack of information. However, in one of the recent letters addressed t, this writer,

Professor Guskov (1969) expressed this view this way:

"I think that the problem of a more generalized soil value system which
is independent of the size of the loading area is very interesting, and
now we try to do something in this direction.

For the definition of thrust Guskov quoted Bekker's 1956 equaticn in its original form:

K3 (-K 2 +/' 21) Kj (-K2 - /I<,--
e -e

But he also expressed a dissatisfaction with the equation: "irrespective of the agree-

ment of this formula with some actual soil load-deformation processes, it cannot be

applied to the calculation of relationship of the tractor pull and soil because of a

number of important deficiencies." These "important deficiencies" were explained

in terms of:

"* complexities of equation structure

"* difficulty of its computations, and the

"• physical lack of meaning of the formula for K2 • 1.

All this seemed but an excuse for quoting Pokrovksii who proposed a slightly diULerent

form of the shear equation:

T = (c 1 e-c 2j + c 3 ) (1 - e-c4) (53)

S * It is nbvious that aany empirical equations have practical values within IL certain
interval of the variables - a fact recognized by Guskov in his work but not in
reference to the discussed equation.
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It is noteworthy, however, to stress that Equation (53) is in essence the equation iL"r

loose granular or plastic soils, as proposed in the United States by Janosi and Hana-

moto of Land Locomotion Laboratory (1961):

r = (c + ptano ) (I - e -j/K (54)

But even equation (53) was criticized by Guskov to the effect that it fits poorly into

extreme experimental data (which have little, if any, practical application). Hence,

he expressed a preference for the shear equation by Katsygin (1963):

1 -- In 1 tanh(---) (55)

cosh ( 1 -- )
T -

where all the values were defined in equation (30). Again, one should not argue if an

exponential function in Bekker's equation is better than a hyperbolic function in Katsygin's

considering that:

cosh(a) = 2 (56)

e - e
The subtleties of the merit of curve fitting are so subjective, when compared to the

practicality of results obtained, that the matter of soil values may be left to the

preference of the investigator. Depending on the breadth of his approach to ground

mobility, he will soon find if the mathematical niceties which fit neatly in one spot,

make sense in another.

This question cannot be momentarily resolved, since the Russian approach, equation

(55), is not known to be as widely used as the Coulombian's theory of shear is used in

America. In any case, the g and gKA values of equation (55) are a mixture of

Coulombian c and p values, with the latter entering specifically in the form of

Am = tanp . Interestingly enough, shear deformation s enters in a slightly different

form in both the Russian and the American equations, although the philosophy of

defining soil values in shear is the same in both approaches.

The closest follow-up of American approach was found, in this area, in the work by

q, Grecenko (1967) of the Czekhoslovak College of Agriculture in Prague. He adopted

Coulombian soil values for thrust calculation and re-interpreted his 'binomic"
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slip-thrust equation in termf; of c, 0, and K. values, as originally postulated by the

Land Locomotic~n Laboratory's work for soil strength and slip.

* This study was a perfect example of the evolutionary development of the existing

theory and its variants, through the new interpretation of results, in a modified con-

text. Whether that led to a better, faster prediction of soil thrust is open for discussion.

In any case Grecenko's method was limited to "predominantly frictioral soils, "in

contrast to the more generalized American method (Bekker, 1956, 1960).

The consolidation of ideas for soil-value measurements inevitably lea to more special-

ized studies such as the effect of speed of the deformation upon soil resistance. The

complexity of the problem was readily recognized. Podskrebko (1967) approached it

from the theoretical viewpoint, stressing the lack of experimental data. His study

was again based on Maxwell's equation of stress relaxation (see Bekker, 1956). Ex-

periments performed between 1960 and 1962 produced semi-empirical equations for

time-compression stress; the equations contain speed of deformation (cm/sec),

modulus of soil deformation (kg/cm 2), and the time of relaxation obtained from an

idealized soil sample.

The solution does not seem to have a direct practical apphication, because of the lack

of knowledge of stress distributions and boundary conditions of soil-machine interfaces,

as well as because of the inadequacy of Maxwell's model. In a similar category were

found tests by Vinogradov (1968) on the dynamic strength of soil. Laboratory results

of axial sample loading did disclose an increase in failure stress, but so slight that

it could be neglected in most cases. This was discovered a long time ago by the Land

Locomotion Laboratory, in Detroit.

These academic rather than engineering studies led to the inevitable step of defining

the modulus of soil deformation and the Poisson ratio (Podskrebko, 1967 a). With due

credit for the fine review of the state of the art, Podskrebko's work did not go beyond

the early stages of soil mechanics (Bekker, 1956), which had little, if any, practical

effect upon the solution of engineering problems. This course of action, however, was

inevitable. The work by the U. S. Army Land Locomotion Laboratory went through a

3 similar search in the early and mid-fifties, and it is not surprising that the Russians

tried the same.
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Besides Podskrebko (1967, 1967 a) who represented'agricultural engineering, Glag'lev

and Poletayev (1967) from the Moscow Automotive Institute also tried Maxwell"s re-

laxation model and attempted to obtain a solution for the wheel, which was based on

the ephemeral soil modulus of deformation and soil relaxation time.

In contrast to these attempts Melnikov (1936) of the Central Institute of Mc,'hanization

and Electrification of Agriculture of Non-Chernozem Zone of the U. S. S. R. used

elaborate plate penetration tests for turf, which were fitted with the Katsygin-Guskov

hyperbolic function of load-sinkage (see equation 24), and with the empirical equations

of speed effect upon that function. The speed effect was based on the assumption that:

2
PKA = p'KA + c vV

2
kKA k'KA + my

where cv and m were empirical coefficients; p'KA and k'KA were Katsygin's

soil values (equation 24) at speeds v of penetration close to zero. Melnikov also

suggested that P'KA may be expressed by means of Housel's (1929) formula

(equation 18):

UpA =Ao +Bo

Guskov (see "Trudy" 1969) followed this procedure.

In the meantime, further crystalization and consolidation of some sort of a soil-value

system, for practical purposes, was expanding beyond the boundaries of the U. S. S. R.

The previously quoted Polish book by Soltynski (1965) was followed by an excellent

Hungarian book by Sitkei (1967), who quoted Bekker's soil values extensively (1956,

1960), and the values by Saakyan (1953), Katsygin (1964), and Reece (1965). Bernstein-

Letoshnev and Coulomb concepts, which underlie the bevameter technique, were used

often for elaboration of various aspects of agricultural technology. The absence of

discussion on arbitrary "coefficients" and "cone indices" wo:s striking.

The scholarly work by Sitkei even fancied the treating oi soil flow under the cultivating

blade by means of Bernouilli's equation, in an attempt to generalize some of Goriatchkin's

solutions for agricultural purposes. The use of dimensional analysis, following work by
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IHegedus '1965) of Land Locomotion Laboratory in Detroit, and embracing Bernsteinian
k and n-values, was a further example of an attempt at rationalization C' the mcchanics

of soil-machine relationsi ip.* Bekker's solutions for tracks and whe-ixo kit56, 19&0)0 were elaborated upon in terms of bevameter soil values, and the classification of
trafficability of soils in terms of k., k , n, c, and m was referred to in detail.
One may wish that Sitkei's excellent book were made available in English.

Soltynski's (1965)** book was used, in the meantime, in various practical applications,
apparently with success. An analysis of a screw driven vehicle based on bevameter
soil values (Soltynski, 1967) was tested experimentally in a soil bin and in the field,
and led to the formulation of design requirements, as well as determination of the
error involved in theoretical predictions.

Some of the Russian agricultural engineers, however, still considered soil density
(kg/cm 3), and ground hardness (kg/cm 2), when investigating soil compaction by wheels
in relation to tracks (Makarets et al., 1967).

This hardness definition was not given, although it may be surmised that it meant a
mean penetration load of the Revyakin flat plate penetrometer, measured at specific
depth ranges and moisture contents. This specialized type of investigation was not
closely related to the broader definition of soil values for locomotion purposes.

Empirical equations for tractive efficiency of various tractors, deduced statistically
by Velev (1967) from tests made with 36 track and 3 wheel tra.ctors at a Bulgarian test
station, also were still based on primitive soil values merely described as "stubble
with normal soil moisture and hardness, " This seems to indicate that while the Russian,
Polish, and Nutgarian work showed a maturing trend, Bulgarian studies were specu-
lative and empirical since they lacked well defined soil parameters. The significance
of this work has more of a methodological meaning for tractor design "per se" than

* Sitkei seems to be the- first to seriously contemplate dimensional analysis. But
his interests were much broader and did not encompass locomotioni alone.3 ** Soltynski's book has been translated and distributed by the International Scciety
for Terrain-Vehicle Systems.

t A similar conclusion was drawn from the perusal of scarce Roumanian work by
agricultural engineers.
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for considering soil definition in evaluation of traction efficiency, which reflected

the spirit of the Nebraska tests.

* But Guskov (1967) continued to implement the soil values, as previously described,

in terms of hyperbolic functions. In a study devoted to the optimization of weight

distribution of tracked vehicles he made full use of the analytical method based on

pKA kKA kIm ,and g as defined in equations (24) and (55). The paper was

based on his previously published book (Guskov, 1966), and was subsequently presented

in England in a number of lectures.

When it came to consider snow going vehicles, the Russian agricultural engineers did

not have a clear picture of the mechardical properties of snow. They resorted to direct

measurements of vehicle performance without a strict definition of snow values (Klochkov,

1967). The latter were again measured in terms of crystal size and atmospheric

temperatuire. But a coefficient, kv, was used to define the increase of "static bearing

capacity load, "po, with sinkage z of a penetrometer plate forced into the ground at

a constant speed, v (cm/sec). Thus the compaction resistance R, which was recognized

after Bernstein-Letoshnev to be the main component of mot.on resistance, was ex-

pressed in the following form:

Z kc

R =ab Pov dz (58)

C.

where b (cnT) was the width of the track, and 4 was the ratio of the depth of penetra-

tion of the measuring plate to the depth of snow cover.

In spite of soih.ewhat dlferent mathematics of curve fitting and snow "paxameterization,"

the Bernstein-Letoshnev-Bekker structure of R is obvious in equation (58). Note thp,

stressing of the speed of snow deformation v; special care was taken to translate it

in terms of tractor speed. The work was based on experimental studies by Krizhivitskii

(1950), and Rukavichnikov (1957): the 1966-1967 c :--tributions of the Minsk School were

not referred to (see equation 359).

This approach probably was a resý-" the old studies by Richter (1945). Kragelski,

Kondraty•va, Shakhov, and other,.. nsson Library, 1948 and Bureau of Yards and

Docks, 1949), who measured snow-penetration curves by r'.ans of a flat plate,
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together with the corresponding density change. Even in these studies, however,

the motion resistance of snow compacting rollers and the pressure they exercised

were identical in form with Bernstein-Letoshnev equations for a rigid wheel.

The old idea of Brinell hardness, however, was deeply embedded in the Russian school

of snow studies (Kragelskii, 1945), which is not surprising when considering that snow,

unlike the soil, is the source of more severe and more differentiated problems. But

it is worthwhile to note that Kragelskii performed around 1945 what may be called the

first bevameter tests by using different plate sizes of 3x3, 5x5, IWxlO, and 20x20 cm.

He also referred to the Swedish tests by means of cones which were used 4n different

shapes with angles of 30, 60 and 90 degrees; the rather intangible and variable coef-

ficient of friction between the cone and the snow was the source oi Kragelskii's con-

cern. Relaxaticn time of snow also was of great interest to him. in the final analysis,

however, Berrstein-Letoshnev's concept of roller motion resistance was used. and

the idea of snow friction and cohesion was introduced.

The scholarly work by Kragelskii must be recognized, indeed, as the earliest pre-

cursor of soil-snow measurements, which subsequently led to moaern technitjues of

plate penetration tests and the interpretation cf soil-snow values in terms Df hyper-

bolic functions in the U. S. S. R, and to the bevameter tests used in conjun...tion with

exponential functions in the U. S. A.

Interestingly enough, Klochkov's (1967) approach to measuring snow parameters with

a flat plate load-penetration test, equation (58), was again used by Yankin (1968), and

was recommended for predictions oi compaction motion resistance of a snow roller.

Experiments with speed t-fect, of course, were made ii, order to eable one to use

equation (58). Verification of the analytical and ex-perimer-tal methods rei!azed to plate

penetration tests was found to be entirely satisfactory.

ihe beginning of crystalizaton of concepts of soil and snow measurements is perhaps

most clearly visible in the first chapLi? -f a book on cross country vehicles published

by the editors of Mashinostroyene. This boN-x,'ýmmarized and .-itically reviewed the

* The interpretation of results was different :rom the bevax,.oter technique.
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state of foreign and domestic arts for the benefit of automotive engineers. In a sense,

it is a synthesis of work by agricultural and automotive engineers. Interestingly, this

work does not contain any reference to any contribution by civil engineerE. The book

is a collective work written by Grinchenko et al. (1967). In the first chapter it deals

with vehicle ground mobility; in the second, with design of cross country vehicles; in

the third, with analysis of foreign cross country vehicles; in the fourth, with trans-

missions; in the fifth, with basic chassis components; in the sixth, with controls and

steering; and in the seventh, with exploralory and '"revolutionary" foreign vehicle

concepts (articulated vehicles).

This represents a typically balanced expositior, of vehicle R&D, where soil is only a

small part of vehicle development, and is overwhelmed with mechanical engineering

rather than with soil mechanics problems. Thus the book does not refer to the profes-

sionals or organizations primarily concerned with foundations, highways, tunnels,

dams, or flood control.

A brief review of ground mobility chapter is of singular interest in the present analysis.

The story does not start with tri-axial tests, "cone penetrometers, "or other standard

civil engineering practices, which have been typical of a segment of American papers

on vehicle mobility. None of these papers though widely publicized in a number of

articles (SAE and ASAE presentations), and particularly at the International Symposium

held in Italy (First Int. Conf. on Terrain-Vehicle Systems 1961), were referred to by

Grinchenko, with one exception which will be discussed later.

The first chapter was written by S. G. Volski, and critically reviewed by Dr. Eng. A. K.

Frumkin, under the general editorial supervision provided by Prof. Ya. S. Ageikin.

The chapter starts with Coulombian s,"il properties c and c for traction r definitioai:

r = ptanfo + c and with Bernstein-Letoshnev-Bekker _orperties k and n for motion

resistance and sinkage z: p = kzn.

Bernstein-Letoshnev equations of wheel resistance and sinkage were quoted for various

n-values. Extensive discussion of the ramifications iiwolved in pertinent equations

also was made available. Analysis of the effect of various peculiarities of wheel design

was included in the d.iscussion, stressing the automotive aspect of soil values rather

than soil-mechan cs "per se. " For the purpose of description and identification of
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standard test courses, their grain size distribution, moisture content, and plasticity,

index, in addit.on to k, n, c, and o, were listed. Snow strength, was measured in the

the same manner as that of soil. Soil bin techniqlies were briefly discussed. A rather

0 generalized forraula attributed to Babkov (1956 a) was quoted for vehicle "passability"

of the given terrain. This formula, when fed with Bernstein-Letoshnev soil values,

was identical to Bakkei-'s solution (1956, 1960), which stares that slope is may be

overcome if unit soil thrust H/W minus ul-,it motion resistance R/W is larger than i

H-R (59)
W

where W is the load supported by the driving vehicle elements.

In a discussion of American measures of vehicle passability the author observed that

the "cone index" oi ground mobility by Waterways Experiment Station (WES) is

empiricaily '"irked with the indications of a penetrometer - a device which measures

resistance of terrain by means of impressing a conical heaa. " Volski also mentioned

that Rokas (1960, 1965) and the others tried a modified cone method iii the U. S. S. R.

As reported earlier in the present analysis, these attempts were entirely sporadic

compared to WES's work of long standing, and involved either a number of cones or

cones-cum-shear blades which measured the rotation torque, in addition to the pene-

tration force of the instrument.

A WES equation of "mobility index" based on cone index also was quoted by Volskii

with the following remark:

"It is not likely that the utilization of thie formula will lead to substantial

improvement in design, and is apparently not suitable for evaluation of
design different from those on the basis of which the generalizations....
were carried out. "

Bevameter techniques and tests were noted without direct referencing. An agreement

between experiment ard predictions, using an obliquely loaded test plate, was ex-

emplified on an unclearly described vehicle called '?AT. " It appears that this case

may have referred to vertically and horizontally loaded teb. apparatus similar to that

described by Bekker (1945) aý i developed by Weiss (1952). Although these techniques

have never been seriously considered, they may prove important if and when the problem

* of slip sinkage is solved ,Bekker, 1969; Reece, 1965'.
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But this brief review by Volski of soil-vehicle interface studies does not mention

Katsygin-Guskov theories of snil values, and clearly points to a still existing lag

between the wo-ks of Russian automotive and agricultural engineers. The revieWv was

brief indeed; it occupied less than 3% of the complete volume. The rest pertained to

hardware, xvwmicni has aiways been of prime concern to vehicle developers.

Note thatL he same situation existed in this country in 1967, and still exists today.

Apparently ou:' automotivo e;igineers do not yet recognize the necessity for acceptance

of a quantitative definition of soil-vehicle interface, while American agricultcral and

civil engineers conti(ler •ihe matter essential to their own interests.

In this context Jt is to the enormous credit of Russian agricultural engineers that they

have pioneered and tried a variety of quantitative soil-value concepts arn techniques

of soil measurement, although their interest was limited to the development of tractors

and improvement of tillage equipment. Their efforts exceeded those of their American

counterpartso and o. the American civil engineers, quantitatively if not qualitatively.

The efforts of Russian agricultural research has steadily gathered momentum and

significance in non-agricultural off-road locomotion beyond Russia. Katsygin and

Guskov (1963), in another broad sweep of the theory of tractor performance, reviewed

again the Russian philosophy of soil mechanics and soil values, for the first time in

the English ianý;age. Now, soil-veh cle relationship and soil values bore a meaning

which went beyL id agricultural applications. Familiar works of Terzaghi, SaaEkyan,

KorchLnov, Pokrovskii, and Troitskaya were reviewed again, apparently to justify

the preference of hyperbolic functions over the direct exponential functions.

Once more the Bekker-Janosi equations for soil shear were discussed - and converted,

so to speak, into hyperbolic functions, a feat totally admissible from the mathematical

curve Fitting viewpoint. It must be ventured, however, that this change of form did not

change the coritent of the general method, although it disclosed interesting facets of the

theory of land locomotion.

Only further field work and testing will show whether the Russian or American, hyper-

bolic or direct exponential functions of soil values, save time and increase accuracy

to predictions, considering that the American soil values are general and practically
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bndependent of the size of loading area, whereas the Russian values are not. For the

time being this question will be unanswered unless, as Prof. Guskov noted, the

Russian school starts changing to a more universal soil value system.

This appears to be in sight, because for Guskov, the Russian soil-values though not

entirely satisfactory have shifted to another plan: they became a tool which was hope-

fully used in the evaluation of not only wheel or track-soil interface, but in a study of

the complete terrain-vehicle systems.

In a paper on this very subject published in English, Guskov (1968) followed the system's

approach as previously disclosed in Russian literature (Voprosy..., 1961; Katsygin,

1964; Guskov, 1966). His use of the Russian soil values in the evaluation of a family

of tractors raises a question, however, as to the accuracy obtained because of the

sensitivity of these values on the size of the loading area.

Guskov was very cautious on this subject, stating only that tests finished in 1965 "con-

firmed the theoretical deductions, "by which he probably meant that the theory and

experiment showed the same trend.

Nevertheless, he did not hesitate to outline the basic differential equations for terrain-

vehicle systems analysis, which methodologically embraces all the soil values and all

the vehicle parameters, susceptible to optimization by means of an approximation

using Lagrange's multiplier.

If this step is correctly interpreted, the next logical step is a Russian "universal

soil-value system" similar to that introduced and used in the United States for some

time (Bekker, 1955; Bekker, 1963; Bekker and Butterworth, 1965; also see bibliography

pertaining to the evaluation of lunar surface locomotion by NASA and aerospace industries,

listed in Bekker, 1969 reference).

The need for such a system has been voiced indirectly and directly in connection with

general operational studies. Parfenov (1968), of the Scientific Automotive Research

Institute (NATI), gave much thought to the prevailing classification of traetors in

S accordance with their "nominal" drawbar pull and, upon analyzing the procedures

suggested by various researchers and engineers, observed that:
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"The main disadvantage of all these methods for determination of
tractor puh lies in the fact that they do not pinpoint the type of soil
in which the 'nominal' traction pull should be established."

* This disadvantage was not newly discovered. Parfenov quoted earlier works by

Hrobostov and Harhurim (1961) to show how large the differences in quantitatively

unspecified soil characteristics may be, and proceeded to demonstrate the scatter of

tractor pull data, on the basis of available experiments. Calling for a scientific-

theoretical standardization of testing tractor-soil interface, he pointed out that his

empirical curves are identical in shape to the curves computed theoretically by Janosi

and Hanamoto (1961), who used c. Pkc k, n,K 1 , K2 soil-values obtained by

bevameter technique.

This indirect appeal to the need for introduction of generalized soil measurement re-

sembling those adopted by the Land Locomotion Laboratory found a strong echo in the

paper by Prof. Ginsburg (1968), who worked on the very same problem of tractor

classification.

To define tractor pull, Ginsburg started by quoting Bekker's (1956) definition of the

DP force acting on the drawbar: DP = H - R (where H is available soil thrust and R

is tractor's resistance to motion) and ended by quoting the same reference as an

example of theoretical determination of DP, as a function of slip. A graph of DP

computed by Bekker and based on c, po, K1 , K2 soil-values was reproduced to demon-

strate the agreement of the theory with Ginsburg's empirical data. In conclusion he

urged the adoption of DP = H - R definition, although he was not specific as to the type

of soil values to be used.

This recognition of the American work came after a critical review by Ginsburg of

traction definitions proposed by such authorities and celebrities of the Russian agri-

cultural and automotive research as Professors B. S. Svirshchevskii (1958), E. E. Lvov

(1960), D. A. Chudakov (1962), and I. I. Trepenenkov (1963).

Although no direct recommendation as to the need for a change in the Russian soil-

value system was made, the implication of papers by Parfenov and Ginsburg are

' obvious: both were concerned with broad vehicle classification which would consider

vehicle parameters besides the pertinent quantitative soil data. Since the scope of
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such a classification embrases "all the tractbrs and all the soils "within sound

engineering practice, the call for an analysis of the whole system was implicit. But

the system analysis without universal soil values could not be done.

Guskov, as mentioned before, was fully aware of this deficiency in the Russian soil

parametrics. And the number of those sharing his concern was growing. Nafikov

and Poliakov (1968) of the V. V. Kuibyshev Military Engineering Akademy reviewed

the work by Bernstein-Letoshnev (Babkov, 1959) and Bekker (1956, 1960). The latter

was quoted in Russian translations published by SKB ZIL, M., (1957). In this review

Bernstein-Letoshnev's soil-values k and n used in equation p = kzn were disposed

of on the following grounds: the equation does not have meaning for n < 0 and/or p < k.

Obviously, all the empirical functions used for engineering purposes have practical

meaning within appropriate intervals, and not necessarily from zero to infinity. Un-

doubtedly the authors realized the shaky ground of such criticism, since they also

repeated an old semantic argument which claims that k and n "do not have a

physical meaning."

The same reasons were given by Nafik( v and Poliakov for rejection of Bekker's

equation p h (kac/b) = k ] zn, which brings up a question as to why by the same

logic they have not rejected all the other Russian equations defining soil values. This,

however, they tacitly did, because without mentioning Katsygin, Guskov, Troitskaya,

etc., they proposed their own "superior" equation:

p NP (e N -1) (60)
p -3K-1(

where N is expressed in kg/cm3 and KNP is measured in cm"1
SNP

This proposition, like another curve fitting exercise, which incidentally resembles

Troitskaya's equation (21), would probably have historical value, if the authors were

not interested in making equation (60) a "universal" one, i. e., in defining coefficients

kNp and KNp independently of the size of the loading area. Although they were un-

doubtedly familiar with Guskov's (1966) work aimed at the same direction (see equation

(26)), they preferred their own empirical formula for kNp as the new universal soil

value. The value was "made independent" of the test plaLe area A by virtue of the

following empirical equation:
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k k' (1 K 3- (61)
NP 'NP (1 PK)

where k' NP is the soil value measured by the instrument plate having area A, and F
2*

is the area oi ground contact area of the wheel or track, both in cm 2

On thib assumption Nafikov and Poliakov deduced the vehicle's motion resistance of

compaction following Bernstein-Letoshnev-Bekker method. Values kNp and KNp

were determined experimentally by using a round penetration plate, 30 mm in diam-

eter. However, there is no doubt that the whole concept was experimental and tenta-

tive; the authors were cautious in that respect, only stating that equation (61) "may

lie recommended, "and nothing was given to show its reliability. But the American

work performed during the past 15 years (Bekker, 1969), yields little hope in respect

to better accuracy of prediction, using "generalized" soil parameters such as shown

in equations (60 and 61).

It seems the whole story could have been relegated to another attempt at developing

'better" soil value equations, if it were not for the Russian search for generalized

soil values, needed in system evaluation, now apparently needed by the military also

(Ageikin, 1970).

That search was diligently continued by Nafikov and Poliakov. In another paper by

Poliakov and Nafikov (1969) - this time related to the determination of drawbar pull -

they used Bekker's (1956, 1960) equation for unit soil thrust, r = c + ptan~o, and

described Rokas' (1960) cone penetrometer with shear blades, and the way they used

it for determination of c and o. Curiously enough they did not refer to Rokas, who

used the same instrument only as an "indicator" of traction and bearing capacity for

an empirical correlation with vehicle's drawbar pull.

The interpretation of soil "shear" and "vertical bearing load" data obtained by means

of this instrument will be discussed in detail in the chapter on instrumentation. At

• This writer was unable to check the dimensions of this equation, because of the

lack of the Russian original.
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tnis point it may suffice to say that the concepts and methodology of deducing c and.

0 from a cone.-cum-vanes instrument resembied those by Tsymbal (1958), Matsepura and

Runtso (19e1), and Rokas (1960, 1965), although no references to their work were made

. by Poliakov and Nafikov (1969).

However, this work may be considered as another attempt at determining c and (,

or as another exercise in a search for better soil values. Nafikov and Poliakov's

activity undoubtedly represents a broader attempt aiming at a "generalized soil-values"

and system analysis, since the authors state,

"theoretical prediction of motion resistance... and traction .. is
irreplaceable for solution of a wide range of practical problems:
design of new types of vehicles, comparative evaluation r'f thei;
mobility... (and) assessment of locomotion in h-avy terrain ".on-
ditions.. . The main requirement for this type of an analysis is the
determination (of vehicle performance)... by means of certain
quantitative parameters of soil and of the running gear. "

Obviously the solution of such a "wide range of problems" belongs to the analysis of

the system.

The echo of American school of thought is heard not only in this statement; as shown

before, it also reverberates in the Russian pursuit of a "universal" soil value system,

and in the mathematical methodology for curve fitting, interpretation of soil parameters,

and mathematical modelling of soil-vehicle interface, as will be shown in Chapters IV

and V.

On the other hand empirical "indices" for predicting soil con.¶'istency show the structural

complexity much more involved and more multi-valued (see Matsepuro and Runtso, 1961,

and Rokas, 1960, 1965), than the structure of the simple "cone index" by the Waterways

Experiment Station (WES). Details will be discussed in the next chapter.

Maintenance of agricultural machine and tractor material was the theme of a book

published under the auspices of the Ministry of Agriculture of the Bielorussian Republic

(BSSR), and entitled "Mekhanizatsya i Elektrifkatsya Selskogo Khozyaistva" (1968).

This collective work reaffirmed the soil-vaiues system by Guskov-Katsygin and dwelled

primarily on systems planning and operations research, in conformity with the previously

~ reported trend toward system analysis, and system economy. Similar trend also is

clearly visil'be in the volume entitled 'Trudy" (1969) and published by Tsentralnyi
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Nauchno-Issledovatelskii Institut Mechanizatsii i Elektrifikatsii Sielskogo KhoziaystVa

Nechernozemnoi Zony, U. S. S. R. Among the many articles of this collective work, on

many subjects pertaining to various agricultural problems, a short chapter by A. I.

Baranskii on the evaluation of tractive indices and fuel economy of agricultural tractors,

under numerous soil types and soil conditions, stresses the need for soil classification.

According to the present study, this topic was only scratched by Polish, Hungarian,

and Russian students of the problem (Soltynski, 1965; Sitkei, 1967; Parfenov, 1968;

Ginsburg, 1968; Poliakof and Nafikov, 1969). Thus Baranskii could not say much and

had to refer to early soil classification by Baram (1963), apparently performed before

1960. Baram's classification was not related to soil measuring but to an extensive

testing of wheeled and tracked tractors under the auspices of GOSNITI. From these

tests empirical coe.'ficients were deduced which enabled one to define drawbar power

of tractors for the given soil class, or vice versa, and to calculate the power of inter-

mediate soil-tractor combinations. This very crude and rather qualitative basis for

soil-vehicle classification did not match the know-how of the Minsk School (Kataygin,

Matsepuro, Guskov).

Although neither Guskov nor his peers contributed specifically to soil classification

through measurement of the soil-values, Guskov used these values in his assessment

of speea effecL upon the coefficient of efficiency of a tracked tractor in the given soil.

In the chapter written jointly with Meinikov on this subject, he applied his hyperbolic

functions, and the generali-ed k' KA-value, as discussed before in equation (26):

(k'k,=ks//i'V7 The analysis aimed at establishing optima of power efficiency in terms

of speed for the given soil class. The chapter describing this effort, taken up jointly

with the chapter by Baranskii, the paper by Baram, and works by Gubkov on soil-

vehicle interface, undoubtedly illustrate a still uncoordinated, but not feeble, attempt

to provide soil-values classes for quantitative system analysis. After all, even the

earlier book by Guskov (1966) was entitled 'Optimum Parameters of Agricultural

Tractors, althoughi he realized the lack of a universal soil-value system.

The system analysis ;iaturally requires statistical input regarding frequency distributions

of work t-pes encountered in agriculture. Thus it seems worthwhile noting that in

I another chapter of "Trudy" (1969), Zhilin and Labodaev provided percentages of time
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and travel length for trucks in various soil conditions (defined qualitatively). Similar

statistics were given for gear changing, braking, speeds, loads, etc.

In summary, the present state of the art in Russian work on quantitative soil-values

definitely points toward the consolidation of various soil parameters, which seems to

lead inevitably to the evaluation of soil-vehicle system, and quantitative soil-vehicle

classification for the optimization of the terrain-vehicle systems.

The influence of the American work upon this trend was not only visible but also was

acknowledged by the Russian researchers in eiheir quotations and translations. Probably,

national pride and trend to originality have led the Russian effort to modify some of

the foreign input, but not the methodology. The desire for intellectual independence

also produced many attempts at starting from scratch, although the method has re-

mained, in each attempt, the same as that in the American effort of the Land Locomotion

Laboratory.

The Russian research work in soil value systems has proceeded on a high levei of

academic and engineering profession. The lead still seems to belong to the people

who work in agricultural machinery. The automotive workers barely follow. The

input by civil engineers appears to be non -existent.

The rather insufficient and perhaps biased referencing of Russian and 13reign work,

and the lack of any adherence to some agreed upon standardization of mathematical

symbols and denotations, indicate an absence of overall coordination and cooperation

between the various groups interested in off-road locomotion. This, however, is not

a unique situation. In America, papers by the Waterways Experiment Station very

seldom if ever refer to the papers by the Land Locomotion Laboratory, and vice versa.

However, this hiatus exists due to the totally incompatible approaches by both American

groups; in Russian,. it probably exists because of bureaucracy and enormous numbers of

research institutes coping with the problem. But most of their approaches are at least

compatible from a methodological viewpoint.

A chronological listig, of soi, value deiinitions with the names of their originators or

3 principal referees was shown in Table 17. The table illustrates thc line of thought
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of the Russian School which originated with Bernstein; it also compares that school

with parallel developments in the U. S. A., England, Poland, and Hungary.

S As discussed earlier, the development ol soil values in these countries did encompass

the U. S. A. soil-value systems, but it did not relinquish work on further search which

would satisfy national and individual goals of various researchers. It "lso may be

noted that the British and Polish works were published under the auspices of military

and agricultural engineers, while the Hungarian work was published by the National

Academy of Sciences, and the agricultural engineers.

Table 17

Date of Name of the f
Origin Originator Soil-Value Soil Value
(approx. u s u r) (Parameter) Definition (Parameters) Country

1913 R. Bernstein p=k'(1-3- k, Get:many
P z/2(a'U+aa"A)z1/2 a',a",orkJ;1/21

1936 M.N. _Leshnev -11-L z' (a +a"b)z a',a",orkL;n j U.S. S. R.

1940 1.S. Vernikov p-k z=yy ji2(y-'-y)j y,', or k ;nl U S. S. R.

1947 M.N. Troitskaya; !p=pc(e -1) P, kT"? X
rr (_e U.S.S.P

1948 S.S.Korchuunov pPo(1-e P) KO' kk(, U.S.S.R.

n=n1959 S.S. Saakyan p=ks x =k s(Z/D)n ks, n IU. S. -S.R5 P,

1963 V. V. K-tsygin p=pT tannh [k.•!p•]z k,

11- KAiPAnh KA P
KA~ tanA

cosh .

1959 YaS. Ageikin lip = n, n

A A
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Table 17 (Continued)

S Date of Name of the i
Origin Originator Soil-Value Soil Value
(Approx. (or user) (Parameter) Definition (Parameters) Countr.

1964- V. V. Guskov, p=pKAtanh [ki./pKA] z - k
1906 et al. (user) KAPI A

" c + ptanp c,' U.S.S.R.
A Itanh A

fT 1.L{1+cos h ( I

1967 S.G. Volskii p =kz k, n
(user) r= c + ptanq Kc U. S. S. R.

1968- M.Z.Nafikov& ip=[kNp/KNp][e z 1] kNp, K
1969 I. S. Poliakov NP U.S.S.R.r = c + ptanmp C,

1970 YaS. Ageikin p=l/[(1/ps)+(tTmzD/2kz)] Ps, mz, kz U.S.S.R.
Lunar Rover Unknown. Penetrometer, the"Lunokhod" 'ninth wheel", cone-curm vanes Unknown U. S. S. R.

torque-slip measurement

1955 M.G. Bekker p=[(kc/b) + k] zn kc, k, n

r =C + ptano c, C,

1965 A.R. Reece = (ck' +b)-k' ) (z/b)n ck', Yk' n
+ n kk 0 EnglandT W"c + ptan c, C,.

1965 A. Soltynski Cp=[k/b) , k zn k k , n
(user) Poland

T=C.-r !)tail

1967 G. Sitkei p =[(k /b) + k ] z. k k(user) Hungary
" = C + p ta nl , 9•

1969 A. Wislicki pk k, n(user) C -o Poland
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CHAPTER III
ARBITRARY, EMPERICAL SOIL INDICES

Introduction

The search for generalized soil values in Russian thus far was rather unsuccessful,

as could be deduced from the preceding chapter. Russian soil parameters have been

strongly depenci..nt on the size of the measuring instruments. To eliminate this de-

ficiency, loads and loading plates of the apparatus were often developed in sizes as

large as tiose of the tested vehicie. This was recognized as a handicap.

Since practical engineering soil problems other than locomoti.ox.n~eod solutions where

full size ioaas and loading areas were unacceptable, search for simple soil "yard-

sticks" continued. Thus civil engineers, who were engaged in road building and in use

of construction machinery, needed a soil measure which would enable them to properly

use equipment depenrdimg on the variations of terrain, climate, and geography. The

agricultural engineers needed some sort of soil identification for tillage and ploughing.

And those in mining were interested in soil "parameters" related to cuttirg and drilling.

In the same category -,,as the question of "go - no go" of military vehicles, which was

tackled at U. S. Wateriways Experiment Station in Vicksburg, Miss. (WES) around 1942.

The Station then introduced an arbitrarily shaped and sized cone penetrometer. The

cone when forced into the ground indicated on the load scale a certain force which upon

the prescribed -.-Aanipulation became a measure of the "cone index" of the given soil,

or of "mobility index" of the given vehicl.

By testing available vehicles in various soils (fine grained only) and checking if the

vehic!e could move or was immobihizea in 50 passes, charts and tables Af "go - no go"

capability for various cone-indices and vehicles were established.

Th& method was publicized extensively but never widely applied by the users of off-

road vchicles. The limitations of the "cone index" method in mobility studies were

discussed by Bekker (1969).

Russian automotive engineers were aware of these limitations. I. V. Grinchenko et al.

(1967) pu•,Aished a book which was reviewed in the preceding chapter, and which
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stressed that the WES method will not lead to substantial improvements in design

and performance.

Since the Russian users, however, occasionally expressed the need for determination,

in the field, of vehicle "passability, "or for some sort of soil identification for agri-

cultural or other purposes, their interest in a quick method of prediction of soil con-

ditions was kept alive.

Although the Russians were familiar with the WES cone penetrometer data, they could

not, and/or did not, want to use them for a number of reasons, one of which was that

they �assumed `ie data was good for American soils and vehicles only. Thus they tried

a number of approaches of their own, all of them different from WES.

Among others, they tried all sorts of indices of "mobility. "Grinchenko et al. (1967),

howeer., listed the names of a number of originators of such indices, and summarily

dismissed tre ideas by G. B. Zimeiev, V. I. Knoroz, Yu E. Sharikian, Ya I. Bronshtein,

G. B. Bezborodova, and V. F. Babkov. As an example, he quoted an index "proposed

by various investigators (which) used the 1T factor of mobility as a parameter" in

the following form:

= payload

o vehicle curb weight x average speed.

T'he artificial structure of the resembled "mobility factors" by Waterways Experimental

Station, and inevitably led to other arbitrary indices of limited usefulness and applic-

ability, as reviewed below.

Rokas Locomotion Indices (SSG-3)

Apparently because of their critical attitude to the 'WES cone, " Grinchenko and his

colleagues did not elaborate at all on the Russian core by Rokas (1960), althotch Lhey

discussed rather extensively flat plate penetrometers, soil penetration curves, and

"their interpretation by means of the Bernstein-Letoshne" formula p = kz n for various

values of n.

. As could have been expected, a definition of an arbitrary index of mobility was not

favored in the automotive hancdook for cross-country vehicles, published in 1967,
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however', a civil engineering. magazine published an article in this subject by S. I.

Rokas, in 1960.

Rokas was dissatisfied with the simple cone penetrometer as a tool for determination
of the drawbar pull, motion rpesistance, aud traction. He sought for an index defined
in terms of values more meanihgful than the "cone index. " Ilence he addressed himseL.
first to the general question as to how to estimate performance in changing soil condi-
tions due to climate and geography, and started with work by Babkov (1956) who defined
mobility of "go" by the drawbar pull DP in the following form:*

D P > H-R f > tan• (62)

where R is the required soil thrust; R is motion resistance of the soil working
machine; f is the unit rollira resistance of the tractor; W -s tractor weight; and
Sis the angle of terrain slope. For transportation only:

DP
WD -a fsr a ta9 (63)

where • is the coefficient which defines the magnitude of load on the driving axle or
running gear, and pa is coefficient of "adhesion" between the vehicle and the ground.

Rokas was not entirely satisfied with the form of these relationships because it did not
reflect dixectly the changes in DP/W due to scil variation. In all probability he was
not yet familiar with bevameter values which encompass pertinent factors. Thus, to
include soil variations he assumed undefined functions Tv T which express "pass-
ability" 1i and coefficients p a and f in a general manner:

=a-I' ('r)
p. a =T 10)

7f = 12 (P) (64)
1 = TI (r) "*2 (P)-

where r and p defined shearing and bearing strength of the ground, respectively;
17 was index of "mobility."

* This is identical to Bekker's (1950, 1956) definition.
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To quickýy determine for the given vehicle "soil indices" HI(U) and *2(p), Rokas

constructed at the Moscow Highway Institute (MADI) a special instrument called "SSG-3,

which consisted of a cone penetrometer equipped with shear vanes. The cone served

O to determine p functions, and the vanes, r functions. The method of instrument's use

and its construction will be described in the next chapter. At this time it may be suffice

to note that the method consisted of recording *i(r) and *2 (p), and of empirically

correlating rY, jia, and f (equation 64) with r and p for each specific vehicle, in

terms of "go - no go" (equations (62), (63) ). In this respect only, the method was a

duplication of the "cone index" procedure developed by WES. The Russian procedure

and the instrumentation, however, were more sophisticated than the WES "cone

penetrometer, "inasmuch as the "SSG-3" instrument indicated both the vertical load

l (p) and the shear load 412 (r) produced by the cone and the vanes.

This method was recommended by Rokas to the user for selecting the right vehicle for

the given soil conditions. The selection was based on the previous testing of each

considered vehicle under given soil conditions for r, p, 1a, and f. The method,

however, could not he.p designing better new vehicles; this was the apparent reason

why Grinchenko et al. (1967) did not consider it, beyond mentioning its existence.

Rokas stressed the simplicity of his instrument and of its operation, but did not

originally reproduce functions *1 and %k2 with reference to any vehicle.

His ideas were further elaborated in 1963 in an automotive magazine, where some

correlations with motion resistance were reported for a ZIL-157 truck at various

soils and inflation pressures (see the next chapter).

This work was, as far as it could be ascertained, the first attempt to produce for the

automotive user, some arbitrary soil valu s and an empirical correlation with per-

formance indices of available vehicles which had been tested previously under soil

conditions T1 (r) and %2 (p). Grinchenko et al. (1967) thought that Rokas' method

was superior to the Waterways Experiment Station method, although they dismissed

it rather tersely.

S The present writer did not find in the leading automotive and agricultural literature

more information on the use of cone-cum-vane penetrometer and of the arbitrary soil

indices Vi(T) and qt2 (1).
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This did not mean that the work on Rokas' idea had stopped. It probably implied that

the application of the idea ran into trouble; for about 1969, another, modified approach

was made in this area with an unmistakable effort at rationalizing the method. Curiously

enough Rokas was not mentioned at all.

Poliakov-Nafikov Locomotion Indices

Poliakov and Nafikov (1969) started with a general premise for a need of simple soil

measurements in the field, in order to enable the user to predict the coefficient of

vehicle adhesion 1a and motion resistance f. Without any preliminaries they accepted

a very simple, small soil testing apparatus, the cone penetrometer with vanes, and

with the Rokas *1 and ' 2 indices. Since no reference to Rokas' work was made,

the identification of the equations and even the correction of some of the apparent

errors was complicated. What was new here was the assumption based on Bekker

(1956), and Ageikin (1960) that coefficient of "adhesion" g a is:ca
-- +t+tan

Aa = e (p) + tan ta (65)

The fallacy in using the cone-cum-vanes penetrometer for a performance model such

as expressed by equation (65) laid in the fact that the determination of c and ,r by

this technique was subject to the crudest approximation. The error was caused by the

dissimilarity of load and deformation areas of the instrument and the vehicle; it also

was caused by applying the arbitrary rule according to which *1 and 'l2 were taken

as mean values of two penetration tests of an arbitrarily shaped and dimensioned

instrument (see next chapter).

Motion resistance f was determined by using the cone as a penetrometer. To justify

this the authors referred to their earlier work (Nafikov and Poliakov, 1968) although

it stated that in order to obtain a representative load-sinkage curve, "one must use a

penetrometer, with the contact area equal to the contact area of the tire. " Since this

they found "very inconvenient, "they "verified experimentally that for this purpose a

penetrometer of small area also may be used. But most convenient was a rigid disc,

3 cm in diameter...." How this reasoning later led to the use of the cone was not

explained.
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In any cage, they:applied Bernstein-Lettcshnov-Bekker equation for motion resistance:
Z

R=r pdz
0

in order to determine f = R/W. To accomplish such a task, when using cone-cune-

vanes device, without considering the differences between cone and round plate raises

serious doubts as to the rationale of this attempt.

Obviously Poliakov and Nafikov encountered great difficulties; thus in the next publica-

tion (Poliakov and Nafikov, 1969 a) they talked about purely empirical correlation

between vehicle passability and the 'indices" T1 and *2 measured by the cone-cum-

vanes penetrometer, apparently dismissing equation (65).

Again Rokas was not mentioned. Surprisingly his penetrometer was now described as

either a hand operated instrument weighing 3 to 5 kg, or as a mechanically operated

instrument weighing 300 to 500 kg. Evidently the 'Indices" did vary within a wide

range, depending on the size of the instrument. Apparently functions 1 and "12

had to be empirically correlated with vehicle "go - no go" performance, not only

considering the soil but also the instrument and its size.

Why Rokas was totally ignored by Nafikov and Poliakov remains a mystery. But

perhaps the answer to this question is irrelevant. However, from the historical view-

point which elucidates the cultural and the social, it may be pertinent to note that the

proponents of the cone-cum-vanes 'indices" for locomotion purposes came from the

civil engineering school of thought, in a perfect analogy to the American advocates of

the "cone-index" and the British "shear-vane index, "both of which also stemmed from

the same school.

"Universal" Multi-Purpose Indices

Rokas-Poliakov-Nafikov cone penetrometer with shear vanes was an obvious marriage

of the WES cone (Knight, 1956) and the British shear vane (ORG, 1947). This author

believes it has been a unique combination of its type, although later Cohron (1963) tried

unsuccessfully to achieve similar goals, using a round penetration plate with shear

vanes. All the other instruments embodied separate definitions of indices, either in
penetration or in shear, using separate devices.
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As far as, could be ascertained the first plate -penetrometer used for agriculture ýpv.'.-

poses was devised by R. Mayer, around 1910 (?), and introduced by Bernstein (1913).

This led to the "indices" of "soil strength" as shown in equation (6). Curiously, Mayer-

Bernstein indices k, n were taken with plates 2, 2-1/2, 3, and 4 cm diameter, i. e.,

close to that reluctantly recommended by Poliakov and Nafikov (1969), 53 years later.

Similar attempts were observed in the United States. McKibben (1940) dwelled on an

arbitrary "index" of flat plate penetration, which he tried to correlate with wheel per-

formance. To this end he borrowed the idea of the "Proctor needle" (Proctor, 1933), which

was identicalwith the Mayer (1910) penetrometer. Letoshnev, obviously familiar with

these works, followed suit, but his 'indices"did not provide a basis for arbitrary empirical

correlations with wheel performance. As shown in Chapter 1 the still unresolved effect

of penetrometer size was considered in a rather complex and indecisive manner.

Although Letoshnev's concern with theoretical correlation of soil parameters and

vehicle performance was shared by all the Russian students of locomotion, the much

more complex problems of soil polughing and tillage defied for a long time any rigirous

solutions. Thus the work on empirical arbitrary soil indices which would do everything

at practically no cost, continued.

If the present author is correct, the omnibus requirement for a universal solution was

formalized in February 1946 at a conference held by Soil Institutes of the Academy of

Science U. S. S. R. (Amplevskaya, 1955). One of the resolutions urged that:

"for solving the problems of the load of agricultural tractors,
establishing work standards for tillage and planning fuel economy,
it is necessary to know specific soil resistance during plowing.
Inasmuch as the determination of such resistance is very tedious
by dynamometric methods, it is recommended that investigation
be undertaken in order to deiine specific soil resistance by means
of physico-mechanical soil properties. "

The language of this resolution was not quite identical with the wording of an earlier

resolution by the British, Canadian, and American committees concerned with vehicle

mobility in "adverse soil conditions":

".... now that time is available we urgently invite consideration
of a long range research program... to develop basis on the re-
lationship between soils and vehicles.., to refute, modify, or
confirm existing theories on... vehicle mobility and soil physical
characteristics. " (SAE, 1945).
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The Russian resolution led to a lengthy and expensive search ( Institute of the

Academy of Sciences and the affiliated institutes) for a "specifiL 'soil parameter

which could be measured easily in the field, and converted intc plough, tiller, or

0 vehicle performance parameter by means of simple manipulation.

The U. S. effort, however, was two-pronged: The Lend Locomotion Laboratory followed

the Society of Automotive Engineers' resolution looking fo:. a scientific definition of

soil-vehicle interface, while the Waterways Experiment Station concentrated on single

empirical "soil parameter, "which would answer all the questions in one index.

The extent of the Russian effort was enormous (Amplevskaya, 1955). It was based on

empirics, gradually switching to theoretical mechaaiics. Originally, it included studies

aiming at establishing relationship between soil st, ucture, strength, and chemistry

(Oganesyan, 1949). It was thought then that soil resist-.mce to ploughing and wheel

rolling could be found in some relationship to a. simple penetration test, where load

pp acting on the penetrating tip of the instrument (all shapes of the tip were tried)

could be correlated with plough resistance f measured in load units per unit of

plough area, projected in the direction of motion:
p

V = i (66)
P

On that basis a series of empirical equations was proposed, which were not satisfactory.

As a result Amplevskaya (1955) proposed a small scale-model blade and empirically

determined the relationship between model drag im and plough drag fp (kg/cm 2) for
various soils. Obviously, fm was a much better "index" of plough draft than the

"Penetration index" pP. Curiously enough, no dimensional analysis was reported by

Amplevskaya, and the difficulties with the introduction of Coulomb's equation, hence

soil values c and p were claimed.

This approach apparently reflected a genexal trend in which simple "indices" were

expected to make predictions of complex phenomena - the philosophy that wasted

enormous amounts of time and effort both in Russia and America.

5 However, the highway engineers were more incisive and rigorous in this game than

their agricultural colleagues. Palovnev (1960) developed a method of bulldozer per-

formance prediction, using the following soil 'Indlces:" cohesion c, internal friction •,
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coefficient of friction soil-metal i, and density y. Reference to the classic work by

Sokolovski (.954) was made, though a comparison with another classic by S6hne (1956)

was lacking. A more rational approach to soil cutting also was made by Sineokov (1965)

who quoted exhaustive literature and used soil values c and P as soil 'Indices. "

Attempts to relate cutting resistance of soil to the tool by means of some sort of a
single "index" were made repeatedly. Vetrov (1957) reported impact penetrometer

tests and concluded that the "index" construed as a number of blows needed to force a

circular plate to the depth of 10 cm cannot be correlated with draft in soil cutting. He

probably knew that similar technique was used in Switzerland, in avalanche prediction.

But his study was a rather hopeless move toward a simplification of complex soil

behavior. The Swiss impact penetrometer (Haefeli et al., 1939) was never applied

to snow properties identification; it only served thepurpose of detecting snow stratificatio

Obviously the problem of soil identification by means of a primitive empirical index

for the multiple and complex purposes was not soluble. Nevertheless almost every-

lody tried some simple solution, with the exception of the Land Locomotion Laboratory

in Detroit. Even the scholarly work, and a classic in itself, written by Zelenin (1950)

under the seal of the U. S. S. R. Akademy of Sciences, Institute of Mines, did not refrain

from speculating on the empirical relationship between soil cutting and soil penetration

by an impact penetrometer (DORNI I) and impact "index.

Other "indices" obtained with penetration of wooden cones served the purpose of de-

fining 'hardness" of snow cover or correlating wheel sinkage in r-ow with the "index"

(Kragelski, 1945). In the same vein, Zaleski (1956) advocated indices of "hardness"

or "soil compaction" introduced by Revyakhin and Goryachkin. However, Zaelski

detected much arbitrariness in the interpretation of the 'Indices" and proposed a

method as to how to read load-penetration curves; to this end he tried all kinds of

penetration tips. The best example of confusion was the author's statement:

"it is considered that the penetrometer with a flat point has the
action that most closely approximates the action of tillage tools
and agricultural mactunes. "

c To standardize the "indices" thus obtained, the All Union Institute of Mechanization

of Agriculture in Leningrad tried to freeze the method of penetrometer readings (see

the next chapter).
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Tsymbal. 1958) attempted to do better. He decidect that his cone penetrometer shoula

meabure, in addition to "soil hardness," coefficients of friction of soil-to-soil and

soil-to-metal in order to identify "soil as an engineering material, " in agriculture.

0 Katsygin and Aziamova (1960) devoted the whole chapter in the respectable series of

"Y'oprosy.., "to the problem of defining physico-mechanical properties of agricultural

soils by means of "indices. "Here, the beating capacity of soil was defined in terms

of a load-penetration curve of a "standard" penetrometer equipped with four different

sized round plates. This apparently did not suffice, for complex "indices" obtained

with three arbitrarily shaped cones also were discussed (also see Matsepura aind

Runtso (1961). As if Atieberg's indices were not sufficient, another "index" attributed

to P. 0. Boychenko was described as an improvement.

However, penetration tests could hardly be correlated with plough draft and tractor

pull. Therefore Kuznetzov (1962) further tried a shear test similar to that by Bevam-

eter, but called it a "h.ardness" test performed by rotational "durometer. "Arbitrari-

ness of his indices was not mitigated by tying them to Goriachkin's equation for the

effect of shear speed. The empirical and misguided character of this work was

illustrated by an attempt to link the results obtained by the "rotational durometer"

and the penetrational test of the Revyakin penetrometer equipped with a 1 cm2 disc tip.

Note that Sitkei (1967), in Hungary, preferred to follow standard theories of soil shear

and penetration as expounded by Katsygin and Guskov (1968), Bekker (1956), and

Sohne's (1956), rather than the arb)trary empirical indices. In this respect he was

closer to the U. S. and the German than to the Russian School. The Polish school,

however, showed, at that time, a mnixture of theory and empirics (Bernacki, 1960):

besides attempts of mathematical analysis of soil-tool interface, arbitrary "compact-

ness" indices obtained with at least 5 different forms of penetration plates were

accounted for.

This was further followed by Russian emPriricists. Vysotskii (19655 devoted much

thought to '"new" integrating instruments for determination of phy!:ico-mechanical

indices of soil. Eut the novelty of the index integration consisted of mechaniral

averaging of fluctuating load-penetra,`ion values and of variations of frictional forces

3 produced by traditional penetrometers. The arbitrarineps of "indices" thus arrived

at remained the same. Nevertheless the author recommended that the "indices" may
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De usea not omy ior me correia~ion o0 perworrance ox agricwuurai macmnery anri tiou,

but also for correlation of other "agricultural" materials and fertilizers. Such an

amplitude of applications casts serious doub- as to the soundness of this line of thinking.

The Future of "Indices"

To sum up, the arbitrary soil 'indices" were originated primarily by the Russian

agricultural engineers who tried to solve more problems than locomotion alone. While

the Russians later dropped the empirical indexing whenever vehicle performance and

design were concerned, the American "cone-index" data are still advocated, even

for design purposes.

All these indices have played a negligible role in modern locomotion development.

Neither the user nor the designer could have applied them to their purposes. For the

"indices, " as the Russians and the Americans found, cannot be used in system analysis,

since they lack physical dimensions translatable into terms of soil-vehicie interface.

And the philosophy of their interpretation, based on the hopes of solving the multi-

variant complexity witre a uni-value simplicity, has never met expectations.

The present review of the Russian search for arbitrary locomotion and multi-purpose

indices shows how unplanned, haphazard this activity was. In essence, it was a

scramble for amateurish ideas which would hopefully do very much for very little.

The ideas were repetitious and unimaginative until the advent of Katsygin-Guskov

soil values, which conceptually and methodologically are identical with bevameter

approach.

There seems to be little doubt that in the seventies, arbitrary indices produced by

simple "pei:etrometers, " durometers, "and "strengthmeters" of soil will find little

if any application, either in locomotion or in agriculture.

This conclusion :s further strengthened by the review of instrumentation developed

during the past half century, as shown in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

INSTRUMENTATION FOR SOIL MEASUREMENTS0
Introduction

Soil values and arbitrary soil indices developed in Russia between the early twenties

and the sixties, as described in the two preceding chapters, show to what extent an

analytical and more rigorous approach to soil properties wis diffused with a hap-

hazard search for arbitrary empirics.

This activity naturally was followed by the development of measuring devices and in-

strumentation. Their chronolcgical review throws much light upon the molding of the

school of thought from primitive concepts co modern solutions, and appears to be most

educational to ihe student of locomotion.

The description of the Russian instrumentation referredi o '.n this chapter was not

easy becaure of the frequent availability of poor drawings and photographs or of

sketchy eyplanations. Sometimes, drawings were not available, and instrument

designation was quoted without any specifications. This require-d &ome search in

depth in order to identify the equipment.

Another prcblem arose witn the timing of the appearance of the gv'en instrument. The

dates quoted refer to the date of the publication in which the description of the instru-

ment appeared. `Yhether it was the first appearance or not was judged from t he form

of the description and from the references quoted. Obviously, the apparatuses had

been under development and testing for sometimrn prior to the publication, But the

establishing of this type of 'birth date" was almost prohibitive.

The writer hopes that in spite of these shortcomings the r-tory was told without serious

omissions or mistakes, and with a sufficient clarity in order to draw pertinent

conclusions.

* Mayer-Bernstein Penetrometer (191C - 1913)

The arch prototype of soil penetrometers, for locomotion purposes, is Mayer's (1910 ?)

instrument reported by Bernstein (i913). As far as could be ascertained, a similar
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American device dates back to Proctor (1933), who used it for civil engineering

purposes. Since this kind of a penetrometer was the basis for the Russian penetrom-.= eter, starting on a firm basis with Letoshnev (1936), a brief review of the device is

in order.

Figure 1 shows the general vicw. Penetrometer plate 1 was fastened to rod 2, and

was actuated by handle 3 through spring 4. The load was recorded on paper drum 5

by means of a pen actuated horizontally by string 6, which moved with the deflection

of spring 4. The vertical movement of the pen was controlled by rider 7, which moved

downward witi penetrating plate 1. Legs 8 provided sinkage reference and staoility

for the device. The vertical movement of the recorder was effected by means of a

rather complex, balanced parallelogram, which though briefly described was not

ciearly discernible on the drawing. The adjustment of the "zero point" was performed

by means of special screws.

bi addition to the inscrument, Figure 1, MNa.yer tried another load-sinkage apparatus

in which the spring was replaced with weights.

The penetrometer plates originally used were 3 cm in diameter; they were found later

to be too large for hand measurements of the stubble. The dependence of the load-

penetration curve on plate size was fully understood. Tests with diameters, 2. 2-1/ 2,

3, and 4 cm were performed, and successfully correlaied with wheels oi the same

width. This was the beginning of Bernstein-Letoshnev's soil values as described in

Chapter II.

One must marvel at the precision and faultless premises of Bernstein's work. His

goals were rather limited, but the achievements were fulP --f long lasting success.

Bernsteiian soil value k.B was obtained by 'band fitting" the p = kB .-Z equation into

the measured curve. Apparently Bcrnstein did not make experiment, with single

wheels: in order to verify his equations for rolling resistance of rigid wheels he used

data obtained by Morin (1840 to 1841) for four-wheel carraiges. To this end he modi-

fied his singie-wheel equation into a two-tandem-wheel formula (for details see

C Bernstein, 1913). This approach was followed by Letoshnev (19361. as he too was
ultimately interested in fo-ar-wheei carriages and not in the single wheel.
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3 Figure 1 Mayer (1910?) Soil Penetrometer for
Locomotion Studies (after Bernstein, 1913ý
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This logical trend is in snarp contrast wln American worK in wnica up to tis time

more than 95% of the research had been devoted to single wheels, with an almost

complete neglect of multi-wheel carriages (Bekker, 1969) and corresponding soll

. penetration tests. The paradoxical situation and intolerable bottlenecks that arose

because of this lack of purposi;'eness in research on land locomotion mechanics has

been illustrated in the reference by Bekker (1969 a), which also reviews all the avail-

able modern instrumentation that may be derived from Meyer-Bernstein penetrometer.

Letoshnev's Instrumentation (1936)

Instrumentation used for soil measurements in Letoshnev's expansion of Bernstein's

theory was not explicitly described, at least in the excerpts of his work available to

this writer, There is no doubt, however, that he was totally familiar with Mayer's

penetrometer, as well as with the prolific works of the venerable academician V. P.

Goriachkin, who between 1906 and 1J24 covered practically all aspects of agriculture,

includhig I'hysico-mechanical and agricultural properties of soils, "and was acclaimed

a Father of Russian agricultural research (Dubrovski, 1955; Trak i Sielhozmash, 1969).

Goriachkin developed a penetrometer which was widely used with the so-called Revyakin's

penetrometer for measurirng soil compaction (Zaleski, 1956). Detailed specification

of these two penetrometers is, at present, lacking. This gap, however, in the analysis

of Letoshnev's work does not appear to be critical because, as mentioned before, he

was concerned with four-wheel carriages and used to determine soil value k'B for

n = 0. 5 for various soils from equation 13 quoted in Chapter II. Thus, knowing wheel

diameters D1 D2 , load W, load distribution coerficient upon front and rear z, and the

draft R, Letoshnev's k' for the complete carriage was determined from equationB

3 23B t D
P(C +1) Rb T21

for n 0. 5. For soils having 0 . n < 1. 5 the solution becomes more complex (Bekker

1956).

In brief, Letoshnev's instrument was based on the wheel carriage under investigation.

By varying load, design parameters, and the soils within realistic limits he could

. tabulate soil properties k' for locomotion prediction. These properties as shown in
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Chapter II were reducible to those measured with comparable penetrometer plates.

Since Letosbnev's objective was to classify loads per horse for a number of typical

carriages and typical agricultural soils, he achieved his goal without the need for a

generalized instrumentation.

Snow Penetrometers IMASh and NIAS (1945)

Snow problems originally investigated in Russia had only indirect connection with loco-

motion. Exiensive studies sponsored by the Russian Academy of Sciences were more

concerned with snow as a structural material for aircraft landing strips, and with

snow removal and compaction rather than with over-snow transport.

Abroad, the situation was the same: teach country had its special interest, and the

early Swiss research, for example, concentrated on avalanche prevention (Bucher,

1943), while the Swedes worked on sled transport (Eriksson, 1949), and the Japanese

oa snow physics (Nakaya et al., 1934 to 1936). Accordingly, the Russian work on

snow measurements was considered by many as unique. The review of instrunmenta-

tion used for that purpose, however, seems to belittle this conclusion.

First, Russian scientists adopted the old Grandvoinet equation for motion resistance

of a rigid wheel in order to evaluate resistance of snow compacting roller. As shown

in reference (Bekker, 1956), Gradvoinet's equation is identical with Goriachkin's and

both are equivalent to Bernstein-Letoshnev's formula for n = 1:

3/ w4  (68)
R=V kL

where r is the radius of the roller. As this equation was based on p : kLz iit

was totally unacceptable because not only kL but also n-value varied with snow density

and stratification. Thus, in the final analysis Kragelski (1945) resorted to an artificial

substitute for kL, measured as a snow 'hardness" for various snow states, with a
2round plate of fixed area 6 cm . The 'hardness" was then experimentally correlated

with R. At another stage, snow "hardness" was reported by Kragelski to have been

measured with a ball 3. 3 cm 2 in cross section.

* The early development of propeller driven sleds did not entail snow research
(Juvenatiev, 1939).
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In general, according to Kragelski (1945) "hardness was measured by means of a

penetrometer equipped with a special tip, sphere, cone, pyramid ... (though) at

present plungers having plane contact surface (are used). " The hardness was defined

* as the pressure at 3 cm sinkage. The chaos which resulted in this kind of snow hard-

ness definition led to another misconception based on attempts of selecting such a

shape of the penetrating body that the unit load would remain constant, irrespective

of penetration. This came from the recollection of 1888 by Karpel, and the 1907 work

by Ludwig who found that in testing metals (sic!) one must use "a cone or a pyramid"

in order to obtain a fixed index of hardness (Kragelski, 1945). Additional references

to Vickers' hardness index illustrated the untenable premises of this school of thought.

Nevertheless, a specific cone penetrometer was adopted, and the snow "hardness"

was defined as a measure of load divided by the base area of the cone at given penetra-

tion.* The institute of Mechanical Engineering of the U. S. S.R. Academy of Sciences

developed for that purpose the instrument shown in Figure 2 (Kragelski, 1945).

The penetrometer, with a wooden cone designated IMASH, was operated manually by

pressing handles 1; this compressed spring 2, the deflection of which (load) was re-

corded on dial 3. The cone was marked with circular lines at 10mm intervals, en-

abling one to use it at partial penetration, when measuring nard snow, and to determine

the corresponding cone base area for the calculation of the index. The instrument was

allegedly dropped after two years of use. At the same time, Kharkov and Kragelski

(Kragelski, 1945) conceived a simpler and more reliable device (so they claimed), as

shown in Figure 3. It consisted of cone 1 and loading platform 2 attached to frame 3.

The cone was made of wood covered with metal. It had an angle of 45 , but the same

height (130mm) as the cone used with instrument in Figure 2.

Base plate 4 provided support for the instrument on sniow surface, and reference point

for the penetration scale. Pointer 5 attached to the moving structure of the cone and

the load plate indicated sinkage.

The scale also had red marks which denoted specific cone penetration corresponding

to the size and load of aircraft tires that would sink to a depth of 3 cm.

This was practically identical to the WES "cone index" definition adopted at the
same time, for soil.
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The instiument was developed for testing shne/-covered runways. It required 15t fr
20 measurements in order to obtain an acceptable correlation between "cone index"

and aircraft 'landing - no landing" index defined by sinkage. It apparently worked in

V compacted uniform snow.

The specialized application of the instrument, and the lack of theoretical foundation

for the simplest generalization of the measured values, were undoubtedly responsible

for its limited use. No application to over snow or soil locomotion was recorded by

this writer.

Soil Penetrometers DORNI[ and VIME (1950)

Extensive work by Zelenin (1950) devoted to soil cutting described an impact penetrom-

eter, DORNII, as an instrument for measuring "soil hardness, particularly (useful)

for road construction. " He also mentioned a "static" device called VIME, which ac-

cording to a one-sentence description seems to have resembled, in concept, the

penetrometer in Figure 1.

DORNII penetrometer, Figure 4, was like the Swiss "Ramsonde" or an •arlier vintage

(Haefeli, 1944). Weight 1 (2.5 kg) could be lifted 0. 4 m above base ring 2 and dropped,

thus forcing plate 3 into the ground.

The number of strokes needed to force the plate into the ground by 10 cm was a meas-
2

ure of hardness. Penetration plate 3 had an area of 1 cm . The device could be
operated "upside down, " with the other end having penetration plate 4 with cm 2 area.

The problem, of course, was to correlate the arbitrary impact "index" with soil

resistance in cutting. An enormous amount of work went into this undertaking, with

totally questionable results as reported by Vetrov (1957). No application of DORNII

to locomotion was noted by this author in the Russian literature, or elsewhere.

Soil Measuring Instruments in Other Countries (1930 to 1950)

To fully appreciate early development of Russian soil measuring instrumentation and

its primitive and unimaginative nature, note that the same situation prevailed in other

countries preoccupied with the development of "ad hoc" devices expected to res3,ve

inaccessible complexities with disarming simplicity.
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Figure 4 Impact Soll Penetrometer, type DORNII (Zelenin, 1950).
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Hence, in America, civil engineer Proctor (1938) introduced his "needle, "which was

identical with the Russian "static" DORNII mentioned by Zelemin (1950). In the early

forties the Waterways Experiment Station introduced the 'WES cone penetrometer,

which in principle looked like the Russian snow testing device, Figure 2 (Kragelski, 1945).

The founder of American agricultural locomotion research, McKibben (1940), was

apparently so overwhelmed with the multiplicity of gadgets available for his wheel re-

search, that he tried a number of impact and static penetrometers, Figure 5. For the

purpose of soil description, he used standard civil engineering qualitative notlcns of

liquid and plastic limits, as well as plasticity index.

In science, the cultural heritage builds progress, maintaining some degree of predict-

able continuity. Work by Ohm and Faraday, Pasteur and Einstein live in abstract

symbols, intellectual tools and procedures often called by their names. Thus the future

course of evolution continues, without starting from scratch. Not so in off-road loco-

motion. Here no one knows what was what, and why.

Thus McKibben called the "Swiss Ramsonde" and the Russian DORNII penetrometer,

the "Iowa penetrometer" (Figure 5a); a simple plunger with sinkage indicator (Figure

5b) was named the "Rototiller penetrometer;" and the original device conceived by

Mayer-Bernstein was called the "Proctor plasticity needle" (Figure 5c).

As could be expected, McKibben and his co-workers attempted the correlation of the

"indices" by these gadgets with wheel performance, probably without knowing much

about Mayer, Bernstein, Kragelski, Vetrov, etc.

The British acted in a similar, though more rational, manner. They seriously worked

with Mayer-type penetrometer (without naming it), although it seems they were not

familiar at that time with Bernstein-Le, •shnev's theories (ORG, 1947). Since they wanted

more precision they developed a self-recording constant-rawe penetrometer* in order to

follow their own theory of load-deformation (Figure 6).

* Vehicles sink at constant load rather than rate.
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Figure 5 McKibben's (1940) collection of soil esting
instruments:
a) Iowa penetrometer; b) Rototiller penetrom-

eter; c) Proctor's plasticity needle
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4m~.Figure 6 British AORG constant I-'ate portable penetrometer

(ORG 1947)
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Using the idealized Pradtl solution for load-deformation process, they attempted to

measure in soil those properties which would fit Pradtl's premises. This obviously

could not be achieved. Thus they concluded 'further investigation into the properties

O (of the instrument) was needed."

Whatever investigations were performed later, they have not yet provided a permanent

place for a single small-plate penetrometer in off-road locomotion research, as will

be shown further on these pages.

Amazingly enough, agricultural engineers never gave up worki:-ig on penetrometers

of this type. Perhaps some of their problems may find a solution, if phenomena such

as root penetration and elongation, soil permeability, relative soil strength profiles

in tillage, etc., can be correlated with the load-penetration curve of an arbitrary plunger.

Apparently they hope this can be done. For with this hope, Hendrick (1969) proposed

in the United States a device very much like the old fashioned instrument shown in

Figure 6. His excellent bibliography, however, did not go iar enough in order to at

least quote that the AORG (1947) had developed a similar, if not identical, instrument

22 years before.

Re,,yakL's Plate Penetrometer (1950?)

This instrument was often mentioned by various investigators. Apparently it was a

standard piece of equipment, because no specificatiorns or date of introduction were

found by this writLr. Following Kosharnyi's (1966) remark it must be assumed that

the penetrometer was a rather sizeable apparatus that used round penetration plates

of the size of the ground contact area equal to the size of the prints of tires under

investigation.

Zaleski (1956) reported the same instrument under the name Goryachkin-flevyakin

penetrometer, using round plates and recording load sinkage up to the depth of 30 cm.

It appears that the main tool for soil measurements in Russian agriculture in the fifties

was the Revyakin penetrometer, which was aiso called the Goryachkin. The DORNTl

penetrometer found application only in civil engineering.
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In the Goryachkin-Revyakin penetrometer, the value of soil hardness was obtained•

from a probe 30 cm deep. A single value, proportional to the angle of slupe of the

load-penetration line, was considered as an "index. " But most often the test showed

that the line was not straight, and the determination of the '"nodulus of deformation,"

which really was measured, became tricky. Thus Zaleski (1956) came forward with

the idea that the area underneath the load-penetration line be taken as proportional to

the "index, " and not the variable slope. B~ut he was puzzled with differences caused

by various flat plates, cones, aid ball tips. As a result, the Leningrad Institute of

Mechanization of Agriculture (Zaleski, 1956) devised an involved method for soil

"indexing" with penetrometers, which is of little consequence in the present context

because it did not apply to locomotion.

Tsymbal Rotating Per.etrometer (1958)

The Russian problems with the penetrometers, as seen on the background of confusion

in other countries, understandably became intoierable. The empirical correlation

between a simple arbitrary index (with an arbitrary method) and the trafficabiiity or

tillability of soil was recognized as unattainable.

Hence, Tsymbal (1958) of the All Russian Research Institute for Mechanization and

Electrification of Agriculture (Rostov Region) came forward with an idea of a rotary

penetrometer for:

"determining those physico-mechanical properties of the soil which
are necessary for evaluation of soil as engineering material, and as
a supporting* medium for agricultural equipment and tractors. "

He claimed that his instrument may determine:

"* force of penetration resistance

"* "specific force" of soil shear

"* coefficient of soil-metal friction

"* coefficient of soil-soil friction

"• Letoshev's modulus of soil deformation, kL, in wheel rolling

resistance equ,-tion.

Note tlhe word "supporting."
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Without attempting empirical correlation ol the above soil values with vehicle periorm-

ance, Tsymbal maintained (without explanation) that vhen

"using these parameters it is possible with the help of equations ol
agricultural mechanics to make calculations of the technological
process of soil wo-rkipg tools and wheel travel...

What a departure from the previous guessing game in devising the instrumentation nf

soil measurements: The fact that Tsymbal's premises were impractical, and that his

apparatus did not work as expected, does not belittle the significance of this first

switch from purely empirical to more theoretically warranted instrumentation.

The same trend was marked earlier "n the Canadiaii-American resoa cn by the publica-

tion of the first outline of a rational soil-vehicle measuring philosophy (Bekker, I9K),

1955, 1956, 1957). This outline was carefully recorded in the Russian literature, in

contrast to a traditional poor referencing of foreign authors.

The most sigrnficant feature of Tsymbal's new instrumentation was the measuring of

"specific force" of soil shear, and soil-to-soil friction. These measurements were

undoubtedly added to the penetration test, through the influence of contemporary

American work performed by the Army's Land Locomotion Laboratory in Detroit.

Significantly the Waterways Experiment Station also added shear tests to their "cone"

test, a-most at the same time.

The scheme of Tsymbal's apparatus is .;hown in Figure 7. The details are unclear

but the general principles of operation are easy to understarf ?"rank 1, actuating

bevel gears 2 and screw 3, forces into the ground penetrom. od 4 tipped with cone

5. The crank also rotates the cone when the latter penetrates the ground. Spring

gauges and a rather poorly depicted system of levers and threads constitutC the re-

cording systems for the torque, penetration, a nd vertical force. Drum 6 feeds pAper

for the torque-force-si.nkage record obtained by means of pens 7 and 8.

The kL -value was determined by using a "special standard wheel, "9, which was ro--

tated on arm 10. The arm was th'n clamped in position to rod 4, and the rutating

tor,.ue TW was recorded on the rip.,er tape by means of Zhe same mechanism which

Underlined by the present author.
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Figure 7 Tsymbal's (1958) rotary penetrometer with
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recorded torque of the rotating cone. Motion resistance of the "standard wheel" was

calculated from R = T /ra, where r was the length of arm 10. kL was then
W a' a. determined from equation (69):

kL R 2 - b (69)

\a'

The penet-ometer itself was called by Tsymbal the "Goriachkin penetrometer, "which

implies that the latter used a rotating cone. In penetration, the following forces were

assumed: P-penetrating force including a part of the instrument weight; Pv-vertical

component of N; N-normal reaction to cone surface; Tv-frictional force on cone

surface equal to Ngo; T' -vertical component of frictional force Tv (Figure 7a).

: Accordingly:

P = Pv + T' = 2N sin (a/2) + 2Ng 0 cos (oa/2) (70)

Frictional forces caused by cone rotation were accounted similarly from equilibrium

of forces involved in cone rotation. Thus the coefficient of friction p.0 of metal on

soil zould be determined from the torque and the penetrating load record. Coefficient

of "soil shear" was determined by using a "ribbed cone. "

The mathematics of equations developed by Tsymbal for the purpose of calculating all

these values was extremely sketchy. In addition this author had to work on an English

translation of the original work that appeared to be inaccurate. It produced dimensionally

inconsistent equations, in a rather disorderly manner, lacking clear denotations.

Although the necessary equations could be independently reproduced, the work involved

was not considered worthwhile, because further information about the use for loco-

motion of Tsymbal's instrument was not found by this writer. Undoubtedly, the idea

never caught up with practice.

Rokas' Rotating Penetrometer SSG-3 (1960)

The idea of rotating a penetrometer, however, was not totally forgotten. It was re-

vived as a new concept by Rokas (1960), almost within the same frame of thought as

that originIated by Tsyrnbal (1958). The main difference consisted of four vanes attached

Sl' to the cone, Figure 8, which were used instead of the "ribbed cone."
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Figure 8 Rolkas' Rotating Penetrometer (Rokas 1960)
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The instrument was built at the Moscow Highway Research Institute (MADI). Conical
2

tip 1 had a 300 angle and 5 cm base. The dimensions of vanes 5 were not given.

Dial 2 indicated the load T2 (p) on spring 3 (and cone 1) imparted manually through

handles 4. Upon forcing cone 1 with vanes 5 into the ground, the operator rotated the

instrument by means of handles 6. Spring 7 deflected proportionally to the torque

actuated pointer 8, which showed the torque *i(Qr) on scale 9.

This was an exact copy of the WES cone penetrometer and the British shear vane

(Figure 9a and b) combined in one instrument. What WES and the British civil engi-

neers hoped to achieve separately, Rokas tried to materialize in this hybrid solution.

His goals, however, were less ambitious than Tsymbal's, for he did not propose to

use equations of applied mechanics, as Tsymbal did, in order to predict vehicle

performance and design parameters. Instead, he used the instrument "indices"

rI(,) and *2 (p) (see Chapter II) as a means for empirical correlation with unit

motion resistance and drawbar pull of existing vehicles.

Evaluation of Qi(p) and 912 (,r) was performed for various soils and soil conditions,

assuming simple relationships between pressure (p), shear (T) and the dimensions

of the cone-cum-vanes penetrometer:

p= P

"h2h ta (t/a2) (71)

where h is the height of the cone and P the load shown on dial 2 (Figure 8).

Tc (72)

where T is torque measured on dial 9 (Figure 8) and C has a value of C1 when the

cone penetration equals cone height h:

d2
C1= 2 (2 +h). (73)

For penetration larger than cone height h:

rd3 1d 2h 2 2
2 (d )c (d - dC) (74)

where d is the diameter of the vane circumference and d is the diameter of cone

base.
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'Figure 9 a) British Shear Vane AORG (1948) and
b) WES Cone Penetrometer (ca 1942)
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Results of measuring p and 'r in various soils were reproduced after Rokas in

Figure 10. The graph shows extrapolated straight lines without displaying the un-

avoidable scatter of measurements, which makes it difficult to judge the accuracy of

the method; it was reproduced here for whatever it is worth: I - dry river sand;

2 - fine wet sand; 3 - sandy fine grained soil; 4 - grass covered light soil and muddy

meadow; 5 - 'black" clay (?).

Attempts to correlate unit drawbar pull with t 1 (7) and unit motion resistance *2(p)

if truck GAZ -63 with 2 ton load, equipped with 9.75 - 18 tires led to the graph, Figure

10b. Note that the graph is not accurate and 1f is not exactly equal to rn = /I(T) - ,2(p

although the error seems to be constant. Tests were performed on grassy terrain

composed of loose soils, turf meadows, and wet or humus soils with dense grass cover.

The variety of soil types and the smallness of the instrument reportedly produced a

great scatter to the penetration depth of 30 cm. However, as the author claims, the

coefficient of correlation achieved between mean values of p taken at various depth

and unit motion resistance of the truck was 0. 84 to 0. 86.

The tests included the study of speed effect of the shear and penetration upon values

of p and r". The result was negative for practical purposes.

Rokas recommended a minimum of 15 to 20 soil measurements for acceptable reliability

of correlation with one vehicle performance datum.

Further illustration of correlation of Rokas (1963) "indices" I2 (p) with unit motion

resistance f of a truck MARK ZIL-157 was shown in Figure 11. Points 1 correspond

to dry, medium fine sand; points 2 refer to wet fine sand; 3 to fine sandy arable soil;

4 to turf soil with grass cover on a wet meadow.

Everything looks all right. But anyone familiar with the error involved in the measure-

ment of f and the error of evaluation of p must agree that differences shown in

Figure 11 between f, for 1.5 and 3 atm. of inflation pressure, are undetectable; and

the difference between 0.5 and 3 atm. show too small a variation of f in order to be

3 taken as qdantitative indication of change of motion resistance. To see this, it is enough

to superimpose the graphs of Figure 11, without going into statistical evaluation of error.
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Figure 11 Rokas (1963) index p versus unit motion resistance truck
ZI1-157 for various inflation pressures (tires 12. 00 - 18)

in various soils 1
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Thus Rokas' instrument only shows the right trend but not the quantitative differentia-

tion between soil-vehicle interactions that he sought to define for practical purposes.

S No further use of this method was encountered.

ASHN-BSSR Penetrometers (1960 to 1961)

The Bieloruskii Institute for Mechanization and Electrification of Agriculture in Minsk

used a flat-plate penetrometer for a long time, which was identical in principle with

Mayer-Bernstein and other derivatives of that instrument. This was a non-recording,

dial-type device for a quick identification of soil primarily for agricultural, non-

locomotion purposes, Figure 12 (Katsygin and Aziamova, 1960).

The device, approximately 1 meter high, probed the ground to the depth of 5, 10, 15,
2and 20 cm. Flat penetration plates of diameters 1, 2, 5, and 10 cm were standard

equipment. The dial had a pointer which stayed at the maximum load, at the given

depth. The instrument weighed 4 kg.

"Fcr determination of bearing strength of soil, besides circular penetration tips, three
0cones 40, 40, and 20 mm high, having angles of 30, 40 and 3X , respectively, may

be used, " Figure 13. According to Katsygin and Aziamova (1960), the cones enabled

one to determine not only the kco, and n values of a quasi Letoshnev equation,

p = k cn, but also metal-to-soil friction Ao" A-value here was not the sinkage but

the soil displacement perpendicular to cone surface, as shown in Figure 13.

Matsepuro and Runtso (1961) produced the mathematics to calculate k. 0 , n, and g.

values. The procedure was based on integration of elementary forces 'r and 6

along the cone surface F. Elementary friction force r = to 6 which comprised the

value of the coefficient of friction jo was included in the dial reading of the total

penetrating force P (Figure 13). The final equations and the procedure of using three

cones in order to determine the three unknowns were briefly describej in Chapter II

(see Equations 42, 43, 44). Alignment charts for a quick calculation of these param-

eters were given in both references by Katsygin, Aziamova, Matsepuro, and Runtso,

though not with the same precision.
t

Note that the described instrumentation, Figures 12 and 13, was included in the chapters

of the "Voprosy ... , "which was not concerned with locomotion but with ploughing and
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lFigure 12 ASHN-BSSR Penetrometer (Ka.sygin and Aziamova, 1960)
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general soil testing. There was no indication that these penetrometers were used

for locomotion.

. A comparison between plat plate (Figure 12) and cone penetrometers (Figure 13) leads

to interesting conclusions. The flat-plate test led to determination of Letoshnev's

kL and n-values, according to the old formula:

p = kLZn

The three-cone penetrometer prodced similar soil parameters plus one more value,

the coefficient of soil-to-metal friction Ao, in addition to the quasi-Letoshnev pene-

tration values defined by slightly the modified equation:

p = k An (75)co

It thus appears that it was the search for g which spurred the three-cone concept,

undoubtedly under the influence of Tsymbal (1958), who was the first to produce ,A
with one cone -by rotating it during the penetration. If this conciusion is correct,

the battle of ideas between Rostov and Minsk Agricultural regions was obvious, as

the latter did not mention Tsymbal.

An impartial observer may note, however, that the measuring of ..t which is all

important in ploughing and tilling, may be accomplished by simpler means than ro-

cating a cone or penetrating the soil with three cones.

Boychenko Penetrometer (1960)

It seems that the Russian soil researchers concerned with agricultural problems aL-

tempted to 'improve" the existing foreign devices, rather than to replace them with

their own. This is well illustrated on the so-called Boycheako penetromieter (Katsygin

ind Aziamova, 1960W. This instrument was used only in the laboratory for determina-
tion of plasticity indices, aid had no direct application to locomotion.

Boychenko and his followers wanted to replace the semi-qualitative measure of soil-

sample strokes, in Atteberg test, with a more accurately defined procedure. To this

3 end they tried an elaborate process in which the soil plasticity was tested by cone

penetration. The results are unknown and further references are lacking.
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Bernacki Penetrometer (1960)

Bernacki (1960), of the Polish Institute of Mechaiiization and Electrification oi Agri-

* culture, did nct quote Boychenko, but his soil penetrometer used an almost identical

and elaborated nonius scale for sinkage measurement, and outwardly looked like

Boychenko's laboratory equipment. He seems to have started from scratch, however,

when trying to develop a mathematical relationship of the soil-machine interface, in-

cluding locomotion., Complaining about the iack of data on load-deformation character-

istics of soil, he quoted only two Russian references (Krutikov, 1951; Lvov, 1952)

which really did not say much in that respect; and without mentioning Bernstein or

Letoshnev he applied their formula for a peculiar case of n = 1:

p =kLz
L

Bernacki's penetrometer is shown in Figure 14. Tube 1 slides inside tube 2 which is

supported on the ground by tripod 3.' The upper portion of tube I had a loading platform

6. Scale 4 moved with tube 1. The nonius-caliper attached to the upper part of tube 2

gave accurate readings of the sinkage of penetrometer plate 5.

Since no single penetration value could be obtained, Bernacki tried all kind of penetrom-

eter heads, as shown in Figure 15. Data obtained with various soils were shown in

Table 14.

Kuznetsov Rotating "Durometer" (1962)

Kuznetsov (1962) observed that penetrometers do not reproduce working relationship

between machines and the soil. Accordingly, 'the principle of vertical and horizontal

deforming of soil" was introduced in his instrument, shown in Figure 16.

The basic concept was not new. It was first introduced by Bekker (1948, 1950),

adopted by Weiss (1952), and finally incorporated in a modified form into the bevameter

technique (Bekker, 1955, 1960 and 1969). Kuznetsov, who worked for the Kuibyshev

Agricultural Institute, did not produce in his paper any references. He even failed to

mention Tsymbal (1958) and Rokas (1.960) who, after all, utilized "vertical load" and

S '"horizontal shear" as soil indi-es.
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Kuznets , s zL :ometer, ti he .is it (Fure 16 was c6.-,. osea, two anglar

blades (1) which were rotated by shaft 2 under vertical load W. The soil value was
2

defined in the following manner: assume that "ground hardness" F (kg/cm ) is

S directly proportional to soil deformation work E (kg cm) and inversely proportional
30

to the deformed volume V (cm )

r = E0 /V (76)

If torque r exercised on the vertical shaft 2 is needed to shear the soil by angle

do , then:

dE = r d (77)

The volume of deformed soil is then:

dV - (r 2 h/2) d (78)

where h is the height of the vertical flange.

Deformed soil volume V is:

2 f r ho 1  (79)

V rdh d 0  2

0

and the work of deformation E is:

Eo= fTd =To 1  (80)

0

Substituting equations (79) (80) in equation (76) ground "hardness" was expressed by:

r T 8Thd-•(81)

lid

where d= 2 r.

r-value was related by Kuznetsov through Goriachkin's equation to the unit resistance

of the plough. The whole idea was not tried in locomotion. The described instrument

was another gadget aimed at establishing index n, which would enable one to predict
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plough araft. The instrument had diameter d = 69 mm. Surprisingiy, Revyakin's
2

penetrometer also was used with a flat head having the area of I cm . This implies

a somewhat loose or incomplete procedure. Since this procedure was applied only

to plough performance prediction, it will not be described further.

However, the similarity of the Knznetsov instrument to some of the U. S. instruments

used for locomotion purposes under different premise.r (Bekker, 1948; Weiss, 1952)

is worthwhile noticing as a historical curiosity.

Soil-Meter SKB - MGU (1964)

This instrument was mentioned by Kudinov (1964). Details are lacking. It records
"penetration resistance" in kg/cm2 .

Soil Measuring Devices, Improvement by VISHOM (1965)

While some inventors were trying to come up with newer and newer gadgets for soil

measurements, others tried to improve the existing ones. Engineers at VISHOM, for

instance, were not saiisfied with orthodox data processing methods and statistical

evaluations (Regulations GOST 2911-54 for field testing of agricultural machinery).

In order to obtain quickly mean values and to smooth out irregularities in soil pene-

tration and friction tests, they developed mechanical "integrators" composed of a

series of frictional discs and gears.

One of these devices applied to a penetrometer is shown in Figure 17 (Vysotskii, 1965),

which displays the general view. Figure i1" purports to depict the mechanical detail

which is not proposed to be followed, even in a crude approximation, because of the

obscure drawing and description available.

Similar "integrators" were tried for instruments measuring soil-to-metal friction,

Figure 18. Vysotskii criticized devices that use discs (Figure 18a) under load W,

which when rotated require torque T to overcome friction F. He also did not like

Tsymbal's rotating cone (Figure 18b). As a result the VISHOM engineers devised a

rotating ring (Figure 18c), which is just a variant of a bevameter ring applied to meas-
W uring metal-to-sail friction. The "integrator" box shown in the upper portion of Figure

18 incorporates the ring.
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Figure 17 VISOM '•Penetrometer with a Mechanical
Integrator" (Vysotskii, 1965)
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Figure 18 Soil-Metal Friction Measuring Device with VISHOM!
"Integrator" (Vysotskii, 1965)
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clumsy mechanical, instead of eiectronic, systems, it may be agreed that the state

of the art was not well advanced. Electronic data recording and processing was used

in the U. S. with bevameter techniques long before that time.

In addition, the preoccupation of some Russian agricultural engineers with the small

tacrics of instrumentation, when the broad strategy of research remained undefined,

does not seem to imply much planning of the team effort.

Penetrometer Minsk, (1962)

Instead of gadgets and arbitrary indices, M::tsepuro and Hao-Sin-Fan (1962) used a

regular recording, flat-plate penetrometer, Figure 19.

In a study of design and periormance of tracked tractors, they reproduced Bekker's

(1956) explanation of the reiationship between slip and track length, following a rather

complex mathematics of soil.-track relationship of their own. The instrument described

in this analysis (Figure 19) served the purpose of investigating the effect of duration

of the loading time upon soil deformation. Penetrating plate 1 was forced into the

ground by the weight of container 2 loaded with unspecified weights.

The plate-loading process was starting instai'taneously and lasted as long as required.
This was achieved by sspending tiic load by means ol wire 3, wv:hlich was cut at the
desired moment and then reinstated for lifting the joad. Loadt-sinkage performance

was recorded on paper drum 4. The apparatus was md.unted on stand 5.

No details regarding size, load, timing, etc. are available. Also the designation of

the instrument is lacking. It was namec. 'Minsk" by t-iis writer for the purpose of a

record only.

The "Minsk" penetrometer. in spite of lack of the detai of its constructj)nf and use,

is significant from the important viewpoint: it served the vehicle designer who was

primarily interested in the "effect of dimensions of track 1;earing areas upon traction,

and vehicle mobility. in given soil properties NMatsepuro and lHao-Sin-Fan, 1962).
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Figure 19 'Minsk" Penetrometer (Matscpuro and Hao-Sin-
Fan (1962)
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The neec. ior so,, measurements w,-ich coula be usea in such a parametric anaiysis of

design was already clearly in sight, as will be shown by the development of instru-

mentation described for the period of 1960 to 1966. The "Minsk" device is an early

, augur of a new trend.

Revolt of Vehicle Designer: Search for New Instrumentation

As mentioned before, the Russian soil values were largely dependent on the form and

size of measuring apparatus. For this reason their use in mathematical modelling of

soil-vehicle relationship and vehicle development was limited. The empirical "indices"

could serve no designer.

However, the publication in America of new theories (Bekker, 1956, 1960), which

reverberated in Russia not without an echo, seem to have encouraged the designer of

tractors and other vehicles to seek his own instrumentation.

From the time of Letoshnev (1936) it was known that an absolutely error-free soil

testing apparatus should utilize the form-size-load configuration of the probe, identical

to that of the ground contact area of the vehicle under consideration. * However, the

field and l&.joratory instruments were not built for that purpose until after 1956. They

originated at NATI and NAMI, i. e., at the automotive, and the machine design research

institutes (Guskov, 1966). From there they were adapted by agricultural engineers of

the Central Scientific Research Institute for Mechanization and Electrification of Agri-

culture (TsNIMESH). This development represents a revolt of the designer against all

the "indices" with which he had been supplied since the beginning of this century, and

which as Grinchenko et al. (1967) pointed out can "never lead to an improved design."

It is characteristic that this trend was not started by theoreticians, on the basis of a

"new" soil mechanics, but by the automotive test engineers who decided to replicate

their tracks and wheels in test rigs rather than to resort to already confusing correlations

between "indices" and vehicles.

The full size model-equipment evaluation has always been the trademark of automotive

engineering since Becker (1926) made the first tests of agricultural tractors in Berlin,

• This has been the basis of the bevameter technique (Bekker, 1960, 1969).
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and one ,ay wo, aer why I •as rt ived so ; e. TI.. explanm. )n, nok. ever, apjt-., f

to oe simple. Development and production of a mechanically reliable piece of machinery

demands 50 times more time and money than the study of soii-vehicle reliat•in•lip.

M)reover, reliability has always come before what is called '"mobility. " Thus, there

were practically no people in the automotive profession interested il soil. As a result

the solution of the nrlitiplicity of problems of terrain-vehicle interface, which only

recently came to light, were left to agricultural, civil, or military engineers.

Since this did not give the Russian designer tools for the development of more "mobility,"

he rebelled.

Field Wneel Testing Instrument TsNIMESH (1960 to 1966)

The rebellion grew with the dE:aign ..nd development of better vehicles becoming more

involved, and with the exi.sting soil -,eFting equipment becoming more outmoded and

controversial. The Russian engrineers soon began to realize that wheels of agricultural

machines we7'e often "adopted withcut sufficient justification" (Kuzmenko, 1960) and

undoubtedly relembered that Letoshnev (1936) tested a full size wheel on carriages

under field coi6itlons; as a result they resorted to the construction of a special field

test dynamometer in Letoshnev's fashion. However the instruments they designed

were to record the drawbar pull, slip, sinkage, motion resistance, etc. of a single

wheel rather than of a combination of wheels. This method was selected in order to

obtain a better picture of wheel performance than the picture obtained in the study

of a complete vehicle.

It should be noted parenthetically that identical, more sophisticated test equipment

already existed in the U. S. for use in soil bins. But a comparable American single-

wheel field test apparatus remains unknown to this writer, except for tire testing on

the highways and certain tests at USDA in Auburn, Ala.

A sizeable number of field test instruments for optimization of tire-soil system was

built in the U. S. S, R. after 1956. Guskov (1966) reviewed progress made in Russia

and abroad, referring to the prototype of such an instrumentation as originally de-

veloped by NMAE in England (Bailey, 1954). Similar instrumentation developed between

~ 1952 and 1957 in East and West Germany also was mentioned.
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The i•ts,- r. aeve'opmn-t .4rted i lisit at NATI and NAMI. It was pursued Uy :'.-

motive and mechanical engineers. This instrumentation, adopted by agricultural

engineers, was first described as far as could be ascertained by Kuzmenko (1960) and

later by Guskov (1966).

Kuzmenko's tire tester is shown in Figure 20.* According to the brief description by

Guskov, the instrument was towed to the test place on sleds (7). Wheel-carrying frame

5 could be placed at any height in accordance with wheel dimensions. The test load

was provided with weight 6, recorded by dynamometer 4. Tension rollers 3 for chain

drive of the tire enabled the power transfer, irrespective of wheel sinkage, driving,

or braking. Longitudinal and vertical movements and loads of the wheel were elec-

trically recorded by gauges 1 and 2, and an eight-channel recorder, MPO-2. Towed,

braked, and driven wheels could be tested up to 600 mm width and 600 to 2000 mm

diameter. Power was provided by an automobile engine, GAZ-.MM. Wheel load could

vary from zero to 3000 kg; test speed could change up to 15 km,'h. T ire deflection and'

sinkage were measured with electric gauges. In order to :,educe the effect of sled t

load upon tire performance, the skis were spaced at 1. 25 w dibtance from the wheel,
2

and their load did not surpass 0. 1 kg/cm ground pressure.

The trend to resort to full size testing rather tharn other indirect methods apparently

gained momentum with the development of pneumatic tires. It led to successful work

on tire theory by Ageikin (1959, 1960), for instance, and to a rational collecting of

test data needed for both practical and theoretie:al e-.,aluation of soil-vehicle performance

(Armaderov et al., 1962; Armaderov, 1964, 196-5).

This movement was spreading in a parallel direction of track studies, and soon led to

the development of modern in-'trvmentatir n of '.a..d hkcomction laboratories and proving

grounds.

Track Testing Instrument DSSH (1960 to 1966)

The first theory of land locomotion (Bekker, 1950, 1956) was already published in the

U. S. when the description of the track-testing instrument appeared in the prestigioLs

* The "hineth wheel" and the instrumented wheels of the Russian Rover "Lunokhxi"
undoubtedly collected data for wheel and vehicle decigner, in much the s~ma nanner
as Kuzmenko's device.
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Figure 20 Tire Test Rig for Field Use. Kuzmenko (1960)

'Voprosy.. " (B.V. Zapolski, 1960). The instrument was an improved, sophisticated

replica of the first prototype of its kind conceived in Canada and described in the

United States (Bekker, 1950). The general view of the Russian machine is shown in

Figure 21. Vertical hydraulic cylinder 1 equipped with pressurc control 2 and 3 was

mounted on carriage 4, which could move on guide frame 13. Cylinder 5 operated

anchor 6 which kept the test rig in place during the experimentation. Hydraulic cylinder

7 moved horizontally carriage 4 with the test track 8 when the track was loaded vertically

with cylinder 1. The chassis had its own power source 9. Oil tank 10 fed horizontal

cylinder 7 through pump 14. Controls 11 adjusted the pressure. Speed control 12

provided constant deformation strain of the soil sheared by the track under test.

The most interesting part of the instrument was the "floating mount" of the tested

track, Figure 22. A portion of rod 1, which provided vertic-l track load, was shown

pressing against frame 4. In the frame, the micddie track link 3 was mounted by means

of a suspension in such a manner that it transfer:red the horizontal and vertical loads

to the electric cells 2, and to the recorder. Twc other identical track links were

mounted rigidly on frame ;. In this way the first and the third track links moved

together with the middle link under identical loads, and created the same soil load

conditions for the dynamometric link 3 as those existing under a Jink of the real track.

The •bulldozing" effect of the measured track part, which in this type of test 4sed to

spoil the accuracy of the experiment, was thus completely eliminated. An identical

"floating" link, preceded and followed by two rigid links assemblies was conceived,

* built, and used independently, by General Motors Terrain-Vehicle System Laboratory

in Santa Barbara, from 1963 to 1965.
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Figure 21 Track 'resting Instrument on DSSH Chassis (1960)

2

Figure 22 "Floating" Mount of the Track under Test (Zapolski, 1960)

The sophistication of the Russian instrument, however, went further: in order to simu-

late the dynamics of track link - soil interaction, pulsating hydraulic systems were

used with a programmed frequency and amplitude of horizontal movement. Vertical

load changes also were programmed into the movement of the carriage along the

guide rails.

C The studies of track pull, slip, and sinkage under the given loads were performed for

horizontal speeds of the carriage from 0. 02 to 1. 2 m/sec. The ground pressure acting

upon the tested track could be changed from 0 01 to 1.5 kg,!cm .2
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Trhe instr-;ment appears to have be-ome stan-ard equirpment, :,-.ace its descriptwor

together with Figures 20, 21, and 22, was again produced in Guskov's (1966) book on

optimization of tractor parameters.S
Wisiicki (19691, in Poland, also doveloped instrumentation similar to the DSSh ap-

paratus. His device, however, was designed for laboratory use in a soil bin, and

the shear measuring plate was a rigid, single-unit track portion. The measurements

encompassed kc, k , c, and 0 . It was in a true sense, a bevameter.
(0

In the context of available literature it became evident that the DSSh track-testing

instrument served the purpose of defining soil values in shear (c and (P ) as well as

Katsygin-Guskov parameters kKA and pKA' which were used in optimization of

vehicle design and performance, within the same size-load envelope.

I

Guskov admitted to this writer that the limitation of soil measurements which required

instrumentation of very large size was a serious handicap. Since the early advent of

a Russian generalized soil value system seems, however, most probable, as discussed

in Chapter II, further development of instrumentation of the DSSh kind appears certain.

Turf Penetrometer DT-55 (1966)

Perhaps, the development of a soil measuring device applicable to all practical size-

load envelopes has already started; this device may be the field penetrometer developed

by the TsNIMESH. It did incorporate the load-penetration measuring instrument, which

like the bevameter previously developed by the Land Locomotion Laboratory, recorded

the load-sinkage curves for the purpose of fitting them with a mathematical function

containing soil values. Naturally, the Russian engineers used Katsygin's hyperbolic

function, as described in Chapter II (equation (24) and Table 8):

kKA1
p :p tanh Z

L PKA _1

and determined in the field test values oi pKA and k KA. In order to cope with the

effect of plate size in turf they used the Housel formula (1929) (equation 18):

P3K Ao7B0 0
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The sopt- stication of tne me7nod, however, surpassed here tne bevameter technique

because, in turf, the speed effect upon p1k and k was significant and must have

been considered. The relationship between p and k and the speed v was

* assumed in accordance wit w iori (59):

2

PKA = P'KA + CVv

kKA = k' + mvy2

Coefficients cv and m were determined by a series of experiments at various v's

by means of the least square method. Thus the final Katsygin's equation used for

fitting the load-penetration curve obtained wita this penetrometer had the following form:

k -K'K +c m, (82
p W p' +C vý tanh k. m zl~(2

L. PKA V z

where the extrapolation for contact areas otier than those used in the penetrometer

was performed on the basis of equation (18¼. The field penetrometer Ouilt on DT-55

chassis, Figure 23a, thus represented a copy of the field bevameter (compare Figure

1-2 in reference Bekker, 1970, Part I); only, the "Russian equations" were fitted into

the empirical curves instead of "American equations."

The DT-55 instrument for soil measurements as shown in Figure 23a (Melnikov, 1966)

was mounted on tractor 1 by means of frame 2 equipped with stabilizing support 3.

Penetrometer plate 4 was actuated by a complex hydraulic system 5 which controlled
not only the load but also ut_ -)peed of penetration plate 4. The speed could vary
between zcro and 0. 38 m/sec. It was contemplated to increase the speed up to 4 m/sec.

Penetrometer plates were round or square with areas varying between 12 and 110 cm2.

This set of plates was found usefuj for very soft-turf ground with 90% moisture content.

PK<A was then usually found to be equal to 1. 58 to 1. 62 gr/cm2

Figure 23b shows the effect of speed of penetration upon the bearing strength p of

W-f. The experimentally determined soil values pKA and kKA are shown in Figures

23c and d as a function of penetration speed v.
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This Russian development oc -,ioaern field and laboratory instrumentation, which has

been narrowing the gap between their and the American approach, is perhaps well

characterized by an* excerp, from a letter to this writer by Professor Guskov (1969):

"I have been reading (your book on Introduction to Terrain-Vehicle
Systems)... with my intense desire to translate this book from
English into Russian. "*

Vehicle User and Rokas' Penetrometer (1969)

Two students of vehicle mobility and ground trafficability, Poliakov and Nafikov (1969),

revived the idea of Fokas' pene'rometer 41960). Although, as mentioned before, they

never reierred co hoi%.as, tney used not only his instrumentation for soil measurements

(Figure 8) but also the basic ideas, with a mixture of concepts by Ageikin and

Letoshnev-Bekker.

Poiiakov-Nafikov's maii attempt was to replace the empirical correlation between

the arbitrary indices obtained zy Rokas instramertatioi-. and vehicle performance,

with formulae based on previously established concepts of soil-vehicle relationship

(Bekker, 1956; Ageikin, 1959). Thus, for instance, the adhesion of the wheel •ta

was defined in terms of Coulomb's law"

= c tan
a p

where c was soil co'A esiorn and c-friction; p was tirze ground pressure. Since

Rokas' (1960) soil ,'alues 9l (r) and 2 (p) were too crude, Poliakov and Nafikov

(19691, using p•ok- penetromerer, expressed /ia by an equation which included the

(unspeciýLiE dimensJoons oi the cone-cum-blades device, in the following form:

2 TF 2 (pav - .0 c)

, a = + - 0.05 (83)
a d.2 [d/6' h I W pav + 40c

where T was penetrometer torque (kg cm); F was ground contact area of the tire

with the ground; d was the diameter of vane P acumference; Pav was the average

- The "Tntod-uction to Terrain-Vehicle Systems" is .-.cheduled to appear in Russian

translation in 1972.
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"pressur.": (calh alated on - )ne base) of two penetration tests: one to the depth of

vanes z1 and the other z 2 deeper than z 1 (Figure 24a); and cohesion calculated

from the shear vane test.

The formula for wheel gross pull was based on another equation for "optimum ground

pressure" pm' based on work by Ageikin (1959) and on unspecified "calculationm which

showed that the best agreement with experiment is given by equation:"

= W W (84)
0. 5O.5(D/2) A1V(2- D72) q7W)

where D was tire diameter and A was its deflection; b was tire width assumed as

the height of its profile; and 0. 5 was an empirical coefficient. With the help of this

equation, Poliakov and Nafikov proposed a formula for tire motion resistance in. the

following form:

f=P 2 •Jz (b-z) ( t(5
= -w - KpW (r - k'N )(85)

KwPW I NPz)

where k NP and k' are Nafikov-Poliakov soil values explained in Chapter II; z

was tire sinkage.

Using Rokas' penetrometer twice, and recording "cone pressures" p1 and P2 at

two sinkages zI and z 2 , values of K NP, k' and z were determined from

equations:

z(zlP2 =z 2 P)

K P l z (z zKN~ = 1 P2 ( 2 - z1

k' -P (1 + _.. (86)
NP zKNP IA

3 The method was tried for various wheeled vehicles and variouZ "pes of soils. jaus,

calculated values of ; a and f were analyzed statistically in order ,3 determine

their level of confidence (Table 18".
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Tablh 18
! Coefficient Confidence LecIl

Standard of Variation =0 01 P=O. 05
Deviation ____p=0._01_ p=0.05

0.040 52 0.20 0.79
ai

normal infl. press 0. 001 137 1.00 1. 00

infl. press. 1-2
kg/cm2  0.022 71 0.35 0.98

Sinfl. press. 2

0. 5-1 kg/cm 0.019 83 0.40 0.99

The author's comment on Table 18 is as follows: "confidence in determining (with

Rokas' penetrometer and Nafikov-Poliakov equations) values of ga and f for 5%

significance level may be considered acceptable. " it is suggested that the reader

draw his own conclusions as to the use of Rokas' instrument for the considered purposE.

Calculations performed for a truck, ZIL-157, at various inflation pressures produced
graph Figure 24b, which maps zones of optimum inflation defined by penetrometer

indices p1 and P2 and the corresponding KNP k' X p values. To what extent all

these data were correlated with dynamometric tests of actual vehicles, in the soils

defined by the Tokas-Poliakov-Nafikov penetrometer method, remains unknown.

The cone-cure-vanes penetrometer of Rokas (1960) espoused by Poliakov and Nafikov

(1969) was a hand-operated gadget weighing 3 to 5 kg., or a mechanically operated

instrument weighing 300 to 500 kg.

The operational procedure for reconnaissance required three steps: the tip was forced
into the ground to the depth equal to the height of the vanes. At that time, cone

"Pressure" P1 was read on the dial. Next, the p'netrometer was rotated and torque

was read. The third step was to force the penetrometer to a larger depth and to read

pressure P2. From uiere, the previously described calculations were hopefully aided

with a series of aligment charts computed in advance, for vehicles under stuty. Their

trafficability in terms of inflation pressure, for instance, was thus established. In

S addition, the calculation of Aa and f enabled one to estimate negotiable slopes,
payload, and axle loads.
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calculations and actual measu-ements. Therefoze the accuracy or practicability of

the method could not be ascertained.

The use of R1okas' penetrometer by Polia'. ov.-Nafikov, even for a limited design purpose,

also is unknown. IL was superceded between 1960 and 1966 by the more rational instru-

mentation and methodology required in automotive engineering. This methodology

produces mathematical models of soil-vehicle relationship based on practical Katsygin-

Matsepuro-Gusizov techniques. Thus froma the viewpoint of design and development of

motor vehidles, the present writer is inclined to dismiss Poliakov-Nafikov's (1964)

work as another fine but anachrcorastic exercise by non-automotive researchers.

"Their work did not produce an echo among the designers, for it represented the ulti-

mate requirements by vehicle users who normally and understandably want too much

for too little. in addition, user requirements ol'Cen reflect the conceptual "status quo,"

only disguised in an appearance of novelty which has little to do with progress.

The requirement for a quick, accurate measuring "in situ" of soil trafficability,

usually on "go - no go" basis, has survived the Lrials of half a century because of

the historiacal bias of the user, ithough the practicability and the real need for such

a requii ee-nt may be questioned on various grounds. One reason for questioning

the need for a gadget which predicts *mobility" in terms of a "go - no go" yardstick,

may be based on the fact that after some 30 years of a massive effort (Waterways

Experiment Station) no equipment for that purpose has ever been adopted on a taea,-

ineful scale by any civilian or military organization, either in the U. S. S. R., this

country, or abroad, as far as it could be ascertained.

Although a discussion of this problem is beyond the scope of the present analysis, the

question has been raised again in order to assess the extent to which Nafikov-Poliakov

represented the true or imaginary requirements. The answer appears dlear when

they published their second paper with the preamble:

"special difficulties are caused by the crossing of swamps... clay soils and
loose sands by wheeled vehicles... Theirefore it is more often advantageous...
to reconnoiter (the terrain). Terrain trafficability reconnaissance is a dif-
ficuliL task. Until now vehicle mobility in adverse terrain was determined by

4W tests in situ, which are expensive and not always possible. However, now a
special penetrometer has been developed for this purpose" (Poliakov-
Nafiiov, 1969 a).
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Ta'i sounoa ,xe a quote firom Worid War Ii U. S. Armniy requirements, which havt re-

verberated ever since, in some circles.

What school of thought was prevailing in 1.969, and what was the motivation of Poliakov

and Nafikov to resurrect this 30-year-old requirement and to take the 1960 instrument

by Rokas which was a hybrid of 1943 to 1947 ideas by American WES and British AORG,

remains a matter of. conjecture. Whether there was a problem or not, the user started

all over again.

Did this represent a true requirement of thB Russian7 engineers ? Considering the

discussed background the answer appears negative. And in addition, if there was a

requirement it would have been published much earlier.

Lunar Soil Penetrometer "Lunokhod"

The latest development in instrumentation of soil measurements is the Lunar soil

testing device operating on the moon with the '"unoklhod" vehicle.

"One (instrument) consists of a flat surface at the end of a rod to be
stamped into the lunar material during stops ... The other is the
ninth wheel (which) is lihntly loaded (and) does not slip as the heavily
loaded drive wheels" (Aviation Week & Space Technology, 1971).

If this is correct, the histrumentation is a replica of the standard flat plate penetrom-

eter and of the Ts'NIMES•H wheel test apparatus (Figure 20). The interpretatibn of

soil-values in all probability will be performed in acccrdance with the methods discussed

in this report. An article by '"Pravda" dated 9 February 1971 states that the penetrom-

eter is like a needle, and implies that it tests lanar soil stratification.

From the User to the Designer

The rationalization of Russian modelling of the soil-vehicle interface was a slow,

evolutionary process, as seen in the chronology of development of instrumentation. The

rationalization aimed at enabling the automotive engineers to design better vehicles

rather than the user to set operational schedules. Nevertheless the user did benefit,

in the long range, from such an approach, for the need for hasty 'in situ" soil c-4ecks

S had been diminishing, thanks to -increasing vehicle performance.

*Information received at the time of prbnting this repot indicates that the
instrument is a cone-cum-vanzs penetrometer. It was designed by geo-
logists and soil scientists. 1



i-ne %6er s mcaepenaence as a cliert, nowever, nas aLways inaucea nim to ioster new

requirements. Since most of the ideas have already been explored during the period

of more than 60 years, 'Le same concepts appeaped over and over ag.in, in different

* mantles. This is why; amor-g others, the antiquated ideas of soil-measuring instru-

mentation survived decades. The lack ofiprofessional heritage, coordination, and

interchange of thought were as much a stumbling block in Russia as they are in the

West.

But the rational treatment of the problem became unavoidable. Progress started by

Russian automotive engineers was finally adopted by the students of agriculture

tractor design. iR encompassed the field testing of soil by often using one-to-one

instrument replica of the critical vehicle element.

The clumsiness and limitations (as well as the advantages) of such an approach were

recognized, and a search for generalized soil values for systems analysis was un-

doubtedly inaugurated (Chapter II). Whatever the outcome mnay be, the penetration

and shear instraments as represented by DT-55 and DShn will stay. Their basic

concept will not change, though their size and weight may; for there has been no

other method invented to probe the soil.

It is apparent that the Russian soii-measuring instrumentation had, in principle,

approached the American bevameter type instrumentation. The gap that existed in

the early fifties does not exist any more. Russian, like American soil measuring

hardware, suits the designer rather than the user. But there is no reason why it

should not be adapted more explicit-ly to 'IYield reconnaissance" if World War I and

Ii requiren-ents still really exist. Do they?
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CHAPTER V'
MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF SOL'-VHILE INTERFACE

Introduction

Mathematical modelling of wheel-soil interface was startea by Bernstein (1913), and

expanded with experimental verification by Letoshnev (1963).

Their work laid the foundation for further development of quantitative analysis of soil-

vehicle interface, based on physical and geometrical terrain and vehicle values. Since

the above attempts of establishing locomotion mechanics were described in detail

(Bekker, 1956), and since they were briefly recounted in Chapter II, the present dis-

cussion will start with post-Letoshnev developments.

Historical review of Russian work on locomotion mechanics does not show the variety

of sophistication of approaches that exists in the West. For this reason the solution

of the problem became more simple. On the other hand, the unsophisticated Russian

approaches raised the question of quality, and cost of solutions obtained in comparison

with similar American and other achievements. Accordingly, the foregoing lines will

represent a comparative analysis of Russian and other modellings of soil-vehicle

interface, rather than a mere historical review of Russ-an mathematics and geometry

of locomotion.

The main theme of this Chapter will be to define the tradeoffs between sophisticatioin

(cost) of the method and the accuracy of prediction (effectiveness). Attempts at fore-

casting future developments also will be made.

Rigid Wheel

Extensive studies by Letoshnev (1936) established permissible loads on horse-driven

carriages, in various soil conditions. This was done by considering the draft of the

carriage in terms of wheel dimensions, axle load distribution, wheel sinkage, and

Bernsteinian soil values k and n.

Early developers of tractors (on, rigid wheels) did not pay proper attention to Letoshnev's

work although it represented the only theory available. There was no concerted
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expaniio'- aria rzrmement c.! me theory ana soil value system. Instead inaividuai

researchers attacked the problems of their choice. Thus, Vernikov (1940) of the

Ukrainian Institute for liech'anization of Agriculture was critical that the theory aid

not consider speCd of 1ot d iLMjton, which was all right, as he implied, for horse-
- -'ý T' - ' ' - - - -,*. - "0 ; - - ot

driven carts, but not good for the speedier tractors. Hence he attacked perhaps the

least urgent aspect of the problem, instead of concentrating on the more serious de-

ficiencies of the Bernstein-Letoshnev theory such as limitation of soil values, over-

simplifying assumptions, etc.

This he did with imagination. If a plate sinkage to depth z compresses soil with

speed v, then the time of compression is t = z/V. Soil particles adjacent to the

plate move with the plate, and those located in a layer below the plate move slower,

depending on the depth of the layer. Assuming that this "slow down" of sinkage is

controlled by coefficient u, Vernikov calculated the "total" vertical movement L of

soil layers, or the "depth of compaction, " as he put it, of compressed layers as

follows:

n-I 2 n-i
L = 2; vtvvt+vut+vu t+.+ vu t

1
and, vt vunt z zun 

(87)1- l-u T- - - r -u

Since u < 1, the "depth of compression" of soil for u - 0, is:

L z (88)

From this Vernikov deduced the ',Cverage speed" of compaction

v L - (89)av t P t

and the 'ýaverage acceleration".

V
_ aaav • (l(I-u) t•""-(0

Sthe value of u, according to Vernikov, can be determined experimentally from the

densities and 7'of soil before and after compaction:
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AnuUS ne ayna resistance Pd of soji conmpressio. caused by inertia f'orces is,
d

z
Pd , acm (92)

0

' where a is acceleration of elementary soil mass dn. If the compacting area is F,

then he assumed that:

dm = Fy (91)g

and from equations (90) (92) (93):

d Fz2 (94)
2(1-u)gt

Taking as the point of departure, Bernstein-Letoshnev criterion p = kz , vertical

load was determined from the formula:

P = k- z (95)

Next, Ve-mkov equated formulae (94) and (95). Thus soil parameter k became

Vernikov's "dynamic" sinhk-ge parameter kv

k - Y (96)
V 2(1-u)gt

Vernikov also assumed that for small values of z:

Z = --t--

hence:

k - 2 (97)

v 2(1-u) gt

and for u = y/y' , equation (91):

kv =2

as it was reported in Chapter UI, equation (15). The depth of sinkage was determined

from equation (94) as follows:

z 2Pd(lu)gt2

Fy
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and in combination with equation (97),

Z (98)ev
Assume that the ground contact area F of the rigid wheel of diameter D equals the

length of the chord v-z (D-z) at sinkage z, times width b:

F = b fZ--7

For very small sinkage z, the contact area is:

F =b f (99)

Substituting force P with wheel load W and combining equations (99) and (98), the

dynamic sinkage z of the wheel was expressed by formula:

z 5 w(100)k 2t42

Vernikov stopped on equation (100) and discussed at length what will happen if the

speed of compression of soil by the wheel is greater or smaller than the speed of

"Iree fall. " He further assumed that if the wheel chord length is /TW-, equation (99),

and the rolling speed is v, then the average time of wheel action upon soil is:

t /1 (101)

The "free fall" time-sinkage equation is:

gt2ff
Z - (102)

and the time is:

t V f 27,• (103)tff g

If wheel speed v is such that soil compression time t, equation (101), is smaller

than time tff in which sinkage z would occur in 'free fall" of the load, equation
S(103), then. any speed increase reduces sinkage. For the reverse condition the sinkage

increases in accordance with equation (100).
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The critical speed v, above which sinkage is reduced, is thus defined by equations

(101) and (103) from inequity tff > t, or

or, approximately:

DLD 0.2 (104)

4v

This was the main conclusion of Vernlkov's paper. In order to present equation (100)

in a tangible form, this writer combined it with equations (101) and (15). Accordingly,

sinkage for the condition expressed by equation (104) was

z'D b ),2 (105)
L v2by')I J

Note that the effect of changes in soil density y 'before and after" wheel rolling was

not experimentally defined or verified.

Formula (105) was to improve the simple Bernstein-Letoshnev equation (106) based

on p = kzn for n = 1 (see Bekker, 1956):

z = 3; (106)

The reader is invited to count the number of new assumptions added to equation (106)

by Vernikov, starting with unproven equation (87). It is certain that "speed correction"

introduced in this fashion could only deteriorate the Bernstelnian accuracy of prediction

of wheel sinkage, and obscure the outcome of experiments.

Equations (100) or (105) were never verified experimentally, as far as It could be

ascertained. Data quoted by Vernlkov from tests made with a 5 T-3 NATI tractor

were completely unreliable. The process of soil definition by measuring pre- and

after-compression densities is complex, if practical at all. In addition, the measure-

ment must be performed with an instrument replicating the full load-size form of the

3 wheel. Then, in the best case, the argument of performance prediction becomes

circular.
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Vernikov's work showed a lack of general research strategy, a lack of priority system
in planning, and a lack of reporting the complete work. Yet it was intrigaing, and
to a degree educational, in the bold manipulation of parameters involved and in the

S unsophisticated engineering rather than scientific methodology.

Expensive, sophisticated Canadian-American work using x-rays and computerized
instrumentation, which was repeated much later (Yong, 1969). was no more successful,
for practical purposes, than Vernikov's (1940) paper study. It proved, however, that

simpler, approximative approaches by the Russians are the less costly, and often
prove to be a useful educational exercise in the preparatory planning of engineering

research.

Kragelski (1948), a contemporary of Vernikov, was preoccupied with snow compaction.
But he was not concerned with the speed of compacting rollers, and adopted without

SBernstein-Letoshnev criterion of p = kn=1 (actually quoting Grandvoiret'srestrictionBenti-tsnvcrtroofp=k (culyqoigGadoiea

1967 work, which was apparently one of the first to defiie p(z) curve). Hle even2
measured k with a disc having 6 cm area, and used for definition of motion resistance
of the rigid roller in snow, the eoquation:

R = 3.42 ý W2-iD (107)

which is identical, except for coefficient 3.42, with Bernstein-Letoshnev's equation

for soil (Bekker, 1956):
3• 4

R :0. W4b--r (108)

Automotive engineers contemporary to Vernikov and Kragelski followed suit. A
comprehensive book on design of automobiles, trucks, and tractors for on,- and cff-
road locomotion (Martens, Ed., 1948) espoused among others, Bernstein-Letoshnev'6

equations for wheel sinkage in the form,

i 2.25W 2

z = 3 b2.- DW2 (109)

which was identical with equation (106) for n = 1. The common use of n = 1 by these
authors, although improper for the majority of soft soils, may be explained by the fact
that the pertinent formulae give very good correlations between experiment and theory,
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because o1 n = 1 the soils are hard, and the sinkage is low. Martens' contributors

also used equation (108) in order to express rolling wheel resistance.

This indicates that automobile designers did not conduct Lt this stage, any independent

work, and relied on agricultural engineers for research purposes.

Gutyar (1955), writing for an agricultural engineering magazine, also tried like Vernikov,

to improve Bernstein-Letoshnev's equations (which he called Grandvoinet-Goryachkin).

However he was not concerned with the correction for speed oi wheel tra% A1. Instead

he thought the equations could be improved if soil were considered as a compound,

elasto-plastic material, and not as a "plastic" rass having only one modulus of in-

elastic deformation kB or kL, based on p = kz.

He recalled that even Academician Zheligovski (1937) and Professor Vasilenko (1950)

relied or, the Gradvoinet-Gory achkin (Bernstein-Letoshnev) equation, although it do. ,i

nct recognize the partial elastic rcbound of soil after the passage of the wheel, which

all of them noticed a long time ago.

Gutyar's approach, like Vernikov's, was simplistic. Assume that wheel sinkage z 1

is partially recovered due to elastic rebound of soil so that the depth of the rut is

z 2 (Figure 25). Denote by k the "elasto-plastic" modulus of soil deformation in

front of the wheel, and by kG tl.e "•plastic" part of the modulus which produces per-

manent sinkage z 2 ; then, at point A, the unit load p is, according to Gutyar:

p=kz k (z 1 (110)P=Gl I kG 1 -2)

and at an intermediate point B on either front or rear side of the wheel:

P1 = kG (D/2) (cos a - cos a 1) (111)

k I (D/2) (cos a - cos a (112)

k2=G a2

Thus, wheel load W was expressed by Bernstein integrais:

S bPd P 2 C cadoj (113)
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4. Figure 25 G,,tyar's (19551 Wheel in Elasto-Plastic Ground
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Combining equations (113), (112), and (111), simplifying trigonometric functions, and

expanding them into series, Gutyar obtained upon integration, the following relationship:

W A [k 3 +kI a ] (114)

Since from equation (110),

-G 1 2 (115)

k61

and from wheel sinkage geometry,

Dz = (1-cosa 1 )

z2 = (1-cosa 2 )

Equation (115) shows upon transformation and the development of the trigonometric

functions into series, that

k 2kG _ 2
G 2 (116)

a1

or,

a 2 =a kGG/kG

(117)

a1 =a 2  k/kG"

Combining equation (117) with equation (114) gives:

S=3/2 f2 W

S(118t)
2

02 3 D (2 1
D bkG (I +kG1G
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Motion resistance R may be determined in a similar manner:

R -•-sinad " P2 sin da] (119)
0

Combining equations (119), (112), (111), and (118) led Gutyar, upon transformation

arid expansion of trigonometric function into series, to the following equation:

0. 765W4 3 [ii-(kG/k-) (
R - (120)/

f I+ /kAGkG]&' [kGD• D2

Values of k and must be calculated from tests with the same wheel. If angles,Vauso G an G , 1

Sand *2 are measured, then ratio kG/kG may be determined from equation (116).

The same ratio may be determined from equation (115), if sinkages zI and z2 are

experimentally determined. Writing equation (114) in the form:

w qT -T-- *1ý * 2 (121)
G G

1
enables one to determine kG, and hence kG. 1Tus the test requires measuring W,

R, 1' 92' or z1 and z2 in order to define kG and kI assuming that the soil

dibplays n = 1.

What Gutyar has not shown was proof that k and k are really independnet of W,

for the same wheel and soil, and for soil with n J 1. His work also raises a "teleological

qae3tion: why the testing of the soil by means of the same wheel whose load and motion

resistance will be predicted?

Gutyar apparently did not aim at establishing some sort of test-instrument/wheel-

performance correlation independent of instrument size and load. Like Letoshneve,

he preferred to use the actual wheel as a test apparatus and to describe the test results

in mathematical form whose value was limitee., in the best case, to the descriptior of

performance of the tested wheels.

Gutyar and Vernikov's work exemplifies the post-Letoshnev school of thought. It also

proves that until the nineteen fifties attempts to improvc Bernstein-Letoshlev's equations
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by adding more assumptions, instead of revising the existing ones, were most

popular.

* Such revisioa took place not in Russia-but in the United States (BekIker, 1955a), almost

at the same time when Gutyar published his paper. The new development was inot

known, in all probability, to the Russian engineers until it 'was published in the profes-

sional journal two years later (Dekker, 1957). Thus the prior and the intermediate
periods were characterized by the trend in which little practical progress was made,

though theoretical investment was sizeable.

It would be unfair to say, however, that Russian theoretical progress was always

based on dumping more assumptions onto existing assumptions. Rational analyses
leading to clarification of the fundamental issues, such as for instance the kinematics

of the wheel and soil particles in motion, were also taking place.

The often quoted Academician Goryachkin (1937) assumed a long time ago that soil
particles were moving along orthogonal lines to the rim surface. However, Zeligovski
(1950) observed that with slip or skid, the directions of soil compression deviate from

the normal to the rim. Andreev (1953) undertook a careful study of the problem, and
reported the results in a comprehensive paper (Andreev, 1956). Similar work was

performed by Vasilenko (1950). He derived analytical expressions for soil displace-
ment, considering particle sliding along the certain portions of wheel rim, but as

Andreev (1956) put it "completely ignored the shape and equations of the trajectories
of particle motion in compression. " To correct this deficiency Andreev examined

the whole problem.

He considered both positive (skid) and negative slip for rigid wheels with flat and con-
vex rims, the latter formed by a rounded surface imitating a tire. In the present

analysis only negative slip of a driven wheel and a flat rim will be considered, since
this provides a simple d6scription of the method and a sufficient basis for conclusions.

* THe stress isocline and shear surface problem in soil under static loading areas,
has been solved since the early twenties and was known to Russian soil mechanic
scientists (Sokolovskii, 1942). General rules apply to moving loads. Conspicu-
ously, any references to these elementary facts are lacking in Russian automotive
and agricultural literature.
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A wneel moving witn slip i0 lollows uie w,,antanous center oi rutation 0 which is

located on the vertical axis inside the wheel rim (Figure 26a). From the geometrical

relationship, the angle y between the linear speed of point M of the rim, and the

* radius r located at angle a were assumed to be:

1 +(io- 1) cos atan 7 = ....
(1_.io)sin a

or, when using Andreev's definition of the "coefficient of slip ,, "where 1 = io/(1-i o),

the value of tan y was:

(1,+1)-cosa
tan I + a (122)ta f- sin a

Angle -y reaches a minimum when a = 1/(1+") = a1 (Figure 26b). For the coefficient

of friction , between the wheel and the soil, if tan > a,, there are two points,

A2 and A3 , defined by angles a2 and a3 , whereAy = tan- o' or 2 + a3 2tanl Ao

Arc 0' 0" may be thu3 divided in three sections:

I. a2 < aU. a0  where > A 0

H. a3 <a <- a 2  where ! 0 (123)

II. O<cy < a3  where y> Ao

In Sections I and MI, soil particles in contact with the rim, slide in the direction of

rotation. In section HI, there is no relative movement of soil in relation to the rim.

The limits of sections 1, 11, and III are defined by:

=2 3 tan-(o) +cos 1 (+,) cos (tan g (124)

Andreev calculated values of a2 and a3 as shown in Table 19.

Table 19

nil < 11 110 17° 22° 270

a 2  a3  '2  a3  a2  a 3 a 3 a 3 a 3

0.02 11 11 ]11 6 28 4 40 3 51

' 0.06 20 11 30 9 45

0.10 24 16 38
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Figure 26 Andreev's (1956) AnalysIs of Wheel Kinematics
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An increase of at constant 1 widens zone 11 and shortens zones I and M (Figures
26 and 20b). When a1= tan'l go, which is equivalent to rp = 0.5 gL3o , points A2 ,and
A3 merge with point A1 . Then, a3 :'72 = a 1, and soil particles everywhere slide

'with reference to the rim, except at point A 1. For a1 > tan-l the division of the
rim into various zones is nonexistent, and the soil slides relative to the rim at all

points.

With the clarification of these kinematic relationshins, Andreev proceeded to deduce
parametric equations of the downward trajectories )f soil-particle movement, adjacent

to the rim.

In zones I and MI, for a1 < tan 1o1, the soil pressure is not normal to the rim, but
deviates from normal by the anglP of friction tan' jio, in the direction of wheel
rotation. Thus the tangents to the trajectories of "soil compression": were assumed
to be inclined to the horizontal by the angle of 90 - a + tan- A (Figure 27a). Accord-

0
ingly, the tangent was:

dy = cot (a - tan- 1oA (125)

But
y = r (1- cos a) (126)

and

dy = r sin a d a (127)

Substituting equation (127) in equ-tio7 (125) gives:

dx=rsina tan[ a- tan 1go] do (128)

Integration of equation (128) and equation (127) yields:

x--r [cos(tan-'gl) tan(2 o+.2n)-sina]+ (129)

y = r(1cosa)

Equations (129) represent, in the parametric form, the trajectories of particles in

contact with the rim, in zones I and III. C is the integration constant depending on

Sthe choice of the location of the y-y axis.
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Figure 27 Geometry for Trajectories of Soil Movementt
under Wheel Compaction (Andreev, 1958).
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In zone II, "soil compression" by the rim takes place in the direction of motion of the
given point whose tangent to the trajectory also is inclined to the abscissa at an angle,

90 - a + y. However, v < tan-l19o, as previously defined, and from Figure 27b:

o = cot (a - y) 
(130)

or

Ssin a(1)

cos a 1 Cos a

if angle a 1 is introduced (Figure 27b). Note that as previously explained a1 defines

Ymin' in which case cos a, = 1/01+4. Figures 26 and 26b,, and Figure 27b denote the
location of point A1 with reference to the momentary center of rotation 0.

Since y = r (1 - cos a ), and dy = r sin a d a (see equations 126 and 127), equation

(131) yields:

dx = r (cos a1 -cos a) d a (132)

Integration of equation (132) and equation (126) gives the parametric equations of the
trajectories in zone U:

x =r (acosaI -sin a) +C
(133)

y = r (I - cos a)

The trajectories, equations (129), and (133), were computed by Andreev for a driven
wheel for tan- = 31 and r = 0. 14, i.e., for slip i • i .. .1% (Figure 28a).

Similiar computations were made for a skidding (towed) wheel involving "skid coefficient"io
f = i, equivalent to: -i.

0

Andreev's solutions for wheel rims of a thoroidal shape (pneumatic tire) were so

complex in form and applicational procedures, that only a great gain in their pre-

dictive capability would justify their use. Thus the general question arises if the fine

mathematics shown in the analysis of wheel kinemetics, in equations (122) to (129),

would help to obtain better practical results than the old Bernstein-Letoshnev solution,

and at what cost. The answer will be forthcoming from further analysis of work

4 by Andreev.
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The purpose of determining the trajectories of "soil compression" as traced by the

movement of particles immediately adjacent to the rim was to find the length of the

path of "compression" C"

d2 +dy "(134)

Assuming that the force of compression follows Bernstein-Letoshnev's law p = k P,

the pressure acting on the given elementary portion of the rim in zone 11 was expressed

for a driven wheel (Figure 27a) as:

a2 2 2 -1/2
PI, r. kt = kr ! [ (cos 1 - cos 0) +sin al d (135)

10

upon combining Nqt'ations (128) and (127) with (134).

Similarly for zone I and MiT:

PI, kr [ s i n2 atan2 (a tan- + sin2 1/2 (136)

To obtain compression forces, i. e., the motion resistance R, pressures pI and

PI, M had to be integrated again along their respective lengths of rim portions:
•2V a3 a31

PI, U HI = P1 ,1 , rr ds (137)

aol a2, 0

Next, forces p had to be projected in the horizontal direction in order to obtain R.

Andreev's conclusion was that:

"In this way an improvement in the Grandvoinet-Goriachkin (Bernstein-
Letoshnev) formula may be expected, even though it may be at the ex-
pense of introducing (additional) friction coefficient go, and coefficients
for skid c , and for slip ,,"

In order to contest or confirm this claim the performing of proper experiments was

required. This was never done as far as could be ascertaLned. Janosi (1963), who

performed much later in the United States a similar analysis of wheel kinematics,

with full cognizance of Andreev's work, rejected his approach to the subdivision of

the rim in various frictional zornes. He assumed that p0o 0, and considered straight

cycloidal motion of the wheel rim points that produced horizontal and vertical soil
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displacement. Note that Andreev considered the same displacements caused by hism

83tloids distorted by po"

0 Sbltynski (1962), in Poland, dwelled on identical problems but only analyzed the well

known regular cycloidal paths of points located on a wheel rim, considering slip io.

The articles format had no relation to the depth of Andreev's study. In a book

published somewhat later, Soltynski (1965) discussed Andreev's "zones" (no reference

given) with good clarification, and elaboration of prbblems involved. But Soltynski

did not espouse Goryachkin-Grandvoinet's formula p = k t. Instead, he adopted

American solutions (Bekker, 1956, 1960): p - [k/b) + k ] zn.

Sitkei (1966) worked in Hungary ott similar problems. He dwelled extensively on

Andreev's work without mentioning it either in the text or in the references. He also

seems to have confused c and t with + i . Nevertheless he Droceeded methodolugically

in the manner very similar to that by Andreev, noticing that zone II (Figure 28) is not

large; therefore he assumed that elementary soil i eaction vectors deviate from wheel

radihs by tan- - in all zones. Sitkei further considered Letoshrnev's equation

p = kz n, assuming n -- 0; his avoiding the "zoning" simplified the solutions.

Apparently he performed experimental verification of Andreev's and his theory, and

found tlat slip measured in sand was greater than theoretically predicted. This he

explained by the fact that considering rim-soil friction (po ) alone Jhres not account for

soil shear around the wheel-rut configuration, and illustrated this is a primitive sketch

of soil pari.icle movement.

Since the Andreev-Sitkei equation does not include the angle uf sinternal soil friction

Sit cannot portray the true shear pattern of soil under wheel action, and hence the

wheel performance. Classical experimental data by McKibben and Green (1940) were

undoubtedly available to Andreev, since they were widely disseminated by the foremost

U. S. agricultural professional publication. However the publication had no effect upon

Andreev-Sitkei, or even on Janosi's work, though the data contained a meticulous study

of motion of soil particles under wheel action. Perusal of this information alone would

have shown immediately that the "piece de resistance" in wheel performance is not

S soil-rim friction but the shear pattern, deep in soil mass.
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Experimentc oy tseKder (1946), performea in Canada, replicated independently

McKibben's and Green's data, using a quartz grid, instead of the buried markers

technique (see Bekker, 1969, Part II, Figures 2-14 and 2-15). Soil deformation

* pattern thus enabled this writer to trace thL :ajectories of principal stresses and the

shear pattern, usirg H1aefeli's technique (see Bekker, 1956).

This technique also was applied to McKibben's and Green's data (Bekker, 1951), and

the shear pattern thus obtained was shown in Figure 29. Photographic experiments

with the soil particle movement under wheel action, (Figure 30) by Wong and Reece

(1966), admirably confirm the theoretical data obtained by means of Haefeli's method.

Now a comparison between Figures 28 and 29 poignantly shows tvhat Andreev missed

and what Sitkei indirectly anticipated (also see Sitkei, 1967). Incidentally, mathe-

matical solutions for tracing the shear pattern, Figure 29, have been available

since Prandtl (1920), Terzaghi (1942). and Sokolovskii (1942).

This writer wa3 cor.vinced, on Cie basis of the described tests performed almost two

decades ago, that further dwelling on trajectory letermination will only disclose what

could have been expected since Prandtl and Terzaghi, at least for practical purposes.

Most recent tests by Windisch and Young (1970), performed with great expense and

scarce funds and time, have indirectly confirmed that conclusion again.

These students of the problem repeated the old experiments by McKibben and this

author, adding velocity distribution along the trajectories in a search for stress fields.

They concluded that:

"application of knowledge gained from examination of strain rate behavior
of soil uader moving wheel must necessarily await the development of ad-
missible constitutive relatbonship for soil.... Such information could
possibly provide the basis for comparison between wheels and wheel per-
formance using like or unlike generated strain rate fields.

'We must then await" more information to evaluate wheels, using these methods. And

in the best case the 'Information could possibly provide only a basis" for wheel evaluation.*

1L Tfhe a'uthors of field equations for soil-wheel performance do not seem to reajize
that the nonhomogeneity of soil will make such equations practically useless, even
in the event they solve all other problems.
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This academic message of 1970 cannot be accepted by engineers who have worked on

the problem since 1913 and built billions of wheels for on- and off-road locomotion.

It should be sobering for everyone concerned that the Russians have not wasted talent

and money for such self defeating purpose. For the cost has never been worth the payoff.

The lesson of this case study is simple: before undertaking theoretical analyses, see

whp+ really matters. Otherwise there is always the danger of laboring on a fine solu-

tion under unimportant, or academic assumptions. Andreyev, Sitkei, and the others

seem to have fallen in this trap, and many still do.

•n general, the Russian studies on wheel-soil interaction up to 1956 were not quite

compatible with practical and experimental evidence. They aimed at a "theoretical

improvement of Bernstein-Letoshnev's equation by merely adding to that equation new

assumptions and amplifications.

American work performed at that time by the Land Locomotion Laboratory in Detroit

had a much sounder basis for theoretical wheel analysis. This started with the total

re-examination of Bernstein-Letoshnev'a equation, which led to the substitution of

kB and/or kL values with k = (kc/b) + k (Bekker 1955, 1957, 1960). Such approach

was an evolutionary process of the early German and Russian developments, to which

other studies of soil mechanics have distinctly contributed, including those by the late

Professor D. E. Taylor (1948) of M. I. T.

As usual, the dissemination of the new approach to soil values took a long time; thus

the Russian agricultural and automotive engineers proceeded within the established

framework which neglected not only the progress abroad, but also their own attempts,

including those by Gutyar, Andreev, and the others.

Hence Vasilevich (1959) further considered, with a substantial dose of pessimism,

Goryachkin's equation (108) for motion resistance of the wheel. Academician M. E.

Matsepuro (1960) again quoted the same equatiori, and referring to research by

"Professor Letoshnev again (noted) that n-value should be taken as 0.5 instead of

a unit."

1
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Matsepuro, however, also was concerned with turf soils, coverea or not with a heavy

layer of grassy vegetation, where the p = kz formula required modification, as

discussed in Chapter HI and in reference by Bekker (1969). This led to a semiempirical

wheel analysis briefly described as follows:*

e the : 3 to 6 times greater resistance to penetration, than the penetration

resistance of the turf without the cover

e the tensile strength of the cover 4 to 8 times larger than that of turf

e the shearing strength of the cover, in vertical direction, 3.5 to 4

times larger than the strength of turf

o the shearing strength of the lower layer of the cover in a horizontal

direction, 1. 2 to 1.4 times stronger than the strength of turf.

n
This clearly established a two-layer structure where p = kz function could not be

accepted, and tests performed with turf showed, according to Matsepuro, that equation

(18) attributed here to Korchunov holds well for grass- or moss-covered turf. The

equation implies that bearing strength of such a layered organic mass depends on the

shear along the perimeter of the loading area and on the rebistance to penetration.

Note that Mayerhoff (1960, 1962) and othe:.s made sinilar assumptions for ice and

concrete pavements, which were later adapted by Bekker (1969) to land locomotion

on tundra, muskeg, and other two-layer "soils."

For the Russian turf, Matsepuro quoted the following tentative data (Table 20):

Table 20

Tentative Strength (kg/cm2) Rupture Strength*
Terrain Tensile Shear (kg/cm2)

Turf 0. 022 - 0. 026 0.09 - 0.17 0.75 - 1.75

Grass Sod 0.10 -0.20 0.36 -0.68 2.00 -_7._10

* Measured with penetrometer plate of 10 cm2

In this type of material several wheel tests were made. They reportedly confirmed

perimeter-shear and area-penetration principles. Relationship between sinkage z,

* Note the uselessness of the 'Yield theory" advanced by Windish and Yoag (1970), in
this kind of "soil."
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wheel load W, and wheel dimensions D, b was then detined by the following

equation:

Z= [ 3W 1 (138)
kt (3-n) (bm + b) N

where kt was the modulus of turf deformation and bI was a coefficient related to

shear and compression strength of the "soil, "which apparently included the perimeter-

load area relation, Table 20.

The derivation of this equation was not given. However, it is strikingly similar to

Bekker's (1957, 1960) equation for rigid wheel sinkage in a "regular" homogeneous soil:

2

Z 3W 2n+1 (139)
(3-n) (kc+bk)

The difference lies in the soil values, which was to be expected. However, it could

be surmised that:

kt (bm + b) - kc + bk (140)

or ktbm -c 
(141)

kt~ k

Thus the similarity of the approach by the Russian and American schools was striking,

indeed. This was further demonstrated by equations for motion resistance and turf

meadows:
2n+2

(Matsepuro) R = kt~bmb) . 3WL+ n kt (3-n) (biM+b) V j
Similarly, for homogeneous soil: (142)

"2n+2

(Bekker) R (k + bk 3W j
+(3-n) (kc +bk /
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Values of kt and bm were not available; n was given as varying between 0.05 and

0. 25 for mud-type turf. In any case, it was stressed that n < 0.5.

S Experimental values were usually higher than those calculated from equations (139)

and (142) by means of sinkage measurements with wheels. This was explained by

considerable shear and bulldozing of the vegetation in the front of the wheel. The

critical wheel load, Wcrit, below which such a bulldozing was avoided, had been

determined experimentally by:

Wit = m1 + m2 bD (143)

where m1 and m2 were empirical coefficients depending on turf cover. One of the
2

most difficult turf conditions was defined by m 1 = 660 kg and m2 = 0. 25 kg/cm . To

ensure the trafficability, wheel load W should be selected with a safety factor fs from

1. 5 to 2. 0 according to relation:

W=W if (144)
crit, 5

These wheel studies are in sharp contrast with the previously discussed studies of

wheel kinematics. Instead of trying to improve Bernstein-Letoshnev equations by

means of speculative additional assumptions alleging a "scientific" treatment of the

problem, the Russian agricultural engineers of the Minsk School took Bernstein-

Letoshnev's equations as they were, and tried to improve the accuracy of predictions

by empirical corrections obtained in the field. Their goal was not an academic dis-

sertation but a practical solution. Such a pragmatic process of technological advance
in off-road locomotion does not seem to have found recognition in the United States,
gven at the time of writing this critique.

An interesting aspect of engineering simplification without theoretical impertinence

was the treatment of motion resistance. Research reportedly performed by N. I.

Kl~nin at the Department of Soil Working Machinery of the Minsk Institute of Mech-

anization and Electrification of Agriculture (Matsepuro and Katsygin, 1961) made it

plausible to assume that soil reaction Rs of a towed wheel acts as a bisector of angle

2a (Figure 31). 7hus cos 2 = (r - z)/r = -2z/D. But

Scos a - / (I+T cos 2 a7,7-
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htence,

cos a • 11- (z/D) (145)

* On the other hand, r i0 + r = r cos a, or:

i° = . - cos a (146)

Combining equations (145) and (146) gives:

10 -e 1 -/1 -z(z/D) (147)

The accuracy of this equation is approximate, but it gave good results for low sinkage.

Sh. F. Margolin of the Belorusyau Academy of Agricultural Sciences deduced the

following formula for unit wheel resistance f = R/W:

f ( +n)(3. (148)

Value of n for soft soils was, as usual, 0 < n < 1. The derivation of equations (147)

and (148) was not given. It is obvious, however, that Margolin's equation is directly

related to Bekker's formulae for resistance R, equation (142), and for sinkage z,

equation (139).

Professor Matsepuro and Yanushkevich, and Matsepuro and Svirshchevskii (1961),

quoted extensive passages from Bekker (1956), adding Russian denotations of soil

values discussed in Chapter U; they dwelled, however, on Letoshnev's four-wheel

carriage performance. Kinematics of a rigid wheel, including Andreev's (1956)

division of wheel rim into various frictional zones, was also for the first time included

in the"Voprosy..." Since the authors concentrated on turf-moss type soils, they

modified Bernstein-Letoshnev's equation (5) by the inclusion of the Housel equation (18)

as discussed in Chapter II. Hence, for the above "soils" they assumed that:
U n m

P=(A0 +B° o )Z (149)

Tests showed that n varied between 0. 36 and 0.42. Equation (149) served as a

spring board ior deduction of motion resistance formulae.

From Figure 32, perimeter of the shear area approximately equals 2 ior, and the

area is bi r. where b is wheel width. Hence equation (149) takes the following form:
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ROD + Z 8

P b 0 zn (150)

For zone I (no slip of soil particles along the rim):

hx (r +ior)a-rsina (151)

h = r-rcos*
y

It was assumed that equations (151) fit Bernstein-Housel's p = khn (which this writer

would strongly question, at least for hx, without empirical evidence that was not

available). Under these circumstances:

Ab+2B
Px b [(r+ri 0) a-rsina]n

(152)
Ab+2Bo bPy = 'b~--- [ r-rcosa]n

In a similar manner, for Zone II, where Andreev's angle y of wheel reaction is larger
-1

than the angle of turf-rim slip, ps tan and:

h' (r + rio) -r sin (a - ()x 0s(153)

h= r-rcos(a-s)
y 8

andn
p~p bP --"Px + b(r +rio) a- sin (ci- s

(154)
Aob + Bo

y = y+ "b r-rcus(a-S)

Integrals of elementary reactions of the turf ground at point (xy) are:

R= Pb rda (155)

Substituting in Equation (155), equations (152) and (154), and integrating respective

4 functions (Zone I) from a to o2, and (Zone II) from 0 to a,, it will be obtained that:
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n+1R )rP + - .l n

(156)

*Y (APb+ 2B0 ) rn 1  L&2- a)( I-n)]

n1 n1 (i° - 1)nn

R - (Ab +2Bo)rn+l n+1 +(A0b + 2B0 )rnl
F n+1nl

aI (io - 1)n n-1I+ n+l 0 020s

(157)

Rly = (Aob +2Bo) r n1 al(1-n) +(Aob+2Bo)rn+l
y 0 0

x (al- n a2 + - - J

By adding R sub x's and R sub y's, the motion resistance R and wheel load W

will be obtained; from Figure 32:

ER - P = 0

x
ERy - W - F = 0 (158)

EM =0

where F is the force needed for implement towing reduced to wheel rim.

Substituting equations (156) (157) in equations (158):
(CA n+1 + C91 n n

p =(Aob + 2Bo0 )rn 1  2 n+I ] 4 i° 0 l IO (159)

W = (A b + 2B0) rn~l (x2 + 01) (1 - n)+ ÷ F (160)

S Equations (159) (160) merit attention, irrespective of the validity of the assumptions

on which they were based because they include both the slip i° and the angle of friction

between wheel rim and the organic soil.
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An interesting form of unit motion resistance f = R/W was Otained from equations

(159) and (160)

f(2n+l+ ln+l\ (io1)n + (n+1) ion-1 • l

W P 1 (161)

(a2+ )(ln2) + n(n-1) F(n+l)
(a )2 A0b + 2B0)rn+

Also from equation (159) wheel slip was deduced in the following approximate furm:

0 ~(,n+1 +an~ dA~b +2%) rnl /(12
io - L " l n+ )nP(n-l) 1)(162)

which has done away with s and which is unclear.

Innumerable dynamometric tests were reported in the work by n-,itsepuro and Katsygln

(1961). Multitude of data regarding f, w, i0 , R, D, and B were tabulated. Unfortunately

no turf parameters Ao, B0 , and n, and angles aI, a 2 were given in order to check

the reliability of the above reported equations.

In all probability the correlation v a poor. But the partially referred to mathematical

manipulations which presented the new and rather unusual forms for functional relation-

ship between P(A B b a io (0 n) may serve -ts an example of an engineering search
0 00 S

for solutions based on principles of mechanics.

The weak point of these solutions, stemming from the a.sumption that p = kzn, was the

lack of a more complete system of soil values. It also appears that the introduction of

Os was an unwarranted luxury, realizing that other errors in the systeni were much

greater than the error of eventual omission of the (Ds'

One thing, however, became obvious: the Minsk School proceeded with a careful

evolutionary pruor,-i, trying to improve what they had at hand rather than to im-

merse in an endless search for ideal rigorous solutions. This alone was a sign of

good leadership, common sense, and economy.

The reader interested in an enormous wealth, of enmneerLng data related to performanc.

and design parameters of a rigid wheel in organic "soils" 's referred to Matsepiiro and

Katsygin (1961).
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The sober pragmatic, engineering trend of the Minsk School continues until this 6AY.

Guskov and Kuzmenko (1964) even tried at one time to solve the problem of a pneumatic

tire by substituting it with a larger diameter rigid wheel - an idea originally advanced

in the United States (Bekker, 1956). To this end they followed Bernstein-Letushnev-

Bekker equation (47); but the active tire diameter DR was substituted with die diameter

D of the rigid tire in accordance with the relation:

S= ct (163)

R Ct

as discussed briefly in Chapter I. The problem will be further analyzed in Chapter VI.

Towing performance of a rigid wheel, even equipped with a tread, was described by

Guskov and Kuzmenko on the basis of Coulo-mb and Bernstein-Letoshnev equations.

However, the formulae they reported were different from those introdced in the

United States by the Land Locomotion Laboratory in Detroit.

Soil thurst H = rds was based on Bekker's equation (1956); the latter however was modified
by j/Ji, attributed to work by Babkov, Birulia, and Sidenko(1959), as followL:

H (c + ptan ) vT•ojT ds (164)
0

Here, j was soil shear deformation at the given poir' lurface contact, and jo
the deformation at which soil reaches the maximum oi ,hear strength.

The origin of Ai71 relationship is not known since the Babkov et al. reference was not

available. Guskov and Kuzmenko also did not explain the derivation of soil thrust under
wheel action, equation (164), though they reprodcea, somewhat irrelevantly, a sketch

of wheel-forces geometry with a triangular load distribution originally introdJuced for

wheels by S'6hne (1958),

Detailed equation for soil thrust was given, presumably after Babkov et al.. as foilows:

br /'rt
H - 0 c-- ssin ry 0 sin

kr 2  3n, 3 16

(2.26 ,!,,:n 5no 
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Since the maximum thrust H takes place at r = c + ptango max

n &i2n+ 1ta r)
=br csina +k r (1- (166

max L o s @247ta0 ]

ao 0is the angle which defines wheel sinkage; it corresponds to a 2 on Figure 32; r

is wheel radius; coefficlent = 1. 13 /Ub r . Drawbar pull DP was assumed again

in conformity with American work (Bekker, 1956) as:

DP=H - R

The value of R was defined previously. Optimum slip ifp athich H reaches
maxmum nmy be determined from equations (165) and (166). ulated values of

their agreement with experiment was not shown. It appears that these equations

were deduced not necessarily for performance and design parameters prediction.

Their aim was tracing functional relationships among various parameters, and their

sensitivity, on a rildative, comparative basis. This was inevitable because the

generalized system of soil values was still non-existent. But it was a good, though

indirect, introduction to systems analysis.

It was interesting to note that in the same volume of "Voprosy.. . ", in another Chapter

by the same Profe,& Guskov (1964), the shearing strength of soil in track evaluation

was not given in terms of the Babkrv et al. formula; it was quoted in the form of the

exponential Cculomb-Bekker equation, which was then rewbitten using a hyperbolic

function described in Chapter H.

Undoubtedly, the years close to 1964 were critical for the redefinition of wheel equations,

and the Guskov -Kuzmeit:o (1964) excursion into Babkov, Birulia, and Sidenko's (1959)

work appears to have been a historical one, just for the record.

The real trend toward measuring performance in terms of soil values based on hyper-

bolic-function became obvious after a series of Bekker't articles published in Machine

Design between 1959 and 1960 were translated and republished in Russi,n, in the

4 Automobilnaya Promyshlennost (Frenkin, 1962).
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In the meantime, sporadic attempts at expanding old theories did not entirely cease.

As an example, take work by Krasilnikov (1966) from Likhachev Automobile Works,

who without saying so tried to generalize Andreev's (1956) wheel rim "zoning" in

performance evaluation, by considering steering (towed, pushed, or driven) wheels

with cornering forces.

In this manner the two-dimensional analysis by Andreev became a study of the three-

dimensional case. It is to the credit of Krasilnikov that he did this with some mathe-

matical simplicity.

n His theory, however, had the same deficiency as Andreev's. It was concerned only

trajectories of soil particles adjacent to the wheel rim; hence it could not account

foir the inevitable, in most cases, deep soil shear. But reportedly the experimental

evidence showed the same trend as that by the theoretical calculations. Undoubtedly,

the tests were performed in hard soils, at low sinkage.

Since Krasilinkov's study is one of the very rare approaches to the three-dimensional

wheel performance, and particularly to a steering wheel under cornering forces of

soil it is briefly described here as a methodological exercise. In conformity with

the assumptions equation (129), coordinates of points x y z are (Figure 33):

x = r (•o - sin )

y = r (!- cos (167)

z = - ro tan 6

and angles a, ', defined by tangents to soil particle trajectory at point x y z and

the respective axes are:

dx r(1-cos (n)

co z=dy r sin (168)

)dx + dy + dz

dz r tan 63cos=0 - --~

dy + dz

The-wheel itself was consider-ed, -howeV-er, as a two-dimensional case (wide cylinder).
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Figure 33 Simplified Krasilnikov's (1966) force-wheel geometry

for a steering wheel at cornering angle 6
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whcre d t is the length of the arc of the trajectory of point xyz equal to:

dt= 2+d 2+ d 2 = dr 2 (1+tan2 8)+r 2 =2r2 cosrp (169)

* O Particles of soil which adhere to the rim move along the trajectories defined by

equation (167), provided that pressure angles P and 0 between the tangent to the

trajectory at point xyz and the normal to the rim (compare Andreev's y angles) do

not exceed friction angle p s between the rim and the soil. Otherwise, soil particles

will slide along the rim following trajectories "distorted" by (Ps = const. The reason-

ing was the same as that by Andreev, and the equations ol "slide" trajectories were

deduced in an elegant manner, by rotating the axes by o .

This led again to the determination of horizontal and vertical forces acting upon the

wheel, in much the same manner as before, assuming again that rim pressure

obeyed Bernstein-Letoshnev's law along trajectory length, p = k -t. Analysis of

cornering forces followed, but experimental confirmation was only showing the right

trend, although even this could not be verified because soil value k was not given.

In general, progress was dim.

On this background it would be surprising not to find a Russian search for soil-wheel

solution within visco-elastic soil properties. After all, everyone tried it. In particular,

elegant solutions treating soil as a viscous fluid, produced by Kneschke (1957) or

Wintergerst (1940), were conceptually very close to Maxwell's treatment of visco-elastic

media, which was fully known to Russian scientists (see Bekker, 1956).

They also were familiar with the tutorial paper by Schiffman (1961) and with those

written under the program of the Land Locomotion Laboratory in Detroit, which were

read at the International Conference in Turin, Italy, in 1961.

Interestingly enough the first Russian study of wheel resistance in a visco-elastic

medium was ascribed by Glagolev and Poletayev (1967) to Ishlinskii (1938). To what

extent this was justified could not be ascertained because Ishlinski's reference is not

available.

~ Glagolev and Poletayev were both PhD's (or equivalent) at Moscow Institute of Auto-

motive Technology (Moskovskii Avtomechanicheskii Institut). Apparently, they did
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not think too highly of the semi-empirical solutions by their agricultural colleagues

since they did not quote them, referring instead to Maxwell and Reynolds, among a

few other notables of the theory.

In their study they considered the "upper layer which consists of soil and organic

matter;" they assumed that this layer of depth h (Figure 34) displays visco-elastic

properties defined by Maxwell's model (see Bekker 1956):

+ Z (170)

where r is stress; G is modulus of rigidity; g is viscosity; and z is the strain.

In the analysis of wheel problems, many simplifying assumptions were made:

* friction between the wheel and the soil 's constant,

* and does not affect stress-strain distribution.

* The problem is two-dimensional,

• sinkage is very small: therefore,

• the arc of the rim in contact with soil may be replaced by the

respective chord extended up to point A' (Figure 34).

The latter assumption led Glagolev and Poletayev to a very crude approximation of
wheel sinkage z at point x:

y

2 2
z _- -x2r (171)

which alone suggests that the solution of the problem must be biased with excessive

error. The authors also dismissed the slip. Thus the speed of movement of any wheel

point along x-x axis was: v - (r + h0 ) w. Since h0 was assumed small they further

simplified even this equation by assuming that v = r w . Then the time during which

the contact area BX acts upon the ground was:

t =b -x (172)
v

Soil strain z(x) at poin' X was represented i.n dimentionless form:

b2 x2
z(x) = 2 (173)

Now, from Figure 34, equations of equilibrium of forces are:

-W±N=O

F - S - (174)

M+Nt -Sr=0
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and,

N =W; S = F; F -Wt +M
r

Integration of equation (170) gives:

T (t) =Gz(t) - G z(t') e dt'
0

(176)
and, t

z(t)- r (t') dt'
0

where, T = g/G is the relaxation time. The stretch of soil, which enters into the
contact with the wheel at t = 0, looses that contact at the time tI = (a4b)/v. The soil
is then relieved of load; the final soil strain that remains upon wheel passage is:

I t1

z - TG ,1 f" (t') dt' (177)
0

From equation (171) and from the speed of deformation v:

2 2
z (x) - b -x vt (2b - vt) (178)z~x - 2 rh - 2 rh(18

and from equation (176)

2rh T ( - v (2bt - v_2) - e (2bt' - vt') dt' (179)
G - (b - 2)-T ,1

0

or

--- / b-x,
rhr(0A) (b + vT) (1 - e T )- (b - x) (180)

vTG

But the stress at point A is zero. Also OA4 ' -a; thus equation (180) gives:

i b+a (181)
(b + vT) - e-"P- - (b+a) =0

Summation of normal stresses on distance -a and b (Figure 34) produces:

b -b+a - 2
W azw 2 r(x)drx- (b +MvT) (a +b) -vT1 - (182)

-a18
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and from equations (182) and (181):

W= GwvT (b -a) (183)

O where w is the width of the wheel. Depth of the rut of the wheel h' was determined

from equation (177), considering strain z f
a+b

Zf 1 V r W (dt' I r (x) dx (184)
b TEv -a

and, considering the customary "coefficient" of rolling resistance (Figure 34)

Z W (185)

zf= 4T

or, in combination with equation (183):

-a2
Zf = _r (186)

Thus, sinkage h':

h = zfh = b -a (187)

In a similar manner, and in conjunction with equation (174), other forces, moments,

and the "coefficient of rolling resistance t "were defined.

It is suggested the reader draw his own conclusions as to the practicability of this

method, and its reliability in prediction of wheel performance. In this respect the

necessary field measurements of G and 1L also should be considered.

The discussed example shows that the Russian approach tried everything the others

have tried. The lack of any further information as to the use or even experimental

verification of the Glagolev and Poletayev's method indicates that it met the same

fate as that in the United States: it was forgotten in the profusion of impractical re-

search. For, the additional amount of work which that method required because of

additional idealizing assumptions could not compete for accuracy with less sophisticated

methods that deal directly with hard empirical facts.
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This lesson, however, even today is often overlooked by inexperienced researchers

in ground mobility and by the leadership lacking a strategic concept of that research.

A far more complex solution based on even less practical assumptions was, for

* example, recently attempted in this country with large expenditure of time and

computer monies (Dagan and Tulin, 1968). And as expected, the authors asked in

conclusion for more time and money, for "more and better experiments are necessary

(they said) in order to validate the theory... (though) theoretical results were compared

with some existing measurements and the agreement was generally satisfactory."

'Generally satisfactory" to whom? To the researcher? Maybe. But not to the engi-

neer who wants to optimize wheel performance for a variety of terrain and mission

variables, today - not in the unspecified future.

These words could have been spoken by a member of the Minsk School. Guskov of

Mi.nsk Institute of Technology, a contemporary to Glagolev and Poletayev, had worked

long on the optimization of parameters of agricultural tractors, and in the book

published on this subject (1966) by Mashinostroyenye (Machine Design) presented a

very conservative solution for the rigid wheel.

It started, among others, with references to Goriachkin, Babkov, Katsygin, Bekker,

and Sohne. Here the rigid wheel's force-geometry configuration was not much dif-

ferent from that by Letoshnev (1936). The fundamental change was the strong reaffirma-

tion of the Russian soil value system based on hyperbolic functions. Thus, instead

of the Bernstein-Letoohnev equation written in terms of rim path length t:

p =kin

Guskov used Katsygin's equation (see Chapter II):

kP= P A tan K (138)
KAtanh- pP(18

If the elementary rim area is dF = brda (Figure 35), then the normal elementary re-

action to wheel rim, dN, is:

, dN - pbrdry (189)
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Figure 35 Guskov's (1966) Force-soil Deformation Plan for a Rigid Wheel
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or it equation (199) is substituted:
dN=PK~brtanh kA- da(190)

PKA

Since r - y = rcos a (Figure 35), dy rsin ad a. But the length of the trajectory

on which point A moved is t ; hence dy = d t. cos a (compare Andreev, 1956), and

d= rtanada. Accordingly the length t of the path of point A is:

0
= r r tanrada =r ct (191)

Substitution equation (191) in equation (190) and integrating by substitution, and then

developing the result into series and taking only the first number of the series, Guskov

obtained wheel load W as follows:

00  kF.K A 2
W= brccs ap tanh L i. Cos a da a- kKAbr (tan a-slnain) (192)KA pKA o Co 6o

However, tan a = 7zr•-/(r-z) and sin afM-r/(r-z). Hence equation (192) was trans-
0

tormed in this form:

W K z/r K zvWr (193)

from which

z= ý3 2 (194)

Obviously equations (193) and (194) are equivalent to Bernstein-Letoshnev-Bekker

equations (see Bekker, 1956) which were deduced in the early thirties and fifties with

a much lesser mathematical manipulation, merely assuming that p = knzl Guskov's
using hyperbolic function. and then simplifying the result could not have given results

different from these earlier solutions. The same new complexity and yet the same

old solutions were involved in determining motion resistance R (Figure 35):

dR = dNsina (195)
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and,

frs l 0F kK A Co 0! ~2 (1 -.co s 0 ) 2 ( 1 6R- brsincapKA tanh rnos d kKAbr (196)

since cos = (r-z)/r:

=kKA br -z I kKA bz2 (197)

This again is nothing more than the Bernstein-Letoshnev-Bekker equation for motionkzn-1
resistance of the rigid wheel, at p = kz or p [(kc/b)+ k1 zn (compare Bekker,

1956, 1960).

Why Guskov chose in 1966 to "generalize" the solution with Katsygin's hyperbolic

function, and then to simplify the computations in order to arrive at a simple solution

which could have been developed by Letoshnev in 1936, can be explained by his desire

to move that 'tanh-solution" may be reduced to the old solution. The chance to

speculate in this respect was augmented by Guskov's own statement to the effect that

he developed:

'the hyperbolic tangent into a series and chose only the first member
of the series... (For) the error at the existing wheel loads and wheel
sinkages is no greater than 3%. "

Why then did he not use the Bernstein-Letoshnev-Be'ker mef+hod?

Work on tiacked tractor performance by Katsygin and Guskov (1968) continued the

same line of thought, as will be discussed in the chapter on tracks. However, this

time the authors did not resort to over-simplified integration of hyperbolic functions,

but implied the use of analog computers. If the cost involved was worth eliminating

the 3% error that would occur if they used the simpler 7ernstein-Letoshnev approach,

it was not discussed. The present author believes that the answer is nil unless the

same computer program was used very often. This could happen oniy if frequent

system analyses were performed.

Another reference by Guskov (1968) to the digital computer "Promin" used in a

parametric evaluation of tractors, based again on hyperbolic tangent functions, seems

. to indicate that at least the Central Institute of Agricultural Machinery has embarked

upon parametric evaluations of wheel-soil systems, using Katsygin's soil valiAes when

computers became available.
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II
Surprisingly, however, the book by automotive engineers Vasiliev, Dokuchayeva, and

Utkin - Linbovtsov (1969) published by Moscow's Mashinostroyenye (Machine Design)

reviewed the theory of locomotion as developed by Letoshnev (1936) and Bekker (1960).

, The authors performed very extensive tests and concluded:

"these (tests) have shown that it is advisible to use Bekker's equations.
His formulae are simpler and appear to be more general than the others,
for instance, equations by V. V. Katsygin...

Thus there exists an evident difference of opinion between the Minsk School and the

Automotive School as represented by the Scientific Technical Automobile Institute

(NATI), Moscow Automotive and Motor Institute (MAMI), and the Federal Institute

for Mechanization (VI Me).

What is at stake in this difference of opinion among the two Russian Schools? What is

at stake in similar differences among the American researchers? A detailed answer

to this question requires a separate study. Such a study was partially performed by

Schuring (1968) who has clearly shown what the real issue is. In his classic disserta-

tion, which commanded expertise and imagination, he analyzed the predictive merits

of various wheel theories proposed by a number of authors between 1913 and 1968.

The present author added theories of Letoshnev and Margolin, and Guskov's wheel

theory (the latter based on the simplified Katsygin soil value system). The results

are shown in Table 21 in terms of unit motion resistance f versus ratio z/r of wheel

sinkage z to wh&,-ý! rdius r.

Two types of soil were considered: n = 1 (sand) and n = 0 (soft plas . clay). The value

of f equal to R/W was calculated from formulae presented by various researchers,

at various times. The references were ordered chronologically. Solutions that did

not yield themselves to an explicit formulation in terms of a constant and z/r ratio

were not discussed (Andreev, 1956; Janosi, 1963; Sitkei, 1966). Solutions by Matsepuro

and Yanushkevich (1961) (including slip by Vernikov (1940) ) and Glagalev and Poletayev

(1967) (including speed) could not be compared directly; some of them fall in ti-e same

category as those by Gutyar (1955) and Schuring (1968), i. e., consider the partial

recovery of ground deformation after the wheel passage. In Table 21 such recovery

was assumed to be negligible, which cor, esponds to rigid wheels at sinkage that has

a real significance. Gutyar's solution was not included. The merits of the other

solutions were discussed in the preceding pages.
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Table 21

Researcher Soil Remarks
Sand Plastic Clay

Bernstein (1913) f = 0. 60Gv-7 n = 0. 5

Letoshnev (1936) f =0.52r7-Tr- f= 0.69/z7

Gruzdev (1944) f 0. 53/z/r- Corresponds
to nI = I

Garbari (1948) f 0. 53 V-zr Corresponds
ton= I

Bekker (1956, 1960) f = 0.53/•Tr f =0.71/-r-

Uffelman (1961) n/a f = 0. 71/z7,

Margolin (1961) f = 0. 69 / " f = 1. 02 /izi Methodological
origin unknown

Guskov (1966) f = 0. 53/v'i f = 0. 71,/"z/" For simplified
Katsygin
solitions

McRae (1967) f = 0. 71 v-_ _ _

Schuring (1968) f = 0. 71 fzr-

Table 21 shows that in spite of the variety of approaches betveen 1913 and 1968 all

the eq,,rtlor, 1x'--rdir< "otion --^':stance of a rigid wb,h'l have praticallv the same

predictive power. As Schuring (1968) observed, for non-rebounding soils at practically

significant sinkages, "the maximum deviation from the average coefficient of rolling

resistance

f = 0.62 /•-r

is not more than : 15%. This remark does not consider the Margolin formula which

slightly increases the deviation.

Uut what are the deviations in soil properties even in the same area? What are the

changes in n-values due to meteorological conditions? Experience indicates that

3 they may be, and most frequently are, so great as to make the ± 15% variation band

tot.-ly insignificant. What good is it '.hen to mak., a more accurate equation? Table 21
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indicates that for practical purposes the attainable level of predictive accuracy of

rigid wheel formulae has been reached; it is unlikely that future research could in-

crease, that accuracy at a reasonable cost.

It seems that top Russian researchers realize this. If they cultivate the divergency

of opinion between the automotive and agricultural engineers, their disagreement is

tempered by the agreement in a basic school of thought. We certainly should try to

avoid our costly controversies, for the prize is not worth the effort, particularly

where the school of thought is lacking. This does not imply that no more research is

needed. It simply means that first a professional research strategy should be

established in order to avoid the pitf2lls when trying to reach more accuracy at an

exorbitant cost, where it does little good (Bekker, 1969).

Pneumatic Tires

Pneumatic tires for off-road locomotion appeared much later than the rigid wheels.

In addition, the engineers were more preoccupied with tire life than with the mathe-

matics of its performance in soft soils. For this reason tire theories appeared late.

Thus, Avtotraktornyi Spravochnik (edited by Kristi, 1938) was concerned only with

the rigid wheel, even without considering soil properties as such. Application of

pneumatic tires was only sketchily mentioned. The United States was the first to

foster some sort of a systematic tire testing (McKibben et al., 1939, 1940).

The U. S. S. R. was late. Although tests were performed before World War H the

first recognition of a need for the tire theory appeared in 1948, as far as could be

ascertained from the Editors' note published in Siel'khozmashina (Agricultural

Machinery):

"the problem of rational use of pneumatic tires with agricultural
machinery now appears to be timely. Material published (in this
magazine) gives the designer a method of calculation of tire per-
formance in various conditions of agriculture, and shows for
which kind of equipment pneumatic tires are economical and
technically sound. The Editors request the designers, specialists,
and scientific workers for contributions to be published in this
magazine."

This invitation followed a theoretical article by Omelianov (1948) of the Federal

R&D Institute for Agricultural Machinery (VISHOM).
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Numerous experitaents performed by VISHOM with pneumatic tires since 1935 led

Omelyanov to the proposal of what appears to be the first tire theory. The brief

outline of the theory is as iollows.0
Resultant V of vertical reactions of a hard road is located at distance, a, from wheel

axis, in the direction of motion, thus creating a moment of resistance (Figure 36).

This moment is overcome by pulling force P and the frictioral forces F'S between

the tire and the road. Omelianov assumed that the motion resistance R, or its

equivalent pulling force P, is expressed on a hard ground by the function:

P =f (Wp bDmt) (198)

where mt depends on tir-e structure. In order to determine that function for a given

tire the author applied dimensional analysis:

P = N(W p D) = const Wa pp D1y (199)

or, dimensionally:

(kg) = (kg) y (kg/cm) 2 (cm) (200)

Hence:

Y + f=(201)

y- 2p =0

Solution of two equations (201) with three unknowns required experimental determina-
tion of one of them. VISHOM found statistically that o• varies between 1. 15 and 1. 57,

and thiat the mean was ' = 4/3. Thus from equaLions (201) • = -1/3, and y -2•,3.

Hence:

R1 =p C2 3  W4 /pD 2  (202)

where C is the constant of equation (199).
2

Experiments with various tires gave the following values for C2:

Table 22

Tuies No. of Ply 2

36.50- 20 6 0.054 to 0.072

6.00- 16 4 0.055 to 0.080

7.50- 28 6 0.064 to 0.076
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Figure 36 Omnelianuv's (1948) Force-deformation Plan for a Pneumatic Tire
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As mentionea Deiore, equation (Zu/ appiies to nara grouna. in order to determine

motion resistance of rut making in soft ground, Omelianov performed tests in a sand

bin. These showed that for a given wheel and soil:

R" = const. WO

R" = const. pp

and that a = 1, and P = 1/3.

Next he assumed that besides the tire properties, Bernstein-Letoshnev ground

properties k(kg/cm 3) also enter into the picture. Accordingly, soft ground motion

iesistapie R" was expressed as:

R"= f (W p k D) = const (W px k7 D ) (203)

and,

S+ V 1 (204)

-2 ,t + 6 =-0

With experimental values of a = 1 and • = 1/3, other exponcnts were determined

from equation (204): y = -1/3 and 6 -1/3. After denoting the constant in equation

(203) by C1 , Omelianov finally obtained:

3
R"- =C 1 W 3757k- (205)

The value of coefficient C1 was not given. Instead Omelianov produced empirical

coefficients of motion resistance f = R'/W for stubble and the 7. 50 - 20 tire, assuming

that f = C1

Table 23

f W

0. 067 - 0. 100 400 kg

0.054 to 0. 095 700

0.068 to 0. 096 1000

A short analysis of a driven wheel followed Omelianov's theory. The larger f-values

corresponded to higher inflation pressures p, which were varied within 1 to 3

atmospheres.
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The inadequacy of Omelianov's theory was obvious- its weakness lay in the "constants'

CI and C2 , which are not constant at all but dependent on numerous parameters of

soil-tire system.

On 'he other hand, if simple empirics developed at the same time in the United States

by McKibben and his followers is considered, then Omelianov's work emerges as a

first rational, though primitive, approach to tire analysis.

It is interesting to note that Omelianov's theory was the only one as far as it could be

ascertained, which was started with dimensional analysis. The contemporary work

in the United States by Nuttall (see, Chapter XI in the reference. by Bekker, 1956)

went much further and deeper in that respoct, though it was originally concerned with

a rigid wheel only. The Russians thus far did not use dimensional analysis in wheel

research, which will be discussed later.

Collective work on automobile theory published sometime after 1948 (exact information

is lackinv. since only an incomplete copy of the book is available) was concerned with

tire hysteresis, but assumed the force scheme shown in Figure 36 and the rolling

resistance moment V a.

The same work in a chapter on tractor theory was concerned with rigid wheels and

Bernstein-Letoshilev thecry. This indicates further that Omelianov's was the first

to attempt theorizing on tires.

As in America the Russian Automotive engineers preferred testing to theorizing. For

example Briuhovets (1957) described a laboratory and field experiment which Waterways

Experiment Station (WES) ran in a laboratory almost a decade later (Powell and Green,

1965). A typical read-out of his experiments was shown below:

Tire Infl. Deformation Tire Rolling Road Motion Slip, Soil Pene- Soil
Load Press. Tire Soil Def. on Stat. Dyn. Resis- Effi- tration Moisture

I Concrete tance ciency Pressure Content

These tests led to the recommendation for changing standard field test procedures

GOST 7057-54. The experiments involved no theory but reached a practical goal in

establishing techniques for field testing. What WES experiments have achieved is

unknown to this writer.
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A simimar approacn to the saine prooilin was made later by vasitevich 11959ý. though

he used a more sophisticated mathematical apparatus for evaluation of experimental

data. Omelianov was not quoted. Bernbtein was referred to under the disguise of

O "Goriachkin formula," Both Lvov of Russia (1952) and Heyde of East Germany (1957),

who did not contribute anything to tire theory, also were quoted for courtesy reasons,

it seems.

This state of affairs may be partially understood when realizing that the tire itself

was little known, from an applied mechanics viewpoint. As a result Poletaev and

Kolobov (1959) complained in an agricultural magazine that

"thus far there are no accurate analytical methods for determination
of load carrying capacity of tires, "

and proceeded with more experiments. But Ageikin (1959) of the Automotive Research

Institute (NATI) was the first who decided that the time had come for the development

of more generalized analytical expressions which would encompass all the important

soil-tire parameters. To this end he experimented with thin-walled tires (no tread)

and established the following points:

0 tire flattens in mid-portion of the ground contact area;

0 for optimum inflation pressure, tire profile widens in

ground contact area, 20 to 30%;

0 mean pressure in the flattened portion of the tire depends

little on soil properties, and is primarily defined by tire

pi'operties:

P = Pinfl C3 + p

where C3  0. 9 to 1. 0. and P' = 0. 4 to 0. 7 (see equation 34).

0 ground pressure in the curved portions of the tire depends

on the depth of sinkage, following Letoshnevrs equation: p = kzn

This equation also is apr'ic-ible to high pressure tires, when

no flattening of the ground contact area occurred.

On the basis of these assumptions Ageikin proposed the following solution. Equilibrium

between tire load W and ground pressure p acting upon the flattened quasi-eliptical
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ground contact areas s. Thown in the shaded surfaces in Figure 37 may be expreised

by equation:

W = j p [ t•b - 0. 4 (LB - ,b) ] (208)

The symnbols were explained either on the drawing or in the symbol index. Coefficient

is a ratio of p to the average pressure of the curved zones of the tire. This value

was reproduced after Ageikin on Figure 38 in terms of 2z/(r + r'), where r' is the

radius of the tire side under load (compare Rotta in Bekker, 1956).

In equation (208), it was s 3sumed for the sake of simplicity that the ground contact

areas are elliptical segments. Sinkage z was defined from equations (207) and

Bernsteinian p = kzn:

- 1/n p C3 + Pc 1/nz .-- =k(209)

which is identical to Bekker's equaU'on independently developed at the same time

(Bekker, 1960).

The width of the Pat ground contact area b and radius r' change as a function of

radial deformation A (see Rotta in Pekker, 1956, and Figure 371):

h = A -r' (1 +cosY)

BF= b + 2r' sin y (210)

U = b +2r' (7 -)

where U is the perimeter of the tire profile, which was assumed constant since the

tire does not stretch much under the load. Width of the curved ground contact area,

for z Z- r' was expressed by equation (Figure 37):

B =b +2 V2 r'z - z2 (211)

and for z > r'

B z-b 2 r' " (212)

Length of the ground contact area for the flat and curved tire portions may be derined

' also from Figure 37:

!2 • 2r .N - L\2 (213)
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Figure 37 Ageikin"E; (1959) Load V~eformation Plan
F or a P -neur ?tic T ire 
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Figure 38 Relation Between Coefficient ý-and
the Ration z/r + r' (Ageikln, 1959)
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LA=2 22r (z + A) - (z + A) 2  (214)

When determining radial deformation A of the tire, and the grounI contact area, ao. a function of load and ground deformation z, Ageikin recommended the following steps:

* determine z from equation (209);

0 assuming A and solving equations (210), determine

b and r';

0 solving equations (211), (213), (214), and (208), define

B, L, -t, and W;

* upon determining W for the assumed A's, plot relation-

ship A = f(W) and find A, which corresponds to the

postulated wheel load Wp

* reiterate the process and finc b, t, B, and L for W .

Figure 39 shows in solid lines thc, exper'mental rviationship between 6 and pi, and

the calculated one - in interrupted lines. The method apparently is quite satisfactory

in the investigation of the tire with deflection larger than 8% for any ground which can

be defined with equat'ca p = hzn. Nete that case (d) refers to a two-layer soil which

does not yield itself directly to Lie investigation of means of p = kzn equation (Bekker,
1969). Apparently Ageikin used some sort of extrapolation which, however, was

not specified.

Figure 40 shows analysis of tire behavior for various unloaded tire diameters D and
profile width B'. Interestingly enough, Agekin's 1959 article was only concerned

with tire and rut geometry. It appears to have been the first part of a. work which

later continued along the previously discussed lines.

The second article by Ageikin (1960) was preceded by Bekker's (1960) publication of
tire theory, and reflected the same basic thought, but was broadened by the treatment

of a complete vehicle instead of a single tire. Some additional empirical refinements
r : worth attention and lead to better results than those achieved in the U. S.

Although Ageikin did not refer to the book by Bekker, not only his basic assumptions
but also the denotation of slip deformation by the letter "j" appears to have been

borrowed from the American work. The j-denotation appears to be particularly a
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F]igure 39 Experimental and theoretical relationship between +ire deflection
A and inflation pressure pi after Ageikin (1959) for 12. 00 - 18
and 14. 00 - 18 tires.
(a) dry sand; n = 1: k = 0.52; W = 1520 kg
(b) Chernozem field: n = 0. 5; k •- 1; W - 1520 kg
(c) wet, stirred sand: n = 1. 5; k= 0. 075; W = 1500 kg
(d) wet, heavy loam: n = 0; k = 0. 64 to depth of 9. 5 cm, and

n = 1; k = 0. 44 at depth below 9.5 cm; W = 1000 kg.
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strong proof of American influence, because the Russian engineers always used their

own symbols, most often written in the Cyrillic or Greek letters. Hence, only an

extraordinary coincidence would define the shear deformation in a Russian text by the1 * same letter of the latin alphabet as that used in an American book* Ageikin's defini-

tion of the cdraWbar pull and motiorn resistance of the tire further indicates his close

following of progress in the U. S. A. The main theme this time was the selection of

inflation pressure for tires with adjustable pressure.

Again tre bearing capacity was determined as shown in equation (208) and Figure 37.

Equation p = kzn was incorporated at the outset. Surprisingly, coefficients 0.5 and

0. 4 instead of 0.. 6 and 0. 4 were used,** apparently as a result of new experimental

evidence:

W= kz [,b (1 - 0. 5 ) +0. 4 LB (215)

No explanation for this change was given. Equatim (215) refers to a single tire. For

an N-wheel vehicle weighing W and having an even axle load distribution:

+kz~gn 6 A (216)Wn-- (N Ir/4) kzn [ t,b (1 - 0. 5r) + 0. 4 LB ] + k(z - hg)n IýI 216

where h is ground clearance of the part of vehicle body interfering with the ground.g
A' is the size of the interfering part and 6F is the form coefficient of that part,

which in case of a rectangle equals a unit.

To determine soil thrust H, Coulomb's formula was used for the first time in the

Russian tire studies, as far as could be ascertained:

I - c + p tan (D (217)

max

and the triangular or quasi-triangular shear stress distribution was assumed by Ageikin

in conformity with Bekker (1956) and Sbhne (1956).

Rxlisti (1936) used to denote slip deformation by a multiple of b.

** Transformation of equations (208) and (215) gives, respectively, W-(T p/4) [0, 6 ztb
0 .40.4zLB IandW=(17p/4)[0.3z tb f0.4zLB]
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The geometry of the ground contact area was defined as in equations (211), (213),1.

(214), and in abbreviation (Figures 37 and 40), it was denoted by:
I O b = BIB

(218)

r' =e 2 B

where a and a2 are manufacturer's tire coefficients which at 35% of maximum

tire deflection are a1 = 0. 79 and a2 = 0, 228.

The order of solving the equations was recommended by Ageikin as follows:

* determine .t, b, r' from equations (123) and (218);

* for a certain number of assumed values of z, determine L and

B from equations (211) and (214). A' has to be assumed in

accordance with vehicle design data. Then, Wn may be determined

from equation (216):

* construe graph z = f (Wn), and

a for admissible sinkage z, select proper L, B.

Motion resistance R of the vehicle is composed of iwo ,)rts: 1) drag Ra produced by

the axles if z > hg, and 2) drag. due to rutmaking Rc. Then:

R = Ra + Rc (219)

The expression for Ra was proposed by Ageikin in the following form:

RF =fzk(z-h ) hg) 1A
ag n + A r J(220)

where7 1 is a coefficient of form of the lower part of the vehicle body. B1 is the

width of the swath produced by the lower part of the vehicle body, in the ground.

For the vehicles GAZ-63 and ZIL-157 the values of 6 F and 1 were given in Table 24:

Table 24

n 6 F I1

0 1.00 0.75
0.5 0.85 0.65

21.0 0.75 0.60
1.5 0.68 0.55
2.0 0.62 0. 50
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Soil compaction drag was expressed by equation:

k n+l
- z](B'- (221)

where 13 is a coefficient of curvature of side walls of the tire as shown in rigure 41

!r2 is a parameter which involves the deviation of ground deformation from the vertical
,compaction. For zero slip:

z2 sin - 222 z

ki accordaace with references by Bekker (1956, 1960) and adding metal-soil friction,

Ageikin assumed that the soil thrust of the vehicle was:

H = NF (1 -) 4a W P (223)

where NF is the total ground contact area (see equation 208 divided by ground

pressure p).

Vehicle loai W' is only that part of the weight which rests on the wheels, j.. •.n

W1n = Wn - 6F kNF (z - hg)n (224)

Value ' 4 in equation (223) is the ratio of the area of the tread which remains in touch

with the ground, to the total ground contact area of the tire. Ar is the coefficient of

friction between soil and rubber; 'aver is expressed by equation (217) modified as

siown below.

Ageikin considered the triangular load distribution p and its variation with soil type

(Bekker, 1956; S6hne, 1956). As a result of his own experimentation he proposed,

however, an average shear stress raver in accordance wIth equation:

aver (c + ptanq, ) (225)

wherc,5 is a ratio of 'rmax/raver at slip i° = 5 to 10%, which corresponds to shear

CL- length j = 25 to 50mm, for ground contact length of 40 to 60 cm. Combining equations

(223), (224), and (225) gives:
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Figure 41 Ageikin's (1960) Coefficient of Tire Side
Wall Curvature
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H(N+W'tano) + W' i (226')
n n

Direct comparison of equations (219) and (226) provides the answer as to whether the

vehicle will go or not, or how it will go, in accordance with the formula:

DP=H-R (227)

This method provides a parametric tool for selection of the ground contact areas

and inflation pressure.

Note that the parameters involved enable the designer to define, for the postulated

DP, the following values.

0 Tire width B'

0 tire diameter D

• tire deflection A,

considering such vehicle values as

0 ground clearance hg
0 vehicle weight W

• undercarriage structure A' and 6F9

and soil values

* internal soil friction D

* cohesion c

* "externial" soil friction •r

0 Bernstein-Letoshniv modulus of deformation k

0 exponent of deformation n.

The work by Ageikin represents thus far the most comprehensive parametric analysis

of a pneumatic tired vehicle; it was based on the existing knowledge which was subject

to attempted refinement by the introduction of a number of empirical corrective co-

efficients, based on actual vehicle tests. In this maner a pragmatic engineering

approach was further enhanced by the Russian automt. ive engineers.

The Minsk School apparently did not f'& - a similar course of action. In Vol. VII
of "Voprosy... " Matsepuro and Yan ,.h (1961) reproduiced only sketch generalities

on tire pressure distribution from Bekker (1956) and So~hne (i958), both quoted in

the bibl)iography.
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In the meantime, me Research & Deveiopment Automotive institute (NAMI) and the

Moscow Institute of Technology named after Baurnian (MVTU im Baumana) conducted

extensive experimental work on "super" tires similar to American rolligons. In this

program Vlasov and Kuperman (1961) reported among the others, the drawbar pull of

tracks ZIL and GAZ equipped with such tires on snow and soil. The main objective

of the tests, however, was the life of tires which apparently just went into production.

Interestingly, however, the comparison of vehicle speeds equipped with standard and

rolligon tires developed in snow 30-35 cm deep also was reported:

Table 25

Speed, km/h
Vehicle Standard Tire Rolligon Tire

ZIL 164 0.85 9.87

GAZ 51 0.51 2.7

ZIL 151 3.80

In a similar work performed under engineers of NAMI, Semenov and Armaderov

(1961) tested rolligon tires of 1140x700 size (Ya 14bA), using ZIL-150 truck with

front wheels equipped with standard 260-20" tires (Russian nomenclature). The

objectives oi these tests were to:

• Determine motion resistance of the complete vehicle in varicus

terrain types, as a function of inflation pressure

* Compare vehicle performance with standard and rolligon tires

in various tr:;am conditions, including snow

* Determine moments on the driving and driven axles.

One of the int.eresting highlights of the extensive tests was the optimization of inflation

pressure for the minimum driving torque as a function of the depth of snow cover.

The result was shown in Figure 42.

It may be deduced from this figure that the .inimum driving torque occurs at approxi-

mately 1 atni. , for all the snow covers. Hcwex,_, the effect of inflation pressure

lessens with the increase of snow depth. This was exT.I&&'"-d by the appearance -nd

increase of snow ploughing bý ",e front bumper, and the other protruding parts of

the vehicle.3t
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L Fig-.re 42 Driving Torque of ZIL-iSO on snow of 700, 500 and
330 mm depth at various inflation pressures in
rolligon tires. (Semenov and Armaderorv, 1961.
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The tests illustrate how misleading may be an analysis of single tires, performed

in soil bins; they stress the need for a study of the whole system, which undoubtedly

affected first the development of a theory of the tire, and next, of the whole vehicle,

0 as shown by Ageikin (1964).

Numerous tests by Semenov and Armaderov led to the determination of empirical

equations for driving torque of the tested vehicle as a function of inflation pressure

and terrain type. Thus for pressures p = 0. 2 to 1. 0 atm., and for dry sand:

T = 1407 p2 - 1690 Pi + 9 3 3  (228)

For grass-covered field to depth of 20 to 30mm with loam subsoil of bearing capacity

22approximately 20 kg/cm 2, and moisture 10 to 14%:
T=469 P 2 -900 p, +721 (229)

for ploughed, tilled field of chernozem type:

T =656 pi 2 - 1100 p. +345 (230)

The equations quoted above, although based on interpolation and seemingly insufficient

soil value definition, again illustrate the pragmatic engineering methodology which

characterized the introduction of the new tires.

Similar work also was performed by the Bauman Institute of Technology in Moscow

(MVTU). A strong team of doctorial candidates published another paper on phenomena

of moving rolligon type tires on hard and soft gound with particular interest in snow

(Bocharov et al., 1961).

L• this case, 24" x 36" x 6" rolligons were tested in cooperation with the Scientific

Research Institute for Tire Industry (NIl Sh P), on a special 4x4 experimental vehicle.

A sample of interesting results was shown itt Figure 43, wh -h shows that rolling

resistance of the rear tires is smaller than front tires. Although theoretically ex-

plainable. this experimental finding again stresses the importance of a vehicle study

in addition, if not instead of, the studyý of the single wheel.

In spite of this truism, most of the domestic vehicle laboratories have been concerned

more with single wheels than with vehicles. As a result, no th_,eory of a coniplet.Ž
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. Figure 43 Relation between the coefficients of motion
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tires (Bocharov et al., 1961).
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soil-vehicle system has ever been outlined beyond the preliminary attempt by Bekker

(1969 a) ahd by the Russian investigators whose work will be discussed later, in a

chronological sequence.

The rolligon type tires were in the early sixties quite a radical and sensational de-

parture from standard tires, and everyone concerned was testing them. Hence

Siliukov (1962) of the Ural Institute for Forest Technology (ULTI) also investigated

the application of new tires to the logging vehicle MAZ -501, in snow conditions; the

vehicle was equipped with 1300 x 750 tires, model Ya-169. Tests were performed

in loose 50 cm deep snow with modulus of deformation k = 0. 2 gr/cm3 on the surface,

and k = 0.03 gr/cm3 at 20 cm depth. The snow was dry, since the temperature was

-11 0 C. Among other items, the author was interested in snow compaction and in the

variation of motion resistance of the vehicle with compaction. Figure 44 shows a

typical result. Very neat conservative engineering essay backed by wealth of other

measurements and observations.

Armaderov and Semenov (1962) of NAMI followed their previous work (see Semenov

and Armaderov, 1961) with further studies of rolligon type tires. Their extensive

article is a further elaboration of mobility of trucks equipped with rolligon and

standard tires. A sample wealth of information collected was shown in Figure 45,

which displays the relationship between motion resistance of truck GAZ-51 equipped

with tires, model 1-213 (1000 x 600), as a function of slip on a sandy ground. The

lesson was that a too low inflation pressure does not pay off - a fact that was previously

explained theoretically (Bekker, 1960).

This short review of work by the Russian engineers in the early sixties indicates

their extensive preoccupation with pneumatic tires of all sizes. The Russian trans-

lation by Fenkin (1962) of Bekker's acticles (1959-1960) published in Machine Design

may have influenced their further research, as implied by the doctorial candidates

of Bauman Institute of Technology who again published under the auspices of NIUShP

more experimental data on pneumatic tires and presented perhaps a first document

that included Bernstein-Letoshnev soil measurements for tires obtained by means

of the Reviakin instrument.

2
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This document by Bocharov et al. (1963) now became more specific than the previous

article by the same authors on the same subject (Bocharov et al., 1961). Although

Bocharov et al. basically expanded their old data bank, they become more emphatic

b in respect to the need for a better soil definition; now a theoretical approach to the

problem became not only feasible but also more desirable.

Some impetus in that direction appears also to have come from agricultural engineers,

when Shavlov (1963) of VIMe (All Russian Institute for Mechanization) published an

article about soil bin testing of a pneumatic tire, in loose ground. In the introduction

he thus characterized the state of the art;

:•... • these studies lack methods which would enable one to determine
directly, in the field, the optimum ground pressure. There also is a lack
of the consideration of the effect of speed, moisture and strength of soil,
as well as of surface microprofile, upon the motion resistance, rut depth
and tfre deformation. "

This criticism, however, only led to single-wheel laboratory tests that were almost

identical to those performed earlier in the United States (Bekker, 1960). As a result,

Shavlov proposed a 'new" equation for the critical inflation pressure. This pressure

was defined as a limit above which the bottom of the rut is convex instead of remaining

flat, i. e., when the wheel behaves as a rigid one:

Pcrit = k 4D P (231)

it 4b D

How this equation was deduced, was not shown. It is obvious, however, that it is a

derivative of Bekker's (1960) equation for critical pressure based on the same definition,

if it is assumed that n = 1.

What was new in Savlov's work, however, was an experimental determination of

optimum pressure p opt based on pcrit' in the following form:

Popt = Pcrit (0. 3 to 0. 4) (232)

Obviously equation (232) must have been obtained from tests with sandy soil (n t- 1).

Study of speed, moisture, and surface roughness effects were reported in experimental

data. Ageikin's (1959) and Zheligovskii's (1960) books on pneumatic tires were
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referred to in a three-point list. In spite ot the bi 3vity, Shavlov's paper appears,

to have spurred a more theoretical approach, because of his critique of the state

of the art.

Thus, Ageikin's theory was tried when Russian automobile engineers conducted

(between 1963 and 1964) extensive soft ground testing of 14. 00-20 tires with 4, 6,

8, and 10 plys. These were performed on a 6 x 2 truck under the auspices of MVTU

Institute named after Bauman. The measurements included (Ffliushkin, 1964):

0 coefficient of motion resistance f

0 coefficient of adhesion p a

0 coefficient of towed rolling resistance f

all at optimum inflation pressure. As a result, coefficients of efficiency of t- arious

tires in soft grounds were determined. Total motion resistance was considered from

the viewpoint of energy spent on ground deformation, tire deflection, and motion re-

sistance on the asphalt. Ground consistency was defined in terms of plate penetration

test.

Since, at low sinkage, tire stiffness may play a more important role than soil compac-

tion, Petrov (1966), also from MVTU, investigated internal tire losses and a method

of their determination.

The introduction of wide profile tires expanded the test programs. Their objective

was on the economy. The tests were performed by the Automotive Research Institute

(NAMI) under Armaderov et al. (1964). Vehicles Mark ZIL and GAZ were used. Fuel

consumption and statistics of stress distribution under road shocks were recorded.

Various types of terrain were included in the measurement of drawbar pull. But the

reliability of the vehicles was the main target, rather than tire performance.

However, Strokov (1964), a graduate of Timiriazyev Sielskhoz. Academy, did interest-

ing work on tire theory. In particular, he studied energy E 1 spent on tire deflection

and E 2, on soil deformation, using a somewhat academic language in order to express

rather simple facts.

IThe most interesting, and perhaps still underestimated part, of his work was based

on the ingenious hypothesis by Academician V. A. Zheligovski. The latter assumed
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that the minimum expenditure of work to roll a driven wheel with pneumatic tires,

in soft ground, occurs whenever the work spent for soil deformation is equal to the

work for tire deformation. The hypothesis was reportedly confirmed by Asanov

(1962) and Strokov. It enables one to select optimum inflation pressure for the given

soil, thus supplementing work by Shavlov (1963).

According to the simplified reasoning by Strokov, take the functions E = fl(p) and

E2 = f2 (p) which presuppose no carcass stiffness. The function:

E1 + E2 = f1 (p) + f2 (p)

has a minimum (with monotonic increase or decrease of both members), when

f = f2 ; then

fl (p) = 0/f 2 (p) (233)

To test the hypothesis, Strokov used Omelianov's equation (206), which as previously.

explained is composed of two parts: the first expressing the energy loss in soil

deformation, and the second in tire deflection:

E1 + E2 = t [ C1 W (Pi/kD) 1/3 + C2 (W4//PiD2 ) 1/3 (234)

where t, is a unit of length.

Accordingly, assuming that equation (233) is valid, the minimum energy expenditure

will take place only then, when:

t C1W(Pi/kD)1/3 = -tC2 (W 4/piD 2) I/,3 (235)

hence, the optimum inflation pressure Popt is:

3

r(C 2  "c (236)

Strokov rerorted that Gutgar (19531 arrived at the same expression by differentiating

eqoation (234) and equating the derivative to zero in order to determine the minimum

Sof E + E,,. Figure 46 shows the energy balance for a driven tire 11.00 - 38.
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It is unfortunate that Zheligovski's hypothesis was forgotten for more than 10 years

until Strokov brought it back to the attention of the engineering world.

0 In the meantime, prolific students of pneumatic tires from the Moscow Bauman

Institute of Technolbgy (MVTU) and Automotive Research Institute (NAMI) produced

more experimental data in dbfiance of any theoretical reasoning. Nevertheless the

data bank by Bocharov et al. (1964) has a great value for analyses of tire mechanics

per se: information primarily contains data on static and dynamic "roliing" radius

vs driving moments, on both soft and hard ground, based on field tests.

At the same time the representatives of the Minsk School were systematically evolving

a tire theory based on the assumption that an elastic wheel may be substituted with a

rigid wheel of an appropriate size. The substitute size depends on tire size, its

rigidity, and on the Bernstein-Letoshnev soil value system. Thus, they (Guskov,

Kuzmenko, and Badalov, 1964) deduced for a tire, a motion resistance equation

which structurally was similar to that for a rigid wheel.

Their theory was discussed in conjunction with soil-value problems in Chapter II,,

and it is suggested the reader see equations (47) to (51).

The theoretical solution for soil thrust acting upon a tire, which also -.-.as introduced,

appears to be somewhat artificial and is of unknown origin. The autho, o start with

modified Couloinbian equation of unit thrust:

S= (c + p tano ) i7j (237)

which was discussed in connection with the rigid wheel (see equation (164)). The

cohesive component of thrust was then expressed by formula:

Hc = c ( 0-.0 25 D Ai ) (238)

and the frictional component:

H = c t /13'- (0. 66 + 0. 125 i lb--7j) tano (239)

0 0

where j = r I 1 io; al is the front end ground contact angle as denoted on Figure 25.

Total tire thrust H v:as assumed as: H - H + Hc •

Dmrnensianal structure of equations (238) and (239) is obscure.
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This treatment of the problem certainly was the first approach by the Minsk School

to elastic wheels; it was brief, unclear, and incomplete. The bulk of information on

this subject dealt with empirics not much different from that reported previously, but

* contains much practical information on tire selection for agricultural tractors.

Since the mechanics of the tire itself was not quite well defined, work in this area.

progressed steadily (Nadezhdin 1964). However, with the growing need for theoretical

solution of tire-soil interaction, additional soil-tire theories were appearhig too.

Thus, work by Kosharnyi (1966) published in the proceedings of the Ukranian Institute

of Mechanization and Electrification of Agriculture is of interest, and has P. certain

significance, although it differed little from previous theories. Kosharnyl quoted

5 references, of which one referred to Ageikin (1959) and two to Bekker (1956,

1959-60).

His theory of a pneumatic tire was thus based on the assumptions of Coulomb

r = c + ptan o and Bernstein-Letoshnev soil-values: p = kzn. The profile of the

deflected tire also was practically the same as in the quoted references. (It is

known today that this was not quite correct, see Bekker, 1969. ) The only tangible

refinement introduced by Kosharnyi was the effect of soil friction along the lateral

tire walls. In all probability this was of little significance.

The article was written in pretentious language which obscured the simplicity of the

issue. It did not refer to Belorussian Institute of Mechanization and Electrification

of Agriculture. Apparently it was a long way from Kiev to Minsk.

The basic line of Kosharnyi's thought was not new, as mentioned before, and the

motion resistance was assumed to be:

R = kzn dF (240)
IF

soil thrust:

H = r T dF (241)

orawbaxr pull:

DP --, R (242)
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All these values w~irp expressed per unit load, i.e., in terms of A T = H/W, f = R/W,

and j a = DP/W.

The main problem was to determine the distribution of stresses r and p = kzn

along the flattened bottom portion of the tire, the round front portion, and the side

walls of two cross-sectional forms: round and/or trapezodial. The same problem

existed with the definition of corresponding load surfaces, F's.

It is probably of little interest to follow Kosharnyi's arithmetic and geometry as well

as the simplifying assurrnpilos he mide in order to solve equations (240) to (242).

The practically insolvable complexity of similar equations, documented somewhat

later by Schuring (1968), was known to the author. As a matter of record, see the

solutions of equation (240W, for a tire with rounded side walls, and n = 1:

f = (Fo/W) 0.5 kz (1 + 1.6 •") (243)

where •' is a coefficient introducing the augmentation of the area of rut cross-section,

due to the expansion of the lateral tire profiel. F is the width b of the tire ground
0

contact area multiplied by sinkage z: F° = bz. Coefficient i'' was defined as:

:•'=(4/'3) , " b -(244')

and was only defined as an "empirical coefficient" which determines the height

of rounded up side walls sunken in the ground. Since the definition of load surfaces

and projection of stresses in equation (241) was considered too difficult (the author

complicated the issue by introducing grouser effectO, Kosharnyi depended on experi-

mental nt-asurements or assumed the old solution (Bekker, 1960):

AT = H/W = tan o + (A'/W) c (245)

where A' is the horizontal giouser contact area of the flattened tire portic;:-. The

solution of equation (242, was obtained from equations (240) and (241): lic T -

The value of z in equ.tioris (243) and (244) was given in the following form:

S- (246)

where -" and,ý IV are empirical coefficients of the given tire, depending on its

C radial deformation in soil. Apparently equation (246) refers to soil with n = 1, since

n does not enier into that equation.
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Kosharnyi did not produce data on '"and * v; he stated, however, that motion

resistance due to the friction of lateral tire walls was insignifican. (f 0. 01). Since

this could have been anticipated, his conclusion that the introduction of friction

0 could not be expected to improve the Ageikin-Bekker tire theory was obvious.

Nevertheless, his work was significant as it proved the existence of a strong trend

towa. i a synthesis of the existing theories and empirics, and the influence of

American work.

It should be noted that at the time when the Ukranian agricultural scientists theorized

on tire performnance, and measured k, n, c, and ,n soil properties using Reviakin

plate penetrometer, the American agricultural engineers (NicLeod et al., 1966) still

used the cone penetrometer (never used by the Russians for predicting soil-vehicle

parameter interaction), and defined soil properties in such irrelevant "Values" as

bulk density and pressures measured at arbitrary points by strain-gauge cells. This

they did without any reference to the Am,'rican work, which was used as a spring-

board by Koskarnyi. But Kosharnyi (1966) did the same to his colleagues in Minsk.

Apparently, research needs some coordinating management in both countries, without

impairing the freedom of individuals.

In the meantime the Minsk School was not dormant. Guskov in 1966 published a book

on optimization of tractor parameters. It was based on his owrn work, including that

by NATI (Scientific "nstitute for Tractor Research) and by VIM (All Russian Institute

for Motorization) which was acknowledged in the preface.

Guskov's book based on well est.abished evolutionary pragmatism was methodologically

ahead of anything done by his contemporary agricultural colleagues (compare Gill

and Vanden Berg, 1967). His approach to the pneumatic tire was as follows.

First he referred in detail to Omelianov (1948) whose work was discussed earlier in

this chapter. Next, he briefly dismissed work by A. K. Birulya, describing it as a

"study of non-linear deformations of two contacting bodies. ' Work by 0. T. Batrakov,

characterized as a "case of localized loads of a movement-free envelope, " also was

not described in detail. Finally, an analysis by G. B. Bezborodova was mentioned

3 •s a study of "rolling upon the ground of a large number of bolts of a very small

size, " and Cismissed.
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Reference to the little known recent work by Lvov (1960) brought the reproduction of

his equation of rolling resistance of an elastic wheel:

R 0.86xW xW/bk, 22 (247)
0

where x W is the load acting upon the front cylindrical tire portion; X0oD is the

diameter of that portion. Coefficients x and Xo depend on inflation pressure and

mechanical properties of soil. No values were given.

Tests by Babkov (1959) and Gcnnikh (Hennig?) (1959), referredi to by Guskov, allegedly

led to the conclusion that the ground contact area of a tire may be replaced by the

ground f.ontact area of a larger wheel, which was discussed in connection with equations

(51) and (163):

Dtir(ct+k)

D - tr ctA (248)
rigid wheel ct

Now, Guskov has reported that A. L. Marshak deduced for Drigid wheel and Dtire

the following reciprocity:

kDtire
D . (249)

rigid wheel c't

where c' - ctk/(ct +k). Obviously equations (248) and (249) are identical, conside-ing
1 3

c value. For inflation pressure pi = 0.8 atm., ct = 0.26 kg/cm . This approach

was justified, as Guskov put it, with "studies conducted abroad, in particular by

M. G. Bekker (1955). " Guskov also quoted McKibben et al. (1939, 1940) who as he

said:
"showed experimentally that a pneumatic tire produces a larger ground
contact 2.rea than a rigid wheel of the same diameter."

Nevertheless he was aware of oversimplification, and expressed preference of the

theory by Babkov (1959). Here, too, a pneumatic tire was considered as a rigid

wheel of an appropriate larger diameter (Figure 47).

From Figure 47 the following goemetrical relationships were deduced:

0 1Dýz - IN) I - ~lz (250)
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Figure 47 Elastic Versus Rigid Wheel (Babkov, 1959). Quoted
From Guskov (1966).
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DI =1D (1 + Z/A.) (251)

where D is the tire and D the substitute rigid wheel diameter. 0 and 01 are

W their respective centers. Both the tire and rigid wheel rim pass through the point A,

and the curvature of wheel D1 is practically the same as the curvature of the de-

formed tire.

Guskov, mentioning Khedekel (whom he did not list in the references), adapted his

formula for radial tire deflection A:

S= W / T pi /T 1D (252)

where r 1 is the radius of curvature of the tire in ground contact. In addition,

adapting for sinkage z formula (see equation 194):

z = /W2 ,KAb2D (253)

He solved equations (250) - (253), obtaining:

D 1 D[1[ + V K27Pi 1 b 1 (254)
L

The resistance to motion of the rigid wheel due to soil compaction was assumed

(compare equations (107 - 109) ) as follows:

R .53W4/;b (255)

2
For a 12 - 38" tire with pi = 0. 8 kg/cm2, and D = 157 cm the substitute rigid wheel

diameters D1 are shown in Table 26.

Table 26

W(kg) 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500

D1c)17 250 275 290 306 317 326 336

* This name refers to the British EnPineer R. Hadekel (1952) who produced an ex-

tensive reference book on aircraft tires.
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Soil value kKA used in the computation of Table 26 was measured with the Revyakin
2plate penetrometer showing k" = 10 kg/cm . Hence k KA , according to equation

(26), was assumed as:

kKA 10 3k "K/-Y 1- - 0.14 kg/cm

Figure 48 shows computed values of R and z for the same soil tire and inflation

pressure as above, and for various loads, W, in comparison with a rigid wheel of the

same overall dimensions as the tire.

Soil thrust of a pneumatic tire also was subject to special consideration. Equations

deduced in Guskov's book were based on Katsygin soil vlues. Length L of the

ground contact area was assumed as follows (Figure 47):

L =rao +/2rK (256)

where

= 2tan 1  rz (257)

For the sake of simplicity, the slightly curved ground contact area of the tire was

replaced with a horizontal plane. Triangular load distribution was further assumed

and reference (Bekker, 1956) was quoted in that respect. Hence soil thrust H was:

L
H= J'brdx (]58)

0

Difficulty and complexity in defining r distribution along L was stressed by Guskov.

However, he assumed that Katsygin's equation (29) gives a sufficient approximation

of relationship between ground pressure p and other variables as discussed previously

(see equations 30 and 31). Accordingly, H was expressed by equation:

H JL b [ c I +)AK tanh (i x/k ) dx (259)H o /mp1 cos h(ioX) 7-0J 00

Guskov also realized that ground pressure p is not evenly distributed along L but

, changes as an undefined function of x: p = I(x). He felt it safer, however, to assume
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that p was unuorm, rather than to introduce r in equation (;wd) as a constant.

Accordingly, for p = constant integration of equation (259) yielded an:

H =tpiImkT/ii)tn cos h (i 0L/k) .-KA [1/cosh (ioL/k) - 1. (260)

All the coefficients were defined in equations (28) to (31), and exemplified in Table 9.

Equation (260) was refined by introducing tire tread effect, which seems to be rather

superfluous in view of other simplifying assumptions. The additional tread thrust

H' was expressed by equation:

H' = 2 t (liL/L) (261)

where h is the height of the protruding tread and t is the spacing between the tread

bars. rt measured in kg per cm of len-th was determined in numerous tests and

found to be changing very little:

Stubble, on medium hard silty sc'1: t 1. 26 to 1.94 kg/cm

Stubble, on loose sandy soil: It= 1.5 to 2. 6 kg/cm

Guskov's presentation of performance of the pneumatic tire was again typical of the

simple engineering approach: instead of embarking upon rigorous solutions which

cannot be attained because of undefinable boundary conditions and other necessary

assumptions, he proceeded with relatively simple integrals, in which the uncertainties

were taken care of by means of empirical coefficients.

As has been 3hown previously, this was a typical Russian approach. They never

embarked, as far as could be ascertained, upon super scientific, rigorous solutions,

or upon antiquated empirics which have been tried without practical success in the

United States and Canada.

More theoretical approach has been reported only sporadically (compare Glagolev and

Poletayev, 1967) and, in all probability has never been as extensive and time and

money consuming as in this country. Apparently only we could afford the luxury of

theorizing on what either has been known empirically for years, or what could be

. found in a simple test.
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The approach similar to the Russian approach is clearly seen in Hungary (Sitkei,.
1967; Komandi, 1968), Poland (Soltynski, 1966; Wislicki, 1969), Czechoslovakia
(Grecenko, 1967), and Romania (Mihatoiu, 1970).

The spirit of practical engineering rather than scientific sophistry was so strong that

the Russian civil engineers who were interested in earthworks and earthmoving

machinery simplified the problem of tire evaluation by assuming quasi-elastic ground

properties.

This was totally Justified since terrain must be improved, if necessary, before any

major earthworks can be completed. Under these circumstances, tires of scrapers

and dirt transporters may be evaluated with the assumption of p = kz, where k be-

comes a value close to the Young modulus.

A very fine and strictly practical, yet still high caliber, presentation of such a simple

method was made by Ulianov (1969) in the book on the theory of transporters and

machinery used in earthworks. No "California Bearing Ratio" and no "Cone index"

or '"-value" were ever used; simple principles of regular applied mechanics suf-

ficed to produce the work which, to the best knowledge of this writer, has no parallel.

Apparently Russian engineers were aware of the futility of trying to obtain a rigorous

or oversimplified solution for such a complex subsystem as the wheel and the soil -

futility which was demonstrated with great clarity by Schuring (1958).

Figure 49 shows the experimental rolling resistance coefficient f versus relative

sinkage z/r adapted from Schuring's work, wherein he analyzed 25 wheels in 10

differett soils. Some of the data were averaged in a single line, the other in a bar.d

of width covering the wider scatter. The smaller sinkage data (z/r < 0. 03) were not

considered in the adapted graph because such information is subject to soil propertiC9

variation, and to strong tire stiffness effect which apparently was not evaluated. The

reult shows how close test data are to the basic Bernstein-Letoshnev-Bekker line:

f = k .Ti7Fr Considering differences in techniques of tests by various investigagors,

and different tires and soils as well as lack of soil specification, one cannot help

but remain amazed that tires behave so uniformly and are so close to the basic line, at

practically significant sinkage.
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The chapter on pneumatic tires may thus be closed with the statement to the effect

that Russian work performed for the past 30 years, In general, did not waste time on

generalized grandoise schemes or naive empirics, but concentrated on pragmatic

0 solutions of particular cases. Yet the solutions were broad enough to yield themselves

to simple parametric evaluations of terrain-vehicle systems, as will be shown in the

next chapter.

Of course, there is room for improving predictive capacity of tire theories, particularly

of low sinkage. But the room is rather small, and as past experience indicates, even

slight improvements are very expens'.. . Thus the tradeoff between the gain and the

cost of any new theory must have been weighed carefully by the Russians, since they

did not indulge in the extravaganza, which frustrated their American colleagues in the

past decade.

Tracks

Serious theoretical approach to a track, and attempts of mathematical modeling of

track-soil interaction did not start, as far as it could be ascertained, before 1950.

A small classic by Zaslavski (1932) was a predecessor of track' s applied mechanics,

but it was not concerned with soil properties "per se. " In the same category are

works by Medvedev (1934) and Kristi (1937), conducted for the military for tank design.

However, work reported by Kristi also was adapted to the design of tracks of agri-

cultural tractors (Kristi, 1938), although track-soil relationship again was neglected,

undoubtedly because of the emergence of overwhelming problems of design (compare

Bekker, 1956).

A few years later, Gruzdev (1944) devoted more attention to the soil problem. He

dwelt at length on the rigid wheel theory, assuming parabolic ground pressure distri-

bution which led him to the definition of motion resistance in terms of sinkage and

wheel size (see Table 21). But when it came to the track, he resorted to dynamometric

empirics, and did not produce any significant theory of track-soil interaction. However,

the kinematics, and mechanical efficiency of tracks "per se" were worked out in such

a fine mathematical detail that even today it would be difficult to find a more exhaustive

work on this subject. Much of this work was borrowed from Kristi's (1938) book:

C solutions were based on equations of equilibrium, and were not much concerned with

track dynamics and equations of motion. This, however, does not diminish the

importance of this classic.
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Martens (published after 1948), who edited a book on Automotive Theory, also did

riot develope the track-soil theory, although he fully adopted Bernsteih-Letoshnev's

formulae and soil values for wheel evaluation. He used empirical coefficients of

is adhesion and mot.on resistance for an evaluation of design parameters.

All this indicates that the track-soil problem was far behind the wheel, from the

theoretical viewpoint. Moreover, there seems to be a gap in the Russiar literature

on track-sofi relationship, covering the period from 1950 to 1960.

In 1950, Bekker's theory on land locomotion was publiched in the Proceedings oi the

Society of Automotive Engineers, and in 1956 in book form by the University of

Michigan Press; both were almost immediateiy translateel into Russian.

In Volume III of the Minsk "Voprosy... " (1960), Bekker's work was referred to in

detail, which indicated the entry of his school of thougit into the Russian ihitellectual

system However, the system worked very slow and/or in a hesitant manner, since

the referencing was based on the 1950 publication by the Society of Automotive Engi-

neers, although the 1956 book published by the University of Michigan Press was

unmistakably reviewed. In any case the American work echoed in the U. S. S. R.

In 1960, Zapolski published in Volume V of the "Voprosy... "the descripticn of the

instrument original]y de% ised by Bekker for testing the shearing forces between the

track and the soil (see Figures 21 and 22). In the same volume KIatsygin and Aziamova

(1960) dwelled at length on measurements of Bernstein-Letoshnev soil properties k and

n, as defined by the basic equation p = kzn, which at the same time was expanded by

Bekker (1960) into the present form, p = [(kc/b) + k z

The process of assimilation of new ideas is very slow at the beginning; it is cautions

and rejective rather than adoptive. Since socia! and psychological traits of human

nature are basically the same in the whole world, Russian engineers could not be

expected to react to the American achievements 4n a different manner.

Hence, Sofian and Maksimenko (1960 began testing their own schemes of distribution

of shearing (tangential) forces beneath the track, using a DT-54 and S-80 tractor data,
3for soils with k = 0. 7 - 0. 8 and 5-6 kg/cm , and n apparently equal to a unit. They

referred to Bekker's (1955) work. reproducing a few of his theoretical diagrams, and
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noted the basic sinilarity between the results of the theory and their experiment.

In conclusion, they voiced, however, the need for further development of the theory

which deals with real flexible, nonuniformly loaded track chain, instead of with an

. ideal rigid uniformally loaded track.

As will be shown later, the Russians tried to do it. But we never did. This is one

of the tangible examples that indicate our slipping behind the progress fostered by

the others, though originated by ourseives.

The process of further assimilation o; American work by the Institute of Mechanization

and Electrification (IMESH) of the Belorussian Academy of Agricultural Sciences

(ASHN) is clearly seen in Chapter I of 'Voprosy... " (Vclume V'l), written by Matsepuro

and Guskov (1961). Both authors dwelt at length on references (Bekker, 1956 and 1957).

As a result they attempted to further expand the theory and, if possible, to imprint

the sea] of their originality on the ideas which came from America.

First, they determined the ground pressure under the catenaries of tracks stretched

between two bogie wheels. To this end, simplified drawings were borrowed from

reference (Bekker, 1956), and the calculation also was performed for n - 1 (i. e.,

p =kz).

The main difference between the RussianA and American solutions was in the denotations,

and in the Russian preoccupation with ground pressure px' while we worked with

sinkage zr of the track of point X. Accordingly, sinkage of the track at that point

located at distance x from the centerline of the catenary was determined from a

familiar equation:
/

pX = Wbke 2A Afi-o e -1 (262)

where H was track ternsion and t was the distance between the wheels.
0

Equation (262) led to the introduction of the new coefficient of nonuniformity of tracA.

pressure .,

. t =(rax -min 1 Paver
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Since pmin takes place at x = 0, and Pmax at x = t/' (see Bekker, 1956), Matsepuro

and Guskov deduced from equations (262) and (263) that

Yt = 0. 5 ,bi7H (264)

This led to the discussion as to how to design parameters b, t, and H0 for soil

parameter k in order to produce greater or smaller nonuniformity of track pressure

distribution (compare similar discussion in Bekker, 1956 and 1960). Obviously such

a discussion would be totally impossible with soils measured in "cone index. "

The analysis by Matsepuro and Guskov of the soil thrust was based on the summation

of elementary shear deformations j of soil under the track grousei s, which were

assumed as increasing in the linear fashion (Bekker, 1956). Thus, the work of shear

by N grousers, for two tracks was:

N=N
E' = E 2 (khbjj + khbj2j. . . + khbjNJ) = khb (1 i- N) NJ 2  (265)

N=1

and the work of shear by lateral sides of the grousers:

E" = 2,r (2h + b) Nj (266)
"av

where r-av measured in kg/cm is a shear stress per cm of length of grouser

partmeter.

It is difficult to explain how the k-value which, according to Bernstein-Letoshnev

denotes sinkage modulus in vertical direction, was used by Matsepuro and Guskov to

denote the modulus of horizontal shear.

However, it should be noted that this was tolerated by a number of Russian investigators

of the rigid wheel who also assumed k-values as representative of non-vertical soil

deformation along the cvcloids of soil movement. Nevertheless, such an assumption

can only lead to trouble and, as will be shown later, the Russian investigatoz-s used

Coulomn's equation (Bekker, 1948, 1950, 1956), though it was modified in mathematical

* manipulation.
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The work of grouser shear E' and E", equations (265) and (266) was augmented by

Matsepuro and Guskov by the work E"' d&fined as the work of track friction under

load W, at distance -t t j, where tt was the track pitch:

EI" =Wp.0 (ot - j) (267)

Thus the soil thrust H developed by the track was obtained by adding works E', E"

and E 'I, and by dividing the result by distance tt - j, where j was assumed as an

average:

j = tio/N (268)

Here, t denotes the length of the track on the ground. Accordingly:

Ni 0 (1 + N)
N-Fi° khb N + 2 r av (2H + b) (269)

Equation (269) looks attractive since it expresses H in terms of track dimensions,

soil properties, and slip. However, this writer could not find an experimental

verification of the formula, although much testing of H was reported by the Russian

authors.

The only conclusion they reached was that field tests confirmed the validity of the

form of equation (269), inasmuch as it was composed of load factor Wa and ground

contact area factor A'P (where a and P are load and area factors, respectively):

H = Wo + AP (270)

This obviously was nothing else but the basic Coulombian equation introduced by

Bekker (1948, 1980, 1956) in the form:

H = W tan c0 + Ac (271)

Significantly enough, Matsepuro and Guskov knew it. Anyway, equation (269) did not

seem to have survived long, and was superceeded by another one, as will be shown

later.

Motion resistance R of two tracks was determined on the basis of Bernstein-Letoshnev

soil values p = kzn, for n = 1. To this end, the authors quoted equation: R =bkzn+l/(n+l)

(Bekker, 1950, 1956), which produced two-track resistance as:
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RBk = bkz' (272)

However, they were critical of the accuracy of formula (272), without specifying the. reason, though these were well known since the early thirties. They were also un-

happy with a solution subscribed to A. C. Antonov who proposed to treat the track on

the same basis as a rigid wheel:

RAnt = 0. 54 (273)

where r was the sprocket radius.

To obtain a better formulation for motion resistance R than in RBek and RAnt

equations, the authors described the following original approach. Consider the

"angle of approach" portion of the track (Figur 50). Since all the ground reactions

acting upon the track are parallel if the track is assumed to be rigid, the resultant

reaction Rt is:

Rt = adA (274)

A

where A is the projected track area of the '"pproach portion, 1,nd a is the re-

spective ground stress. The projection followed the direction perpendicular to the

absolute velocity v0 of the trackwith reference to the ground in the following manner

(Figure 50):

dA =b d t cos (6 + q/2)

or, since

d t = dz/sin a (275)

dA =b cos (0 +a/2) (27)sin a dz

where 0 denotes the angle between the direction of the absolute speed v = VT + vA

at a given slip, and the firection of V at zero slip.
0

Values of e, or rather of cos (*/2 + 8 ) and cos (&/2- 0) which enter the final
3 solution, were expressed in terms of VA/VT ratio in the following form, considering

that vA = (1 l 10) VT:
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rigure 50 S±mplified Matsepuro. Guskov (1961) Scheme For Determination

Of Track Motion Resistance.
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(277)

Cos( - 8) =sin a

1(2 (1. -o) (1- cos a) +1o2

To integrate equations (274), Matespuro andGuskov first used Saakyan's soil values
which were measured by means of a penetrometer with a flat plate of diameter d

(see equation 16):

n
ks (a) (278)

However, following the previously mentioned practice, they modified the vertical
plate sinkage vector and deviated it from the normal by angle q/2 + 0. Hence they
assumed that plate sinkage z corresponds to track sinkage zx, with the following

transformation:

zx = z/cos (o/2 + 0) (279)

Substituting in equation (274), (276), (278), and (279) Matespuro and Guskov obtained:

0 0 k (cos m/2 + 8) z _ _dz (280)

Rt o sin ot dcos (W/2 + T8

but (see equations (278) and 279):

a o/dcos (0/2 + (281)

Thus, upon substituting equation (281) in (280), and integrating, equation (280) yields.

bcos (a/2 + 8) YzoRt =in (282)
t sina T27
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Now, Matsepuro and Guskov assumea EnaE:

y = p = W/2b V (283)

and that the nominal value of track length V' of the frontal track portion normal to

the vector of the absolute speed v (Figure 49) equals:
z

Cos (&/2 + 8) - cos (*/2 + 0) (284)
sin a

Another assumption was that the loading area of the track portion thus conceived

equals the loading area of the penetrometer plate, i. e.;

v d2/4 = bt (285)

Thus, from equations (284) and (285)

wd 2/4 = [bz 0 Cos (0/2 + ) 1 /sin a (286)

However from equation (281):

z
0 (287)

(a/ks )I/ncos (/2 - e)

Combining equations (286) and (287) and solving the result for z yields:

[~2/n 4b2

Z =/ n 4sina cos (q/2 +0) cos2 (a/2 -8) (288)

and after substituting equation (288) in equation (282):2m
4b (n+2)/ncos W2 + 8 ) cos 2 (@/2 - e)

Rt =ffks 2/n m2 (289)
( + n) sin2 a

Since motion resistance R is:

R = Rt sin a/cos (0/2 + e) (290)

combining equations (289) and (290) gives for two tracks:

8b 2p (n+2)/nCOS (a/2 + 9) cos (*/2 - 8)____R6 :20)o( 2h(2•I1)
lrkS (I +n) sin at
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Upon substituting in equation (291) and equations (277) the authors proposed the

following final formula:

R = 8b 2sin2  1 0 (292)

This formula defines R for a track moving without trim. How much better results

were obtained with equation (292) than with Antonov and Bekker's equations (273) and

(272) which do not include slip, remains to be seen: Matsepuro and Guskov did not

report any comparison, even at io = 0.

It is obvious, however, that the character of assumptions and mathematics used by the

authors in the 'translation" of soil values from the penetrometer plate to the track

may not have produced better accuracy of prediction than that obtained with simple

Bernstein-Letoshnev-Bekker calculations for maximum slip. But the important

methodological improvement due to the inclusion of slip i0 , which was excluded from

the other equations, cannot be overlooked.

As if the authors were aware of some inefficiency of equation (292), they went through

the same mathematics again, assuming this time, Korchunov-Housel soil value system

(see equation 17) instead of Saakyan systems:

P= o P 1- e-z/k KO ] (293)

Thus, soil reaction expressed by equation (274) was:

Rt = r:dA = PKo - ez O] dA (294)
A A

The final solution of integral (294) and the subsequent transformations of Rt into R

yielded the following equation for the motion resistance of "wo tracks:

sin a

KO ~Ir ) -2 -2(1- 0)Cos a- + 1 (295)

x posa + lisin uK -Ln(l P/PKo)1



Comparison of equations (292) and (Z0) alone hints at the worrisome complexity QI

Saakyan and Korchunov soil values. Apparently Korchunov himself had that feeling,

sirce he proposed a simpler solution of equation (295). Unfortunately, that solution

S as reported by Matsepuro and Guskov appears to be incomplete, and will not be dis-

cussed further, although it suggests that Matsepuro and Guskov were not alone when

theorizing on motion resistance of tracks.

In any case, the review of work on track performance executed by the Minsk school

around 1961 shows that the impact of American work stirred much activity. The

Russians naturally tended to preserve the original and to foster the new Russian

achievements. The practical success went further than in the United States, since

it encompassed the track slip in the motion resistance equations without complex

computerization. Most of these equations also were adapted to parametrir. evaluation

of track-soil performance, and their solutions were produced in the form of align-

ment charts. Apparently, computers were scarce around 1960.

In all this work the Minsk school displayed the same methodological treatment of the

problem as that by the Land Locomotion Laboratory in Detroit. The absence of

arbitrary empirics was striking and significant.

The problem of track slip attracted much attention by Russian investigators. A

Professor Opeiko (1961), for example, produced and published under the auspices of

the Minsk school a complex expression which will not be deduced here, since it

probably has only a historical significance. The final slip equation, however, is

quoted below because it shows the method of approach to the problem:

io=2/2K E P l+l+ (Ko02 W2 /E 2P 2 ) (1 +./2)z

o o KoW 1 + N/2 (296)

where k0 is a coefficient ef horizontal soil shear, and K is the modulus of that

shear (definitions are lacking). E is Young's modulus; W is vehicle weight and P,

the shearing force exercised by the track. N is the number of passes.

Opeiko's radical departure from any previous practice indicates that much diverse

speculation on track performance was encouraged, even in Minsk in the early ninetten

sixties. He himself performed numerous calculations and analyses, using as parameters
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k = 0. 05 and the ratio K /E = 1/3. Other cases of computations included E = 50, 000
0 0

kg/m 2 , K0 = 12, 500 kg/m , and k 0 = 0. 07 (dimensionless).

However, right in the next chapter following Opeiko's conjectures, Professor Matsepuro

and Dr. Yanushkevich (1961) did not refer to anything similar, as if they were ad-

monishing Professor Opeiko for his Young modulus and two extra soil values extravaganza,

apparently never used before. As if to make it absolutely clear, Matsepuro and

Yanushkevich recalled reference (Bekker, 1956), and stated that in frictional and turf

soils (i. e. , soils where Young modulus is applicable for small deformations) the pulling

force P equals to WtarV where 0 is the angle of friction. They also seem to have

reminded Opeiko that in cohesive soils: P = Ac. Thus they reformulated Coulomb's

equation:

P = Wtan, +Ac

This rather close following of American work was pictorially illustrated by Figure 51.

Further reporting of the state of the art included references to the Russian soil value

system such as that by Professor Pokrovskii (equation (21) ) and N. A. Nasiedkin (de-

tails lacking). Nevertheless, the fashion in which both chapters (by Opeiko and

Matsepuro-Yanushkevich) were put together indicates that the Minsk school tried to

educate the Russian audience before displaying any "commonality" with the American

school, at least from methodological viewpoint.

That school was again popularized with the translation by Frenkin (1962) of the series

of articles published in Machine Design by Bekker (1959-1960). At the same time,

Matsepuro and Hao-Sin-Fan (1962) further followed their line of thought in an apparent

contest with Opeiko (1962), who in turn published more of his approach.

Matsepuro and Hao-Sin.-Fan adhered to their 1961 reasoning with diligence, though

not without change. Incidentally, they changed most of their previous denotations,

which made the task of the present writer unduly complex. Their solutioxr also became

more involved because they considered a track moving not in the horizontal position,

(Figure 50), but in a trimmed position. This would have added more angles to the

angle of approach a and to the "slip angle" 6, further complicating the issue. However,

3 8 was dropped; "no slip" made it more manageable.
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T. e. H3meHeHHe COOTH0uieHHHI AJIHHbI H UIHPHHbi2 ryceHHUbI He AOA)KHO
floBbiwaITb TpylAOeMKOCTb H3roToBJneHH51, MeT~aAIOeMKOCTb H KaflHTaAb-

Huie naJo)KeHHq I1PH OCBOeHHH rnPOH3BoA1CTBa MaLUHHbl. ra6apHThZ TpaK-

l~og

10 20O3 40 50 6070 80',Z

Ptic. 128. 3aBIICHiMoCTb se)KZ1y 6yKCOBaHHe-M H
a.1a1HHuA oOHpHOA niOBepXHOCTH rycewHiubi (no

13ekker'v M. G.).

Figure 51 Reproduction of p 219, vol. VIII of "'Voprosy... (1962)
Showing a Search For optimum Track Length and Minimum
Slip With a Reference To An American Work.
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In this work, soji values for turf type of the ground were assumed in accordance

with Korchunov (equation 293); for compressive ground, Bernstein-Letoshnev equation

p =kzn was used. Surprioingly, as mentioned before, the slip wae not considered.
0 The mathematics related to the derivation of equations was similar to that reported

previously. For Korchunov soil values pKO and kKA, the coefficient cf motion

resistance, f = R/W, of the tractor was defined

f KOW tan (a + ) t" - e 'A0 /kKO)1

2p b k~ (-A/ -4( op VAkK

bO IKO (4KO/k _(~ o~LA/~~ta L Cos -egr

In this equation, a was the angle of approach of the track, and p the angle of track
trim; C' was a horizontal projection of the "approach portion" of the track length C
(compare Figure 49); A° was expressed by equation, including soil friction angle :

A0 tan (a + (28cos a (298)

t, was the length of the track ground contact area. excluding the "approach portion":
g

B' was defined by equa.tion:

B' - tan (299)cos (a -

The differences in basic assumptions between equations (292), (295), and (297) were

thus rather involved:

Equation Soil VTlues Track Trim Slip

(292) Saakyan no yes

(295) Korchunov no no

(297) Korchunov yes no

and indicate the existence of much search for a practical solution. The composi t ion

of the soil value system in equation (297) was significant (PKO' kKO, and o) . No

slip was included, which seems to suggest that this work may have preceded the work
leading to equations (292) and (295). Under these circumstances the rationale of the

solutions, equations (292), (295), and (297), may be seen only in the desire of the

Minsk school to preserve the originality and to try to do more, perhaps, under the

impact of the American school.
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The influence of the latter was not hidden in the formula which expressed the coef-

ficient of adhesion, 11a, between the track and the ground, in terms of Coulomblan

.max and the corresponding optimum soil deformation ]opt introduced by Bekker (1956):

n+1 n+l
MA= jj,VM7Wp-X [B'/,AiXcos P-V'A0 ) -(V'A0  ] tanl(p

(300)
T

+i h max .. -Wp., [Ax/2st) + /V--A )] r(2,/--'5st) +(1/3) coo
0 ]opt

In equation (300), Bernstein-Letoshnev soil values k -nd n were used. A° and B'

were defined by equations (298) and (299). X was tue ratio of track length to width:

t, = t/b; A was the ground contact area: A = tb; h was grouser height and st, track-

link length; and g was an empirical "correction" factor (nGt quitp specifi",,, except

for information that C < 1).

The involved deductive path and the complexity of equation (300) suggest that it could

not have been too satisfactory, and the introduction of the "correction" factor ý

proves the point. Nevertheless, the merit of thxis soi ution lies in its attempt to

definihig track pull as a function of track design parameters and soil properties.

This achievement would have been impossible when using "cone index."

Equations (297) and (300) were apparently tested in the field and in the laboratory.

Although test equipment, soil measuring instrument (Figure 19), and test results

were described in detail, no direct comparison between theorLiAcal prediction and

empirical data was made.

This rather enormous effort, backed by complex computing and slightly sophisticated

theorizing, seems to imply a rather frantic search for f and i a' and their structure.

To illustrate this point it -may suffice to mention that another equation proposed by

Matsepuro and Mao-Sin-Fan for f was composed of 15 members, two of which were

expressed by separate equations.

in- this case Matsepiiro and Hao-Sin-Fan even used American denotation j instead
of previously used denotation S or 6x.
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The lact Uhat we Mlnsk school was ciosciy watching American worK, which also ex-

paressed traction of a vehicle in terms of design soil properties, and slip, is illustrated

by Figure 52a and 52b.

As previously mentioned, Professor Opeiko (1962) followed his rather un-othodox way

in another chapter. Apparently he wanted to develop something more general than

Matsepuro, Hao-Sin-Fan, and Yanushevich, for he considered that soil thrust and

vehicle adhesion must overcome the following forces of moving a vehicle:

0 gravity force (slope?)

• trailer hauling force

9 forces of inertia

* soil deformation force, which "does not include motion

resistance disappearing as a result of multiple loading

by the (consecutive) passage of bogie wheels

* soil deformation in traversing the catenary track humps

between wheels.

Whatever the meaning was of all these postulates, it led to the introduction of numer-

ous 'ad hoc" coefficients and hypotheses. Grandoise mathematics with partial differen-

tial equations and complex integrals was an unmistakable sign ol an academic exercise.

All were based on Young's modulus of soil deformation. Opeikc ,rk stood thus in

sharp contrast to works by all the other authors published in the ,6 volume. The

conclusions he reached upon performing numerical c-;culations indicated that dhe

Professor was a layman in land locomotion, though expert in theoretical mecha.iics.

For he would not have concluded that in accordance with his theory the improvement

of mobility of a tracked tractor may "require automatic regulation of the location of

the center of track load, which could be performed by reducing length of the ground

contact area through iifting the front wheels... " How many sim ila r projects were

undertaken in the United States only a few realize.

It is not surprising that the present writer did not see more publications by Opeiko.

For Russian engineers are more down to earth than anyone else, in cludin. their

American and Canadian colleagues who still have great patience in listening to the

* There was another paper briefly mentioned in 'Voprcsy... "(1964, which was
wri+ten in 1960.
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abstracts of the Academe, and simultaneously forging their way ahead with crude

empirics, although applied mechanics and mid-road systems analysis are cheaper

and faster.

Skotnikov (1963) of the Minsk school showed this truism in action in his interesting

article on off-road mobility of tracked tractors. His work, performed under the

auspices of Minsk school, was methodologically close to Matsepuro et al.; it was

divorced from Opeiko's theories. Skotnikov also borrowed from reference (Bekker,

1956) not only the method of evaluation of load distribution under the catenaries of

the track, but also some of the denotations (such as track sag: s - s).

His original contribution consisted of introducing a chain track with pitch st instead

of a continuous track band considered by Bekker. As he was exclusively concerned

with turf soils he used the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio, which was perfectly

all right for small allowable deformations. These soil values were, however, supple-

mented with Housel-Korchunov (equation (18) ) values Ao and Bo, as well as with other

values which he introduced without much explanation. For instance, track sinkage

in deep turf layer was determined by equation:

- 4n(1 p/PKo) (301)k KO PO

where kKO and PKO were explained in equation (17). Sinkage in two-layer turf or

hard ground:

1 AZ =-K p (302)J
PKO U

Equation (302) is similar in structure to the equation developed much later in the

United States (Bekker, 1969). In this respect Skotnikov's work is another example

of Russian diligence of developing what we have left idling.

When adapting catenary load equations from reference (Bekker, 1956), Skotnikov also

used the Bernstein-Letoshnev formula p = kz n=l, assuming however that in case of
turf, k = k SK where kSK was explained in equation (45). By considering a chain of

track plates instead of a continuous band, SKotnikov deduced the following equation

for the load acting upon one catenary of the track along distance x mneasured from the

centerline of the catenary (for details compare Bekker, 1956):
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=t 2 ksKX [(Ww/bSt) "L 23 /So-s) ( - 0. 33x 2/s 2 ) ] (303)

and for the complete catenary (x = s):

0.82 kSK s(S- -s (Ww/bst) - Wt/2bs) (304)
SK 0

where Wt is the track load; Ww is wheel load; st is track pitch; s0 is half-track

length between two wheels; and s is distance between the centerline of the catenary

and the end of the track shoe, which is symmetrically located beneath the wheel.

Experimental and theoretical study of equations (303) and (304) led, among others,

to the conclusion that if wheel distance t and track pitch st are related by inequity:

t /S t <_ 1.7(35 S(305)

the whole track must be considered as a rigid plate. Much useful discussion of

practical significance followed. The writer dwelt on static and dynamic, short and

long duration loading of turf in one and in multi-pass operations. He quoted several

references by other Russian investigators covering the period of 1955 to 1959, and

deduced practical criteria for tracked vehicle mobility over turf.

Basically he formulated three such criteria: (1) the rupture pressure defined by the

Housel-Korchunov area-perimeter ratio; (2) the pressure defined by allowable sinkage

within elastic range; and (3) the pressure defined by vegetation shear due to slip:

(1) p = f(A° + B A/U)

(2) p = f(z) (306)

(3) p = f(io)

Skotnikov's work based on Americanwork, though half theoretical and half empirical,

went beyond the scope of what has been done in the United States. We have not matched

as yet the attempt by the Minsk school to master transportation problems over the

organic soils, and we still employ 'hit and miss" practice in the tundra of the North

Slope, among others.

IF, At growing interest of Russian engineers in track-soil relationship was further

demonstrated in the paper by Lebedev and Sidorov (1965). Since they investigated a
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turning vehicle they derived equations of for ces acting upon the ground, and then

deduced the ground stresses, Soil cnaracteristics were not specifically included.

It was the vehicle input into the ground that was investigated, rather than the safe. input of load bearing capacity of the ground into the vehicle.

It was significant that Guskov (1964), writing almost at the same time in "Voprosy... t ",

Vol. XIII, dwelt on the Katsygin soil value system (equation (29) ) and reported vehicle

soil thrust in equation:

H x 2b d (307)
0

which is identical to the equation originally proposed by Bekker (1956). By introducing

Katsygin soil parameters, however, he obtained:

l=2b KA p 1+ i tanh o dx (308)
HmbfL i x ko COSh•k T"

T

and upon integration

2bp pk itH - i btn cosh coshi/kj (309)

Considering that i a = H/btp, where bý.p = W/2, equation (307) may be directly

compared with equation (300). The simplicity of formula (209) and of the Katsygin

soil value system is obvious. This may have been the reason that equations (292),
(295), and (300) were not often referred to in parametric vehicle evaluations. Instead,

equations based on Katsygin soil values were elaborated more.

An example of such elaboration was given, for instance, in the definition of the opti-

mum vehicle slip; from equatior (309), by defining conditions for

PH IIIW i k W iot jKApmk W
tan hncohio- io-tanh ncosh --- ocosh(ioVk)_T (310)

0 0 0 o[! ,'KA Amk rN

X cos h •- ]• cosh -k- 2

T25
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Solution of equation (308) gives i-optimum for various design and soil parameters.

Further elaboration of this technique is seen in the development of an equation for

S ground pressure P which affects thrust H under the influence of the drawbar pull

DP (Figure 53):

Px = (p/A.) [t + 6s + 6DPh/W] - (XG 2p/t.) [6s - 6DPh/W] (311)

where XG is the displacement of the center of pressure of the track with reference
to the center of the ground contact area. DP is drawbar pull. Under these circum-

stances Guskov deduced the following equation for soil thrust:

H( kpi

H = (2bmkT P/iot) ((t+ 6s + 6 DPh/W) n cosh 0

- AI/cos h -I + (4b/l p/L2) (2 6s E 6 DPh/W) (312)
T -

2kT - / r k 0~ t.
X (KA kr/i tan e 0 i" -/cos h -

0 TI

These developments are most significant. For, with the exception of work by Reece
(1965) in England, and some -attempts in this country (Bekker, 1969), we still lack a

solution comparable in scope to Guskov's solution (equation (312) ).

Since in this area our method is identical to the Russian method, the present writer
sees a challenge to American research: why not try to develop equation (312) by re-
placing Katsygin soil values with Bekker or Reece soil values? Check experimentally

which solution will be cheaper, simpler, and more accurate. Would it not be desirable
to catch up with the Russians, and if not, use their solution, should it be found reliable?

Guskov's work has been steadily gaining in significance. His book on optimization of
tractor parameters was pubiished in 1966 )n the basis of his cooperation with

TsNUMESH, NATI-NAMI and VIM Institutes.

3 The book dwells first on track kinematics, which is of no particular interest in this
report. It refers to American literature (Bekker, 1955 and 1956), two British, and
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three German papers. In this context it reviews, among others, the elastic band-

track catenary, assuming again p = kz. However, there is a distinction between

Guskov and Bekker catenaries: Bekker used exponential functions while Guskov

*D applied their equivalent, the geometrical hyperbolic functions. This makes it obvious

that the American and Russian soil-track (and wheel) mechanics are practically the

same, for the differences are expressed by the form, rather than by content.

This conclusion also was proved by Skotnikov's (1963) treatment of load distribution

under the track catenary. Note, however, that Skotnikov used Korchunov soil values

(turf) while Guskov used Letoshnev's. Thus, according to Guskov track sinkage in

the middle of the catenary:

z =Wt/2 AEHo/27 (e -1) (313)

"IThe catenary formula by Skotnikov was expressed by Equation 304).

Though not entirely original, Guskov's (1966) book brought a distinct and new improve-

ment in track performance - design evaluation. Besides discussing mechanical,

internal track motion resistance (which is beyond the scope of this report) he introduced

the analysis of the track in trimmed position. Motion resistance was defined with slip,

similar to equations (292) and (295). Traction equations also included slip (as it does

in the American approach). In addition, Guskov made a clear distinction between

"organic" and "mineral" soils by applying to each different soil value system. This

distinction was made in the United States somewhat later, within broad interpretation

of Bevameter techniques (Bekker, 1969). Obviously, we learned something from the

Russians as they started advancing beyond our state of the art.

According to Guskov, "mineral soils" are measured in Katsygin values equation (24);

"organic soil, " in Korch,.nov values equation (17).

The novel treatment of the track resistance included not only the "frontal resistance,"

which was deduced in the same manner as shown in equation (292), but also the "rut

making" under the flat trimmed track portion. This, as far as it is known, was the

first complete treatment of the problem, besides the simplified American approach to

* bulldozing and compaction resistance (Bekker, 1956).
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Figure 54 shows a general plan of f -ce geometry. Motion resistance of the tracked

vehicle is composed of two elements:

* R1 - acting upon "approach" track portion AB

0 R - acting upon bearing track portion BC

which were defined separately.

The deduction of R followed the same method that led to equation (292). However,

since in this case different soil values were used, a different form of equation (292)

was obtained.

Thus, Guskov started again with equations (274) and (276):

z a bcos(aV2 + e) dz (314)t=• (dA= T sin &
A o

and (see equation (290)):
z

Rt sin a sin a f obcos (*/2 +8)
R = dz(315)

I cos (oV'2 +') cos (oV2 +-") sin a
0

Assuming Katsygin soil values, equation (24):

aP = PKA tanh (kKA/PKA0)z' (316)

and considering that (see equation 279):

z' = z/cos (c'2 - ) (317)

Guskov substituted equations (316), (317), (277), and (318), in equation (315), equation

(318) being a transformation of equation (316):

z' = (PKA/kKA) tanh-1 (piPKA) (318)

Upon integration of equation (315) he obtained:

rain. soil KA s W (_SR K n cosh 21 K s(319)

KA 2-
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where ,s

sin a (320)

( / /VT 2 -(2VA/VT cos a) + 1

Since I - /V = io, equation (320) may be written as follows:

sin o (321)

S(-22(1 - i Cos a+ I

For organic soils, the R, equation looked different, because Korchunov values were

used:

a = PKO 1 - e (322)

Including eqiation (322) and following the same procedure, Guskov obtained equation

(295), as was reported before. At this time, however, he substituted ground pres-

sure p = W,/7ht with vehicle weight W and shortened the final expression by elimin-

ating i° and using 7s of equation (321):

01

R org. soil = 2bkKoPKo rs (1 - W/2btpKo/7 - -1 n(1-W/2btPKo) (323)

Motion resistance B2 due to soil compaction under track segment BC (Figure 54) was

evaluated next. Assuming that it was caused by the nonuniform load distribution, the

latter was expressed as the difference between pma. and p min (Figure 54):

A p = P n;x - Pmin (324)

Elementary track loading area dA is:

. iA - cot a Czo0 (325)
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and,
a=sin 1(z l/) (326*1

If the vehicle moved by distance ds, the elementary work of the track was:

dE = Rt dzI (327)

where Rt is ground reaction acting upon segment BC. But, as stated before, con-
sidering equation (325):

zI

Rt= a adA= a abcot adzI (328)
A o

Also, dE 0 = R2 ds (329)

and with equation (327)

dEo = R ds Rt dzI(330)

Hence,
dz 1

R2  Rt a (331)

where,

dz 1  ds tan Ct (332

Accordingly, following further Guskov's line of reasoning and equations (331) and
(332): z1 z1

R2 =Rttan a ob cotadz1 d cids (333)
0 0

Upon substituting Katsygln soil values and equations (332) and (326) in eqiiation (333),
the integration yie.ds:

Rmin. so.il

Rn 2bp Kik sIin cosh(Ap pKf• (334)

and for Korchunov' soil values, equation (322':

R2org.'s ii : k K K) -fl (1 2b- p,.P'K' 1 (335)
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The total track motion resistance t was tnen obtained wnen aaaing RI and R2

R = R 1 R 2  (336)

Compensation for the error due to difference between the loading areas of the

penetrometer plate used in soil value measurements, and of the track, was subject

to Guskov's concern- concern that led to his expression of a need for universal soil

values which would be independent for practical purposes from the size of the loading

area.

To satisfy such a need at this time, the Russian investigators would have to accept

the American soil value system, since there is no other solution. Observing their

rich activities aimed at the preservation of the contributions by numerous Russian

researchers, one can see such acceptance barely possible. This also may be clearly

seen in their refusal to even accept Coulomb's equation without extensive mathematical

alteration, as shown in the study of soil-track thrust.

To evaluate soil thrust H, Guskov (1966) adopted Katsygin soil values (equation 29),

starting with well established equation (307). Thus he induced the previously reported

formula (309). This formula was altered, however, utilizing vehicle weight W = 2pbt,

rather than p = W/2b ,. In addition he again added grouser action

Hgr = 4 -'Avht/st (337)

(compare equation 266). Thus the final form for soil thrust of a track was

2•mkrW ioI 0••s

H = 2o1 mk W n cosh 0-t - A 1/cosh " -1" + 4,rA

Equation (338) was the subject of speculations concerning the relationship between

track and soil parameters. Conclusions reached were the same as those reached

in references (Belkker, 1956, 1960) in which bevameter soil values were used. This

again shows how close the Russian and American works are, not only from the method

but also from the content viewpoint.

The influence of the Minsk school as well as of the American school was spreading

widely. Sitkei (1967) in Hungary aridSoltynski (1966) in Poland, for example, reported
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in detail in teir books, the state ot the art prevailing in the U. S. S. R, and the U. S. A.

While Sitkei's work was more tutorial than an original contribution, Soltynski and

his colleague Wislicki (1969) accepted bevameter soil values in fostering their original

contributions. Mihatoiu (1970), in Roumania, used Coulombian forces and Minsk

methodology for evaluation of traction by particular track links.

Theoretical interp-etation of experimental data naturally necessitated clarification of

a number of concepts. These, however, did not necessarily follow the Minsk school.

Thus Ginsburg (1968) wrote on the need for better definition of the coefficient of ad-

hesion g a between the soil and the vehicle. He quoted all the Nestors of the Russian

automotive practice and theory, pointing out that their definitions are either ambiguous

or incomplete. The discussion that evolved was influenced by reference (Bekker, 195P),

which also was quoted, although Guskov, Matsepuro, and the others were not.

A similar apparent attitude of indifference to the Minsk school was displayed by

Klochkov (1967) from SibMIS. (The acronym was not clearly defined, although 'ISib"

indicates that the author's organization was located in Siberia.)

Klochkov referred to Krizhivitskii (1950), Rukavishnikov (1957), and Filatov (1961),

all of whom were studying tracks in snow, and then proceeded with the sketchy

description of his theory of track-motion resistance. He did not mention Guskov et al.,

as if the road from Siberia to Bielorussia were impassable. Instead he apparently

tried to develop something better than was available in Minsk.

First he assumed that snow compaction causes motion resistance, and then he intro-

duced snow-values, as shown in equation (58), which was reproduced below:

z kc
R=2 p Pbe v dz (332)

oo

In this equation, pOV is the bearing capacity of snow under penek ration at speed v;

kv is the coefficient of snow penetration at the same speed; and c is relative snow

deformation defined by the depth of sinkage of the penetrometer plate z, to snow

cover depth h: z/h.
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The rather unclear ramifications of equation (339) became more clouded with further

laconic assumptions and staggering denotations. Since there was no way of inter-

preting them fully, the development of R-equation is referred to below in as accurate

. a translation as possible.

Speed of snow deformation caused by the "approach" portion of the track may be

assumed as:

va = v° cos (0/2 + a/2) = vTsin 2 (4/2 + a/2) (340)

where v0 is the absolute speed of the considered track portion, and vT is the

theoretical speed (compare Figure 50). a is the angle of approach and 4, is the

angle of tilt of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle (vehicle trim).

Considering that the time during which the road wheel acts upon the track shoe is

small, and assuming that the speed of sinkage of the shoe into the snow is uniform,

the velocity of sinkage vn of the n-th shoe was expressed by equation:
z-Z

v - n n-i (341)
n st

Upon introducing the speeds of snow deformation under the "approach" track portion,

and under the road wheels, equation (339) took the following form:
Zl ka z 2 k~c e kn

R = 2b ova e dz n or2e dz + .. povne n (342)

0 0 z n-I

Denotation pova refers to the bearing capacity at speed v of the first "approach"

shoe, defined by equation (340); pov2' Pov3" *' Povn refer to bearing capacities of

shoes under the second, third, and other consecutive road wheels, according to the

interpretation by the present writer. In equation (342);

z -Zn-1 (343)
n h h n-i

Equation (342) was tested by means of the tractor T-74. During the tests the rpm,

drawbar pull, and moments on the sprocketz, as well as the pressure on road wheels,

depth of sinkage, etc. were measured. Snow cover was 15 to 45 cm deep. Modulus

of snow deformation k -0. 2 to 0. 32 gr/cm3. Temperature was -5 C to -50"C.
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Table 27 gives some of the results. It was reproduced as an aid for further inter-

pretation of equation (342).

Table 27

Gear Speed Sinkage Motion Res. Snow Deforma-
(km/h) (cm) Snow Snow tion Resistance

V V Road Field (by the track)
T a z (kg) (kg) (kg)

Actual Calcul

I 4.5 4.2 19.2 725 1450 725 667

II 5.5 5.3 19.4 790 1530 740 682

III 6.7 6.4 18.6 820 1540 720 69'.

IV 7.9 7.8 M2 7 910 1710 800 723

V 9.9 9.6 18.5 1000 1765 865 743

VI 11.9 11.6 18.1 1160 2030 870 786

Snow cover 35 cm deep. Show bearing cap. k = 0. 06 kg/cm2

The lack of description of snow measurements, design parameters of the tractor,

and other details does not enable one to check closer the work by Klochkov. Its

significance, however, caimot be overlooked: although, apparently written in a

competitive effort with other students of mobility problems, Klochkov's work displays

the same practical form as that shown in equation (339). The introduction of "ad hoe"

defined "dynamic" snow values lies in the same category. At stake only, is the

question of whether various complex assumptions pay off in terms of better per-

formance computations.

Unwittingly, perhaps, Klochkov elucidated the answer himself. His test (and hopefully

his calculations) with tractor T-74 showed that the coefficient of motion resistance,

f, increases under test conditions at the rate of about 1% of speed increase (km/h).

One thus may ask to what extent the complexity of snow cover measurements, the

uncertainty of tractor geometry and performance, variation of kv, nonuniformity of

vT , etc. justify the "dynamic" vehicle evaluation instead of the cheaper regular "static"

assessment that was previously described.

S Some justification may exist if the speeds are high. But how high are they? In

recreational vehicles nobody worries about power consumption as long as he has fun.
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In commercial vehicles such as the T-74 tractor, used for logging or similar opera-

tions, speeds are low. It is thus obvious that a definite strategy of researca was

needed, which Klochkov apparently did not follow. For "dynamic" resistance to

* motion still appears to have low priority in the gamut of other still undefined properties

and characteristics of ground mobility. In this sense Klochkov's work appears to be

forgotten, like Opeiko's. But the work by the Minsk school, based on definite strategy,

was going strong. It was the first work that was publicized abroad by the Russians

themselves. Apparently they felt that around 1967 they had the equivalent of American

work. Undoubtedly they did. And now, they seem to have even more.

The theory ol the track as reported here was published in English by Katsygin and

Guskov (1968) and by Guskov (1968, 1968a) in the Journal of the International Society

for Terrain-Vehicle Systems. Parfenov (1968) of the prestigious NATI-NAMI further

dwelt in a Russian magazine on systematization of thrust and drawbar pull definition,

quoting Janosi and Hanamoto (1961) of Land Locomotion Laboratory in Detroit. Guskov

(1968b) agaia elaborated on his track theory. And Yankin (1968) of the GOSNITI, who

investigated motion resistance of a tracked tractor over snow cover, referred to

more Pcc'ptable equbtions than Klochkov (1967). His approach may be briefly sum-

marized as follows.

Theoretical studies showed, as he put it, that snow motion resistance of a 3-ton

tractor (T-74) class may be definedby equation:

R= R +,DP+ 2bhz kyzy/hk3m z y ye k 6

It is not difficult to see that the soil values in this equation, py, ky, are the same as

those used by Klochkov (1967), although Yankin seems to have done away with the

confusing denotations reflecting the speed of deformation, as discussed in conjunction

with equation (339).

In equation (344), Rm is the internal, mechanical rolling resistance of the track;

ý' is an empirical coefficient (apparently taking care of load displacement), which

for a 3-ton tractor is: •' = 0. 0565; h is, as previously, snow-cover depth; z is

4. tractor sinkage; and Zy is sinkage under assumption 'that snow is not being dis-

placed fiom underneath the track. " Apparently, this means "when the path of the
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road wheels, is clear. " p is bearing capacity of snow corresponding to p ov o

equation (339); ky corresponds to kv of the same equation; and k 6 is coefficient of

motion resistance due to snow filling the path of the road wheels. For a 3-ton tractor,

k =1.09 to 1.15.

To calculate R from equation (344), show values must be determined first. To this*m
end Yankin measured with a flat-plate penetrometer the snow curve p(z), tractor

sinkage z, and amount of snow filling the track path of the road whee'ts.

Tests performed with various types of snow showed that flat-plate penetrometer read-

ings may be expressed by equation:

p = povke k h(345)

where pov as before is snow-bearing capacity, though without any specifics regarding

penetration speed, v; k is a coefficient of snow compressibility; and k is the coef-

ficient that reflects the eftect of snow displacement from underneath the penetrometer

plate. Again, snow deformation velocities were not mentioned.

Equation (345) gives good results, according to Yankin, when snow depth-to-penetrometer

plate width ratio is no more than 1. 5 to 2. 0. All this was considered for a three-ton

class tractor. Tests performed in the field with such a tractor (DT-75) reportedly

confirmed the validity of equation (344). Note again that Klochkov's "speed effect"

was not considered.

But some authors thought this was not advisable. Hence, Stolbov and Kopelevich (1969)

again investigated speed effect upon tractor efficiency. Their work, however, was

empirical and disclosed for a T-4 tractor almost the same small magnitude of the

speed effect as that reported by Klochkov (1967).

Hence, even Guskov in cooperation with Melnikov (1969) tackled the same problem.

Using the previously reported formula for H (equation (308) ), augmented by "grouser

effect" (Equation (337) ), they assumed that soil values depend on speed of soil

* This is a typicaltwo-layer, weak-strong "soil" penetration curve (see Bekker, 1969).
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delormation, in accordance witth equaLions ku i ). Furtner anatysis 1l motion resibLaIlCe

R (equation (336) ) and the use of computerized analysis showed, however, that speed

effect was relatively small. The result was illustrated by Figure 55.b
The strength with which Russian engineers have been developing the art of off-road

locomotion lies in the number of textbooks they published in recent years. That number

goes beyond what we have in this country and abroad, and seems to be increasing.

The most recent example is the book by Vasilev et al., (1969) on the effect of design

parameters of a tracked tractor upon its performance.

The book was written for those who perform parametric analyses. It repudiates the

claim that track performance is as good as it can be, and that little may be done; it

offers the prospect of doing the same work at smaller vehicle weight and optimum

speed, thus saving raw materials and boosting economy. The approach to the problem

was based on works by

"many research organizations in the Soviet Union and abroad, for instance,
on the research performed at TsNIMESH, NATI, NAMI, and VIMe and the
othci. Anmong the foi eign works, most interczt was attracted by works of
M. G. Bekker... " (Some of the parametric studies utilized) equations by
G. I. Pokrovskii published as early as 1937, and by Janosi and Hanamoto*...
and V. V. Katsygin... Experimental research provided practical recom-
mendations for the constructor. In addition, it enabled the authors to
pursue the elaboration of analytical solutions...

The up-to-date information about the theory of a track, and tracked vehicles produced

in Russia, the United States and other countries, was well presented. Techniques

referred to were often unique. The theories behind them were basically those ex-

pounded in Minsk and Detroit, in addition to new mathematical modelling of some

problems which are too numerous to be described in the limited space of this report.

Katsygin and Bekker soil values were treated "a par. " Korchunov's values applicable

to "organic soils" also were described. The book appears to indicate again that tilt

Minsk Institute, including NATI and NAMI, is leading the grand strategy of Russian

research, which in principle flows in the same river bed, and with the same turbulent

From Land Locomotion Laboratory in Detroit.
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current, as a small part of Amnerican research originally accomplished in Detroit.

The only difference is that while the Minsk School appears to have consolidated under

its banner much of Russian effort, the Detroit School was unheard of for a long time.II
Dimensional Analysis

The review of literature reported here has not disclosed any effort by Russian engi-

neers in the field of dimensional analysis. If this disinterest in the research of

similitude is compared with the large amount of work r•erformed in this area,

particularly bv C. J. Nuttall with the Waterways Experiment Station (for references,

see Bekker, 1969). then the significance of this situation cannot be overlooked;

either the Russians are guilty of gross omission, or we have overestimated the

usefulness of this kind of analysis. It is suggested that the reader draw his own

conclusions. The present writer made his point in reference (Bekker, 1969).

Obviously the Russian student of mobiiLty has been very familiar with the problem.

Omelyanov used dimensional analysis in 1948 in order to determine a first semi-

empirical, quasi-analytical formula for pneumatic tire-soil interaction (see equation

(206) ).

Tsukerberg (Zukerberg) and Gordon (1965) wrote another paper that the present author

reviewed with the hope of finding more about the subject matter. However, the paper

does not apply to di.,cnziclna.! modelling of soil-veh`.cle systems. Instead, it is con-

cerned with the use of small scale tire models and appropriate test equipment for the

purpose of determining engineering charact•_ristics of tire use ard economy. As a

sample of numerices used in this wurk, take the following equation:

f PNN p •0 (346)f W . ' W- - -. '

where P is force in the tread of the fabric: N is the number of plys; and N is theP
number of treads in one ply per 1 cm of tension area perpendicular to the road. t is

linear dimension; p, is the inflation pressure; W. is internal load. and $ is the

angle between the tread in the fabric, and the meridan of the carcass.
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Ingenious test equipment and interestini results ,iW. ýA-d seenm to irc--ate that the

method is applicable to tires within the discussed realm. It was apl~ar:nt'v found

to be inapplicable to the study of parametric reiationships between track and wheel

design on one hand, and soil properties on the other.

Surface Geometry of Terrain, and Vehicle Performance

As everywhere, the earliest descriptions of surface geometry were based oil regular

sinusoidal waves, and the vehicle response was analyzed with simple spring/dash pot

equations of motion (Teoria Avtomobilya, published after 1948).

However, the accurate measurements of surface roughness always were important

in agriculture because of soil tillage and plowing, which had to be performed at constant

depth. For this purpose simple instrumentation was developed ("Voprosy...," 1960),

but it had nothing to do with vehicle vibrations. Other geometrical evaluations of

ground surface primarily dealt with selection of an optimum soil cut by the implentnt

("Voprosy...," 1964).

After the first known application of generalized harmonic analysis to off-road locomo-

tion was published in the United States, and to highway locomotion in Germany (see

references in Bekker, 1960, 1969), everyone seems to have embarked upon this type

of work; Russian articles on this subject started appef: ing, too, very frequently.

Thus Parkhilovskii (1961) wrote a tutorial paper or. spectral density of the micro-

profile of the road, and on vehicle vibrations. All the i er:rences were Russian,

based on standard definitions and methodology which criginated twenty years ago,

in this country with Wiener, Blackman, Tukey. qt. Denis. Pierson, Notess, Crandall,

and others. Pokrovskii's work closely resem')led a chapter by Crandall et al. (1958).

Since the new method required much mastery )f statistical inference, and above all,

the availability of computers, it developed veiy slow. In addition it was and still is

very expensive and inaccurate, if not backed uy Pxperimental monitoring of major

inputs and checking of the outputs. It was probably f,. this reason that Torchinskii

(1962) of the Dnepropetrovski Institute foi Engineering and Design (Dnepropetrovskii

"Inzhenernostroitelnvi Institut' devised a semi-empirical approach to one of the par;

mount problems of surface geometry and v*ahicle motion resistance.
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His approach was, interestingly enough, based on a much earlier work by Birulya

(1949), who proposed the following equation for the coefficient of motion resistance on

a rough road:
O W v2

f= -WV P - (347)

Here Wr was weight of unsprung mass; v was vehicle speed; r was rolling radius;

and p, was the coefficient of road roughness, which expressed the portion of energy

loss that is not recoverable as a result of rolling down the slope of the rough spot of

the road. It also reflected other factors involved in the inaccuracy of measurement of

roughness and enveloping power of the tVre. Y h/L was the sum of all the elevations

of roughness per 1 m of the road.

Torchinskii was concerned with road measurement by means of an unspecified pro-

lilograph, and with the effect of the instrument design upon the data thus obtained.

He recommended the use of a recorder mounted on the investigated car, rather than

on a separate chassis. The car would record spring deflections, and upon processing

give the Zh/L-value for the given vehicle and speed:

nh! = P2Sm (348)

where P2 was the transfer coefficient between the spring deflection and road rough-

ness and Sm was the integrated reading of the "roughmeter" in cm/km. Thus

Torchinskii's formula took the following shape:
WV2

f + = 3g+ r PlP2 Sm (349)

where f0 was the coefficiont of rolling resistance on a smooth road. Birulya de-

termined coefficients p1 and fo by coasting the vehicle. Torchinskii wanted full

driv'e simulation, and introduced torque T measurements. In this approach

T W'r 2T f + W'r PSm v +tan• (350)

where p was the summary coefficient of roughness and P was the slope. Air re-

sistance was omitted in equation (350) by the present writer. Rolling rA'iius r was

r = t,/2 i n (351)
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w,'-•re i. was uie aistance travetieu, anu n was the corresponmaig number of

rpm's.

I. This simplistic approach undoubtedly gave more accurate, faster, and cheaper

results than many sophisticated computer programs so fashionable today. Of

course, it has limitations because it "integrates" ground roughness DTi'L only lor

the given vehicle. It should not be difficult, however, to improve the method by

introducing modern profilometers and corrections for enveloping power of the

tires (compare Bekker, 1969).

Torchinskii and Birulya's treatment of the problem was perhaps the only original

one. The others faithfully followed the regular mechanics of transient states of

the vehicle, and computerized the procedure'- by using methods of statistical ap-

proach, though not to the same extent as in thie United States.

But Komarov and Zatserkovnyi (1962) of Lvov Imititute of Technology published a

rather conservative theory oi vehicle vibrations which was seemingly based on

Lehr's (1934) classic. Their treatise dealt with variable suspension constants.

However, as the need for computerized approaches was emerging with great force,

Rotenberg (1963) published in the organ of a Committee for Mashin Design and

Automation, a tutorial paper ,,n computer application to automotive design. The

discussed programs encompassed not only the suspension and vehicle geometry

design but also vehicle dynamics as a function of transmission type. The author

dwelt on rather simplified schemes including driver-vehicle models, and did not

elaborate the details. He listed problems of vehicle modelling and exemplified them

with simple data (Figure 56).

Parkhilovskii and Zaitseva (1964) went deeper into the methodology of "stationary

ergotic process" rcf vehicle vibrations and computerization of the calculations.

Their work was sponsored by Gorki Agricultural Institute and Automobile Works

,(zurkovskii Selskokhozyaistvennyi Instytut and Gorkovskii Avtozavod); they used

the MN-8 computer. Equations of motion with four degrees of freedom for a linear

3 system were developed for that purpose. A statistically defined, random road pro-

file was used as input. Acceleration, displacement, pitch, etc., of the vehicle were
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considered in the output. This excellent paper was illustrated with an example calcu-

lated for an assumed vehicle that was fully described in terms of geometrical and

mass-force characteristics required in that type of calculations.

The changes of correlation function, and its dependence on various input parameters,

were described. Again, only Russian authors were quoted. It appears that the work

was parallel to that by Mitchke (1962) in Germany. American work on power spectral

der•iity analysis for runways, roads, and terrain (for references see Bekker, 1969)

undoubtedly had much influence upon Russiaii research. Pevzner and Tikhonov (1964)

gave a detailed account (of spectral densities of roads and attempted to generalize road

roughness into categories defined by empirical equations. Again, only Russian litera-

ture was quoted.

A conventional though much refined technique was used to define stability of dump

trucks on side slopei when the dirt was unloaded (Zaks, 1964). The same technique

was used for semi-trailers (Vzyatyshev, 1964).

However, Rotenberg (1965) continued the development of generalized techniques for

performance evaluation, by means of computers (EVM). These included descriptive

listing of procedures for calculation of speed on slopes, fuel consumption per hour at

varying gear ratios, pitch and bounce, frequency and damping, etc. This was another

tutorial, popular presentation, apparently selling the computer even for more complex

evaluations such as man's role in the system and ride comfort. (For details of all the

reported references, see Bekker, 1969). This time an American author named W. R.

Morland was referred to.

There is no doubt that the early sixties witnessed an Increasing effort in selling the

computer to automotive engineers. Relatively popular or unavoidably abbreviated

and simu•ified exposition of the problems indicated how much education was needed

by the Russians in statistical analysis - a parallel to their American colleagues of

automotive industry, who were at the same time exposed to a similar treatment (see

Bekker, 1961; Mitschke, 1962; Bekker and Butterworth, 1965; for more references,
see 13ekkcr, 1969).
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II
However, the quality and professionality of exposition, and tue audacity of tackling

more complex problems, were steadily increasing, apparently with the rising under-

standing of the problem by the readers of Avtomobilnaya Promyshlennost (Automotive

Industryl. Hence Atoyan and Akopyan (1966) of Lvov Institute of Technology and Lvov

Automobile Works presented an extensive statistical analysis based on power spectrum

analysis in order to show the load regimes of automobile suspension. The method

was professionally developed and load factors were determined in terms of rms.

These led to the definition of the corresponding stresses. Only Russian literature

covering the period of 1961-1964 was quoted.

More tutorial material, related to ride comfort, was provided by Parkhilovskii (1966),

though again in a popular descriptive manne-.

Tchaikovskii (1967) further championed the cause of computerization of automotive

research. But in his study of stabilization of steering wheels he developed deter-

ministic equations of motion and a computer flow chart for the purpose of defining

steering stability criteria of the vehicle. In spite of the abundance of work in this

field, in practically every country only Russian references were ,uoted, indicating

rapid progress in the discussed area.

On this background, it was surprising indeed to find the textbook on wheeled cross-

country vehicles by Grinchenko et al., (1967) which did not mention the development

of new methods. The book reproduced fine design details of Russian and foreign

vehicles as well as elements of design and engineering, but dwelt only on simple,

antiquated equations of equilibrium of suspension loads and vehicle load distributibns.

Apparently Russian automotive engineers had not digested at that time the modern

statistical methods of defining transient states, or did not need them in order to

design successful vehicles - or both. This was not puzzling, howe,,er, when it is

realized that similar reaction was displayed inthe United States and elsewhere, with

a notable exception of West Germany.

However, progress did not stop. The slowness of the spreading of statistical methods

was undoubtedly due to the scarcity of computers. For these were assigned with

first priority to atomic and space research, management, and production control

(Berenyi, 1970).
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Thus, practical or tutorial rather than research papers on statistical approach seem

to have prevailed. Medvedkov and Yar'kov (1968), for example, outlined a computer

method for evaluation of vehicle speed, assuming regular equation of motion on a

. smooth road, without vibrations. Belen'kii and a group (1968) of PhD's from Minsk

Institute of Technology, Minsý Automobile Works and Institute for Macnine Design,

wrote another study on vehicle's energy loss due to vibrations. This time the paper

was not based on a semi-empirical equation, but on a series of equations of motion

covering pitch and bounce of a vehicle with an arbitrary number of axles,. The general

form of the equations was as follows:

n
x+E (F +F 2 +Fi 3 Y0i=l

n
+ E . (Fi + F+ F)0 (352)
i=1 1

Y 1 (Fi. + F 2  + Fi 4 ) F 5 =F 0

where i = 1, 2, 3... n is the consecutive number of the axle; •i is the portion of

sprung mass acting on i-th axle, affecting pitch; X i is the coefficient of coupling

with i-th axle; y, is the ratio of sprung to unsprung masses; x and y are coordinates

of the system; and p is the angle of pitch. F 1 , F 2 , F 3, F4 , and F5 are forces in

the spring/dash pot schem3 of the suspension and the tire.

Equations (352) were solved for a number of vehicles by using computer "Minsk-2,"

and the effect of various design parameters on energy loss of the system was analyzed.

Attention was given to the magnitude of losses in shock absorbers, "dry friction, "

tire deformation, etc. Calculations were performed under the assumption of travelling

over dimensionally regular and evenly spaced humps.

Armashov and Zheglov (1968) addressed themselves to the problem of vibrations of

one-axle trailers. Both authors were studying at the Moscow High Technical School,

named after Baumam (MVTU). The problem they tackled was deterministic. But

S their interesting solutions may have been applicable to the evaluation of the configura-

tion of the Gama-Goat, and to improvement of its ride characteristics.
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Engineers from the Institute for Construction of Roadbuilding Machines (VNI

Stroidormash), Gaitsgori, Malinovskii and Pasynkov (1969), dwelt on tutorial formula-

tin of vehicle vibrations in man-machiie system. Iofinov and Taipov (1969) of

* Bashkirskii Institute for Agriculture wtu± ox, mathematical modelling of tractor-

implement systems, and on the use of computers for that purpose.

All these efforts were steadily growing in strength and aimed in one direction: analysia

of complex terrain-vehicle systems. For the computerization of mathematical modelling

and the introduction of statistical inference are inseparable necessities with system

analysis, and discardable luxuries without such analysis.
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CHAPTER VI
TOWARD TERRAIN-VEHICLE SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION

Introduction

Generating the analysis of Russian literature reported in the previous chapters could

not fail to impress this reviewer with a continuing, evolutionary development of

mathematical modelling of soil-machine relationship.

The evolution of this development was as much subject to Darwinian indeterminancy

as it was an effect of the rational school of thought founded on an incessant search for

better models and input data, all based on applied mechanics and automotive engineering.

This sharply contrasts with the work performed in this country, where empirics totally

alien to the mathematical modelling of terrain-vehicle interaction and automotive

practice has been pursued for decades, with little concern for the earlier, more

rational attempts that were parallel to those in Russia, Germany, and England.

Even the present situation appears paradoxical inasmuch as the "consolidated" American

activity is p. imarily pushing the development of vast, all encompassing do-it-all

computerized programs, although such solutions, if possible at all, require a decade

of prior development of mathematical models, data banks, and inputs that define

boundary conditions of specific practical problems instead of vast theoretical schemes.

In this context, it is noteworthy to stress again that while we are still being confronted

with such arbitrary measures as 'G" value or "rated cone index" and various "mobility

indices, "the Russians gave their values of locomotion a definite physical meaning of

a mathematical formula, gradually encompassing the terrain-vehicle system. Attempts

of solutions such as those by Tsymbal (1958), Rokas (1965), and Poliakov and Nafikov

(1969 a) have not been found in textbooks on soil-vehicle relationship, for their arbitraiy

indices were originally conceived for empirical correlation of soil-working, machinery

parameters, with the draft of plcughs and tillage equipment, with scraping and bull-

dozing, or with plant physiology. And even such indices as "'DORNII" have found only

limited application in an evaluation of soil cutting by bulldozers or scrapers (Zelenin,

1950, 1968, 1969; Fidaev, 1970).
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In general, this situation is full of contrasts: the Russian mathematical models and

data banks appear to be waiting for an allotment of more of their scarce computer

time, while our over-expanded computer systems wait for more and better mathe-

W matical models and inputs.

If this evaluation of Russian R&D in off-road locomotion is correct, then two con-

clusions are inevitable:

0 Meaningful terrain-vehicle system analysis in Russia is near to

iniplementation because they have worked long enough on mathe-

matical mrcde!, and databanks. They also have a large number of

highly qualified workers. The computers may do the job rapidly,

as soon as they are made available in sufficient numbers.

0 Our terrain-vehicle analysis references may be far off, because

we need a number of years (depending on personnel availability)

to develop the databanks and better mathematical models for the

idling computers.

In the following lines, an attempt will be made to chronologically describe and to

analyze the Russian work for the purpose of further verifying and expanding the

conclusions.

Early Parametric Analyses

System analysis as such is not new. It has been performed since the beginning of

engineering activities unnane 1, or under a different name, whenevel an optimum of

form-size-weight-energy balance of a machine or its element were sought.

In this sense the work by Morin (1840-41), Bernstein (1913), Letoshnev (1936),

Goriachkin (1937), Giuzdev (1944), Chudakov (1962), Katsygin (1964), Guskov (1966),

Vasiliev et al. (1969), Gorin (1970), Kienin et al. (170), and many others whose

accomplishments will be reviewed in this chapter, have always performed a para-

metric analysis or developed a method fhr such analysis concerned with the opti-

mization of factors involved.
&

As mentioned before, the Russian system analysis could not ha:- progressed beyond

limited evaluations because of the lack of generalized soil values -idependent cf
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vehicle size. The attempts to correct that deficiency date back to Puzyakav (1931)

and the others, as reported in a paper by Saakyaii (1954).

. The solution offered by Saakyan was shown in equation (24) and was used, among

others, very recently by Guskov and Melnikov (1968), and Guskov (1966, 1968).

Apparently this was accepted as a stop-gap, though it svas not considered entirely

satisfactory,

Interestingly enough, in 1960 the Minsk "Voprosy" published an article (Vol. Ifi)

about wheels, using in their parametric analysis of wheel draft, the old Bernstein-

Letoshnev equation (12) and Goryachkin-Housel equation (19), both of which 'is re-

ported in Chapter II, attempt to minimize the effect ef wheel width upon the measured

soil values k, A and Bo. All this indicated a trend toward the generalization of

mathematical models, and hence toward the modelling of larger and larger systems.

The "Vop-osy... "were concerned among others with the following interactions of

various design parameters of a tracked vehicle and the soil:

"* slip versus pull

"* motion resistance versus maximum drawbar pull

"* motion resistance - soil shear versus maximum drawbar pull

"• motion resistance versus sinkage.

An example of a semi-empirical parametric evaluation of motion resistance f, coef-

ficient of adhesion 4 a' and drawbar pull DP as a function of ground pressure p was

shown for a tractor of C-80 t, pe in Figure 57. Another example was displayed in

Figure 58 which shows the change of f as a function of -the location of tractor's CG.

The objective of that work was to predict coefficients of efficiency and effectiveness

of a Liactor-soil working machine system. To this end, coe'ficlents of efficiency of

particular machines 77 had to be defined "-st. Extensive literature and databanks

3n this suLiect were published in "Voprosy... '!960, Vol. Vý. Alignment charts

for ? , expressed in terms of soil and machine para.n- ers such as k, p ', etc.,

were produced together with nrmerical examples, and undo.orpdly represent fine

S introductory material for computerization which !had to wait for 'bout a decade before

computers bcanie available at all. Optimization of tractor performarn,ýŽ :n a statistical

basis also was reported in the saint v,,Alume (Figure 59Y,
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The tabulation of aAl kinds of input represents a fine databank, in spite of the lack of

a generalized soil-value system. Naturally, the general trend was directed to finding

D ways and means of improving the effectiveness of various aggregates of equipment,

which was analyzed in another chapter. The abundance of information was such that

It was impossible irk this short review, to reproduce or even to refer to numerous align-

ment charts which enable one to quickly evaluate coefficients of efficiency of a large

array of tractor-machine s,:!steins.

Wlatever was the accuracy of these evaluations and optimizations, it was overshadowed

by the mere existence of the method, which if continuingly developed would satisfy the

most modern requirements of system evaluation. To illustrate the character of this

method a nomogram for selection of parameters of tractor-machine aggregates was

reproduced, in an unchanged form, in Figure 60. Here, y means the ratio of tractor
u• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ et -• , ......... efficiency of

weight to the draught of the J Ad lm|,, ktr ; r "A d1c•£ en-y of

drawbar pull (slip) and tractor transmission; and f is motion resistance. It is hoped

that this incomplete description of Figure 60 gives the reader an idea of parameters

involved, and the picture of a practical approach to their optimization.

Many other examples of parametric evalu, ions could be further quoted. The authors

6f the ' Voprosy... t1961; Vol. VII) consistently adhered to the mathematical modelling

and underscored the need for more scientific, rigorous work, always validated by

experiment:

"contemporary experimental studies on soil-working mechanics
depend toa large extent on scientific-engineering foundation.
When formulating tasks of a broader scientific nature, it is
necessary, however, to simultaneously widen the basis for
laboratory-engineering work. "

The philosophy amnnnciated three years later in this country though not official was

widely practiced on the assumption that:

"It must be conceded that most major steps forward come about
sult of patient, painstaking sifting of carefully collected facts and

measurements... If (such programs are) carefully performed and
well documented, and if they contain enough measurements... (they)
have or.e saving grace: there is always the possibility that the data
may provide the source from which a vehicle mobility (Kepler or
Newton) will find inspiration and insight, " (Knight and Freitag, 1964).
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The Russian automotive and tractor engineers did not wait for the Newtons and the

Keplers. They went ahead in their own way, and made significant progress. In the

meantime, we collected tons of data and computer tapes, which wait for someone who

* could make sense out of them.

Mathematical Vehicle Modelling

Implementations of parametric and systems analysis requires prior definition of

mathematical models and value standards. The early nineteen sixties appear to be

very prolific in providing such models and standards. A series of methodological

contributions appeared with particular frequency in 1961.

Lysov (1961) of NAMI wrote on the method of quantitative determination of vehicle

maneuverability in turns. Pogosbekov (1961) of the Kuban Agricultural Institute de-

fined the coefficient of-V, efficiency of driving wheel. s o the vehicile Antoo (1961)

wrote about the method of a diagrammatic analysis of stability for multi-axle vehicles,

and Klychkov (1961) of TsNIIME's busied himself with the determination of the optimum

specific vehicle power, prior to and/or during the design stage.

In the same vein, Kuznetzov (1962) proposed his soil "durometer" described in

Chapter IV, while Kurzel (1962) of NAMI worked out a method of determining fuel

consumption and speed of a vehicle with hydro-dynamic transmission for variable

regimes of work. Antonov (1962) wrote again on the assessment of turn stability of

multi-axle vehicles. Chudakov's (1962) textbook on tractor and autoraobile theory,

used in the Russian schools, dwelt on the evaluation of engineering and economic

design trends, with the purpose of predicting the future in terms of specific parameters.

These are but a few samples of literature available to this writer, which were published

primarily in the official organ of the automotive industry.

The Minsk School pursued a similar activity which undoubtedly inspired much work in

the automotive field. However, their primary goal was to increase the effectivenees

and decrease the cost in the operation of tractor-implement aggregates. To this end,

the efficiency versus design of these aggregates was worked out again and again, very

much in the same fashion and for the same purpose as those required for systems

analysis (compare Bekker, 1969, and '"oprosy, 1962, Vol. VIII). The data and the

method represent a nearly perfect attempt of what may be called now the "mission
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definition; "and a less perfect atteuipt at a definition of the "environment" - less

perfect, because of the lack of generalized terrain-value system.

Nevertheless, the mathematical models, the input data, and the numerical examples

of evaluation of

• the optimum location of CG of a tractor,

• motion resistance as a function of length-to-width ratio of a track,

0 soil thrust for various ratios, of linear dimensions of the ground

contact area,

0 energy balance of a tractor in uniform motion,

• drawbar pull as a function of track form,

• optimum length-to-width ratio of a track,

0 effectiveness of wheel width increase,

• grouser effect, etc., etc.,

have no parallel in the quality and amount of material presented here! in most

cases, the calculations were tested with experiments.

If the textbook on design and theory of wheeled tractors for earthmoving machinery

by Ul'yanov (1962) is a measure of the trend permeating the civil engineering school

of thought, then it may be concluded that a similar trend characterized the R&D in

this area too. This is no surprise since the bibliography quoted by UI'yanov contains

.. miliar names of Babkov, Birulya, Zimelev, Knoroz, Lvov, and Letoshnev, to

name a few.

In a chronological review of work that aimed at what is called today "system analysis"

though this term was not used in Russia until about 1970, one must further mention

the Minsk School.

"Toprosy... " 1963, Vol. X, starts with the definition of factors widch define effec-

tiveness of tractor-machine aggregates. This was investigated with an apparent

effort of establishing a meaningful databank with ir.numorablp tables and records, as

*Comparable, from methodological viewpoint, are works by the British NIAE,
German Agricultural Institute in Volkenrode, and the U. S. work by the Land
Locomotion Laboratory in Detroit, performed between 1954 and 1961.
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well as with numerical examples illustrating the data processing for the purpose of
a semi-empirical definition of effectiveness. Because it is impossible to present

* even an abbreviated form of the material mentioned, it Is hoped that the following list

of topics will give the reader an idea of the scope of this work:

* tractor effectiveness versus soil types,

* effect of ground-surface geometry and the length of the swath,

upon effectiveness of agricultural machinery,

* particulars of work in fields strewn with stones,

selection of vehicle-machine types,

0 load carrying capacity and effectiveness of transporters,

0 soil compaction, etc.

Birth of System Analysis

"Voprosy... " (1964, Vol. XIIT) expanded these topics into the study of a

"* definition of optimum parameters of mobile agricultural equipment,

"* definition of a theory for selection of optimum parameters of

mobile agricultural machinery.

The study authored by V. V. Katsygin was referred to by Academician M. I. Matsepuro,

and dealt with very broad philosophy of system approach to the optimization of the

machine - nvironment-mission complex. It was reiterated by Professor V. V. Guskov,

and was first made available in English in 1968, during his collaboration with Dr.

A. R. Reece at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne. It is this second version

originally published in the 'Voprosy... " (1964, Vol. XIII), which is briefly discussed

here because it represents an introduction to the further work on terrain-vehicle

system otpimization by the Minsk School.

Parameters which determine drawbar pull efficiency and operational economy are
the weight of the tractor, its size, form, engine power, speed range, etc. Optimiza-

tion of all these parameters at the design stage is based on the assumed criteria. If

two tractors having design parameters A1, B 1 , ... KI and A 2 , B2 . .. K2 are to be

compared, then the pertinent parameters and their groupings must be assessed

against each of the criteria. In this process, performance characteristics such as,

for example, efficiency r , output (productiveness) 0, cost C, versatility (for instance,
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adaptabilij. to work in the Arctic and the temperate zone) T, reliability and/or life

M, etc., are functions of parameters A, B, C... . K:

n = f(A, B, ... K)

0 = ((A,3B, ... K)3)

C = •,(A, B, ... K)

T - •(A, B, ... K)

M = y(A, B,...K)

The individual optimum then is defined by equations:

a•' f( A, B ... K) = 0

Sf( A, B .. K) = 0

)(354)
-gf (A, B ... K) =0....................

oa- (A, B ... K) =0

,F o (A, B ... K) =0 )(355)

(A, B... K)= 0 etc., etc.

Equations (354), (355), and three other similar formulas resulting from the differenci-

ation of the remaining equations (353), define either the minimum or the maximum,

depending on the criteria chosen. For instance, equation (354).will help define the

maximum efficiency •, whereas equation (355) will define the minimum of cost C.

The question if these equations have an optimum at all was reportedly solved with

the Lagrange multiplier method.

Thus.from a mathematical viewpoint the problem and its solution are well at hand.

S However, the selection of proper performance criteria may be very difficult, and is

often subjective. For example, speed v of the tractor may be defined for a maximum
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output 0 (Figure 61). Aiming at the optimum, v, may produce low output, 01,

which increases cost, C. On the other hand, if the design target is the optimum,

Vo, the performance may drop to the low efficiency, 71. A compromise criterion

Sfor optimum v lies in the range:

optv <opt v < opt v0

Guskov discussed three ways of selecting design criteria, supposedly following Katsygin

and Matsepuro's reasoning. One way is to assume that only one criterion is to be

considered. This simplifies the solutioih since the optimum design parameters are

based on only one set of equations (354), (355)... etc. If all the N criteria are

equally important, then the design optimum may be obtained by taking the mean value

of the optima:

(T~A +A .A A
A 17 opt Oopt MoptAopt =N

(356)

K EK "opt + Koopt +.' KMopt)
K -N

opt N

And if a specific importance is attached to each criterion it is necessary to take each

into account. The difficulty then is that the probabilities P 1 , P 2 ' P 3. P N of occur-

rence of each separate optimum is usually unknown:

r (P1A + P A + PNAMopt)
A = 1 "opt Ooptop

opt - E(P 1 + P 2 +... PN)

(357)

F(P 1 K opt + P2Koopt + ... NKMopt

opt F (P + P2 +'" PN

Simplified examples of the application of this general line of thought to terrain-vehicle

system optimization was published by Guskov (1966, 1968, 1968 b). A more general,

though abbreviated, outline of the theory of system evaluation was given by Katsygin
(19•'4).

This was th? first, as far as it could be ascertained, series of publications which out-

lined the general philosophy of terrain-vehicle system analysis. The need for the best
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possible mathematical modelling of functions (356), (357), etc. was thus implicitly

postulated. Probably, for this reason the "Voprosy... "( 1964, Vol. XIII), devoted

many pages to soil values and their relation to vehicle design and performance

S parameters, as previously described in Chapters 1I and V. In addition, much space

was devoted to mathematical modelling of such problems as:

* energy consumption in soil working by various agricultural

machines

• theory of optimization of design and performance parameters

* modelling of soil draft versus speed

* optimization of speed and soil cuts

* optimization of tractor parameters, etc.

The final chapter of the "Voprosy... " (1964) was devoted to the methodology and

organization of research. Scientific-engineering approach was stressed over and

over again, and the team, scientist-engineer, was subject to gener-,d discussion

from the organization viewpoint. Experimental verification of theories was strongly

emphasized. The system approach was clearly emerging:

"Development of agricultural mechanics makes it possible to solve
problems theoretically instead of empirically... Modern level of
scientific knowledge (also) enables one to perceive each pheno,•iena
in close relationship with the others...

Complexity of modern technological systems, particularly those
working with automatized processes and machines, and composed
of a series of functional relationships, needs mathematical
treatment... "

The aim of such an approach was not the invention of new gadgets but the establishing

of rational design parameters of tractors, which would increase in the given environ-.

ment, both the efficiency and output at a lesser cost. It was expected that the draw-

bar pull may be increased 15 to 25% and the coefficient of efficiency 10 to 15%. To

this end V. V. Katsygin (1963 a) envisaged among others:

"* further development of soil-machine mechanics

"* further study of a theory of optimization of pertinent parameters

"* elaboration of experimental problems and techniques of

L parameter optimization.
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Computerization and Specialization

In the same volume (Trudy, TsNIIMESH,. 1963), Lurie presented excellent tutorial

material on "statistical dynamics of agricultural aggregate machines (generalized

S harmonic analysis) which was paralleled only in Germany by Wendeborn and the

others (see Bekker, 1969).

Thus, mathematical modelling of the systems became more and more fashionable.

Bel'skii (1963, of Frunze Politechnic Institute worked on speed analysis of a vehicle

under variable rolling resistance. Another example of the same categor) of endeav,.r

is a paper by Antonov (1963) on mathematical modelling of the stability of cross-

country vehicles, and an article by Akhmedov (1963) from the Institute for Advanced

Transportation Problems, Gosplan, on a computerized method for determining tractive

capabilities of a vehicle. The theoretical basis for experimental evaluation of sus-

pensions for cross-country vehicles was published by Yatsenko and Prutchikov (1963).

Energy losses in, and the wear of, tires were investigated as factors affecting co-

efficient of efficiency of a wheel, by Kananykhin (1963).

Obviously, more computers were needed. Thus Rotenberg (1963) published another

tutorial-promotional article which anteceded a similar work in the United States

(McKenzie, 1966), as far as the schematization of driver-vehicle system is concerned.

This milestone in Russian systems analysis, which was parallel in other aspects to

studies performed in the United States (compare Pradko, 1962), was reproduced in

the diagram, Figure 62. Roterberg's paper was undoubtedly stimulated by the U. S.

work, since he quoted Olsztyn (SAE 127, 1960), Beauvais (SAE No. 295, 1961),

Milliken (SAE No. 205. 1960), Bischoff (Autom. Ind. Nov. 15, 1960, Louden (SAE

No. 169, 1960), Setz (SAE Journal No. 10, 1960), Staffeld (SAE No. 127. 1960), Hogit

(SAE Journal No. 8, 1960), and Kohr (SAE 114 A, 1960), in addition to two German

and four Russian papers.

Beyond doubt, the Russians were behind the West, in 1963, in the field of computerized

programr~s, though they had at hand all the inteLiectual tools which we call software.

'Wat thcy were lacking was the hardware.

Nei'ertheiess, statistical evaluation and statistical models of terrain-vehicle dynamics

were processei with growing emphasis (Pevzner et al., NAMI, 1964, Pevzner and
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Tlkhonov, NAMI, 1964; Parhllovskii and Zaitseva, Gor'kovskii Avtozavod, 1964).

This also prompted gathering of statistical informatinn for the dat-bank (Armaderov

et al., NAMI, 1964; Smirnov et al., MVTY-Bauman, 1964).S
On such background the reappearance of a search for better soil value measurements,

particularly from the agricultural viewpoint, is of no surprise (Voprosy... 1964,

Vol. XIV). There was not much new, however, in this search that would change the

picture of activities reported in Chapter H1 and Chapter IV; but the revival of the old

problem was significant.

An excellent book by Ul'yanov (1964), on improvement of mobility and traction of

wheeled tractors, again reproduced 'In extenso" Bekker's (1959-1960) soil-value

system philosophy, and the bevameter technique including exact copies of pertinent

drawings. No direct reference in that respect was made in the bibliography. Instead,

Frenkin (1962) who published the Russian translation of Bekker's work was referred

to, among others, only Russian references. The book represents a pragmatic ap-

proach in mathematical modelling of a vehicle-terrain system, from the engineering

viewpoint.

Specialization of mathematical modelling of design-performance complex, and data-

bank assemblying, also may be seen in a unique book by Khachatryan (1965). The

problem which he tackled was the evaluation of work ol agricultural machine aggre-

gates on a very uneven terrain surface. Among the topics of the first chapter were

such items as:

• trajectory of motion oi free tracked tractor on slopes

• trajectory of motion of a steered tracked tractor on slopes

• tractor motion on variable contours of slopes

* characteristics of slope turns.

The approach, based on theoretical premises of tractor steerability and design param-

eters, was closely monitored in the field. A special instrument for marking the

trajectories along the road was devised so that the estimated vehicle performance

could have beer. compared with the real one (Figure 63). The significance of this

work in system analysis, which reflects peculiarities of the environment, cannot be

"erverestimated. Another example of in-depth treatmenit of the problem is the book by

Brylov and Grabchak (1965) on transport equipment for geolog.cal survey.
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However, the computerization of evaluations seems to have always been the main..

target. Hence, Rotenberg (1965) further thought of the method of evaluation of man-

vehicle-road system. In addition, he performed original work largely based on

American and German references. Of interest may be Figure 64 which shows system•!

performance (curve 2). Though no details were given, Figure 64 hopefu1y exempli-

fies the nature of work performed. In the same realm, Palkraovskii (1966) contri-

buted to defining ride comfort for man-vehicle-road systems.

Special methods for computation of diagrams representing time-speed of locomotion

were proposed by D.)gtyarenko (1966) of Rostov Institute of Technology. Incisive
analysis of fuel consumption as a function of drive type for a 6x6 vehicle on hard road

was provided by Filyushkin et al., of MVTU and NAMI (1966). This kind of a study

exemplifies a specialized analysis of a subsystem, as discussed in reference (Bekker,

1069).

Obviously such specialization of the problems necessitated more computerization.

Cherevan et al. (1966), of Zaporozhskii Institute of Technology (ZMI) named after

Chubar, dwelt on computer programs for evaluation of vehicle dynamics, while

Afanas'yen and Khachaturov (1966) of Moscow Automobile Institute (MAI) expanded

this study with power spectral density analysis, and a study of pertinent electronic

filters.

The high level of analysis-in-depth and of the computerization culminated in the col-

lective work under the editorship of Akademician V. A. Zheligovskii (1967).

Differential equations of agricultural machine aggregates for a variety of operations

with the purpose of defining:

* theoretical principles of increasing working speeds of the aggregates,

* time utilization In aggregate 's operation,

* output and economy at higher speeds,

* targets for speed increase and the methods of their meeting, and

* mechanics of soil working,

where the topics related to locomotion. Materials such as that, and the book by

~ Guskov (1966) about the optimizationDf tractor parameters, represent a good sample

of the Russian "software" waiting for more computers. The software that has not
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yet been produced in the same quantity as in the West, although computers on this

side of the world either idle or process rather academic off-road locomotion problems.

. Obstacles to Progress

At this stage the obstacles facing Russian scientists and engineers may be discerned

clearly. Apart from the multitude of Research Institutes, which create enormous

problems of communication, the insufficient coordination, the red tape, and the lack

of computers appear to be a very serious hindrance.

According to one estimate there are 5,000 working computers in Russia, compared

to 50,000 in the United States; in addition, the still unsophisticated "Minsk" (see

Guskov, 1966) does not compare with the superb, fourth generation American equip-

ment. As Andrei Sakharov (1970) put it 'the gap is so great that it is impossible to

measure it. We simply live in another epoch."

Obviously, the severity of the situation depicted by Sakharov does not apply to re-

search in off-road locomotion. Sakharov was concerned with the 'big science, "and

was correct. In the "small applied science" such as the disciplines related to ground

locomotion, computer sophistry is not much of a need. Undoubtedly, a "Minsk" may

well suffice if there are enough of them.

Perhaps, what also hampers progress in Russia is the lack of established methodology

of system analysis, such as that used by American aerospace industries, and the lack of

an appropriate managerial class. As a matter of fact, Russia's first management-

training school was not opened until late in 1969 (Newsweek, 1970).

Nevertheless, the ingredients and potential to overcome all of these difficulties do

exist. Moreover, as this study has implied, the mass of Russian mathematical

modelling, of the databank information, and above all, of the trained, high "caliber

researchers, is such that they counterbalance the bureaucratic ineffectiveness, and

may quickly catch up with and surpass the rest of the world, as it has been demon-

strated in several other fields of science and technology. This kind of a "miracle"

has already happened with the help of others, when Fiat of Italy built in Russia the

S first modern, mass production automobile factory.
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According to Berliner (1969), Soviet planners are already worried. "In a move which

could have major implications for capitalist economics, Soviet leaders have enacted

a series of reforms. ? If they succeed, we will suffer in the realm of ground loco-

* motion a prolonged setback because of the lack of inputs to our computers, and the

scarcity of manpower trained in ground mobility research.

More "Software" and Some Hardware

Whatever will happen, the Russian engineers and scientists P re further building those

inputs and expanding their "'software.

Thus a morphological study with a touch of dimensional analysis was published by

I~av'yarov and Pozin (1967) of ChTE.* Interestingly, the data encompass Russian and

Western equipment. Stabilization of steering wheels and their study with analog

computers was discussed by Tchaikovskii (1967). More on subsystem analysis, in

the vein of reference (Bekker, 1969), was produced by Smirnov i Lelikov of MVTU

(1967). Figure 65 reproduces competitive drive subsystems of an 8x8 vehicle that

were subjected to mathematical modelling for the purpose of optimizing certain

aspects of vehicle performance.

Simplified method of computing average speeds of a vehicle, based on statistical

analysis of speed distributions in a variable terrain, was given by Ivanov and Uvarov

(1967); and a "dynamic index" definition of a vehicle, considering properties of the

wheel drive, was proposed by Petrushov of NAMI (1967). Both papers represent

models of performance, useful in system evaluation.

Computer programming also has notbeen forgotten. Sirotkin et al. (1968) produced an

electronic model of the hydraulic transmission of automobile Bel AZ -540 based on

differential equations showing a rather unusual agreement between the experiment and

computer results (Figure 66). Medvedkov and Yar'kov (1968) wrote on the application

of computers to the evaluation of a "speed regime" of vehicle motion. Again the

mathematics was followed with electronic block diagrams and the computed results

* The acronym not identified.
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were tested with excellent accuracy (Figure t7). Tsimberov (Ihts) also dwelt on

computerized methods of evaluation of ride comfort of a vehicle and provided methodo-

logical framework for assessment of vehicle stability from the viewpoint of driver's

O reaction. Previously quoted work by Rotenberg and Janeway and Dieckmann also were

referred to (for details see references in Bekker, 1969).

An interesting part of this study is the scheme of a vibrator for testing man-machine

relationship, which outwardly resembles equipment used in this country since about

1962. The scheme is shown in Figure 68. According to a laconic description, the

instrument consists of a computer that processes data and reproduces vibration

parameters in "aatural scale, "which are subsequently recorded on a magnetic tape.

Vibration generator produces simulation which was explained as follows: A pre-

programmed signal actuates the vibration source and hence the suspended portion of

the stand. This element draws energy from the variable magnetic field. Displace-

ments (amplitudes) of the vibrated object (or man) result from the interaction of

magnetic forces between the stator and the suspended elements of the machine. Thus

it would appear that the energy was not applied through hydraulic actuators, which

necessitated generating large magnetic fields.

In another article describing a different test stand for the study of a man-vehicle-

road system (Galtsgori et al., of VNII Stroidormash, 1969) hydraulics were un-

mistakably used (Figure 69). Here, more details were given, including the electric

and hydraulic schemes of the instrument: vibration noise generator 1 simulates road

input; analog computer 2 processes vehicle's transfer functions; recorder 3 provides

the history of the vibrational process which is actuated hydraulically through elec-

tronic valves 4 and 5 mounted on frame 6.

Computerized methodologies of vehicle evaluation necessitated more mathematical

modelling. The year of 1968 and 1969 were more prolific in this sense, than any

previous year. This is indicated by the following review of the representative sample.

Kuznetzov (1968) of the Transport Research Institute (NIAT) devoted more thought to

the economics of vehicle use. Reliability, which could not longer be considered beyond

the system, was subject of a study by Indikt et al., from NAMI (1968). Their work

was related to accelerated tests on the proving grounds, which were analyzed by

Rumenkov (1968). 299
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Figure 69 Test stand for a "study of road-vehicle-man system"

after Galtagori, et al. (1969)
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Sincri muc~h emphasis has always been put on the economy and saving of natural re-

sources, mathematical moeels that would help such savings were very popular.

Accordingly, Genbom et al., (1968) of Lvov Institute of Technology developed an

O analytical method for vehicle economy. Knoroz et ýa. (1968) wrote in a similar

vein. Two ntudies by Guskov (1968, 1968 a) optimized rolling resistance and design

parameters, hence tractor economy. Inierestingly, both were in a sense a reitera-

tion of the 1966 and prior analyses. But they were published in English, for the

first time.

The significance of this move is subject to i :lterpretation. In any case, the Russians

would not display anything which they did not consider superior to the state of the

art in the West. And the theory reported by Guskov (1968) showed, in his own words,

that:

"* 'Yor each tractor class.., there is an optimum of (design),

parameters which provide the highest drawbar performance

and tractor efficiency.

"* The optimum parameters... can be determined theoretically;

"* theoretical considerations and experiments have shown that as

the tractor size (nominal drawbar pull) is increased, the

traction coefficient and efficiency are reduced."

These are significant conclusions. Whether they are new or not is immaterial, at

this point. What matters is the fact that the Russians have a theory (Katsygin and

Guskov, 1968', which has not yet been paralleled by the others.

Theorization on a concept basis involved more morphological vehicle analysis and

form-performance studies (Rezaikov of NAMI, 1968; Aksenov and Polliakov, 1968;

Korotonoshko, 1968). Works of this type embraced among others a systematic study

of vehicle configurations, which was performed in the same style as the study of

transmission subsystems shown in Figure 65.

10 ' However, the i ritish and German work cannot be neglected. As a sample of the
fine analysis parallel to the Russian work, see Gilfillp,' (1970).
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Of particular interest in this area is the scholarly work by Smirnov and Izvozchkov

(1969) of MVTU, which contains a fine mathamatical analysis of drive schemes

~ (Figure 65). In the same vein, Koltsov et al. (1969) of the Moscow/Motorway Institute

W (named after A. N. Ostrovtsev (MADI) ) wrote on mathematical modelling of elastic

wheels fox- iast changing loads; and Nofikov and Taipov (1969) of Bashkirskii Agricultural

Institute gave a fine dynamic model of a tractor-agricultural implement aggregate.

Stolbov and Kopelevich (1969) of Krasnoyarskii Agricultural Institute investigated

speed effect upon tractor effectiveness.

A similar trend toward considering larger and larger machine-environment systems,

and toward their mathematical modellinr, has been seen in Poland, where Soltynski's
1966 book was significantly entitled "Mechanics of Terrain-Vehicle Systems. " Wislicki's

(1969) booklet is perhaps the first systematic theoretical study of a tractor-bulldozer -

soil system based on experimental verification. Grencenko's (1963) book on tractors

is more conservative but nevertheless very emphatic on mathematical modelling

(compare Grencenko, 1968).

On this bckground it is necessary to quote the Russian book by Vasil'ev et al. (1969).

This iatest publication, which referred to works by TsNIIMESH, NATI, NAMI, VIME

and to;,. "foreign works (among which) the greatest interest is attracted by works of

M. G. Bekker..., "is a perfect example of the prevailing Russian school of thought

as described here. Mathemacical modelling of vehicles based on carefully planned

experimentation, soil-values, databank, and experimental verification of results were

described in an origina; contribution by the writers. Foreign references, in addition
to Bekker (1965 and 1960), included Kuether (Farm Equipment and Machinery, March

1966), Ogorkiewicz (1961 and 1962),* and Schlor (ATZ, July 1959).

Among the topics discussed in separate chapters were:

* method of an experimental study of the effect of design parameters of

a tracked tractor upon its traction

* results of experimental study, mentioned above

•-* Ogorkiewicz popularized the wo per-for•med in the U. S. Land Locomotion Laboratory
prior to 1960 (for details see Bekker, 1969).
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* results of an experimental study of track-soil relationship

9 theoretical generalization of experimental data from the viewpoint

of the effect of design upon motion resistance

* theoretical generalization of experimental data, from the viewpoint

of the effect of design upon traction.

A book on the theory of automotive soil-working machinery by Ul'yanov (1969) repre-

sented the same school, at its best. It referred only to the Russian authors, though

as mentioned in Chapter V it was not free from the Western influence. Among the

topics related to off-road locomotion, the following were discussed:

* Characteristics of phyiico-mechanical properties of the ground

* Theory of a pneumatic-tired prime mover

* Experimentol study of prime movers with pneumatic tires

o Design for subsystems of soil-working machine aggregates

0 Traction and work output, analysis, experime-atation, theory

• Speed, vehicle dynamics, effectiveness

* Engineering of equipment

* Morphology, economy, and effectiveness of various types of machinery.

Agricultural works were typified with the same trend. In Volume VI of the 'rrudy"

(1969), various authors were concerned, among others, with the following themes:

* Energetics of tractor-machine aggregates

* Economy of agricultural tractors in different soils

* Speed versus efficiency of tractors

* Selection of parameters in a 4x4 drive

• Statistics of load regimes in agricultural vehicles.

"?IZemledelcheskay Mekhanika" Vols. X and XI (1968) reflected more generalization

of system amnlysis with such chapters as:

0 Criteria used in projecting process effectiveness

* Optimum programming of agricultural systems.

S • This was close to the operational research without which a systems analysis can hardly

be used. Accordingly, a collective volume on mechanization and electrification of

agriculture (Mekhanizatsya i elektrifikatsya S-H, 1968) dwelt on such topics as:
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a algorithms for determining optimum tractor-machine mix

* planning of utilization of a tractor-machine mix with nomographic

methods, etc.S
A high level operations research, plus systems approach, was made by Akademician

Vasilenko (1968), who outlined a general mathematical theory of optimum solutions

for agricultural technology. In the same volume, however, Novichikhin (1968) pre-

sented a fine engineering evaluation of soil strength based on Letoshnev, Katsygin,

and Saakyan definitions that were disucssed earlier. A similar methodological

approach was made by Strokov (1968) to the problem of increasing vehicle mobility.

This combination further illustrates the search for "software" with an almost complete

lack of activity and material based on actual computations by the electronic "hardware."

The late nineteen sixties were the years of book publishing. The predominant theme

was the system, the integrated value complex, economy, operational research, and

process evaluation, all based on mathematics.

Saakyan (1969) in his book on a 'bystem of indices for evaluation of complex mobile

machine aggregates "distinguished between 'factors, exponents, and indices. " The

popularity of this approach may be seen in numerous references which were tabulated,

starting with Academician V. Pi Goriachkin, who apparently was the first one to try

to classify and group various types of indices.

The discussions verge on generalities and may appear sometime as half political:

"System of indices is defined as a scientific, well founded interlocked
assembly of indices which assess the machine from the viewpoint of
national effectiveness,"

said Saakyan before classifying the indices into:

* natural, such as weight, dimensions, a, b, c;

* specific, such as ratios, a/b, b/c;

* relative, such as (a-b)/a or (a-b)/b.

What the "national effectiveness" was has not been defined. However, extensive
tabulations of 'Igrotechnical indices" and others show a strong drive toward bringing
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some order ana sequence into the wnoie vamue system. Taouation of "indices" de-

fining physical properties of a processed "material" is shown in Figure 70.

* The block diagram reproduced as Figure 70 displays a generality, which was subse-

quently treated in detail, in a rigorous manner. The book applies operations research

methods to the increase of agricultural output in which tractor-machine aggregates

play a decisive role. The author went so far that he even Included "esthetic-

ergonomic" factors as a part of the system.

In contrast to this broad approach to a very broad problem, Ostrovtsev (1969) wrote

a book on rollers equipped with pneumatic tires. Although this was a handbook for

design-evaluation and concept selection for multi-wheel agricultural implement, an

attempt at treating the problem from a systems viewpoint was clearly distinguished.

Figure 71 shows the tabulation and classification of possible solutions. It has been

reproduced ,without translation, since the technicalities of the problem are immaterial

tothe context of this study, and might obscure the broadness of Ostrovtsev's approach.

As mentioned before, terrain-vehicle system evaluation without generalized soil-

values is virtually impossible. A broad attempt of defining the Russian state of the

art was thus made by Bakhtin (1969) of the All Russian Academy of Agricultural

Sciences, named after Lenin. The book discusses most of the methods of soil measure-

ment and instrumentation described in Chrapters II, III and IV, in an apparent attempt

to clarify the issues and to compare various methods. Unfortunately, this was not

necessarily done from the locomotion viewpoint but from the agricultural and soil

classification viewpoint.

Nevertheless the book shows that as late as in 1969 the soil-value problem was still

an issue - this time, however, a very broad one, embracing the whole system (Figure 70)

In the same vein, and practically at the same time, Revuta i Rode (1969) wrote a book

on a study of "Soil Structure. " It also was devoted to the tutorial-critical review of

the state of the art in agricultural soil measurements, as reviewed in Chapter IV.

Again the problem of locomotion was a microscopic part of problems related to soil-

physics and soil mechanics, treated from the agricultural viewpoint. The bibliography
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Figure 70 Block diagram of physico-mechanical properties of materials

used in agriculture (Saakyan, 1969)
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was very extensive ktsd entries) ana inciuaea, besldes the itussian, many German,

Czech, Polish, Italian, Rumanian, Hungarian, and French references. The absence

of British references was beyond explanation. Only one American reference (Bekker,

* 1960) was quoted. The book showed again the uneasiness of the Russian scientists and

engineers with the prevailing crude empirics and with the lack of a soil-value system.

This feeling was undoubtedly a cause for the publication of another book. The work

by Bakhtin et al. (1969) printed under the heading of the USSR Academy of Sciences

undertook the difficult task of collecting a variety of physico-mechanical soil prop-

erties and their variations for a number of Russian territories. The book was con-

ceived as an aid to evaluation of performance of agricultural soil-working machinery,

without, however, telling much about the applicability of this databank to tillage,

ploughing, etc.

In another book on research and development of machines for earth works, edited by

Fedorov (1969) under the auspices of the All Russian Scientific Research Institute

for Transport Technology (VNIITS), the authors proceeded with the best available

soil knowledge and developed equations and computerized programs for optimization

of performance and design parameters of single-bucket loaders. This was quite an

advanced study, as may be deduced from the block-diagram of the computations

(Figure 72).

More on systems approach was published in the English language in a brochure by

Tolpekin (1969). Figure 73, reproduced from that publication, speaks for itself. The

original English text was slightly edited in order to make it rmoie clear without changing

the basic verbiage. It seems that in this material - undoubtedly of a promotional-

advertising nature, destined for foreign consumption - the computerization techniques

were still behind even the slightest sophistication.

Thus ends the review and analysis of Russian literature published up to 1969.

The Present Structure of the R&D Effort

This review could continue with 1970 literature. This would provide, however, only

a repetition of the argument presented in tht preceding sections, to the effect that
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," J -CHOICE OF A SET OF VARIABLES
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IASI TAE "-SOLUION OF THE EQUAT-ION
ASISTABLE USING TABLES

DE•ERMINING 6EfEERMINING NUMERICAL VALUES
THE SOLUTION OF SELECTED VARIABLES

COMPUTING CRITERIA
OF THE NON-OPTIMUM

NATURE OF THE
FIRST TRY

REPLACIEMNTIN• THE� CHOICE OF ANOTHER SET OF
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THE VARIABLES WITH SOLUTION. FOR EX., REPLACE
THE PURPOSE OF TRACTOR DT-54 WITH DT-75
OPTIMIZING THE

SECOND TRY

ANALYSIS OF THE
OPTIMUM IN THE

SECOND TRY

REITERATE

Figure 73 Optimization of an Agricultural Operation
Involving Tractors (Tolepkin, 1963).
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Russian engineers and scientists, though handicapped by the lack of computers, have

been developing in depth a theoretical basis for computerized systems analyses; and

their databank, mathematical models, and subsystem analyses have been based on

0 sound experimental practice of automotive, agricultural, and mechanical engineering.

Thus in this section, instead of reiterating these conclusions by a chronological review

of literature, another look was taken at the Russian R&D effort, as seen through their

work published in 1970.

In the preceding sections, an attempt was made to show how early parametric analyses

developed into more mathematical modelling of simple vehicle -environment-mission

complexes, and then helped to formulate a philosophical basis for system analysis; and

how all this culminated in the rather simple computerization of the process of optimiza-

tion. It also was shown how the difficulties inherent in the Russian way of doing business

hampered progress in computerized techniques, leading to a concentrated development

in depth of what we generally call "software. "

As a consequence it now appears that a closer look upon this 'hoftware, "taken on the

background of 1970 publications, may be of interest, since it may reveai the structure

of the Russian R&D in more detail.

To this end the most r-presentative journals, the Avomobllnaya Promyshlennost and

Traktory I Selkhozmashiny, were selected. To compare these publications with similar

material available for public consumption in this country, the ASAE Proceedings and

the Agricultural Engineering magazine were selected together with the SAE Journal

(later called Automotive Engineering) and the SAE papers published in 1970.

Articles used in this study pertained only to locomotion. They were classified into the

groups listed in Table 28. Since many articles covered topics that fell into more than

one category, they were listed accordingly.

As the Interpretation of materials such as these may be misleading, the following should

be stressed before drawing any conclusions from Table 28. The Russian work published

3 in open literature is of a rather high professional quality. It is not concerned with
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Table 28

Number of Entries

USSR USA
[ro___ __

M Total ___ ____

Topics of Papers oP4 wI
and Articles ..4a4i

Promotion, Soc. Polit. 9 3 12 11 3 14

Trend Analysis 10 4 14 4 1 5

Operations 7 5 12 31.0 2 6 ý8 32.0

SProduction 14 17 31 1 18 19

Informational 15 10 25 7 11 18

Veh. Dyn. & Statics 23 26 49 8 7 15

.2 Man-Veh. Systems 1 1 2 27.8 3 3 6 24.0

Z Computer Progr. 5 6 11 113._2 6 8 14 29.2
Veh.Economy 7 3 10 1 2 3

Soil-Veh. Relationsh. 8 4 12 7 3 10

Engines 27 11 38 2 22 24

Transmission 7 12 19 3 5 8

Sk Running Gear, Susp. 4 7 11 3 I 5 14

S•Chassis 5 6 529.4 1' 3 14 30.5

Steering 3 2 5 1 3 4

Body 2 3 5 2 5 7

• . Road-Soil-Vehicle 7 14 21 7 7 14

® Mech. Efficiency 6 3 9 11,8 3 4 7 13.5

Fuel Economy 4 2 6 1 5 1 6

64 39 3631073
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classified or "proprietory" information. The over-riding purpose of its publication

apparently is to provide the forum for professional achievement and educational

facility. This is why most of the editorials promote social and political aims. There

V is no commercial overtone or preoccupation with trivia. On the other hand, there is

little if arything about safety and pollution.

American publications likewise do not contain classified a.I2 proprietory material.

Their aim also is to provide a forum for individual achievement. However, their

educational value and professional level are of a lesser caliber, because the over-

riding reason for publishing many papers appears to be corporate publicity and
advertising. An exception is the works on safety and pollution, where high caliber

researchers often recruited from the universities and independent "think tanks" produce

material far superior to the Russian materials.

For the purpose of this study, all the American publications on safety, pollution,

electric power, standards, norms, vehicle components (ignition, carburetors,

batteries, lamps, etc.), racing cars, trim, styling, etc., were eliminated. Since

these subjects practically do not appear in Russian literature, at least not in such an

abundance as they do in American literature, the total number of American themes

related to off-road locomotion was 200 as compared to 303 Russian themes.

"This leads again to an overwhelming conclusion that:

0 The Russians publish more prolessionally superior material
related to off-road locomotion, than we do.

Perusal of Tfable 28 indicates that the number of promotional rnaterial, mostly editorials,

is even in both countries. However, the Russians publish more on trend analysis,

which is in line with their expanding databank for system analysis. The same applies
to the matters on production and information, which, in part, is self explanatory:

their production is lagging far behind the U. S., but why they produce more infornm-

ticial material than we do is not quite_ clear. Perhaps they do what we "compensate"

with advertising.
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Russian studies on Vehicle Dynamics and Statics are overwhelming, both quantitatively

and qualitatively (except for our safety work not accounted for here). However, our

analyses of man-vehicle systems prevail. Computer programming is 'k par"

quantitatively. But qualitatively the U. S. work is far superior.

In th-s respect, one must also notice that, percentage-wise, American computer work

takes 29 2o of the total effort in the mathematical modelling, while the Russians take

only 13. 20, as shown in Table 28 by the underlined numbers.

Preoccupation wiih engines is similar in both countries. Transmission problems are

more preponderant in Russia, together with chassis problems. The rel aing ques-

tions of design and engineering are practically similar. Test and experil ntation

effort also is quantitatively similar; but its nature is different. In Russi ore

emphasis is put on collecting a generalized databank, while in the U. S. t of the

work relates to a specific item under R&D.

Figure 74 shows the data of 7:able 28 plotted in the form of a graph. This graph was

"rounded up" for clearer comparison purposes on Figure 75. Figure 75 and Table 28

show that the Russians mathematical modelling activity is almost double the A mericans

(84 vs 48 themes), although percentage-wise both are practically equal (27.8 and 24%).

Note that Jn this comparison we lead in computer programming techniques (14 vs 11

entries) while the Russians It n mathematical modelling of vehicle dynamics and

statics (49 vs 15 themes) and ia, a search f- ,e ;hicle economy (10 vs 3 entries).

This, it is believed, is the main strength of the Russian effort. For computer program-

ming is a technician's work, while the establishing of good, reliable models and

boundary conditions, and maximizing of the economy, is the job of a professional re-

searcher iii off -road loccomotion.

To sum up, another look at Russian R&D effort leads to the same conclusion as the
analysis performed in previous sections of this chapter; in addition it illustrates:

0 the preponderance of theoretical approach based on sound
engineering, and superiority in both quality and quantity of

4. published material.
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To give the reader a sample of the quality of material reviewed by this writer, a

number of 1970 articles is chronologically discussed below. The articles pertain

only to mathematical modelling and computer procedures, since the remainder of

* topics listed in Table 28 and Figure 74 were of no direct interest in a more detailed

examination.

Introduction of electrical vehicle propulsion necessitated a re-examination of torque

distributions on the driving wheels. Much useful, though not entirely novel, work in

this area was reported by Slivinskil and Titov (1970). Their interest centered on

torque-dispensing in a soft terrain, where individual wheels encountered different

resistance and adhesion.

Optimization of drive conditions on a curvilinear path was discussed by Boklay (1970)

of ONIS-NATI. More on computerized techi~ques for an analysis of vehicle vibrations,

this time with reference to pneumatic suspension, was published by Ignatenko and

Klochkov (1970). Their brief analysis based on an auto-correlation function presents

data on Russian computers and on-road input.

Torque distribution among wheels driving on soft soil was again the subject of a

study by Smirnov and Lelikov (1970). The study was limited to a 4x4 vehizle and in-

cluded a variety of terrain surfaces.

A tutorial paper on a driver-vehicle system was presented by Konev (1970). It con-

sisted, however, of abstracting the works by Rashevsky (1959-1964) of the University

of Chicago. Such belated availability of this American work to the Russian student

shows the time lag in the discussed area. But Rashevsky's work is practically unknown

among American automotive engineers (see Bekker 1956).

Amid this variety of mathematical modelling of the system and input data collecting,

it was rather surprising to discover the familiar name cf Ageikin (1970), who after all

these years of pioneering and prolific work on soil-vehicle relationship deemed it

necessary to return to the problem of soil value system.

S He was right in noticing that the existing load-penetration functions as discussed in

Chapter II apply only to homogeneous soils. However, by quoting only reference
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(Bekker, 1960) he did not realize the potential of bevameter testing technique that was

extended over stratified soils, most recently reported by Bekker (1969).S
Ageikin proposed his own method. It is elegant, pragmatic, and simple. How good it

is remains to be seen in practical applications. If a soft soil layer of depth h (Figure

76) is considered, then the relationship between ground pressure p and sinkage z

may be expressed by equation:

p = 1/ F tan- 1 h-z + a tan-1' !-&h (358)

LWp s 1a D/ Ez\a /

where ps is a 'bearing capacity" of soil defined two decades ago by N. N. Ivanov

(1950) as:

Ps = E (0. 0125 to 0. 003) (359)

Here E is modulus of elasticity; a is a coefficient characterizing the decrease of

stresses in ground depth; and D is the diameter of the loading area equivalent to the

area of the test instrument.

The reliability of equation (358) is not known. But the significance of the emergence

of a more univer,,al soil vplue solution, as late as 1970, cannot be overlooked.

Another issue of the Automobilnaya Promyshlennost was devoted again to the optimiza-

tion of a man-vehicle system. The Moscow Automobile Institute (Ostrovtsev and

Derbaremdiker, 1970) apparently has been conducting extensive studies on man's

sensitivity to vibrations. Useful data produced criteria and a number of semi-

empirical solutions based on experimental work.

Various examples of computerization of problems related to automotive engineering

were discussed in publication No 9 of the Automobilnaya Promyshlennost. A con-

tributory work by Telegin (1970) of Ust'-kamenogorskii Highway Institute on the

evaluation of steerability of a motor vehicle also was reported. In a similar vein,

Zhukov (1970) of Belorussian Institute of Technology reported a mathematical analysis

C of interrelation between elements of an articul.ted vehicle affected by road roughness -

a fine, although not too comprehensive, approach to the problem, with three degrees

of freedom.
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Figure 76 Ageikin's 1970 Scheme for Penetration of Soft Soil Overlaying
a Hard Pan.

Statistical analysis of vehicle mobility on terrain characterized by random distribution

of soil parameters was undertaken by Bezborodova (1970). This fine work provides

input data, as well as principles of their analysis. The databank on transmission loads

of wheeled and tracked tractors was fraught with statistical information by Skundin and

Dobrokhlebov (1970) of NATI.

Application of generalized harmonic analysis to a study of tractor stability and vibra-

tions was continued by Popov et al. (1970) under the auspices of NATI. This tutorial

paper was concerned with the method rather than the results. Another methodological

study was published by Prikhodko and Shchupak (1970) of NATI, in respect to analyzing

the elements of external resistance forces acting upon tractors.

Since the "most useful tools in the evaluation of optimum parameters of new tractors

are the results of statistical analysis of performance of analogue machines, "Korsun

and Levitanus (1970) of HTE* produced an interesting paper as to how to perform such

a task.

More attempts at computerization in the assessment of traction of motor vehicles in

general, and tractors in particular, were illustrated in the work by Lysov (1970) of

NA,7I. This included electronic schemes and comparison between computed and ex-

perimental values. In the same vein, Fo-nin et al. (1970) of the Odessa Institute of

Marine Engineers discussed mathematicai solutions for optimization of fuel injection

in diesel engines.

The T'ractor and Agricultural Machine Magazine closes the 1970 volume with a system

analysis of the automation of tractor work (Shipilevskii, 1970, NATI). This perhaps

* Acronym vot identified. 321
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illustrates best the gradual progression from parametric analyses to system analysis

and alitomation.

The brief review of 1970 literature brought only the chronological highlights of ma-

terial analyzed, because it would be impossible to mention all the articles and themes

which served the purpose of assembling Table 28 and Figures 74 and 75.

It is intended, however, that this section together with the preceding ones clearly

show that

0 a systematic terrain-vehicle system analysis based on
mathematical models and sound engineering practice is
the next thing to come in Russia.

The Russian engineers say so. Kocheulov and Korsak (1970) of NATI, after their

unusually detailed review of an American book on terrain vehicle systems analysis

(Bekker, 1969), concluded that, "It is most desirable to translate it into the Russian

language. *

As shown before, thus far we have been leading in many aspects of the discussed field

of endeavor. Now, the question arises, for how long? The answer to this question

may not be satisfactory if it is realized that American research work has not been

entrusted to automotive and tractor engineers, such as those representing the Russian

NAMI, NAUI, and IMESH. Instead, in the haste and emergency of World War II it

was placed under the control of civil engineers and environmental scientists, because

it was erroneously assumed that the soil, the climate, and the geology are 'the

problem. " As Table 28 and the review of Russian work show,

a the soil and other problems are minimal if compared to other problems
of automotive engineering nature.

Thus the revitalization of the American effort in terrain-vehicle system evaluation

depends on:

0 inanigerial decisions and radical reorganization of the
"status quo" prevailing since World War II.

* The book is scheduled to appear in Russian translation in 1972.
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CHAPTER VII

Epilogue

Postscripts

The availability of Russian literature in the U. S. often fluctuates beyond prediction.

Libraries do not receive the subscribed material regularly, bookstores are not

responsible for delays or "our of print" orders, and individual attempts to obtain

a publication may be a bonanza, or a fiasco. Thus, it is dUificult to perform a study

based on currently published material, without continuously adding delayed information

and/or rewriting the original text because of a new addendum, which in itself is

prone to errors and omissions.

This volume, although based primarily on an existing, readily available collection of

data, was affected by the same problem. The most characteristic information

that was received after the completion of the main chapters had to be incorporated

in the already finished text ,'ith all the necessary changes to the original; other data

which did not affect the main theme and conclusions, however, were relegated to

the postscripts, and left there to give only additional testimony to the principal

thesis of this work. This solution hopefully eliminated uncomfortable footnotes

-and confusing paranthetic amplifications, thus presenting a clearer picture of the

Russian striving to the optimization of terrain-vehicle systems. The additional

references aise further exemplify the most recent important contributions to the

locomotion mechanics and soil-machine systems analysis.

Attempts to make soil a fully measurable material obviously have not relented, although

the search was mainly oriented toward a definition of such soil values which could be

used in empirical and semi-mathematical solutions of ploughing, tilling, scraping,

and bulldozing. For locoxw-.ion purposes, little had been added when Turetskii (1969)

wrote on various soil states versus coefficients of friction and Savinykh (1969) renewed

efforts to treat the ground according to the Maxwell relaxation model, while Matsepuro

(1969) wrote about agricultural produce and materials as visco-plastic bodies. Character.

* istically, soils were not included in this study.
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This gap was filled with a paper by l-vichikhin (1968), and primarily with the excellent

compendium by Razorenov (1968) on ground probing by means of penetrometers.

Although locomotion again was not the objective of this work, the comprehensive and

highly professional treatment of th3 problem further illustrates the seriousness of

Russian engineers in a search for better soil-value systems. Razorenov's book clearly

shows that each branch of soil-machine technology - hence, also off-road locomotion-

needs different ground measurements. His work, however, does not seem to have

progressed beyond the stage described before, although the awareness of the problem

was greater. This is exemplified in the clasic by Sedov (1970). Concerned with con-

tinuum mechanics, his book was written on the highest professional level, comparable

to similar work in the Western World. However, direct applications to, or practical

use of, this type of mechar.cs in the study of the soil-vehicle interface still remains

to be seen.

Much practical advancement appears to have been made in road building machinery

and vehicles. Klazhinskii et al. (1967) wrote on automatization -an tomatn ...... n

eqtdpment, but not on soils. However, Krivishih et al. (1969) reviewed work by

Zelenin (1968) and other authors previously quoted in this volume, who still rely to

a large extent on the DORNII impact penetrometer for evaluation of soil cutting and

scraping. Apparently, Russian civil engineers have decided to follow their own

method of measuring soil properties. These empirics did not prevent Alekseev from

starting to work much earlier (1964) on optimization of design parameters of earth

movers, and using advanc 'x techniques (PSD functions) with computers for evaluation

of loading processes of the equipment. Gurkov et al. (1962) and Artemev (1963)

preceded this work with a book on theory and design, which as always predominated;

Dombrovskii (1969), also using the DOtNTII penetrometer, specialized in excavators.

Rumyantsev (1969) followed suit. An excellent book by Skotnikov et-al. (1969), however,

relied on Korchunov and Bernstein-Letoshnev soil values discussed in Chapter H.

Work by Bekker (1960), and in particular his "Spaced link" track patents, were ex-

tensively discussed.

The excellent book by Balovnev (1969) was written in a similar vein, which produced

a fine theory of equipment design and model testing in soil cutting. Dimensional

analysis and a scale model study of scrapers were discussed in detail. References

to American work by Bekker, Nuttall, Selig, and Schuring were quoted (for details see
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Bekker, 1969). A broader approach, including analysis of the complete system,

tractor-digger-ditch-soil, was most recently produced by Turetskii (1970) who used

both the DORNJI penetrometer and "soil resistance-to-digging" measured in kg/cm2

In some respects this paper favorably compared to the earlier previously mentioned

work by Wislicki (1969), who worked on a tractor-scraper-soil system, asing Land

Locomotion Laboratory's soil-value system.

In general, the road-building-machinery students found themselves in a rather "static"

position because their tasks grew quantitatively rather than qualitatively. Sevrov

et al. (1970) and, much earlier, Ul'yanov (1962) were interested primarily in the

output, size, and design, although Ul'yanov dwelt on tire testing in soil bins, and

used a dynamometer very much similar to that described in Chapter [I (TsNIIMESH).

He referred to work by Birulya (1949). Most of the discussed authors were concerned

with mechanical systems involved. The DORNII penetrometer has been favored in earth

works.

In a different vein, a number of authors wrote about tractors, carriers, and equipment

used in forest technology. Gorbachevskii et al. (1969) and Zaichik et al. (1967) used

only primitive concepts of motion resistance, and relied on Omelyanov's (1948) solution

for pneumatic tires. Their books, however, were of a rather popular character, and

were mainly devoted to operational problems of equipment; the authors are not stLdents

of soil-vehicle mechanics. Similarly the work by Kochegarov (1970) was concerned

more with processes and equipment than with the environment. However, Gorbachevskii

(1970) thoroughly investigat.-d tires for forest roads. He used Berstein-Letoshnev soil

values and tried to ex.m-,.nd the formula for sinkage z at repetitive loads using equation:

ZN = a + 0 log N, where a and A were "soil parameters" and N Gie number of passes.

Gorbachevskii also used Culombian soil values c and 0: 7- = c + ptan p and quoted

Bekker's (1956) Theory of Land Locomotion.

The conclusion related to road-building-machinery students seems to apply also to

the engineers in forest technology: they were not primarily concerned with soil-vehicle

interface, and used information produced by agricultural and automotive engineers.

Nevertheless, the fact that their problems were growing, at least quantitatively,

3 forced them to to into the generalizations thaL approach system analyses.
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Obviously, in this endeavor the lack of more universal soil values was still an obstacle.

The previously mentioned work by Wislicki (1969) appears to be the first attempt of

breaking this barrier and including the soil in the system in quantitative, physically

'meaningful terms. The trend to the automation of the soil -machine -vehic le complex

(Kodenkro and Lebedev, 1969) has undoubtedly accelerated these attemputs.

Mathematical ii-.odeiing of vehicles and their performance in conformity with vehicle

mechanics thus again became an important issue. As if to further gather the input

for terrain -locomotiLon system analysis, the Russian automotive engineers did not

relent in buildinig mathematical vehicle models. Among more significant recent works

in this area is the book by Zakin (1967), an excellent example of applied mechanics

in automotive engineering. It adds much to the earlier work by Badalov (1963) - full

of parametic analyses and nomograms. Melnikov (1969), in a study of speed and

drawbar pull of a tracked tractor, even included Katsygin (1962, 1964a) soil values,

and quoted Bekker (i956). As desigri problems staggered, Skundin (1969) produced a

fine textbook on Lfa~iisrmissions, and Khachatryan (1965) dealt with statics, kinematics,

and navrigation of a tractoi: on a heavily sloped and rugged terrain. Optimlz-?Iion of

inflatio;n preb~ure speed, and torque vs soil measured in Bernstein -Letoshnev values

were the subjects oi work- by Kochetkov (,1968). Professor Opelko (1970) embarked

upon the airea.cY we.l coivered topic of steering tracked vehicles, and developed

complex equations o-i quasi -static turn. Advanced application of the PSD function to

vehicle dynainics was published by Antyshev (1968). These are but a few selected

examples of further refinement of mathematical models reqUired in system approach,

that were made a-vailable most recently.

The optimizaticri o~f a soil -machine-vehicle system, and of the respective operations,

was approached lif dhe, last .two or three years either directly cr indirectly in a growing

number 0f b0k3, and papels. Systems anaivs is -nd operational research attracted the

attention of suct- prominent workers as Lurie (1963) some time ago. He was; probably

one of thie first whA~o was concerned wlkW, statistical properties of the tractor -machine-

soil complex. 0C-.imization of tractor parameters ýKuzmenko, 1963) also was per-

formed before Gvust~ov's work (1966.): and the selection oil tractor mtxes, based on

mathcinaticn'l anaivysls. was discussed by Radalov '1964) before Nagorskii kl967',

t puL4_e& e fine work on computerization of statistical processses. Zhilin (1967)

analyzed t~he cost -effect iivenes8s of tractor-trailer transporation, and Va-silenko

t 1967, 1968i-;a, cL3usscU ý1' stockastic a4 6U, other proccsses while Gugushvilli i1968)
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wrote about the variance analysis in application to agricultural machinery. Operations

research in planning optima in agricultural transport was discussed by Zavalishin (1968),

and similar work in value assessment of agricultural operationn, by Saakyan (1968).

V Dmitriev et al. (1969) dwelt on modelling of energy involved in tractor-machine

aggregates. Baranskii (1.39) worked on a parametric evaluation of fuel economy

vs effectiveness of tractors, and produced fine nomograms. Nagorskii and Bokhan

(1969) presented a paper on mathematical modelling and electronic processing of system

analysis in automated control of a cultivator. Lvov (1969) introduced dimensionless

parameters for evaluation of tractor-machine "mobility", which appear to have been

influenced by a theoretical study of increasing the speed of such a system by Andtusenko

(1967).

A neat tutorial exposition of modern mathematical methodology applicable to "agricultural

mechanics" was presented by Vasilenko (1968). He followed this fine work with an outline

of optimization methods, which included statistics of extreme, variation calculus, linear

and dynamic programmng, and technological forecasting. Similar work with specific

references to the stability of operations involving agricultural machinery was tackled by

Gudkov (1968). Zavalishin (1968) was concerned with optimization criteria of process

effectiveness in a typical OR approach that was followed by Skryabin (1968). The latter

included the PERT method, besides general principles of process programming.

The trend to Gperations and system analysis was interwoven with an attempt to foster

computer programming. mainly for evaluation of statistical processes. Thus, Antyshev

(1968) and Agasyan and Alt.ksandryan (1969) wrote on vehicle and machine vibrations,

using a generilized harmonic analysis and electronic computational schemes. The

latter also werc developed by Markaryan and Khoetsyan (1969) 'for very specific purposes

of transport oi forage. Lurie and Nagcrski (1969) used a similar method, considering

dynamics of a two-dimensional case of agricultural tractor-machine aggregate, an"

presented electronic sch:emes for computation of the st-tbility of such a system. Lurie

even (1969 I wem fui7thor and considered PSD functions of soil resistance when pl.aughing.

Sergee' c al. ;.19701 developed a "nathematical modei for optimization of soil-machine-

tractor aýgregates, u,4ir,: it:-grange multiplier. This work dovetails neatly with a

similar eviluation by t5uskov 1) . w,.ich appears "o have originated earlier with

Matsepuro f"Voprosv"... 1964'.
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All these "postscripts' thus confirm the thesis expounded in i us vrlum : mathematical

modelling collecting haputs and outlining the method point to tI. growing use of computer-

ized techniques fo.' optimization of design and performance with a complete terrain-

vehicle-machine systerm. Tue abundance of nomograms again demonstrates that the

lack of computers is perhaps the main obstacle. These "postscripts" also show the

intensification of a search for soil-values by civil and agricultural engineers. More-

G-.'er, there also is a message conveyed to the effect that:

0 each type of soil-machine interaction requires different,

though perhaps overlapping, soil measurements.

This cciuclusion is contrary to an American experience whereby the civil engineers

of Waterways Experiment Station insist that the "cone index" method introduced some

thirty years ago ior evaluation of the fill in dan construction will help (with incon-

sequential modifications) automotive engineers in evaluation of terrain-vehicle systems

in the seventies.

The reviewed Russian literature shows that the use of a cone penetrometer is still

attempted in the assessment of tillage, ploughing, and other agricultural processes,

and to a certain extent, in civil engineering; but not in the automotive engineering,

for evaluation of performawces and design parameters of soil-vehicle system. Russian

automotive literature has always been mute on this subject.

Summation

The preceding pages of tnis vo*-ume dealt with the development of the Russian approach

to the evaluation of soil-machine-vehicle complex, emphasizing the ve .cle. It is

hoped that the technical detail reported here will help the tecimician to reorient his

own road to progress, For the general readers who do not necessarily need to

consider technicalities of automotive engineering in order to envision a road toward

more economic aind more efficient terrain-vehicle systems, the following summation,

it is hoped, anay be useful.

The intellectu•u and research climate in Russia is favorable, perhaps more than is

* required to balance research with development. This situation preN 'nted excessive,

crude empiricism on one hand, but did not lead to oversophisticated academic

generalizations, on the other. A balhnc•d theoretical, experimental approach,

moderated ..y a pragmatic trea~ment of problems involved, seem-; to have provided
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a mid-road between the American * and German** approaches. The favorable climate f. •

has attracted workers of a very high professional caliber and the support of prestigious

, institutions; it has produced unsurpassed numbers of good publications. Innumerable

R&D Institutes appear to cope with the problems in accordance with their geographic

locations. They provide individual and cumulative intellectual leadership, which seems

to be the only effective antidote to the inertia in their bureaucracy and in the enormity

of the system,

Russian work or, soil-machine-vehicle interface started approximately 35 to 40 years

ago. American work, based on a similar theoretical basis, did not start until some

20 years ago. The origin of both activities may be traced to eighteenth century work

in France, and to the pioneering research in Germany by Bernstein (1913). Letoshnev

(1936) adapted and further developed Bernstein's semi-empirical theory based on a

dimensionally defined soil-value system. Full information on this subject was not

available in English umtil 20 years later (Bekker 1956), which may explain our late

entry in this field.

The Russians have been aware of the deficiencies of the Bernstein-Letoshnev soil-

value system and tried to improve it in a variety of ways (Pigulevskii, 1936;

Vernikov, 1940; Troitskaya, 1947; Korchunov, 1948; Omelyanov, 1948; Antonov,

1949; Saakyan 1953; Gutyar, 1955; Tsymbal, 1958; Saakyan (1959); Ageikin, 1959;

Rokas, 1960; Matsepuro and Guskov, 1961; Katsygin, 1964; Strokov, 1964; Rokas

1965; Melrikov, 1966; Guskov, 1966; Volskii, 1967; Ageikin, 1970). Finally the designer

rCva!ted .gaino emnpl:;al "ir'3ces"' -"'ch led to the establiqhing of a rational school

of thought by NAMI and the "Minsk School," to name the few. In the meantime, American

research has been polarized with an arbitrary, empirical soil-value system referred

to as the "cone index" technique, which was introduced during World War II. The

evolution of the Russian soil value system has not yet been completed, although the

era of consolidation of the existing "know how" for locomotion purposes is clearly

in sight.

S*Scientifically oversophisticated or highly crude and empirical

•* Highly theoretical
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The automotive and agricultural tractor engineers re.y now on Bernstein-Letoshnev

(1913-1936) and Katsygin (1964) soil-value systems, which are based on soil penetration

tests, and on fitting the penetration curve with an exponential and, preferably, hyperbolic

tangent function. The shear test curve has been fitted also with a trigonomietric hyperbolic.

function. This procedure is in essence identical to the processing of the soil value

system called the "Bevameter-values", developed by the Land Locomotion Laboratory

in Detroit (Bekker, 1960). The latter differs only in form from the Russian procedure,

since it uses an exponential function for fitting the penetration curve, and the modified

Coulombian function for fitting the shear test data.

Penetration test curves in stratified soils are fitted by Russian engineers with the soil-

value equation proposed by Korchunov (1948) and based on American work by Housel

(1929). This operation bears much similarity to the process of soil-value definition

proposed much later for stratified ground by Bekker (1969) and based on work by

Meyerhof (1960-1961).

The Land Locomotion Laboratory soil values were developed independently in Detroit

as an evolutionary transformation of the Bernstein-Letoshnev values, based on a

concept originated at MIT (Taylor, 1948); as mentioned before, they also included

Coulombian measures of soil strength. These values were generalized and integrated

by the Land Locomotion Laboratory (Bekker 1956, 1960, 1969), in a complete tech-

nological framework, which laid the foundation for a new development acclaimed as

a new discipline by a number of foreign and domestic critics. The new developments

in the mechanics of land locomotion and system analysis became a methodological

tool ft)r terrain-vehicle evaluation by NASA and the aerospace industries (Bekker 1969).

They spirited the development of articulated and large-wheel vehicles, some of which

are in production.

These American activities attracted much attention in the U.S. S.R. The numerous

references, quotations, discussions, praise, criticism, and translations of work

published by the Land Locomotion Laboratory, shown in this volume, speak for

themselves.
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Although the Russian researchers built and tried at least 22 different types of soil-

measuring devices, they did not use the "cone" for vehicle-mobility evaluation;

for other cases they moxdified the cone penetrometer with a great sophistication.

At this time the following instrumentation is mentioned most frequently in Russian

literature: penetrometer DORNII (in civil engineering), penetrometers Revyakin,

ASHN-BSSR and "Minsk", and DSSH and TsIIMESH apparatuses (in automotive and

agricultural tractor engineering).

The arbitrary soil indices and pertinent instrumentation have not been contemplated

for use in locomotion evaluation, though they still try to find a place in tillage, ploughing,

plant growing, etc.

The latest trends and indications are that a development of a "universal" soil-value

system, conceptually similar to the American bevaineter values, is under study

(Guskov, 1969).

The soil measuring device operated on the moon, the "Lunokhod", is equipped with

a cone-cum-vanes penetrometer, apparently for testing "geological" structure of

moon soil, and with the "ninth" wheel plus torque-slip measuring instrumentation

similar to the TsIIMESH apparatus, which provides data for vehicle designer.

Rus&I.i-i mathematical mode!ling of the soil-wheel iri-rface dcoes not display the

variety of sopnistication developed in America, though it cannot be considered

inferior. As a matter of fact, the simplistic semi- empirical solutions by Bern-

stein .Letoshnev (1936), Vernikov (1940), Kragelski (1948), Gutyar (1955), Andreyev

(1956), and many others, have methodologically as much merit as the most modern

attempts based on more'1igorous" assumptions.

This fact was recognized in the early activities by the Land Locomotion Laboratory

in Detroit, which opposed, prior to early nineteen sixties, the involved theories

based on totally computerized input-output.

*• Russian mathematical wheel modelling followed a similar line, as may be deduced

from the frequent references to work by Land Locomotion Laboratory.
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In general, there is much continuity in Russian mathematical modelling. The Mlnsk

School, in particular, showed great consistency in the development of soil-wheel

interface models (Babkov, Birulya, and Sidenko, 1959; Matsepuro, and Katsygin, 1961;

I Guskov and Kuzmenko, 1964; Guskov 1964, 1966; Krasilnikov, 1966), although from

time to time, individual researchers impressed the engineers with more scientific but

no more accurate solutions (Glagolev ard Poletayev, 1967). Russian references to

Bekker (1956, 1960) and S9hne (1958) indicate that the U.S. and German work were

methodologically on the same platform. *

Semi-empirical mathematical modelling of pneumatic tires was impressive. It was

Omelyanov (1948) who seems to have pioneered the first primitive tire theory; his

was a "great leap" in comparison to the empirics by McKibben et al. (1940) in the

United States. Briukhovets (1957) also ran laboratory and field tire tests which

produced standard procedures GOST 7057-54, while the similar Amercian tests

performed later (Powell and Green, 1965) have had intangible practical meaning.

They still represent an enormous collection of unused data.

Such a research policy was seldom espoused by the pragmatic Russians. Thus,

Ageikin (1959) established a semi-empirical tire theory based on existing "know

how" and facts. At the same time, the Land Locomotion Laboratory in Detroit

independently established an almost identical theory (Bekker 1960). The coincidence,

not only in methodology but also in the main assumptions and some aspects of the

solution, showed again the common school of thought and the same professional niveau,

prevailing in both countries**

While one grcup of Russian researchers worked on a theory, the other provided

field test data in order to enable one to test the theory (Semenov and Armaderov,

1961; Armaderov and Semenov, 1962; Bocharov, 1961; Siliukov, 1962, etc.).

• The work performed in England, particularly by Reece (1965), also belongs to

the same school of thought.
•* Similar methodological trend already existed in Germany (Soehne 1956).
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The formal translation into Russian of Bekker's (1956) book on Theory of Land

Locomotion and of the seri,•q of at.dicles published by Machine Design (1959-1960)

O i seem to mark the entry of Land Locomotion Laboratory's work into the Russian

"research market", which was booming with all kinds of activities. The Research

Institutes and echools such as NAMI and MVTU, for instance, performed more tests

and tire evaluations than tests known to this writer, in Vicksburg and Detroit. In

addition, new ideas and new theories came and went, but not without some inter-

esting afterthoughts by (Strokov, 1964). The Minsk School (1atsepuro, Katsygin,

Guskov, 1966) also did not remain dormant, and further developed a semi-empirical

tire theory based on acknowledged cooperation with NAMI and VIM, and under less

explicitly acknowledged influence of the U.S. work performed in Detroit. At the

same time in Poland Soltynski (1966) and Wislicki (1969) adopted the Land Locomotion

Laboratory's soil-value system, which also was analyzed and reported in the text

books in Hungary (Sitkei, 1967) and Tchekhoslovakya (Grechenko, 1967).

Research on tracked vehicles started long before tire research (Zaslavski, 1932;

Kristi, 1937) and was unique in its mathematical generalization of performance-

design parameters. The publication of Canadian-American work, (Bekker, 1950,

1955, 1956) had strong repercussions which can be seen even in the same approach

to the solutions of track-soil interface (Matsepuro and Guskov, 1961). The overly

theoretical work (Opeiko 1961) found cool reception.

The Russian track-soil research led to a novel practical concept based on two types

of soil values: Bernstein-Letoshnev-Katsygin type for inorganic soils (turf, peatmoss,

etc.). Incidentally, Housel expounded his ideas at the University of Michigan in 1929.

But American research work, which dramatically slowed down after 1960-61, did not catch

catch up with organic and non-homogeneous soils until almost 30 years after Housel

and 10 years after Matsepuso and Guskov (Bekker, 1969).

Guskov's (1964) approach to track design and performance evaluation provided solutions

only partially matched by a similar work in England (Reece 1965) and by rather limited

attempts in this country (Bekker 1969).

3
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In general, however, the 1;. S. S. R., U.S., and U.K. thinking in this ara is the same*,

and the differences encompass the form rather than content; what is more significant,

a they imply the existence of a more serious azd intensive work in Russia than elsewhere.

The strength of this work lies in the publication of excellent textbooks (Ul'yanov, 1962;

Ul'yanov, 1964: Khachatryan, 1964, Zaichik et al., 1967; Vasiliev et al., 1969; Fedorov,

1969; Razorenov, 1968; Bakhtin, 1969; Saakyan, 1969; Skotnikov, 1969; Revuta, 1969;

Gorbachevskii, 1969; Skundin, 1969; Ostrovtsev, 1969; Ul'yanov, 1969; Sevrov, 1970).

Russian work, however, was riot free from overlapping, lack of communication, or

human frailty (Klochkov, 1967). Improvements of track, wheel, and vehicle theories

were attempted, not necessarily through the rei •sion and amelioration of original

assumption, but often by unscrupulous addition of more assumptions to the old ones.

This course of action, however, appears as much inevitable in Russia as it is else-

where.

But such misguided ventures do not seem to be as expensive in Russia, because they

wcre mainly based on paper and sliderule work, as opposed to similar attempts in

this country, where little is done without the expensive computer and other push-

button equipment.

Dimensional analysis, which has heavily preoccupied one segment of researchers

in this country, seems to be practically nonexistent in Russia locomotion research.

A new trend, however, appL.- to i"-icat" .--nne revision of this attitude (Guskov,

1969) along the lines sketched by Bekker (1969).

The problems of vehicle dynamic response to random terrain surface roughness has

been gaining momentum steadily, undoubtedly under the influence of American work,

though Russian researchers seldom refer to it, if at all (Parkhilovskii, 1961;

Parkhilovskii and Zaitseva, 1964; Rotenberg, 1965; Lurie, 1969).

* The German, Polish, Hungarian and Czechoslovakian agricultural research

belongs to the same school.
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As if realizing Jhe crudeness of approximations attainable by these methods, a number

of researchers proceeded with less expensive, and perhaps no le3s accurate, solutions

(Birulya, 1949; Torchinskii, 1962). Russian automotive engineers appear to have

favored this more simple approach. Nevertheless the mathematical modelling of the

dynamic vehicle system is last advancing. The lack of computers is the only obstacle

to progress.

As a whole, the Russian mathematical modelling of vehicle-machine-soil inLerface

represents a continuous evolutionary process, which unveils gradually broader solutions

within the confines of the same school of thought. Pragmatism and continuity appear

to be strong ingredients of the process.

The process is marked by increasing attempts of parametric evaluations of design

performance apd cost which grew from relatively simple schemes (Letoshnev, 1963;

Goriachkin, 1937; Gruzdev, 1944; Chudakov, 1962) to more complex ones (Katsygin,

1964; Guskov, 1966; Vasi!iev et al. 1969; Kleinin, 1970, etc.). These, in turn,

gradually started showing all the features of what is called today the Systems Analysis

(Guskov, 1968, etc.).

The development of the latter, though not yet formalized, is seen in an increasing

number of computerized soil-machine-vehicle models and tutorial mathematical

papers concerned with statistical processes, optimization, operations research,

tech.nolbrical fPr,•c,"ting, et,,. (Pev..zner, 1964; tKhacnatryan, 1965; Degtyarenko,

1966; Zakin 1967? Nagorski 1967' Ahlin, 1967' Vasilenko, 1968; Gugushvilli, 1968;

Zavalishin, 1968; Skraybin, 1968; Baranski, 1969; Melnikov, 1969; Nagorski and

Bokhan, 1969; Sergeev et al., 1970, etc., etc.).

The objective of these studies is not necessarily the inventing of novel modes of loco-

motion, but the improvement of effectiveness and reduction of cost of the conventional

ones. Savings of natural resources and the economy of the system is also stressed

from the rational viewpoint. The obstacles to progress appear to be the lack of

managerial techniques, comparable to those developed in the U.S., and the lack of

computers. These obstacles, according to the best sources, are being overcome

S(Kozlowski 1969; Nikitin, 1967, etc. ) and the work in accumulation of databanks as

well as the continuing improvement of mathematicai models goes at full speed, as

illustrated by the references.
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Thus the Russian research is gathering inputs and de-eloping the "software" while

waiting for computer "hardwarc". Paradoxically, the situation is the reverse in

this country. The U. S. has ample electronics of superb quality that is waiting for

better, morc practical mathematical models of soil-vehicle interface, better environ-

ment and mission input, and a clearer quantitative operational requirement. But we

do too little work on that kind of "software"; in spite of the lack of basic ingredients

required for systems analysis, we too often spend effort and money on vast computer-

Ized programs with very little practical engineer:ng input.

The decline of our national and internatijnal leadership in science of off-road loco-

motion and ground mobility started in the early sixties. If this decline continues, the

Russian R&D in Terrain-Vehicle Systems, which already is quantitatively and qualita-

tively superior, will soon produce more economical and more versatile vehicles that

will be better adapted to the environment and to the mission requirements than any

vehicles produced by lengthy trial and error, or by misguided expensive and sophis-

ticated analyses,

Comparison of the contents and the numbers of themes published in 1970 by the leading

Russian and American professional magazines leaves little doubt as to where the leader-

ship may go - if it has not already gone. A comparison also shows that the problenm

are primarily of a-n auto motive-engineering nature. The question of soil-vehicle

relationship, though all important in system analysis, reflects only one of many

aspects of res earch and development of motor vehicles.

This was the reason why the Russian efforts concentrate at NAMI, MAMI, and at

those institutes which are partially responsible for motor vehicle R&D (TsNIMFSH,

VISKUOM, VIM, etc). The civil engineering R&D Institutes (MADI, KADI, etc. )

look after their highly specialized 1 -'oblems, with a rather fleeting attention to the very

speciai soil-vehicle problems, such as operating bulldozers, canal diggers, and the

like (Fedorov, 1969; Skotnikov, 1969, etc. ).

This is in contrast with the role assigned in this country, during World War II, to the

civil engineering und environmental institutions in shaping the philosophy and conducting

4. research in automotive ground mobility.
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Conclusions

Much may be deduced from someone's failure to achieve a goal or from the difficulty

*• in its attainment. It is hoped that the present work described the problems faced in

W Russia with a sufficient clarity so that the lesson may be learned, and that it may be

unnecessary to dwell, in the conclusions, on imperfections of Russian research, again.

However, the underscoring of Russian success may be wortnwhile because the learning

from success is more positive, direct, and constructive* than learning from a failure.

The material. reviewed in this work displays the fast emerging leadership and superiority

of Russian reFearch in off-road locomotion. It also shows, hopefully, that the cause of

such advancement where others stand still or fall behind, must be ascribed to:

0 favorable research climate

* balance between theory and empirics

0 highly qualified personnel and high level institutional support

* austere, sober, pragmatic, professional planning

0 search for economy and effect'venes, rather than for spectacular

"breakthroughs" and "instant" solutions

• reliance on intellect rather than on machines of undue sophistry

0 publication of books and top notch professional papers

* recogn'tion that the problem is of automotive nature and that the assignment

of mission responsibility and leadership must go to the appropriate

organization, with other professions serving in an ancillary capacity.

* emerging of a methodological unif,-_: :rity and school of thought which

is leading to a systems approach in the very modern tradition of

locomotion engineering.

The public, the industry , and many of those rEsponsible for progress in this country

appear to be unaware of the pragmatic art continuous work going on in Russia in such

unglamorous and unattractive field as oif-road locomotion and ground mobility. The

present work has hopefullt revealed at least the headlines. And it is time we realize

that much must be c-,n..ed before we rez_-ain our leadership in the area we onco pioneered.

May 25, 1971
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SYMBOLS

A area cm.

A' soil deformation work (kgm)

Ao coefficient of the maximum shearing stress of turf, moss soilin Korchupov's equation (kg/cm2)

Bo coefficient of the maximum bearing stress of turf, moss soil
in Korchunov's equation (kg/cm)

B' width as specified (cm)

C Rokas penetrometer torque constant

C1  Omelianov's tire coefficient in rut making

C2  Omellanov's tire carcass stiffness coefficient

C3  Ageikin's coefficient of tire structure

D wheel diameter (cm)

D 'r-elative" tire diameter in Knoroz equation (cm)

E ,O Ei, E2 etc. energy (kg cm)

22

E Young modulus (gi'cm2}

F size of the loading or ground contact area (cm2

2G modulus of rigidity (kg/cm2)

H soil thrust (kg)

Ho track tension (kg) 3174



SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

K Janosi's coefficient of slip (1/cm or 1/in.)

SK1  Bekker's coefficient of slip (1/cm or 1/in.)

K2  Bekker's coefficient of slip

KNP Nafikov's and Polyakov's exponent of soil deformation
corrected for the test plate size (1/cm)

KO Opeiko's modulus of horizontal ground strength (kg/cm2)

L length as specified (cm)

MC moisture content (%)

MrH moisture content as the higher limit of plasticity index (%)

MCL moisture content at the lower limit of plasticity indcx (%)

N number as specified

NpL plasticity number

P force (kg)

R moton resistance (kg)

S shearing force (kg)

S' ground contact area produced by the tips of the spuds (cm 2)

Sm integrated index of road roughness (cm/km)

S0  Skotnikov's unit load (kg/cm 2

T torque (kg cm)
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

IT circumference of the loading area (cm)

V volume of deformed soil (cm3)

W load (kg)

W1 weight of unsprung mass (kg)

a acceleration (cm/sec )

a' Letoshnev-Beynstein's coefficient of loading, perimeter
effect (kg/cm3" 5)

a" Letoshnev-Bernstein's coefficient of loading, surface
effect (kg/cm4 . 5)

a1  BernsteinIs coefficient of soil deformation for a rigid wheel(kg/cmll.5)

a2  Bernstozes coefficient of soil deformation for a rigid wheel2 (kg/cm'" ;)

b width of the ground contact area (cm)

bm coefficient of turf cover-strength, related to shear and
compression (cm)

C Coulombian coefficient of soil cohesion (kg/cm2 )

C1, C3  Pokrovskii's empirical coefficients of soil shear (kg)

c2 Pokrovskii's empirical coefficient of soil shear (1/cm)

c4 Pokrovskii's empirical coefficient of soil shear (1/cm)

ct coefficient of tire carcass stiffness -(kg/cm3)

d plate diameter (cm)

'A unit motion resistance (R/W)

fs safety factor
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

Sh height (cm)

* hg ground clearance (cm)

10o slip

Is slope

i' Jo length of horizontal soil shear (cm)

k modulus of soil penetration obtained in accordance with Bernstein-
Letoshnev theory but without specifying the plate size and form
(kg/cm3)

. ktfk''" Bernstein's original coefficients of equations fitting the load-
deformation curve (kg/cm2 , kg/cm3 , kg/cm4 respectively)

kB Bernstein's modulus of soil deformation (kg/cm2 "5)

kB Bernstein-Letonev modulus of soil deformation for rigid
kBwheel (kg/cmn+)

k Bekker's "cohesive modulus of soil deformation (kg/cmn+l orc lb/in. n+l)

k modulus of soil deformation for a cone (kg/in. n+2)co
kG Gut-yarls "elasto-plastic" modulus of soil deformation (kg/cm3)kG Gutyar's "easo-lastic" modulus of soil deformation (kg/cm3) :

3kl GGutyar's "plastic" modulus of soil deformation (kg/cm)
KKnoroz'bear1g capacity coefficient of soil for pneumatic
tires (kg/cm )

k KA Katsygin's coefficient of soil deformation (kg/cm )

kf kA Katsygin's coefficient of soil deformation corrected for plate
size (kg/cm3 )

k"l KA Katsygin's coefficient of soil deformation in Bernsteinian equation
involving dimensionless sinkage z for plate diameter D (kg/cm2 )

ki IKatsygin's coefficient of soil deformation in Bernsteinian's equation
KA involving dimensionless sinkage z, for plate width b (kg/cm2 )

k KL Korchunov's coefficient of soil deformation at lower limit of
plasticity index

kv Klochkov's coefficient of snow penetration load at a given speed

kKO Korchunov's coefficient of turf deformation (cm)

------------------------------------7 "-



SYMBOLS (Cont'd)
[3

* kL Letoshnev's modulus of soil deformation (kg/cm 3)
kNP Nafikov and Poliakov's modulus of soil deformation (kg/cm3 )

Nafikov and Poliakov's modulus of soil deformation for the
k'NP test plate (kg/cm3)

ko Opeiko's coefficient of horizontal shear

koM Omelianov's coefficient of soil deformation for a tire (kg/cm )
kpT Compounded exponent of soil deformation combined with Pokrovskii-

Troitskaya soil values

SkS Saakyan's modulus of soil deformation (kg/cm2)

k SK Skotnikov's modulus of soil deformation, corrected by plate
size (kg/cm3)

kt Modulus of turf deformation (kg/cm n+2)

kT Troitskaya's coefficient of soil strength

kV Vernikov's modulus of soil deformation reflecting speed effect
measured in density change (kg/cm3)

k'v Saakyan's coefficient of wheel slip in a slip-sinkage function (1/cm )
kZ Ageikin's modulus of soil deformation (kg/cm2 )
k Bekker's "frictional" modulus of soil deformation (kg/cm+2r

4 • lb/in. n+2)
k8 6Coefficient of motion resistance due to the snow filling the path

of the road wheels

k Katsygin's coefficient of shear (cm)1"

track pitch (cm)

mI Force coefficient of critical load for the wheel bulldozing turf (kg)

m2 Unit load coefficient of critical load for the wheel bulldozing turf(kg/cm2)
Wz Ageikin's coefficient of stress attenuation in soil

m Melnikov's empirical coefficient of speed effect upon soil
penetration (kg sec 2/cm 4 )

n Letoshnev's generalized exponent of sinkage

nv Saakyan's exponent of wheel slip in a slip-sinkage function
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

p ground pressure (kg/cm )

W PC Troitskaiya t s maximum bearing strength of soil (kg/cm2 )

Pea Tire carcass stiffness pressure (kg/cm )

P1  Tire inflation pressure (kg/cm2 )

Pq 'average" tire ground pressure (kg/cm2 )

PKA Katsygin's ultimate bearing capacity of soil (kg/cm2 )

PKO Korchunov's maximum bearing capacity of turf soil (kg/cm2 )

P Korchunov's bearing caacity of turf soil at the lower limit of
plasticity index (kg/cm•)

Pov IKlochkov's resistance to penetration with speed v (kg/cm )

2
Ps ground bearing capacity (kg/cm2)

r radius (cm)

rt radius of curvature of the side walls of the tire under load (cm)

s distance (cm)

s t track link length (cm)

t time (sec)

tff time of 'free fall" sinkage of the loading area (sec)

u Vernikov's coefficient of soil compressibility

z sinkage (cm)

z d dynamic sinkage at given vehicle speed (cm)
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

a, Or a... angles or coefficients as specified

OP 019 0 2 "'" angles or coefficients as specified

v soil density (kg/cm3 )

V1V V2  angles or coefficients as specified

A tire deflection (cm)

6 stress (kg/cm 2

Andreev's coefficient of wheel skid c= i 0(i -1)

r', • etc. coefficients or- ratios as specified

Ct coefficient of non-uniformity of track pressure distribution

'Andreev's coefficient of wheel slip: "= io/1-io)

Skotnikov's empirical soil coefficient

1 T coefficient of efficiency (output/input ratio)

x Lvov's coefficient of load distribution on tire contact area
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

X ratio of sinkage to the thickness of deformed soil layera
Ao Lvov's coefficient of diameter deformation of a tire

M viscosity (kg sec/cm,)

AA Ageilkin's coefficient of internal soil friction (tan (n)

Ma coefficient of "adhesion" between the ground and the vehicle

Af coefficient of friction

AKA Katsygin's coefficient of compound friction

Mm Katsygin's coefficient of friction 'in shear"

110 coefficient of friction between metal and soil

te'o Katsygin's cnefficient of friction "at rest"

Mr coefficient of friction between rubber and soil

MT coefficient of soil thrust

P1  Birulya's coefficient of energy loss due to road roughness

P2 transfer coefficient of road roughness

at coefficient of form of the body interacting with. soil

v soil shear stress (kg/cm 2)

Iav shear stress per unit of perimeter length (kg/cm)

Ir 0Troitskaya's maximum shear strength of soil (kg/cm )
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SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

0 Coulombian angle of friction (deg)

on6 angle of soil-wheel rim slip (tan- 90)

*j ('r) Rokas soil index of shear strength

*2 (p) Rokas soil index of bearing capacity

r Kuznetsov's ground hardness (kg/cm2 )

"IT Rokas index of mobility
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